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This study has been conducted to identify the linguistic competencies required for

teaching Arabic at the intermediate schools in the Sultanate ofOman. It suggests the

use of a specific observation card to evaluate Arabic teachers according to their level

of linguistic competencies. To achieve these objectives, the study has been divided

into an Introduction and five chapters, followed by a general Conclusion. The

Introduction presents the scope of the study and its importance, and raises the

appropriate questions. Chapter One discusses the various elements of the teaching

competencies movement, as well as its significance in teacher-training by reviewing

the relevant literature. It also deals with the bases, classification and sources of the

competencies. Chapter Two outlines the current status of Arabic teaching in Oman

and its objectives. It then describes the importance of language in daily life and the

educational system as a pedagogical subject. The chapter reviews the teacher-

training programmes in Oman and examines their constituent elements. Chapter

Three presents the practical aspect of the current study such as the samples and

instruments for the collection of data and the methods followed to analyse the data.

Chapter Four analyses the statistical results of the questionnaire, including the

linguistic competencies. Chapter Five discusses and explains the results obtained. It

also includes the additional comments made by the respondents to the questionnaire.

The general Conclusion is devoted to summarizing the issues and findings of the

study, as well as suggesting some improvements to the current system of teaching

Arabic in Oman. Finally, it makes some recommendations which, it is hoped, will be

useful in the planning of future teacher-training courses and will encourage further

studies in this field.
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Introduction

This introduction explains the issues examined in the present study. First, it outlines

the theoretical background to support the necessity for the study. The discussion of

the pilot study is linked to the relevant questions. Finally, the Introduction gives the

definitions of the terms frequently used and briefly describes the structure of the

study.

0.1 Background to the Study
Education has an essential function in developing society and shaping its future, for

it provides it with a potential force represented by those who should have acquired

productive abilities as a result of their education (Ibrahim, 1984: 424), and who

should be responsible for achieving progress and preserving the safety and security

of the nation (Bishara, 1986: 5). Moreover, "education is the engine of social

progress and intelligence is its fuel" (Harris, 1981: 59). Language, being the

medium through which individuals can express themselves and preserve their

cultural and civil heritage, and the medium of communication and thought, has

acquired a significant role in the daily life of humankind and is therefore considered

the main means by which educational objectives and functions are achieved.

The Arabic language has the same function, which means that it currently

enjoys a high status in education throughout the Arab world. Furthermore, it is the

medium of instruction in all school subjects, except foreign languages. As a result,

educators insist on improving its curricula and programmes whenever the

opportunity arises in educational and linguistic research (Ghulum, 1982: 6-7).
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Hence, Arabic is so important that it must be taught by a teacher with a high degree

of competency, who is characterized by a special ability to communicate his1

message effectively. In this context, the teacher is the centre of the instructional

process in the school, for he is the means by which educational objectives are

achieved. He is also the primary factor in learner interaction in the classroom, which

itself helps to achieve the desired objectives (al-Ghafirl, 1995: 3).

In addition, the teacher takes on the responsibility of instructing the new

generation. He should be an example to his pupils, influence their conduct and way

of thinking, and guide the development of their ideals. His role is also to provide his

pupils with information and skills, and train them to process these acquisitions into

knowledge for application in real life ('Assas, 1994: 82). Certain factors widen the

scope of the teacher's role, such as the increase in the number of pupils, educational

improvements and the expansion of information. Although modern technology is

now being used in both teaching and learning, instruction by itself cannot fulfil its

function without a qualified teacher to communicate it effectively ('Isan, 1995: 31;

al-Babtrn, 1996: 23).

It is clear from the above that it is essential that teachers are trained to meet

the challenge of new conditions or variables. Many international conferences have

been held where case studies and issues relating to teacher-training have been

discussed with the aim of increasing teacher efficiency. Many countries have also

given much attention to analysing programmes to improve teacher-training (Mar'I,

1983: 178; Wazzan, 1983: 11-12).

1 The pronoun "he" and the possessive "his" are used in the present study to denote both male and
female, although the possessive is mentioned in quotations.
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Since "the general purpose of teacher education is to enable teachers to develop the

skills and qualities that will increase their professional effectiveness" (Lynch &

Plunkett, 1973: 53), teacher proficiency and academic training are considered

important areas that urgently need improvement at the various stages of education.

Furthermore, "teachers who possess both action system knowledge and subject

matter knowledge2 will be more effective than teachers who are deficient in one of

these areas (Good & Brophy, 1987: 3). As a result, Wollin (1974: 343) states

The programme is successfully completed when candidates can demonstrate that they are

competent to assume the role for which they have been prepared, i.e., they must provide

satisfactory evidence, not only that they possess specified knowledge, but also that they can

carry out in practice teaching tasks and functions and, in some cases, achieve learning

outcomes with children.

Consequently, a number of studies have been conducted on a range of school

subjects, one of which is Arabic, to identify the competencies required for teaching

these subjects. These competencies are closely related to the pupils' achievements,

for any improvement in the pupils is dependent on the teacher's qualifications and

abilities (Wazzan, 1983: 13). In particular, it is essential to refresh the Arabic

teacher's knowledge and update his skills as new developments take place in his

field. This includes linguistic competencies that the teacher should possess to enable

his pupils to improve their language, which is the main ingredient of success in other

school subjects (Zafir & al-HammadT, 1984: 26). This can be done by training the

teacher according to the principles of competency-based teacher education. These

2 "Subject matter knowledge includes the specific information teachers need to present content.
Action system knowledge refers to skills for planning lessons, making decisions about lesson pace,
explaining material clearly, and responding to individual differences in how students learn" (Good &
Brophy, 1987: 3).
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programmes concentrate on the teacher's performance in the classroom instead of

merely providing him with theoretical knowledge and information relevant to his job

(Jaradat et al., n.d.: 33; Mar'I, 1983: 177).

0.2 Importance of the Study

Competency is essential in teacher-training, as shown above. This is why much

research has been conducted to investigate the competencies required for

learning/teaching various school subjects, including Arabic. However, in Oman

there has been a lack of such studies, especially in the teaching of Arabic. To the

knowledge of the researcher, there has not been any study dealing specifically with

the linguistic competencies at the intermediate stage. The only study in this area has

been a document published in 1999 by the Ministry of Higher Education in Oman,

stating the linguistic competencies necessary for teachers of the first stage of basic

education (Wizarat al-Ta'lrm al-'AlI, 1999: 8). A close examination of its contents

has shown that the competencies mentioned are very general, very few and lacking

any clear definition.

Al-HarrasI (2001) conducted a study to identify the educational and linguistic

competencies required for Arabic teachers in the first cycle of basic education5 and

he used the findings as a basis for evaluating the performance of female teachers.

His results showed that there was a weakness in the teachers' practice of the

speaking and reading competencies. Although al-Harrasfs research is very recent

J This type of education in Oman is part of a reform begun in some schools as an experiment in 1998.
Under the new system, basic education lasts for ten years and is divided into the first and second
cycles consisting of four and six years respectively. Schools providing basic education are equipped
with science and computer laboratories as well as resource centres (al-Belushi & al-Kitani, 1997: 109,
119; al-Manthri, 2001: 84).
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and close to this study, it should be pointed out that the area that he has covered is

limited to the first cycle of basic education and the relationship between the linguistic

and educational competencies of that stage. Consequently, the need for the present

study speaks for itself. Its aim is to identify the linguistic competencies required for

teaching Arabic at the intermediate stage in the Sultanate ofOman and to suggest an

observation card for measuring the extent to which Arabic teachers possess these

competencies.

Therefore, this study is considered important because it is hoped that it will

be useful in the following ways:

1. The promotion of pre-service training programmes for Arabic teachers in the

colleges of education in Oman by providing the Ministry of Higher Education

and the decision-makers with a list of the main linguistic competencies

required and an observation card. In the College of Education at Sultan

Qaboos University, for example, the current card, which is used for

evaluating student teachers of Arabic in classroom practice and micro-

teaching, concentrates on the general educational competencies, regardless of

the specific competencies required for Arabic language ('Abd al-'AzIz, 1997:

86, 107-109).

2. The issuing to Arabic inspectors of an observation card that includes

linguistic competencies for use along with the current card designed for the

evaluation of Arabic teachers inside the classroom. As pointed out by

Sitatiya et al. (1985: 127) and Isma'Il (1991: 59), there is a lack of objective

measuring tools for the evaluation of language learning/teaching. This
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opinion is supported by the pilot study, which is covered in the next section

of the Introduction.

3. With regard to the findings of many studies, such as those of 'Abd al-Raziq

and al-Shibinl (1986: 94-95) and al-Hasan (1992: 4), there is an emphasis

on the importance of the movement of competency-based teacher-training.

The aim of this movement is to provide the student teacher of Arabic with the

competencies required for efficient and competent instruction in the

classroom. Despite the importance of these competencies, there is in Oman a

lack of any studies in this field dealing specifically with the intermediate

stage. Therefore, this study is the first of its kind in this area. It is hoped that

it will pave the way for further studies of the other stages of school education

and other school subjects.

0.3 The Pilot Study

The pilot study was designed to investigate the level of the linguistic competencies of

Arabic teachers at the intermediate stage in Oman. This was achieved by finding out

the extent to which the Arabic inspectors were satisfied with those teachers. Another

objective was to find out whether there was a specific tool to evaluate the Arabic

teachers in these competencies, and if it did not exist, the extent to which it was

necessary. The pilot study was conducted during the second term of the academic

year 1998/99, using a questionnaire designed with these purposes in mind.

The validity of the questionnaire was confirmed by distributing it among five

arbitrators (see Appendix 1.), who specialized in curriculum development and Arabic

language teaching methodology at Sultan Qaboos University. The researcher met
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them to explain the purpose of the questionnaire and ask for their opinion of the first

draft and its suitability for achieving the researcher's objectives.

The ensuing discussion with the specialists resulted in several changes. The

most important of their suggestions was to include some Arabic linguistic

competencies at the beginning of the questionnaire to inform the respondents what

they represented. Appendix 2. shows the final version of the questionnaire.

After the necessary revision, the researcher distributed 8 copies of the

questionnaire to experts in curriculum and Arabic language teaching methodology,

and 36 copies to Arabic inspectors in three regions ofOman: Muscat, Interior Region

and al-Batina North. This was done after obtaining the necessary permits from the

Ministry of Higher Education and the Ministry of Education (see Appendix 3.).

When the questionnaires were collected, 10 had apparently been lost and 4 were

cancelled because they were incomplete. So there remained 30 questionnaires for

analysis.

The results of the first question, regarding the standard of Arabic teachers in

their mastery of linguistic competencies, are shown in Table 0.1. According to the

table, most of the answers fall into the category of "good", which suggests that the

general standard of Arabic teachers is only good. It may also indicate that the Arabic

inspectors are not completely satisfied with the Arabic teachers. Perhaps the

standard allocated to the Arabic teachers is due to their lack of knowledge of the

linguistic competencies. Therefore, it seems that their standard needs to be improved

and their linguistic competencies developed. The first step in this direction is to

7



identify the competencies required for teaching Arabic, which itself supports the

necessity of this study.

Table 0.1 Standard of Arabic teachers

Linguistic Aspect Very Good Good Weak

Frequency %age Frequency %age Frequency %age
Reading 16 53.3 14 46.7 0 0.0

Literary Texts 5 16.7 23 76.7 2 6.6
Grammar 14 46.7 14 46.7 2 6.6
Written Composition 9 30.0 18 60.0 3 10.0

Oral Composition 9 30.0 16 53.3 5 16.7
Dictation &
Punctuation 14 46.7 15 50.0 1 3.3

Handwriting 2 6.7 19 63.3 9 30.0

The second question, regarding the availability of an observation card

specifically for use in evaluating Arabic teachers, produced data confirming that no

such card including linguistic competencies was currently available. The school

inspectors used only a general card, regardless of the nature of an individual subject,

see Appendix 4.

Among the reasons for the lack of a specific card, according to the

respondents, were the following:

• There was no list of the most important linguistic competencies owing to the

absence of research in this field in Oman. This led to a dependence on the

existing general card to evaluate Arabic teachers.

• The lack of experience of some of the Arabic inspectors in evaluating Arabic

teachers' competencies meant that the designing of a specific card had been

neglected.
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As a result, 73 per cent of the respondents thought that it was very necessary to

design such a card. Among the reasons given were:

• The necessity of knowing the linguistic competencies which the teachers do and

do not possess so that the appropriate training programmes can be devised.

• The fact that the card currently available does not include the linguistic

competencies required to teach the Arabic language.

• The importance of creating a special observation card for linguistic

competencies, which could be used as a yardstick by the Omani education

authorities to investigate the level of successful teaching of the Arabic language.

In conclusion, the results of the pilot study clearly showed that the linguistic

competencies of Arabic teachers at the intermediate stage was generally below the

level of "very good" in most aspects of the Arabic language. The researcher thinks

that the most important reason for this situation is the Arabic teachers' lack of

knowledge of the linguistic competencies required for teaching Arabic, which, in

turn, is due to the lack of a list of these competencies. Therefore, it is essential to

compile such a list. The pilot study also highlighted the importance of an appropriate

observation card to evaluate the performance of Arabic teachers in Oman. The

present study aims to examine all these issues.

0.4 Questions of the Study

From the above discussion and the results of the pilot study, this thesis seeks to

answer the following questions:
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1. What is the importance of the competency-based teacher-education movement in

training teachers ofArabic?

2. What is the current situation of teacher-training in Oman?

3. What is the current status ofArabic teaching in Oman?

4. What are the linguistic competencies required for teaching the various linguistic

aspects ofArabic at the intermediate stage in Oman?

5. What are the most and least important of these competencies as perceived by a

group of Arabic teachers, Arabic inspectors and Arabic curriculum experts in

Oman?

6. How can the observation card, which will be suggested in this study, be

developed for evaluating the extent to which these competencies are possessed by

Arabic teachers at the intermediate stage?

0.5 Operational Definitions

The terminology most commonly used in this study is as follows:

• Intermediate stage: three academic years following the elementary stage (six

years) and preceding the secondary stage (three years). This stage is equivalent

to "al-marhala al-i'dadiyya" which is translated as "preparatory stage" in the

documents of the Ministry ofEducation in Oman. The usual age of the pupils at

this stage ranges from 13 to 15. This stage is part of the former educational

system used in Oman, because the new system (basic education) as stated above,

is applied to the first cycle, which covers Primary 1 to Primary 4.

• Linguistic competency: a body of knowledge, skills and attitudes that every

teacher at the intermediate stage needs to possess so as to be sufficiently qualified
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and capable of improving his pupils' abilities and enabling them to achieve

effectively the required linguistic objectives.

• Linguistic aspects: those which represent the elements of the Arabic curriculum.

Each of the aspects is treated separately to facilitate the teaching/learning of

Arabic, although they are normally integrated. These aspects total eight, as

follows: Listening, Reading, Literary Texts, Oral Composition, Written

Composition, Grammar, Dictation and Punctuation, and Arabic Calligraphy.

• Behavioural objectives: statements of intent that are much more precise than

aims and more observable (Gronlund, 1978: 6). They also "attempt to describe

in the clearest terms possible, exactly what a pupil will think, act or feel at the

end of a learning experience" (Davies, 1976: 14-15). In this context, the

linguistic competencies in the present study represent behavioural objectives

since they are translated into statements that can be observed and measured.

• Observation card: the tool suggested for evaluating the extent to which Arabic

teachers possess the linguistic competencies required at the intermediate stage.

0.6 Outline of the Chapters

To answer the questions listed above and discuss the related issues, the study is

divided into five chapters, followed by a general conclusion as well as some

suggestions and recommendations. The subject of each chapter is treated from the

theoretical or practical aspects according to the classification of the questions as

shown below.
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Chapter One discusses the various elements of the teaching competencies movement

as well as the importance of this movement by reviewing the relevant literature. The

chapter is divided into two main sections. The first section examines the teaching

competencies movement as a noteworthy trend in teacher-training. The second

section deals with the bases, classification and sources of competencies.

Chapter Two presents an outline of the teaching of the Arabic language in

Oman and its linguistic competencies. It is divided into four main sections. The first

describes the characteristics of the Arabic language to extract its linguistic

competencies. The introduction outlines the importance of language in daily life and

in the educational system as a pedagogical subject. This section also discusses the

characteristics of language in general and Arabic in particular. In the second section,

the role of the teacher in contemporary times is examined, with special attention

given to the influence of recent educational developments. The third section looks at

the current status of Arabic language teaching in Oman. It also reviews the teacher-

training programmes in Oman from the historical perspective. In addition, it

examines the constituent elements of the Arabic language teaching curriculum, its

philosophy and objectives, with regard to the theoretical background of each aspect

ofArabic.

Chapter Three represents the practical side of the study and is based on the

previous two chapters. It concentrates on the following related issues: (1) identifying

the population and the samples selected for data collection; (2) developing the two

instruments - the questionnaire and the observation card used for data collection - by

describing their purposes, sources, validity, and their first and final versions; (3)
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presenting the application of the questionnaire; and (4) describing the statistical

procedures and treatment required for the analysis of the data.

Chapter Four analyses the statistical results of the questionnaire, which

included the linguistic competencies for eight aspects of teaching Arabic: Listening,

Reading, Literary Texts, Oral Composition, Written Composition, Grammar,

Dictation and Punctuation, and Arabic Calligraphy. The statistical results are

followed by the classification of items in each aspect according to their level of

importance. The items in each level of importance are then classified according to

the relevant ideas and topics.

Chapter Five discusses the results given in Chapter Four. The discussion and

interpretation of the results are guided by the relevant literature. At the end of the

chapter are included the additional comments and suggestions made by the

respondents to the open question in the questionnaire. The plan of the discussion is

based on the classification ofthe items described in Chapter Four.

The conclusion of the study summarizes the issues and findings examined

and is followed by some suggestions for improving the current system of teaching

linguistic aspects of Arabic at the intermediate stage in Oman. Finally, it lists some

recommendations which, it is hoped, will be useful in planning future teacher-

training programmes suitable for teaching the linguistic competencies and in

encouraging further studies in this field.
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Chapter One

The Competencies Movement and its Importance

Introduction

Education is considered the basis for developing human resources in any country. It

is also regarded as a long-term investment rather than an immediate service activity.

Oman, as a developing country, has been acting on these premises for some years,

building a modern society upon the principles of education and the belief that

carefully planned education is a foundation of the economic and social development

of society ('Abd al-Raziq & al-ShibM, 1986: 47). Therefore, " in changing times,

unchanging schools are anomalous. Competency-based education promises the

thrust necessary for adaptation to meet the challenge of a changed and changing

society" (Howsam & Houston, 1972: 1).

In an attempt to improve education in general, and to assist teachers in

meeting the rapidly changing needs of society, educationalists continually search for

alternative means to improve teacher competency (Loheyde, 1977: 12).

Furthermore, many professional educationalists today espouse the need to place more

emphasis on the assessment of individual teachers and their performance in the

classroom, highlighting the importance of integrating theory with practice. Overall,

they insist, the focus should be on actual objectives (Jones, 1972: 102-103).

In the 1960s, many educational researchers focussed their work on teaching

competencies. Recently the research has broadened to involve the observation of

teachers inside the classroom, and to analyse teaching behaviours that are related to
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teaching competencies. Research concerning competencies is a dynamic area of

investigation, bearing fruitful results, with major relevance to teaching and teacher

education. Thus, the findings are important to classroom teachers, researchers,

curriculum specialists and theorists. Although numerous studies have investigated

general teaching competencies, very little attention has been paid to linguistic

competencies. Therefore, the present study seeks to determine, in an empirical

manner, the linguistic competencies essential for teachers ofArabic.

Richards (1990: 42) notes "The classroom is seen as a place where there is

ongoing and dynamic interaction between the teacher's instructional goals, learners'

purposes, classroom tasks and activities, the teacher's instructional activities and

behaviour, student behaviour in completing assigned tasks, and learning outcomes".

Teachers of Arabic, as a result, can use the techniques of classroom research to

examine the learning activities that take place in their classrooms. They can also

monitor accurately both their behaviour and that of their pupils.

Teachers cannot expect to do a good job if they do not master, to a high

degree, the subject matters that they are employed to teach. Teaching Arabic as an

independent subject places many special demands on teachers. For example, they

must adjust, from time to time, their instructional plans and procedures in order to

accommodate differences in the capabilities of their pupils. They must also make

their voice loud and clear enough for all the pupils, and speaking at a level

comprehensible to all.

If teachers of Arabic are to respond successfully to such demands, they will

have to acquire a number of specific competencies, to help them perform their duties
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efficiently in the classroom. A teacher's success depends on his possession of a

number of teaching competencies, and on exhibition of these competencies

throughout the lesson. Related to this, Carr (1993: 254) states: "we need teachers

who are not just knowledgeable or well-informed about education, but whose

knowledge and understanding is expressed, or exhibited, in their abilities - teachers,

in short, who are competent by virtue of the intelligent application of their

knowledge and understanding in effective practice".

It will be the purpose of this chapter, therefore, to discuss the various

elements in the teaching competencies movement, as well as the importance of the

movement as a whole by reviewing the literature related to the present study. This

chapter is divided into three major sections. In the first I will examine the teaching

competencies movement as an important trend in teacher education. The second

section will deal with bases, classification, and sources of competencies. I will

present my conclusion on the surveyed literature in the third section.

1.1 The Teaching Competencies Movement as an Important
Educational Trend

1.1.1 Introduction

The main purpose of this section is to examine the teaching competencies movement

as an important educational trend in teacher education. It will be divided into five

subheadings. The first deals with the roots of the movement including a historical

perspective on it. The second provides descriptions of theoretical terms relative to

the teaching competencies movement. The third focuses on the growth factors of

this movement. The fourth presents the assumptions of the movement, and the final

subheading concerns itselfwith the various criticisms aimed at it.
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1.1.2 Roots and Historical Perspective of the Teaching Competencies
Movement

The competencies movement originated as a reaction to the failure of traditional

trends in teacher education, which were concerned with providing teachers with a

certain amount of general education and some specific and simple practical training

(Abu al-Samld, 1985: 51). At that time, a good teacher was no more than a person

who had mastered the basics of a certain subject, and who therefore felt him to be

capable of transmitting this subject matter to the learner. This view of teaching was

coupled with another view concerning the aims of education. The focus then was on

gaining knowledge and, to this end, the teacher was to provide the learner with the

optimum amount of information. As a result, the role of the teacher was limited to

transmitting knowledge from a few sources, which included textbooks for the

learners. Hence, teacher efficiency and success were measured in terms of the extent

the learner memorised and retained such knowledge. Teaching then was a task that

any person could perform ('Abd al-Raziq & al-ShibM, 1986: 82).

Educational thought, however, has changed, and the impact of the change has

been felt in the teaching process, and in the role of the teacher. The role of the

teacher is no longer a mere transmitter of information. It has become necessary for

the teacher to acquire a breadth of knowledge in additional areas, such as curriculum

theories and their development, strategies and management of instruction, and use of

instructional media and materials. These changing views on educational practices

have given rise to questions pertaining to teacher education. Chief among these is a

series of questions relating to the characteristics of the effective teacher and teaching

(ibid.: 82).
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As a result, a number ofmodern trends have emerged in the field of education, which

are concerned with the improvement of teaching training by concentrating on the

preparation and evaluation of teaching according to new educational principles.

Among these trends is the teaching competencies movement. This is a movement

which has made the improvement of teachers' competencies its main aim, because it

considers that the most important task of the educational process is to establish the

types of competencies relevant to the job of the teacher, and to provide teachers with

a well-planned guide in fulfilling their duties, and in their professional development

(Sa'ada, 1986: 81). This is because the teacher is usually considered as one of the

most important variables in the process of teaching. Consequently, the teacher's

competency has a special significance, which has commanded the attention of

researchers for several decades (Sadiq & Abu Hatab, 1994: 786).

Although competency-based education, as stated by Stotfle and Pryor (1980),

is seen today as a new approach, it has antecedents that go back to the late nineteenth

century in a variety of educational movements, including those concerned with

efficiency in general education, vocational education, progressive education, and

instructional technology (p. 55). Moreover, competency-based teacher education,

according to McAleavy and McAleer (1991: 21), is not a recent development, for it

is generally agreed that competency-based education had its roots in teacher

education in the U.S.A. during the 1960s (see also Tuxworth, 1989: 11). Houston

(1974: 5; 1985: 900) also thinks that the roots of the competencies movement can

be traced back to the last years of the nineteenth century in the U.S.A. particularly

with regard to the training of nurses, engineers, lawyers and librarians, in a number
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of American universities, and in the teaching of social and natural sciences and

humanities in the British Open University (see also 'Abd al-Mu'tl, 1988: 98).

This new movement or trend first appeared in the U.S.A. as a direct reaction

against the failure of traditional education in effectively fulfilling its aims. It was

only in the 1960s that educationalists began to speak and write explicitly about

teaching competencies and the new programmes related to it. Loyheyde (1977: 13),

for instance, states that this movement emerged in the 1960s as an alternative way in

preparing teachers. These programmes spread quickly throughout the U.S.A., and

were used in most of the colleges of teacher education there from the early 1970s

onwards (Day, 1974: 40).

Furthermore, as shown by Houston (1974: 3), the movement toward

competency-based education now permeates every aspect of American education.

Dickson (1979: 19) also presents evidence supporting the spread of the competency

movement in the United States. He reports that, in January 1977, sixteen states had

some form of competency requirements. By September of the same year, the number

of such states had risen to 26, and by the time of his study, that figure has increased

to more then 30. Therefore, the use of the principle of competencies as a basis for

the education and training of teachers has become commonly accepted (Reynolds &

Salters, 1995: 349). It is now one of the most prominent features of education in

many countries throughout the world (al-Dlb, 1997: 96-97).

It has also spread into other fields. As recently as 1995, Bates pointed out

that the current importance of competency in Britain stems, in large part, from the

fact that competency and outcomes have become constituent concepts in the
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emerging system of National Vocation Qualifications (NVQs). All British

vocational qualifications - across schools, fiirther and higher education - are based on

the principle of competency (p. 6). According to Jones and Moore (1993: 385), the

competency trend is "increasingly influential in a variety of other areas concerned

with the management of the person, especially with [the National Council for

Vocational Qualifications] NCVQ's current review of graduate entry level

occupations". Through NCVQ, as stated by Hodkinson and Issitt (1995: 1), "the

emphasis on qualification has moved away from the notion that preparation for

effective practice involves the right kind of training 'inputs' on or off the job. The

shift to competence-based assessment has been towards 'outputs'". Reynolds and

Salters (1995: 349) also say that, by 1986, the Government and the Manpower

Services Commission (MSC) in Britain were referring to competency as the

objective of training and as the measure of assessment.

In Oman the NVQ system has been established and is used for training in

vocational education and training. This system is equivalent to a secondary

education qualification for students over 16 years of age, who wish to keep their

options open, either to move into higher education or seek employment. The NVQ

system, then, forms a bridge between the vocational and academic systems of

education. To improve the quality of vocational education it is imperative to

improve the competency of vocational school teachers (Ministry of Information,

1999: 184-185).

It is possible to trace back the roots of the teaching competencies movement

to the behaviourist school (Salah, 1988: 44) from the early 1910s (Skinner, 1974:
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5), which thinks that human behaviour can be analysed into small elements, capable

of being reshaped. Among the outcomes of this school are the behavioural

objectives upon which the competencies movement depends ('Abd al-Raziq & al-

ShibM, 1986: 83). The idea ofbehavioural objectives spread later on from the

United States to Britain, and was used in teacher education. To explain this point,

Hyland (1994: 49) states that competency-based vocational education, when it first

appeared in the UK, was a good example of a system using behavioural objectives.

The teaching competencies movement is one of the contemporary trends in

the field of teacher education, which has clear connections to behaviourism and

educational technology. Burns (1972: 32) emphasises the importance of this

movement, stating that competency-based teacher education today is an innovation

which is still growing in influence. It seems certain that most traditional teacher

programmes will either change significantly, or disappear, within the next few years.

McDonald (1972: 74) also shows that "the basic concepts of competency-based

education are widely accepted today, and there is widespread interest in the changes

needed to make teacher education programs focus on the acquisition of teaching

competency". Furthermore, as stated by Finch and Crunkilton (1989: 241),

competency-based education has been shown to be most effective as an alternative to

conventional forms of education over the past decade.

The teaching competency movement began to claim attention in Arabic

countries early in the 1980s. Since then, many studies have been carried out

concerning the competencies required for teachers. These can be seen to fall into

two groups. On the one hand, studies investigating general competencies, which are
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considered necessary for every teacher, regardless of the subject matter that he

teaches; and, on the other hand, investigation of specific competencies related to the

subject matter taught (Ahmad, 1990: 134). This movement has become one of the

most important modern trends in educational circles for solving the problems

inherent in teacher education.

We can now deal with some of the theoretical terms used by the teaching

competencies movement.

1.1.3 Theoretical Terms Relevant to the Teaching Competencies
Movement

The teaching competencies movement is intimately connected with a number of

technical terms, which are similar in meaning, a fact which has led to some

ambiguity and confusion in their use. Therefore, in order to distinguish between

these terms, and show how far they are related to the concept of competency itself,

we need to define each term. Among the most important of these terms are "skill",

"teacher's performance", "behavioural objectives", and "competency" itself.

1.1.3.1 Skill

The first term, "skill", has been dealt with by many writers and researchers. Some of

them see it as an equivalent to the term "competency" itself. For example, Ibrahim

(1988: 84-85) points out that many studies have treated teaching skill under various

names such as: "competencies", "masteries", or "teaching skills".

This variation in terminology and definitions will be apparent from a small

selection of commentaries. Good (1945: 373) defines "teaching skill" as "the ability

to promote learning, developed through appropriate preparation and experience and
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facilitated by natural aptitude". But, according to McDonald (1974: 20), "skill", in

general, means proficiency in performance. Mujawir (1974: 16) considers skill lfom

a psychological and educational point of view, and defines it as an ability possessed

by man, by which he can perform some complex and dynamic actions with ease,

precision and adaptation to changing circumstances. It is usually evaluated and

judged by the results reached. Mujawir (1974) also thinks that "Ability" is judged as

a group of skills, and "skill" is viewed, in its turn, as an aptitude or power, which

assists in acquiring the ability. Reading ability, for example, comprises the skills of

comprehension, speed, analysis, criticism, judgement, inference and so on (p. 16).

Sa'd (1983: 38-39) presents two kinds of "skill": "general skill", and

"teaching skill". He thinks that the first shows itself in the ease and precision with

which a certain action is performed. It grows as a result of the learning process,

whereas the second means easy performance of a number of actions, which are

operationally defined.

Al-Khatlb (1988: 108) defines "skill" as an action, physical or intellectual,

that an individual has learned to perform, with understanding, ease and precision.

Yusuf (1988: 12) distinguishes between "educational skill" and "skill in teaching".

He sees the first as the ability to perform a complex and dynamic work with ease,

and the second as the performance of a number of operationally defined works, and

capable of being observed. Salah (1988: 45) sees "skill" as a physical or intellectual

performance with a high degree of understanding, familiarity, and precision with the

minimum of effort and time.
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We can see, then, that the concept of "skill" has received a number of definitions, but

with some common features. All the foregoing definitions agree that "skill" is the

performance of certain works with ease, precision, and economy that it can be

observed and evaluated, and that it grows as a result of learning or training. Thus,

"skill" comprises some basic elements, namely mastery, comprehension, speed and

precision.

On the other hand, some of the above definitions deal with aspects ignored by

others. We find that Mujawir, for example, identifies "skill" with ability, and sees

the first as part of the second. In turn, Salah and al-Khatlb concentrate on the

physical or intellectual form in which this skill is performed. Good (1945) alone

thinks that "skill" requires some natural aptitude enjoyed by the individual.

Therefore, we can say that teaching skill represents the performance aspect, whereas

the term "competency" includes, with the performance aspect, the knowledge and

attitude proper to the work. Yet, some writers use the term "skill" as a synonym

term to "competency".

1.1.3.2 Teacher's performance

'Abd al-Hafiz (1986: 46) sees this term as referring to the behaviour of the teacher

during the process of teaching, including his real performance within the teaching

situation, and the work he prepares for meeting that situation. In his study, Salah

(1988: 46-47) regards the performance as the teacher's behaviour, covering all that

he says and does within the teaching situation, a performance which is both

observable and measurable.
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This means that "performance" is the surface behaviour of the teacher during the

process of teaching, something which can be observed and measured. It seems,

therefore, that this definition, or concept, is different from that of "competency". For

"competency", it is not confined to the surface behaviour during performance, but

also includes knowledge and attitude.

However, the debate still rages as to the use of the two terms performance

and competency. Some writers prefer the first, while others prefer the second. Still

others use the two terms as synonymous. Each group supports its view with some

evidence.

For example, Elam (1971: 5-6), one who prefers the term "performance",

argues, under the title Performance-Based or Competency-Based?, that

The term itself is a focus of disagreement. Some authorities prefer "competency-based

teacher education" suggesting that it is a more comprehensive concept. In determining

competency, ... three types of criteria may be used: (1) Knowledge criteria, to assess the

cognitive understandings of the student; (2) performance criteria, to assess the teaching

behaviour of the student; and (3) product criteria to assess the student's ability to teach

by examining the achievement of pupils taught by the student. The term "performance-

based" tends to focus attention on criterion, although the proponents of PBTE

[performance-based teacher education] do not mean so to limit the concept. The

AACTE [American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education] committee on Per-

B-TE has chosen to retain the term "performance-based" in the belief that the adjective

itself is relatively unimportant if there is consensus on what elements are essential to

distinguish performance or competency-based programmes from other programmes.

In contrast, those who favour "competency-based", such as Lindsey (1973),

state that the term "performance" is a limiting one, and should be replaced by the
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term "competency". It is competency that professional educationalists are expected

to possess and demonstrate, including performance plus knowledge, attitudes1 and

values2 which are relevant to performance (ibid.: 186). In a similar vein, Massanari

(1973: 244) also prefers the term "competency-based" and supports his preference

by pointing out that the term "competency" is broader in scope, and includes

knowledge, performance and outcomes learning. It also implies, in his opinion, a

dimension ofquality as far as teacher behaviour is concerned.

In addition to these writers, there are several researchers who constantly use

the term "competency" in their writings. Among them are Houston and Howsam

(1972), Stieglitz (1972), Dodl and Schalock (1973), Merwin (1974), Torshen (1977),

Dickson (1979), Methakunavudhi (1980), Tuxworth (1989) and Carr (1993).

Those who use both terms, (CBTE) and (PBTE), for convenience consider

them to be synonymous or interchangeable, so each of them associates with the

other. For example, Burdin and Mathieson (1972) use both terms interchangeably, as

though "competency" and "performance" are the same thing. Broder (1974) uses the

terms synonymously even he uses (CBTE) exclusively for the purposes of his study.

Kay (1975) too uses them interchangeably, indicating no difference between

"competency" and "performance". Broudy (1974), although using these terms

1 Attitudes might be defined as "an internal feeling, a conviction, or a persistent inclination to act in a
given manner toward an idea, person, or event" (Burns, 1972: 29).
2 Values are "the collective principles or ideals which the society believes in, takes pride in and
continues to practice" (al-Khatib 1988: 137). They are viewed as essential for practice and are
understood to have an essential role in competent practice, because they influence how teachers act in
relation to their professional role. Examples of these values might be that the teacher should be
enthusiastic about teaching and accept professional responsibility (Reynolds, 1995: 253, 285, 475).
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interchangeably, thinks that there may still be useful study to be done to differentiate

"competency" from "performance".

It seems reasonable, therefore, to suggest that the current study should use the

term "competency-based", as it is more comprehensive, rather than "performance".

1.1.3.3 Behavioural objective

It appears that the relationship between behavioural objectives and competency is a

very close one. This can be shown through a review of what has been written about

this subject in the literature.

In 1972, Houston and Howsam exposed the connection between

competencies and objectives, stating that competency-based instruction (CBI) begins

with identification of the specific competencies that are the objectives of the learner.

They are objectives stated in behavioural terms (p. 4). According to Kay (1975: 5),

definitions of teaching competencies range from highly specific behavioural

objectives, delineating all the knowledge, skills and attitudes deemed necessary for

effective teaching, to more generally stated goals reflecting various functions that the

teacher needs to perform.

Among the major writers who deal with this topic are Hall and Jones (1976).

They draw a distinction between goals, competencies, and objectives in order to

reveal the close relationships between them. They state that goals are the expected

outcomes of a CBE programme. At the opposite end of the continuum from goals

are objectives, the most specific formal statements made about expected learning

outcomes. Competencies, meanwhile, lie in the mid-range of the continuum. This

means that competencies should be more specific than goals, sub-competencies more
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specific than competencies, and objectives more specific than sub-competencies. In

other words, goals encompass competencies, and sub-competencies encompass

objectives (ibid.: 27-29).

In order to illustrate the relationships between previous terms, Hall and Jones

(1976) give us examples related to teaching in the field of language. They show that

the goal of language instruction is to enable all educated persons to communicate

successfully, and that one of the necessary competencies based on this goal is the

competency of writing. The aim of this last competency is to teach the pupils to

"write" well, which might be seen as an impossible task. What the teacher can do is

to select an area of sub-competency, for example, in the area ofwriting, to help the

pupil focus on writing paragraphs that include topic sentences. The specific

objective is that "the student should write a short essay, comparing any two stories,

with respect to realism, relevance, and mood. Each paragraph in the essay should

contain a topic sentence" (ibid.: 3o).

In his turn, al-Hasan (1992: 86) thinks that competency-based education has

been influenced by the idea of behavioural objectives in instruction, and that this

influence is obvious in the fact that competency-based programmes should have clear

and behavioural ends, and have teaching outcomes which are observable and

measurable and achievable. This clearly shows that the behavioural objectives form

the core of competency-based education. Some educationalists have therefore tended

to define competency as behavioural objectives formulated with precision.

This strong relationship between competencies and objectives has also been

supported by Torshen (1977: 29), who indicated that whenever an educational
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programme is planned, the competencies are immediately transformed into

objectives.

Among the other writers who have supported this view are Johnson, et al

(1982). To them, competencies have to deal with knowledge objectives, skills, and

professional attitude objectives. Therefore, behavioural objectives are tools that,

when used with competency, can do much to improve teaching and learning (ibid.:

188). For these reasons, Sullivan and Higgins (1983: 9) have stated in a book

entitled Teachingfor Competence that the term "competency" is commonly used as a

synonym for instructional objectives in competency-based instruction (CBI).

1.1.3.4 Competency

From a historical perspective, Dodl (1973: 194) indicated that the term

"competency" was not new. He then added that Lucien Kinney, in cooperation with

the California Council on Teacher Education, had used the term in a study that he

published as early as 1952, under the title " Measure of a Good Teacher". But the

use of this term became more common with the spreading of CBTE at the end of

1960s.

Yet, in spite of the widespread use of the term "competency", there is

considerable contusion and equivocation about what "competency" actually means.

Howsam and Houston (1972: 3^1) show that "The term competency-based has

become a special designation for an educational approach, for a movement. The

term cannot be defined in a simple phrase; its meaning emerges from the complex of

characteristics of this educational mode. Further clarification may arise through

efforts to determine what it is not". In the same way, Hollis et al (1978: 9) point out
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that the identification and definition of competency tend to be vague and somewhat

ambiguous.

Borich (1979) also declares that "competency is an imprecise term, even to

those who use it frequently. While it appears in the training literature repeatedly, its

use and interpretation vary widely, and the list of synonyms is long. For example,

terms such as teacher behaviour, teacher variable, teacher performance and teacher

skill have been used interchangeably with the term teacher competency" (ibid.: 77).

Moreover, McAleavey and McAleer (1991: 20) state that "there is no agreed

definition of the term competency". As shown by Short (1985: 2) and Hyland

(1994: 22) this term has different meanings to different people, and both employers

and educationalists have found "competency" strangely difficult to define.

It seems from what has been said above that it is difficult to define what the

meaning of "competency" is. However, many researchers have attempted to present

a definition of this term, by listing some characteristic and essential components of

the concept to which this term refers. As shown by Elam (1971: 22), "competency"

is a potentially superior strategy for developing the knowledge, skills, and attitudes

in the teacher which are necessary to facilitate pupil learning. Dodl (1973: 194)

states that

Recent literature has produced several definitions ofcompetency. It ismainly used in the

plural and in conjunction with teacher. Teacher competencies are variously defined as

"... attitudes, understandings, skills, and behaviours that facilitate intellectual, social,

emotional and physical growth in children"; "... functional abilities which teachers
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demonstrate in their day-to-day job-related activity"; and .. demonstrated ability to

perform the functions required in a certified teaching position"3.

Hollis et al (1978; 6) have also presented us with similar definitions. They

stated that "competency is a broad and general statement of expected knowledge,

skills, attitudes and consequences that are derived from the programme planners'

conception of teacher roles". According to Dickson (1979: 18), competency

includes the knowledge, skills, attitudes and values needed by the teacher.

As noted in Feldman's study (1978), " A Competency-Based Teacher

Education Programme for Education of Teachers of The Speech and Hearing

Handicapped", competency is defined as "knowledge, skills, and attitude that can be

demonstrated in a clinical educational setting" (p. 84). Wazzan (1983; 22-23)

defines "competency" as the highest level that a teacher can achieve regarding

knowledge, skills, and attitudes, within the field of teaching his subject matter.

Hyland (1994) also presents a group of general definitions of the same term,

for example: "competency is concerned with what people can do, rather than with

what they know"; and "competency embraces the possession and development of

sufficient skills, knowledge, appropriate attitudes and experience for successful

performance in life role" (p. 23).

In an article entitled "Models of Competency and Teacher Training" by

Reynolds and Salters, published in 1995, we find Brezinka (1988) defining

competency as "the ability to do what is required, and to do it well" (p. 355).

J Dodle quotes these definitions from different writers.
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Likewise, McNamara (1992) and Carr (1993) tell us that "The basic traditional

meaning of the term competency has been that of capacity: what a person can do"

(see Tomlinson 1995: 181).

On the other hand, al-Laqqanl and al-Jamal (1999) regard teaching

competency as "a group of knowledge, concepts, skills, and attitudes which the

student acquires, through some training based on a certain teaching programme, and

which in turn directs his behaviour, and raises his performance to the level of

mastery, so that he feels able to do his job with ease and precision" (p. 191).

As can be seen from the above review of competency definitions, some of

them present competency and performance as inter-connected. Others relate

competency to the roles of teachers, or to the learning outcomes of pupils. In other

words, these definitions deal with the functions of teaching, and the teacher's

capacity to fulfil his task, without neglecting the part played by the learner in

achieving the results desired.

In the light of the definitions quoted above, we can summarise some of the

characteristics and elements that the term "competency" seems to comprise as

follows. Firstly, it includes the knowledge, skills, attitudes, or orientations that a

teacher needs to acquire in order to fulfil his task. These are components, or

ingredients, which require a certain level of performance during the process of

teaching, and should lead to certain results or outcomes. Here, we may distinguish

between three kinds of competencies which every teacher needs: cognitive

competencies, performance competencies, and affective competencies. Secondly, in

the relationship of competency to the role of the teacher and his tasks in the
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classroom, competency consists in a certain behaviour expressed through physical

gestures, actions and statements during the fulfilment of the teaching task. Thirdly,

competency is also related to the teacher's ability to fulfil his job, since teacher

competencies include all his abilities for meeting the requirements of the teaching

profession.

As a result, we can offer here an operational definition of competency, which

meets the purpose of the present study. From my own perspective, competency is a

body of knowledge, skills, and attitudes which every teacher needs to possess in

order to be capable and qualified to improve the ability of his pupils for enabling

them to achieve effectively the linguistic objectives stated to reach. This body is

made up ofbehavioural objectives that can be both observed and evaluated.

We can also clearly see, now, that "skill", "teacher performance",

"behavioural objective", and "competency" are terms closely connected with each

other, and with the competency movement in teaching. Each term seems to represent

an aspect or a characteristic of this movement.

1.1.4 Reasons for the Growth of the Teaching Competency Movement

As we have already pointed out, the teaching competency movement originated as a

reaction to the traditional education of teachers which focused on knowledge alone,

and failed, therefore, to fulfil the purposes required of it. The movement emerged to

offer a solution to some of the educational problems, particularly in the area of

teacher preparation, training and evaluation. It did not emerge as a result of one

single factor, but as a result of several factors, the most important ofwhich were the
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developments that occurred in the fields of education, psychology, technology and

management.

The following is a brief survey of those factors which led directly or

indirectly to the emergence of this movement.

1.1.4.1 Criticism Directed at Traditional Programmes of Teacher
Education

In the last years of the 20th century, teacher education programmes began to rely

heavily upon the principle of competency, as a result of the failures of traditional

programmes to produce well-qualified teachers who could carry out the duties of

teaching successfully and efficiently. These programmes were concerned more with

the theoretical than the practical aspects of teacher education, and were found remote

from the demands of the classroom (Haynes and Coyne 1971: 70).

Elam (1971) reported that traditional teacher education programmes were not

producing people equipped to teach minority group. Both children and young people

have effectively and directly pointed to the need for reform in teacher education.

Moreover, the claim of minority group that there should be alternative routes to

professional status has raised serious questions about the suitability of the generally

recognised teacher education programmes. Much traditional teacher education can

best be described as experience-based. That is, it assumes that if a student who plans

to teach experiences a specified number of courses in particular areas of study and

undergoes some kind of student teaching experience, he is ready to begin teaching

(ibid.: 1-2). In a similar vein, Combs (1972: 289) described traditional teacher

education as teaching students about teaching, rather than helping them to become

successful teachers.
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The primary demand, until the late 1960s, on teacher education institutions as shown

by Hall and Jones (1976) was to produce quantity. Teachers were needed at that

time in the U.S.A to fill up the job market in the face of an ever-expanding enrolment

in public schools. As a result, the faculties at teacher education institutions were

occupied in producing large numbers of teachers, without adequate sources or

enough time to assess the jobs they or the graduates were doing (p: 3).

One of the major reviews of literature on the proficiency of traditional teacher

education was carried out by Pigge (1978: 74), in which he reported that the

literature abounds with criticisms of the apparent lack of effectiveness of teacher

education institutions. Rice (1976: 28-29) also pointed out that research has already

shown that teacher preparation institutions have failed to meet the challenge of

dealing effectively with the problems encountered in daily classroom situations.

The above mentioned criticism of the traditional teaching programmes, and

the low level of teachers' qualifications, led researchers to look for a suitable

solution, and out of this situation emerged the competency movement, as a major

answer to the problem. In this regard Houston and Howsam (1972: 6-7) and Rice

(1976: 24) state that, while the focus in traditional teacher education was on

cognitive competency, in competency-based teacher education the focus has shifted

to include performance and consequence competencies. The teacher must, therefore,

not only know a good deal about teaching, but must also be able to teach, and initiate

change in his pupils' thinking and attitudes.
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1.1.4.2 The Development of Educational Technology

Technological development is regarded by educationalists as one of the most

important factors leading to the emergence of the teaching competency movement

and its development. The changes and innovations which were produced by modern

technology, as represented in new systems and equipment and new work planning

together with the application of new theories in various practical fields of teaching,

also had a profound influence on education and educational trends, with the result

that new concepts began to appear and develop among educationalists and other

people concerned with education. Among these new concepts we may mention:

programmed teaching, micro teaching, instructional individualisation, feedback, and

behavioural objectives. Education also benefited from the establishment of

educational laboratories, the use of videos, cinemas, overhead projectors and images,

and other modern technological facilities (al-Hasan, 1992: 84-85).

The importace of the educational technology is emphasised by Paine (2001:

194) who states that

if it [Information and Communications Technology "ICT"] is managed well, the pupil

will be working increasingly in an environment which is information-rich and delivered

through multimedia. This means that he or she will have access to more information

than was previously available, in a more immediate and colourful way. It will encourage

the pupil to analyse that information, to make sense of it, and to interpret it, and it will

also give him or her a number of skills in searching and gathering relevant information

from disparate sources.

It was inevitable, therefore, that educational institutions should engage with

and make use of these huge changes and innovations, created by modern scientific
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methods and technology and take notice of their impact on all aspects of life, social,

economical, administrative and industrial. This meant that the educational system

had to be changed or renewed, along the same or similar modern lines, hence the

competency movement.

As stated by Elam (1971: 3—4)

technological developments have made available new resources for teaching and

learning and threaten to alter the teaching role in fundamental ways. Business and

industry have entered the education field, not only operating education programmes for

their own purposes but preparing andmarketing new learning tools and techniques. New

technologies included microteaching, videotaping and computerised instruction.

1.1.4.3 Success of Competency-Based programmes

Among the factors that helped the competency movement to develop and spread

widely was the success of the new educational programmes, which were based on the

concept of competency, both in the preparation and training of teachers, and in

providing them with the necessary qualifications to fulfil their teaching tasks during

the training period as well as during their career. It may be helpful to look again,

briefly, at some previous studies which indicated the success of such programmes.

The results of a study conducted by Stieglitz (1972) have shown the

effectiveness of developing source modules in the areas of treating reading

difficulties, and individualising instruction used in a competency-based teacher

education programme.

Four years later (1976) Rice also conducted a study with the aim of

developing competency-based instructional modules for in-service education in
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reading. The results indicated that these modules did help to develop the

professional capacity of teachers.

Hyne conducted a study (1977) to compare the effectiveness of a traditional-

style graduate course in linguistics and the teaching of reading with the effectiveness

of a course taught in a manner designed to fit a definition of competency-based

teacher education. One of the results showed that this type of a competency-based

course is a more effective method of increasing cognitive knowledge related to

language and linguistics than a traditionally-designed course.

In addition, many studies have been conducted in Arab countries, which have

also shown the success of competency-based programmes. The most prominent

among these studies are the ones conducted by Abu al-Samld (1985), Salah (1988),

Mafiz al-Din (1991) and al-Hasan (1992).

It may also be worth pointing out here that the previous factors seem to be the

main ones which led to the growth of the teaching competency movement.

According to Hall and Jones (1976: 2), there are four main factors relevant to the

growth of the competency movement in the U.S.A: a teacher surplus; a shift in

expectations regarding college education by society and students; public demand for

accountability in professional training; and the coincidental timing of research and

development efforts related to instruction and learning.

In the general conclusion to this chapter I will discuss the following questions

which seem to be most relevant to the growth factors of this movement: how can we

apply this movement in Oman, which constitutes quite a different environment; and
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what evidence can be found to indicate that the ideas of the movement can be

successfully employed there?.

I would like to point out here that some of these factors stated above, ifnot all

of them, can also be applied in the field of teaching Arabic, which can benefit from

them. The criticism of traditional programmes can motivate us to build new

competency-based programmes, which will remedy shortcomings in the performance

of teachers of Arabic, particularly those who graduated from traditional educational

institutes, which concentrated in the past on teaching theoretical aspects of

knowledge, without giving sufficient time and attention to practical competencies. In

designing new programmes, we must first define the types of teaching competency

which are necessary for teachers of Arabic at all educational grades or levels, by

conducting field studies. We shall also have to use observation cards in evaluating

the performance of these teachers, in the light of the principles of competency. The

present study is designed to fill these gaps.

Modern technological teaching aids for assisting the teacher in fulfilling his

teaching task - such as overhead projectors, audio and video recorders, projectors,

copiers, and language laboratories (Wringe, 1995: 134) - can also be applied in the

teaching ofArabic.

1.1.5 Assumptions Underlying the Teaching Competencies Movement

As some educationalists have pointed out, the teaching competencies movement has

been based on a number ofassumptions. The most important of these are:

(1) If a teacher is to fulfil his teaching tasks successfully, he should acquire

the educational competencies necessary for the accomplishment of those tasks; this
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means that a teacher's possession of sufficient theoretical knowledge of his subject

matter and other educational material does not guarantee success in teaching that

subject, or in meeting the requirement of the educational professional in general.

Such a person will also have to acquire sufficient practical knowledge in the field of

teaching. This view is supported by Dodl and Schalock (1973), who suggest that

professional licence to teach should be based on demonstrated competencies defined

in terms of knowledge, teacher behaviour and specified pupil outcomes (p.: 46). It

is well known that a teacher's mastery of teaching competencies exercises a direct

and strong influence on the level of the pupil's attainment; in fact, it is no less

important than school curriculum, home environment, community, life motivation

and the social-economic condition in which teaching takes place (see for example

Houston, 1985: 900; Sa'ada, 1986: 90).

(2) Teaching competencies may be obtained theoretically, then applied

practically. They can also be evaluated and measured through observation during the

teacher's performance in the classroom ('Abd al-Hafiz, 1986: 47). Since the

criterion by which a teacher's competency has to be evaluated is made "on the basis

of what the teacher can do rather than simply on what he knows or says he will do

when faced with a certain teaching situation" (Quirk, 1974: 252), his actual

performance in the classroom can be measured as evidence of his competency.

(3) The teaching process itself can be analysed into a number of

competencies, which any teacher needs to possess to a high degree, in order to

succeed in his profession. He will have to acquire first the skills, knowledge and
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practical experiences which comprise these competencies (al-Shaykh & Zahir, 1981:

150).

'Abd al-Raziq and al-Shibrrif (1986) present the essential assumptions upon

which the teaching competency movement is based. They state that teaching is a

profession with certain rules and regulations. A teacher has to possess some specific

teaching competencies, if he is to function professionally and successfully, and these

teaching competencies can be professionally identified. They can be acquired

through a combination of knowledge and practice and can be evaluated or measured

practically. They exercise a direct and profound effect on pupils' learning outcomes

(p. 85).

It seems evident that these assumptions warrant us to emphasise the

importance of the teaching competencies movement. It is a movement which enables

teachers to fulfil a task which is greater than mere demonstration ofknowledge.

1.1.6 Criticisms Directed Against the Teaching Competencies
Movement

Though the teaching competencies movement has received the support of many

professional educationalists, as we have seen above, it has also been subjected to a

good deal of criticism and doubt by others. Here, we need to survey the main types

ofcriticism from opponents and the counter arguments to these criticisms.

Firstly, the movement has been accused of neglecting or ignoring human

nature. Nash and Agne (1971: 150) say that many prospective teachers are sceptical

of the competency model because they believe it to be unresponsive to their

personal-social ideals. They also claim that a professional curriculum tends to
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emphasise only professional skills and pay no attention to feelings, values and

attitudes. But Nash and Agne (1971) deny these claims and present several

arguments in support of the movement. They write that " it is time that we made a

concerted effort to insure that the competencies we seek to develop in our students

include the affective domain" (p. 151)

They demonstrate their view by referring to the effort which the College of

Education at the University of Vermont has made recently to provide a setting in

which personal concerns and performance criteria can be joined. Through what it

calls the personal component, the college has offered its students an independent,

structured and credited opportunity to explore, express and comprehend their feelings

and values. This, they say, shows the college's commitment to the proposition that

human learning begins with human feeling and valuing4 (ibid.: 151-152).

Smith (1972: 173) states "we must keep the human elements in the forefront.

Teachers, like other people, cannot all be squeezed into the same mold; they have

different personalities, with different interests, teaching styles, and specialisation".

Massanari (1973: 246) notes that the teaching competency movement does in fact

pay heed to human nature. He states that because competency-based teacher

education (CBTE) is concerned with the achievement level of students, and

incorporates self-paced learning, educationalists in the movement are used to

attending to individual learning needs, learning rates, and learning styles.

4 The college did this by "giving the students an opportunity to pursue self-discovery and self-
actualization through activities that are freely chosen and autonomously experienced. Each semester,
beginning with the freshman year, students select personal experiences from a number ofpossibilities,
including encounter groups, community action experiences, dialogue rap sessions, individual and/or
group counselling, student-initiated colloquia presentations, and a whole series of extremely personal
endeavors such as learning to play the guitar or constructing a collage" (Nash and Agne, 1971: 152).
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Furthermore, Dickson (1979: 18) emphasises that the CBTE programme attempts to

create instructional curricula that meet known personal differences among learners,

through individualised instruction. But Sullivan and Higgins (1983: 4) claim that

In and of itself, CBI [Competency-Based Instruction] has nothing to do with humanness

or passion. Neither do other teaching methods. CBI is simply a way to teach effectively.

It is the teacher, not the teaching method, who is or is not humane to students. As

advocates of CBI, we believe that you should always treat your students with respect,

enthusiasm, kindness, and understanding.

A second point of criticism is that the movement is concerned with the

formulation of teaching objectives in a behavioural manner, fragmenting the teaching

situation into small elements or units and depriving it of the integration of these

elements or units. Likewise, predefinition of the objectives and competencies

restricts the freedom of the teacher with regard to innovation and creativity in his

performance. This means, as Campbell (1974) says, that the competency movement

does not trust the teacher to know how to teach and to deal effectively with pupils,

and it has to plan everything for him (ibid.: 226-227). In addition, Torshen (1977:

19) makes the point that there is an implied argument that effective competency-

based educational programmes will produce teachers who are more or less identical.

Teachers who are products of this programme will all have the same skills and

knowledge and will operate by using the same procedures and methods. Torshen

sees this as a bad thing.

Moreover, Burns (1972) thinks that an extensive number of problems are

associated with the construction and use of behavioural objectives in competency-

based teacher education programmes. One of these problems is the scope of
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objectives. He argues that a major problem arises when objectives are either too

specific or too broad. If the objectives are too specific, thousands of individual

objectives may be involved in a typical teacher-education programme. If each of

these thousands of individual objectives must be tested for a minimal standard of

performance, the programme stalfwill soon run out of time, energy and enthusiasm.

On the other hand, if the objectives are too broad, they tend to be vague and

performances will be difficult to measure (ibid.: 25-26).

Cohen and Manion (1977) try to refute previous views which undervalue the

importance of behavioural objectives when they write that a behavioural objective

will be required when the desired outcome is a skill that can be demonstrated or

when the results of instruction can be expressed overtly. Therefore, acquisition of

factual knowledge will have to be formulated in behavioural terms. Individualised

learning is another area where behavioural objectives would seem appropriate; and if

one is to organise material for some programmed learning, then behavioural

objectives will need to be stated (ibid.: 56).

What has been shown by Cohen and Manion is in agreement with Torshen's

(1977) view. He states that competency-based education is not based on the premise

that all students (prospective teachers) should attain the same goals, but that each

student should attain the educational goals appropriate to him. Students should not

learn the same things and employ the same methods. But each of them should learn

the basic skills and knowledge, attitudes and values he needs in order to be

competent (ibid.: 19).
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Furthermore, objectives are logical refinements of competency statements, providing

greater specificity and explicitness. These objectives are defined in measurable,

observable and verifiable terms, thereby ensuring that mastery can be defined with

confidence (Hollis et al, 1978: 6). In addition, objectives, as Burns (1972) shows,

serve many functions in the educational process. They can act as a means of

communication among professional educators, and between teacher and learner; as a

basis for selecting appropriate instructional activities; as a basis for evaluating

learning outcomes and finally, as a means for making decisions about the proper

sequence of instructional events (ibid.: 18).

Meanwhile, the division of the teaching situation into small elements or

components which are seen to lack integration and unity is actually intended to

facilitate the learning process, as it is evident that the mastery of the teaching

situation depends on the mastery of all relevant competencies which comprise it and

not the mastery ofonly some of them.

Other criticisms against the competency movement are made by

Hermanowicz (1978). He presents arguments criticising the CBTE movement and

argues that some people claim that "what seemed to be a major effort for improving

teacher education is now limping along" (p. 11). This criticism is based on the

observation that the movement attracted many simple-minded advocates and

promoters who designed new programmes. As a result, many programmes were

created simply by extracting objectives and content from existing conventional

courses, with little or no attention given to conceptualising teacher functions. Some

programmes also placed insufficient emphasis on theoretical and conceptual
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knowledge, which is so important as a background for practitioners in analysing and

interpreting problems and issues. Moreover, "programmes often used rather

primitive assessment strategies and specified competencies were simplistic in term of

the realities ofactual, complex teaching situations" (ibid.: 11-12).

However, Hermanowicz himself (1978) disagrees with this point of view. He

states that despite all the criticism, the movement has had a lasting and positive

impact on teacher education. In support of the movement, he argues that its principal

contribution is its emphasis upon defining goals for the preparing teacher, with

greater clarity and attention to functional realities than have been exercised in the

past. Moreover, he points out, the movement has forced a re-examination of the

fundamental content of teacher education in terms of its relevance to the

responsibilities expected of teachers; it has also forced an examination of goals,

content, instructional modes and evaluation in the total system for preparing teachers.

Finally, it has forced the establishment of stronger, more meaningful relationships

between university personnel who prepare teachers and field practitioners (ibid.: 12).

It is clear from what has been said above, that like other educational

movements, the competency-based teacher education movement has some

shortcomings. But, in spite of all protests, the movement, as shown by Hyne (1977:

2), has developed rapidly, and made many valuable contributions to teacher

education. According to Stoffle and Pryor (1980: 56), the movement has to be seen

as a new approach, whose aim is to improve educational achievement and will make

school systems and teachers more accountable to the public. As Mar'I (1983:

47-48) sees it, the movement has been the subject of widespread and profound
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controversy among educationalists. Supporters and opponents of the movement have

produced many new studies dealing with teacher education. The movement has also

focused attention on the practical aspects of teacher education without neglecting the

theoretical ones. It may be claimed here that the movement has related educational

theory to teaching practice and treated them as integral parts, or two sides of the

same coin, each indispensable to the success of the teacher in his profession.

Al-Hasan (1992: 103-104) thinks that the movement has established, or

helped to establish, some new educational trends, which have been found useful in

the construction of teacher education programmes, for example, in the behavioural

formulation of the objectives of these programmes, the defining of the teaching

activities related to them and the attention paid to self-learning. In addition, the

movement has produced a long list of teaching competencies, which can be used in

the process of selecting the competencies most suitable for teachers, in the fight of,

on the one hand, the latest scientific and technological developments and, on the

other, the development of the teachers' roles and their teaching tasks.

The movement, as al-Farra' (1984: 59) points out, has considered the teacher

competencies performance as the starting point in evaluating teachers, and in judging

their success within the teaching process. It has also emphasised the importance of

the teacher's self-evaluation, and has provided teachers with the means to evaluate

their own performance and the levels of success they achieve, sometimes on their

own and sometimes with the help of supervisors and training centres.

According to Elam (1971), there are many distinguishing characteristics of

competencies movement programmes. These include, firstly, the derivation of
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competencies from explicit conceptions of teacher roles (p. 6) and secondly, the

determination of rate of progress through programmes by demonstrated

competencies rather than by time or course completion. A third characteristic is that

the learning experience of the individual is guided by feedback, which enables the

trainer and trainee to prepare additional objectives to the programme or modify the

original objectives to be more realistic, taking into account the needs of each

individual student (p. 7). Fourthly, programmes focus on objectives, formulated in

advance, to be used as bases for performance evaluation (p. 14); and finally,

competencies movement permits effective integration of theory and practice (p. 15).

It is clear that the competencies-based teacher education movement has made

many contributions, which can no longer be ignored. To teacher education; it

renders the educational process more effective and more responsive to the demands

of the modern or even post-modern age. It has helped to define the different teaching

competencies and the educational tasks of teachers and the relationships between

theory and practice in the field of education and teaching. All these qualities and

characteristics mean that the movement can no longer be ignored in the preparation,

training, development and evaluation of teachers.

Therefore, carefully planned programmes must be drawn up based on the

concept of teaching competencies. This will require, in turn, a clear identification of

teaching competencies, both general and specific, which every teacher has to possess

throughout the different stages of his teaching career. This is especially relevant for

teachers at the start of their careers; the transition from training to practice is

particularly difficult because of the lack of familiarity with these competencies and
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the lack of professional support provided. Therefore, we will try in the present study

to define the linguistic competencies deemed essential to teachers of Arabic and, in

so doing, prepare the way to the planning of relevant competency-based

programmes. However, before defining these competencies, we should classify them

and identify their sources.

1.2 Teaching Competencies: Their Bases, Classification and
Sources

1.2.1 Introduction

As we know, the identification of teaching competencies is a crucial first step toward

designing competency-based teacher education programmes. Therefore, the second

section of this chapter will attempt to present the bases for identification of these

competencies and classify them and identify their sources. To achieve this purpose,

the section will be divided into four parts. This first part addresses the bases on

which the identification of teaching competencies is built; the second will deal with

the different types of teaching competencies; the third is to be devoted to the

domains of these competencies; and the fourth to their sources.

Before going into the details of this section, I wish to stress that the chapter

on methodology (Chapter Three) will make full use of all parts of this section,

particularly in the construction of the list of the competencies which are necessary to

the teacher of Arabic and in the designing of observation card, which is hoped to be

used in the evaluation ofArabic teachers in Oman.
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1.2.2. The Bases Essential for an identification of Teaching
Competencies

Many studies have already dealt with the bases used in drawing up lists of teaching

competencies. In his study of the competencies which teachers of Islamic education

need to acquire, Wazzan (1983: 86-87) gives details of the bases which he

considered in the preparation of his list as follows. Firstly, the competencies were

formulated as behavioural objectives in order to make them easy for the teacher to

understand and practice them correctly. Secondly, these competencies should be in

accordance with the trends and principles upon which the competency-based

movement was established. Thirdly, they should be in harmony with the nature of

the subject matter taught, the levels ofpupils and the educational stages of teaching.

In his turn, Mur'I (1983: 188-189) explained that, in defining teaching

competencies, his bases were, firstly, to transform these competencies into

behavioural objectives, which reflect the functions and tasks that a teacher can

perform; secondly, to include in the list all the knowledge, skills and attitudes

required; thirdly, to base teaching competencies on the values and traditions of the

society in which teaching takes place; and lastly, to express teaching competencies in

very clear language, which can be easily understood by teachers.

'Abd al-Raziq and al-ShibM (1986: 93, 96) think that, in identifying

competencies, all lists should be comprehensive enough to cover all the cognitive,

affective and psychomotor5 domains. Furthermore, each competency should be

behaviourally stated, so that it can be observed and measured. Both the school

5 The psychomotor domain includes those competencies that emphasise motor skills, such as
handwriting, typing, speaking and laboratory skills.
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conditions and the sources available to the teacher should be taken into consideration

when identifying competencies and given the utmost attention, so as to avoid

ambiguity and uncertainty among observers.

There seems, then, to be a general consensus among researchers regarding the

factors which have to be taken into account in identifying and formulating the

competencies list. These factors include, firstly, the transformation of teaching

competencies into behavioural objectives, which can be observed and measured.

This is in agreement with what Kemmis and Stake (1974) indicate. To them,

competencies need to be operationally defined and, therefore, transformed into

behavioural objectives (p. 322-325). A second factor is that the fist should cover all

the knowledge, skills and attitudes required and another is that the competencies

should be precisely and unambiguously expressed. Fourthly, they should be

considered in relation to the role of teacher and the values of society at large. Lastly,

they should be formulated in the light of the principle of the competency-based

movement, that is, with clear and diverse objectives, and with sufficient attention to

the variety of teaching methods and the new teaching technology.

1.2.3 The Types of Teaching Competencies

Many researchers have already identified the types of teaching competencies and

their components.

In an article entitled, "Specifying Teacher Competencies", Cooper et al

(1973: 19) pointed out that there are three types of teaching competencies.

Knowledge competencies specify the cognitive understanding that a teacher is

expected to demonstrate; performance competencies specify the types of behaviours
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and attitudes that a teacher is expected to demonstrate in classroom; and consequence

(outputs) competencies specify pupil behaviours, and are taken as evidence of

teaching effectiveness (see also Borich, 1977: 6-7).

As shown by Houston (1985: 898), four kinds of competencies are required

for successful completion of the programmes in teacher education. Cognitive-based

competencies are defined as knowledge and intellectual skills and abilities;

performance-based competencies are related to doing something, rather than

knowing something; consequence-based competencies refer to what one can

accomplish; and affective competencies define attitudes and values.

However, Freeman (1989), as presented by al-Woheiby (1996: 16), thinks

that there are four kinds of competencies to be incorporated in EFL/ESL teacher

education. They are: (1) knowledge that deals with theory and concepts, embedded

in the teacher's subject matter, specialisation and the educational areas; (2) skills,

which enable the teacher to deal competently with any teaching situation; (3)

attitudes, which show the teacher's stance toward his profession; and (4) awareness,

which enables the teacher to focus his attention on how much knowledge the pupils

possess, how skilled they are, and how productive their attitudes are.

Delamere (1986: 329-330) had already attempted to organise teaching

competencies of effective EFL/ESL teachers into three categories. The first

category, knowledge, comprises competencies such as learning theory and the

psychology of education. The second category is skills, which every teacher has to

possess, such as assessment and diagnostic skills, teaching techniques, and use of,

and development of materials. A third category covers interpersonal skills and
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attitudes, such as empathy with pupils, and an ability to take account of their

individual learning styles.

Recently, Whitty (1996) wrote: "we took the view that the term 'professional

competencies' should be taken to refer to knowledge, understanding and attitudes as

well as to practical skills" (p. 88).

We notice, then, that those who have written about teaching competencies,

and attempted to identify the various kinds of competency, agree that teaching

competency contains four components: firstly, knowledge and theories, which the

teacher relies upon in his performance; secondly, the fulfilment of a number of acts;

thirdly, certain attitudes and values; and fourthly, a certain level of performance, and

certain outcomes of this performance. In the fight of this, we can say that teaching

competencies fall into four kinds: cognitive competencies; performance

competencies; affective competencies; and consequences or products competencies.

It may be useful here to look briefly at these four types of competencies.

1.2.3.1 Cognitive Competencies

These are understood as the theoretical knowledge, concepts and facts which every

teacher should acquire in his specialist area such as the philosophy of education and

its aims and theories, teaching techniques and methodologies, and information

concerning the learner such as his educational and personal growth, problems and

needs; plus a wide general knowledge.

The possession of these competencies will make teachers, as Cooper et al

(1973) argue, more effective in their profession, enable them to make better

decisions regarding their teaching functions, and understand better why and how to
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teach. These competencies include, for example, both the ability to define the term

"higher-order questions", and the ability to describe the major aspects of effective

classroom management (p. 20).

1.2.3.2 Performance Competencies

These competencies refer to how a teacher can perform within a certain teaching

situation. A teacher who possesses these competencies will be able to fulfil the

various aspects of teaching. However, the demonstration of these competencies will

rely on the cognitive competencies, which the teacher already enjoys. That because

"it is widely recognised that performance [itself] in the classroom does not represent

the complete professionalism expected of a teacher" (Lindsey, 1973: 181).

Performance competencies are then analysed to determine what knowledge the

teacher would need in order to demonstrate them. These competencies include, as

Cooper et al (1973: 20) indicates, for example, both the ability to use classroom

management behaviours, and the ability to use value clarification techniques.

1.2.3.3 Consequence Competencies

These concern the terminal competencies of the teaching process, and the desired

change which a teacher can produce in the performance of his situation. A teacher's

competency can be measured, then, by the size of this change (al-Laqqanl & al-

Jamal, 1999: 190). Nevertheless, a teacher's success here depends on his possession

of the two previous kinds of competency.
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1.2.3.4 Affective Competencies

These competencies are associated with the teacher's tendencies, attitudes, and

values. They form the dynamic basic power behind the teacher's behaviour and

effectiveness, and his acceptance of the teaching profession (Salah, 1988: 54).

The foregoing survey shows clearly that teaching competencies are

interconnected, and indispensable to teachers, both pre-service and in-service.

1.2.4 Domains of Teaching Competencies

1.2.4.1 Introduction

It is well known that every teacher has his independent area of specialisation and

subject matter, which is different from the subject matters of other teachers. This

specialisation naturally requires specific competencies appropriate to the subject

matter. On the other hand, some characteristics are common to all specialisation.

They, in turn, require general competencies, which every teacher should possess.

This means that there are two kinds of teaching domains; the first demands general

competencies, and the second special competencies.

As we indicated earlier, the main purpose of the present study is to identify

the linguistic competencies required for teachers of Arabic. Therefore, the central

concern in this part is to discuss these specific competencies. It will be helpful,

however, not to ignore the general competencies. Although a huge amount of

educational research has been conducted with regard to the general competencies,

very little has been designed to identify linguistic competencies, particularly in

Oman, where educational research is still in its infancy.
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By directing attention to the general and specific competencies, we will be able to

show the components of each one of these competencies, and the strong relationships

which exist between them. There is no such thing, however, as a complete

separation between general and specific competencies. They are interrelated and

teachers need to possess the two in order to be competent in their profession. The

separation is made merely to facilitate the task of researchers, and to direct attention

to the special characteristics of each kind of these competencies.

1.2.4.2 General Teaching Competencies

The area of general teaching competencies, as we said before, has been widely

investigated. Here, we will review the relevant literature and present some of these

competencies extracted from previous research.

In 1971, Miller and Miller published a study in which they tried to determine

the degree of importance of some selected personal qualities and professional

competencies that administrators in the Louisiana public school system saw as

having contributed most to the success of classroom teachers. The study emphasised

the importance of certain professional competencies, from the highest to the lowest

level: knowledge of subject matter in teaching field; classroom management and

discipline; the ability to organise materials for teaching; the ability to organise

learning situations; evaluation; creativity in teaching; economical use of class time;

class achievement; and general knowledge and information (p. 37-39).

To define the competencies needed in the training of in-service teachers,

Ingersoll conducted a study in 1976. He designed a questionnaire, which included 43

sub-competencies categorised into seven groups, as follows: interpersonal
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communication and administration; developing pupil self; individualising instruction;

assessment; discipline; developing personal self; and classroom management. The

results showed, through teacher responses, that all of these competencies were

important in in-service training (p. 171-173).

Nash (1976) reviewed the literature concerned with good teachers, and found

several categories of teacher behaviour, which expressed pupils' views and

expectations of teachers in junior, modern and grammar schools. The pupils

expressed the view that the good teacher is one who is both firm and capable of

keeping order; who has a good knowledge of the subject and explains difficult

points; he is encouraging and treats pupils fairly; and finally, he is good-tempered

and has a sense ofhumour (p. 64-65).

In 1978, another study was carried out by Butzow and Qureshi, with the

purpose of identifying the competencies required for science teachers in the State of

Maine. The results showed the importance of 12 types of competencies: (1) up-to-

date knowledge of the subject taught; (2) having a good rapport with the pupils; (3)

recognising the individual academic abilities of pupils, and trying to encourage each

of them; (4) making the lessons inspiring without wasting time; (5) controlling

discipline problems to protect the learning experiences of pupils; (6) planning class

lessons in advance, and presenting scientific concepts and ideas in a clear organised

manner; (7) fostering independent and critical thinking in the pupils; (8) relating the

scientific ideas to the daily life experiences and the general needs of the pupils; (9)

evaluating the academic progress of pupils; (10) responding effectively to the sudden
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diversion of pupils' thoughts; (11) instructing pupils about laboratory safety and

practices; and (12) fulfilling professional responsibilities (p 59-66).

In 1980, a third study was carried out by Methakunavudhi to identify the

general competencies required for elementary pre-service teachers. The findings

showed that these competencies fell into four major categories related to: individual

differences; instructional procedures; classroom management; and human interaction

between teachers and pupils (p. 1547).

A year later, Dean (1981) published a study concerned with what tomorrow's

teachers will need. He found that they will need the competencies of: questioning;

leading discussion; planning; organising the learning environment; knowing how

children develop and learn; having a body of knowledge as teaching material;

helping children to ask questions, sort material, and draw conclusions (p. 127).

In 1988, Scriven drew up a fist of the professional competencies which enable

teachers to perform effectively in their teaching. In his view, the main domains of

competencies are as follows: knowledge of duties; knowledge of school and

community; knowledge of subject matter; instructional design; gathering information

about pupil learning; communication and management competencies; personal

characteristics; and service to the profession6 (p. 132-134).

Whitty (1996) related the competencies of any professional to two domains.

The first is that of knowledge and understanding, which covers five types of

6. Regarding the order of domains in this list, Scriven (1988) stated that "the order used here is not a
presumed order of importance. That is, the earlier items are usually required before the later ones can
be fully handled by the evaluator" (p. 134).
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competencies: knowledge of children and their learning; subject knowledge;

knowledge of the curriculum; knowledge of the teacher's role; and knowledge of the

educational system. The second domain is that of skills, and it also involves five

components: subject application; classroom methodology; classroom management;

assessment and recording; and finally, undertaking a wider role within the teaching

profession (p. 89-90).

The Department of Education and Industry in the Scottish Office (1998)

classifies the competencies that student teachers in courses of initial teacher

education must acquire, and divided them into four categories as follows:

competencies relating to subject and content of teaching; competencies relating to

classroom, covering communication and approaches to teaching and learning, class

organisation and management, and assessment; competencies relating to the school,

and the education system; and finally, the values, attributes and abilities integral to

professionalism (the Scottish Office: 10-14).

In addition to the research presented above, other researchers have

investigated general teaching competencies. Among them are Gargiulo and Pigge

(1979), and Dewalt and Ball (1987).

In Arab countries, these competencies have also been given much attention by

researchers. A careful review of these studies indicates that the majority of

researchers who have written on this topic tend to agree with what has been said by

the studies reviewed above.

Although there is not much space here to deal in detail with the Arabic

studies that have focused on general teaching competencies, it may be helpful to
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mention, briefly, the names of some of the Arab researchers in the field. The best

known of them are: Hamdan (1980), al-Shaykh and Zahir (1981), Mar'I (1983), Sa'd

(1983), 'Abd al-Raziq and al-ShibM (1986), Salah (1988), Yusuf (1988), Mafiz al-

Dln (1991), al-Halwachi (1992), al-Ghafirl (1995), and al-Rabiey (1995).

It is apparent from this list that Arabic studies were written in the last twenty

years, though some writers began their work at the start of the 1970s. We can also

stress here that the number of studies which have so far appeared in the field is very

large, and that they have covered most of the general teaching competencies

required, and complemented one another. Furthermore, it appears from these studies

that there is agreement among the researchers concerning the importance of these

competencies for the preparation and training of teachers, and for the improvement

of their performance in the teaching situation.

The findings of these studies also show an agreement on specific kinds of

competencies. From our perspective, they can be divided into three main areas. The

first is planning, fulfilment and evaluating the lesson including: (a) knowledge of

subject matter; (b) achievement of objectives; (c) learning activities; (d) audio-visual

aids; (e) time ordering; and (f) asking and answering questions. The second is

interaction and classroom management involving: (a) classroom discipline; (b)

treating pupils fairly; (c) establishing relationships with others; (d) cooperating with

school and community; and (e) solving problems. The third is application of

learning principles including: (a) consideration of all aspects of pupils' growth; (b)

motivating pupils to learn; (c) self-learning; and (d) appreciation of differences

among pupils.
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However, there are five competencies which have been emphasised by some

researchers, but not by others; they are knowledge of educational philosophy;

undertaking accountability; reinforcement strategies; pupils' thinking; and forming

attitudes.

We need to mention here that most of these studies focus on the primary

stage of education, and only a small number of them dealt with other educational

stages. The intermediate stage received very little attention. This fact indicates that

there is still a great need for practical studies dealing with this later stage.

In their turn, the researchers have also used various instruments in defining

teaching competencies, such as questionnaires, interviews, and observation cards.

The present study will make use of some of these instruments, particularly the

questionnaire and observation card, in identifying the competencies required for

teachers ofArabic.

1.2.4.3 Specific Teaching Competencies (Linguistic Competencies)

As is known, teachers cannot be expected to do an acceptable job if they do not

master the subject matter that they teach. This applies equally to teachers of Arabic.

It is generally agreed that they must have the competencies and ability required for

teaching their subject effectively. This means that they have to possess the linguistic

competencies needed for teaching this subject, in addition to the general

competencies mentioned earlier. As expected, the subject of Arabic has its own

specific objectives which must be achieved. But every aspect of the Arabic language

curriculum demands a group of competencies suited to it. That is to say, the teaching

of Arabic requires a variety of competencies which correspond to various aspects of
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the Arabic language curriculum. Therefore, for each of these aspects, specific

competencies have been listed by some researchers.

To design and develop a programme model for competency-based education

for teachers of English, Loheyde carried out a study in 1977. It identified the

specific competencies regarded as crucial to the teacher of English at the secondary

stage in New York State. These competencies were divided into five categories as

follows. Firstly, the competencies for teaching literature which use a variety of

genres, and the use of literature in the teaching of composition, vocabulary, and so

on. Secondly, the competencies for language teaching which demonstrate the ability

to teach English language skills, as well as a thorough knowledge of traditional

English grammar, structure, and usage. Thirdly, the competencies for teaching

writing, which demonstrate the ability to analyse, in detail, the strengths and

weaknesses in pupils' writing, and to relate writing instruction to the pupils' interests

and experiences. Fourthly, the competencies for the teaching of listening and

speaking, which relate speaking and listening activities to the pupils' own

experiences and interests, and give all pupils a chance for in-class speaking, either

through oral reports, panel discussions, choral reading, role playing, and debates.

Finally, the competencies for the teaching of remedial reading, which develop a basic

understanding of the process of reading, including decoding and comprehension

allow pupils to practice oral reading and interpretation, teach them reading skills, and

increase their vocabulary and reading rate (p. 106-111).

Another study carried out by Bilotta ((1983), attempts to identify

competencies needed for teaching reading to pupils of limited English proficiency.
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These competencies are divided into two domains. Firstly, the cognitive domain

includes: teaching comprehension competencies; assessing pupils' language

development; knowing the techniques used in teaching sight vocabulary; reading

aloud to pupils; and teaching reading for a variety of purposes. Secondly, the

affective domain includes: developing an awareness of the feeling of pupils in

classroom situations; showing appreciation for pupil's verbalisation of experiences;

awareness of the importance of motivation in the process of reading instruction; and

awareness of the fact that not all pupils learn to read in the same manner (p. 81-83).

One of the major studies in linguistic competencies in an Arab country was

conducted in Egypt by 'Abd al-Hafiz in 1986. It is designed to identify the

competencies necessary for teachers of Arabic at secondary school. These

competencies are classified in relation to various aspects of the curriculum. Firstly,

literary texts, an area which includes reading the text correctly; knowing the writer,

and the general purpose of the text; explaining difficult vocabulary; explaining the

stanzas and units of a poem, and commenting on them; identifying rhetorical figures

of speech in the text; knowing the characteristics of the style of the writer; and

conducting a comparison between one text and another, either by the same writer, or

by another. A second area of the curriculum, reading, involves reading the text both

silently and aloud, and discussing its general ideas; explaining difficult items of

vocabulary and their function in building new phrases; deriving and analysing some

partial ideas; and summarising some paragraphs. A third area under consideration in

this study is grammar including: choosing a text or a short passage as an example,

and discussing its ideas; deriving examples from the text discussed and comparing

them to elicit the rules; and choosing different forms of exercises to cover different
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aspects of grammar rule. Fourthly, the curriculum area of composition involves

choosing a suitable subject of composition for the pupils; discussing the subject and

identifying its main ideas; giving the pupils a chance to express their ideas freely;

writing the subject by linking its main ideas; and correcting the composition by

paying attention to its language, style and ideas (see Appendices of. 'Abd al-Hafiz's

study, p. 3-9)

Another writer, Madkur, conducted a study in 1988, to evaluate the

educational preparation programme for students of Arabic at the College of

Education in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia. In his evaluation, Madkur covered aspects of the

linguistic, cultural and professional preparation. The competencies, related to the

linguistic aspect were identified as those of, firstly, understanding, analysing and

criticising oral speech; secondly, using the right, or most suitable, words and

sentences in oral composition to express ideas clearly and fluently; thirdly,

understanding, analysing, criticising and evaluating the given text, fourthly, writing

correctly, in reasonable style, using proper punctuation, organisation ideas, and

avoiding spelling errors; fifthly, using dictionaries; sixthly, knowing the main

writers, genres and trends in Arabic literature throughout its long history; and, lastly,

knowing the well-known Arabic bibliographies (ibid.: 23-26).

Another researcher who investigated linguistic competencies in an Arab

country was al-Hasan, in 1992. He designed a programme for teachers of Arabic in

pre-service, identified competencies required for teachers of Arabic, and divided

them into six domains as follows. Firstly, competencies for teaching listening by

learning to grasp the general contexts of phrases and sentences to understand
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unfamiliar words and the meaning of the text as a whole in a critical manner.

Secondly, competencies for teaching speaking, including, for example, talking in

modern standard Arabic and convincing others by giving evidence and following the

proper strategies of argument and discussion. Thirdly, competencies for teaching

reading, such as reading correctly, whether silent or aloud, distinguishing between

major and minor ideas, and using dictionaries. Fourthly, competencies for teaching

writing, such as writing quickly, accurately, and without mistakes, organising ideas

during writing, and presenting views and topics smoothly and logically. Fifthly,

competencies for teaching literature, for example, analysing and criticising literary

texts, improving the approaches to reading poetry, and comparing one literary text

with another. Finally, competencies for teaching grammar, for example, introducing

suitable questions to explain and simplify any grammatical rule; understanding the

relation between the grammar and the effective expression; applying the grammar in

both speaking and writing (p. 207-210).

Ghazala and 'Uthman conducted a study in Saudi Arabia in 1993 in which

they identified the competencies for teaching Arabic as follows. Firstly, the

competencies of using modern standard Arabic (MSA) in both talking and writing by

encouraging pupils to avoid the use of dialects and to emulate higher literary styles;

by using correct punctuation and linguistic links; and by pronouncing words properly

and fully. Secondly, the competencies of expression, including the ability to state

one's opinion on any subject discussed; the organisation of ideas and linking them

together; and correct use of new words and phrases. Thirdly, the competencies of

using language in its proper social context, by learning how to interact with others,

and at the same time, observing the social rules of listening. Fourthly, the
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competencies of developing reading ability through the use of different texts, dealing

with different subjects, identifying and summarising the major ideas in them, and of

encouraging the pupils in free reading, that is, reading for pleasure. Fifthly, the

competencies for enabling pupils to acquire a positive attitude towards Arabic, and to

develop their capacity for linguistic appreciation, their appreciation of beauty in

Arabic literary expression, and their understanding of literary styles (p. 14-15).

In his study of the competencies for EFL teachers in Oman, al-Rabiey (1995)

also tried to identify the linguistic competencies, in addition to the general ones.

These competencies included speaking clearly, without hesitation or confusion,

speaking a foreign language exactly like a native speaker, never using local dialect,

except when necessary, speaking at an appropriate speed, and with a properly

modulated voice, and avoiding grammatical and pronunciation mistakes (p. 136).

The Omani Ministry of Higher Education has identified the linguistic

competencies necessary for teachers of the first stage of basic education as follows.

They should possess all the competencies relevant to the various aspects of the

Arabic language, i.e., listening and comprehension, oral expression, reading and

writing; and they should have a knowledge of the general functions of the language,

and of their integration with the functions of other subjects, as well as a knowledge

of the basic rules of Arabic grammar. They should possess a good general

knowledge of the genres and trends in Arabic literature from the pre-Islamic period

to modern times, with concentration on understanding, analysing, criticising,

appreciating and evaluating literary texts, as well as knowledge of the basic elements
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of Arabic rhetoric, general knowledge of phonetics and semantics, and the proper use

ofdictionaries (Wizarat al-Ta'lhn al-'AlI, 1999: 8).

Very recently, in Oman al-HarrasI (2001) carried out study to identify the

educational and the linguistic competencies required for Arabic teachers in the First

Cycle of Basic Education. He lists, in general, some linguistic competencies related

to teaching different Arabic aspects and they are: listening, speaking, reading,

writing and rhythms (anashid).

The above mentioned studies are, as far as I know, the most important ones in

the field of the linguistic competencies required for teachers of language. In addition

to these, other studies have sought to identify the linguistic competencies needed by

pupils at the different stages of education. In fact, these studies help any

educationalist concerned with educational programmes to write suitable books,

which correspond to the needs of both teachers and pupils of a particular stage. They

can also assist the teachers to identify the standard of the pupils, and by so doing

compile dictionaries suited to the linguistic needs of the pupils. Furthermore, these

studies can also be used in the present study, as sources for deriving or defining the

linguistic competencies. Among the most prominent writers who deal with the

linguistic competencies required for or relevant to pupils are Mujawir (1974), Ruhab

1984), 'Abd al-Wall (1985), Sayyid (1988), Ahmad (1991), and al-Kalbani (1997).

Thus, we can see that many studies concerned with identifying the linguistic

competencies required for teachers of language have already been published. They

form a formidable body of evidence for the importance of these competencies, and

make it clear that the success of language teachers depends largely on their
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possession of the competencies necessary in their profession. But this depends, in

turn, on a proper identification of these competencies by educational researchers, and

on how far they are understood by teachers in the field.

The linguistic competencies which the above-mentioned studies deal with,

cover reading, writing, listening, dictation, grammar, literary texts, and oral and

written composition. It is important to mention here that the most detailed studies

which deal with linguistic competencies are 'Abd al-Hafiz's (1986) and al-Hasan's

(1992). Their detail gives them special significance, and renders them more useful

than the others for our present study, particularly with regard to the construction of

the list of linguistic competencies related to the teaching of Arabic. The studies of

Madkur (1988), Ghazala and 'Uthman (1993), al-Rabiey (1995) and al-HarrasI

(2001)have dealt with these competencies in a very general way. Bilotta's study

(1983) has paid special attention to the division of the required competencies into

two domains, the cognitive and the affective.

Nonetheless, the studies dealing with the linguistic competencies remain few

in comparison to the ones which concern themselves with teaching general

competencies. In Oman, particularly, the linguistic competencies associated with the

teaching of Arabic have not received sufficient attention. There is no single study

which deals with the subject in the intermediate stage, apart from the document

published by the Ministry of Higher Education in 1999 and al-HarrasI (2001) to

which we have already referred. When we look closely at the competencies

mentioned in them, we can see that they are general linguistic competencies, and

some of them are undefined in a behavioural manner, which can help teachers to
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understand and apply them in their teaching. In addition, they do not cover all the

competencies required by the various aspects of the language.

Hence, there remains a need for a full study which identifies in detail all the

linguistic competencies needed by teachers of Arabic in Oman, and measures how

far they have possessed and mastered these competencies. The pilot study mentioned

in the Introduction of the current study emphasised this demand. It is hoped then that

the findings of the present study will be a starting point towards further empirical

research in this topic.

1.2.5 Sources of Teaching Competencies

The selecting of competencies is the most crucial issue in competency-based

education. Therefore, to identify the competencies required for teachers, one must

use the various sources from which these competencies can be derived.

In Andrews' opinion (1974: 32), the best source of lists of the basic

competencies that all teachers need to possess and demonstrate in their work is the

Catalogue of Teacher Competencies, which was an outcome of long and intensive

research into the relevant literature, and of a year's review and revision by

educationalists throughout the United States.

Lindsey (1973: 183) presents the sources employed in the process of

identifying competencies. He states

Fundamentally, the identification of teaching competencies requires a conception of the

nature and goals of education in a particular setting and the roles of teachers in that

setting. ... Another approach to identifying competencies involves departing from many

descriptions of teacher behaviour; subjecting those descriptions to analysis, synthesis,
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and evaluation; and finally, abstracting sets of behaviours that make up teaching

competencies.

Dodl (1973: 195-196) lists four approaches to the derivation of

competencies. They are: role analysis, which implies a functional description of job

position needed in specific schools; analysis of theoretical models of instruction;

needs assessment, which suggests deriving competencies from the real world and

relating them to the classroom; and course translations, which encourages instructors

to convert present course content into behaviourally stated outcomes by

reformulation of the requirements of the course into competency statements.

Likewise, Houston (1985: 904-905) states that there are many approaches

that can be used for specifying competencies such as, firstly, programme translation,

where goals of programmes or courses are reformulated into competencies as

behavioural objectives; secondly, task analysis, which means determining

competencies from professionals' roles by observing their performance, or through

face to face discussions; thirdly, the needs of school learners by focusing on the

ambitions, values, and perspectives of pupils; and, finally, needs assessment, by

assessing the real and vital needs of society, and translating knowledge of these

needs into school programmes.

According to Hall and Jones (1976: 42), there are also many sources from

which one can derive competencies, such as existing fists; course translations;

taxonomic analysis, which includes cognitive, affective, performance, consequence,

and expressive competencies; input from the profession; theoretical constructs; input

from clients, which includes both pupils and community; and task analysis.
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So far, the review of the relevant literature has been directed towards the sources

from which teaching competencies can be derived. As can be seen from this review,

these sources are both numerous and varied, and the methods employed by the

researchers are themselves many and various. Each researcher has chosen the types

of sources and methods best suited to his aims and the nature of his research. Kay

(1975: 30), for example, states clearly that "while there are numerous routes to

competency identification, no one of them alone would be best under all

circumstances".

The sources which we have already mentioned can be divided into five types

as follows.

1.2.5.1 Educational and Specialist Sources

These sources include, firstly, the results of previous studies containing lists of

general and specific teaching competencies, in different countries and various

educational stages. This type of source also encompasses studies of the subjects

taught with the analysis of their contents, and their transformation into primary basic

competencies and secondary non-basic ones, and then into behavioural objectives,

which can be observed and measured. Cooper et al (1973: 19) refer to this source

when they state that another base from which teaching competencies can be derived

is the subject matter area, which teachers are expected to deal with. A third aspect of

this type of source is the study of curricula and teaching methods.

1.2.5.2 The Analysis of the Teaching Process

This source is based on the assumption that the teaching process covers a number of

teaching tasks and roles which any teacher has to fulfil, such as explanation,
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questioning, the use of teaching aids, class management, and evaluation of pupils.

By analysing these tasks and roles, we can reveal the competencies which lie behind

them.

Cooper et al (1973: 19) emphasise the importance of the above source by

stating that some teaching competencies should be derived from the analysis ofwhat

effective practitioners do in their teaching. They also add that competencies such as

making assignments, asking questions, giving directions, and leading discussion may

not be generated from other sources. Similarly, Kay (1975: 12) points out that the

task of any analytic approach is to look very carefully and critically at teaching, in

order to discover the competencies teachers need to perform successfully in the

classroom or to bring about desired outcomes.

1.2.5.3 Benefiting from the Opinions of Educationalists

This means benefiting from those who are working in the educational system;

drawing on the experience of teachers, inspectors, and experts in curriculum

development and teaching methodology, with regard to the identification of teaching

competencies. Teachers, being practitioners, will be able to inform any researcher of

the competencies which they need in their profession, and of the different

competency which each teaching task requires. The inspectors, in their turn, will

have sufficient knowledge of the performance of teachers, their successes and

failures, through their actual observation of these teachers in different teaching

situations and in the reports they have to write about them. As regards the experts in

educational programmes and teaching methods, they usually have a good knowledge

and understanding of teaching and its problems, of the tasks and roles of teachers,
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and of the developments which occur in the field of teaching and their impact on the

roles of teachers.

There is yet another source related to this point: the empirical base. Many

educationalists have argued strongly that teaching competencies must be generated

from an empirical base. This means that teaching competencies must be linked to

knowledge obtained from experience or experiment (Cooper et al., 1973: 18).

1.2.5.4 Adaptation of a Certain Educational Theory

This means identifying teaching competencies in the light of the principles and

concepts underlying a certain educational theory upon which the educational system

in the country is based. In fact, each educational theory has its own special

applications in the educational system. Thus, the identification of the teaching

competencies required at a certain educational stage, and for a certain subject can

differ from one theory to another. Kay (1975: 9) also confirms the importance of

this source, and states that "there have been several attempts to derive competencies

from theoretical stances".

1.2.5.5 Needs Assessment

By this is meant the identification of the needs and aspirations of both learners and

society through their transformation into teaching competencies possessed by

teachers.

This survey of sources is the basis for a proposed questionnaire, which will

be aimed at identifying linguistic competencies in the teaching of Arabic. It will

pose questions on the various competencies dealt with in the linguistics part of this
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chapter, the aim being to transform these competencies into behavioural objectives

which are observable and measurable.

1.3 Conclusion

So far, we have looked at the teaching competencies movement and its importance in

the educational system. The chapter was divided into three main sections. The first

was concerned with the teaching competencies movement, as an important

educational trend in teacher education. The second was about bases, classification,

and sources of teaching competencies. As a result of our review of the relevant

literature the following conclusion, as the third section in this chapter, may be

offered.

It is certain from the review of the literature and research related to the topic

of the current study that the competency-based teacher education movement

represents a major trend in the field of teacher preparation, training and evaluation,

despite the criticisms made of it.

It can also be said, as a result of the review, that the teaching competencies

trend has distinguished itself from other trends7 in teacher education by basing itself

on a number of educational principles such as the principles of accountability, self-

learning and individualised instruction, and by the success of its [CBTE]

programmes in improving the performance of teachers at all educational stages.

Furthermore, according to McNamara (1992: 283) this movement carries the

7 Here, we refer to other trends such as the cognitive trend, the affective trend, the system analysis
trend, the practice teaching trend and the cultural trend.
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connotation that those in authority can determine how teachers should teach and

prescribe what they consider to be practice.

With regard to the importance of this trend in teacher education, the Ministry

of Higher Education in Oman has sought, as previously mentioned in this chapter, to

improve the education of Omani teachers by applying the new trend and its

principles, hence the importance of the present study, whose aim is to identify the

linguistic competencies of the teachers of Arabic, and, by so doing, assist the

Ministry in designing its programmes for the education of teachers, both pre-service

and in-service. The present study is based on the point made by Hermanowicz

(1978: 13), when he states that "attention must be focused upon building a clearer

picture of the relationships between pre-service and in-service teacher education. It

is wasteful to treat them as separate entities".

It is noteworthy that many studies of teaching competencies were conducted

in the field of general teaching competencies. To the best ofmy knowledge, there is

no study in the field of linguistic competencies, and no attempt has been made to

indicate which of these competencies is more appropriate at intermediate stage in

Oman. There is therefore a real need to investigate and identify the competencies

required of teachers of Arabic. Furthermore, there is an increased need to design a

new observation card for use in the evaluation of teachers of Arabic. It is hoped that

the present study will make a contribution to the field, and provide educationalists in

Oman with new findings that can advance their knowledge about these

competencies.
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The observation was made in this chapter that some of the studies reviewed were

concerned with specifying teacher competencies, while others were carried out with

the intention of evaluating the performance of teachers, and a third group of studies

were conducted in order to design programmes. On the one hand, given the fact that

the specification of teachers' competencies is a first step towards designing any

educational programme, as well as constituting a crucial aspect of it, and, on the

other hand, given the lack of investigation of linguistic competencies in Oman, it

seems reasonable that the present study should focus on identifying and specifying

teachers' competencies in the hope that its results will serve as a starting point for

further empirical research in Oman.

A review of the relevant literature will be useful for the present study. It

should provide, among other things, sufficient evidence of the importance of the

competencies under consideration and some valuable ideas for the techniques and

procedures to be used in this study.

I now return to the questions that I raised previously in this chapter (1.4.3):

how can we apply the competency-based teacher education movement in Oman

which constitutes a different environment from that of western civilisation, where

this movement has already become widespread; and what evidence can be found to

indicate that the ideas of the movement can be successfully employed there?. The

following statements of intention support my contention:

Arab countries, like other countries of the world, realize the importance of the teacher to

society and, as a result, have conducted many conferences and research projects in order

to find logical solutions to the problems which presently prevent the achievement of

teachers' goals. This age is witness to great advances of science and technology in all
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aspects of life, including the foundations of teaching. Arab countries are greatly

influenced by this present movement of innovation and change (Gulf Conference

Intermediate Committee, 1984: 13).

Because the teacher's role has been changing in accordance with the

developments taking place in many societies, and because the teacher is the pivot of

the Arab society, it has become necessary for teacher to be thoroughly prepared both

academically and professionally for the teaching profession (Damah, 1984: 18). As

a result, the effectiveness of the CBTE movement, as previously discussed in this

chapter, led many researchers in Arab countries (such as, Egypt, Jordan, Saudi

Arabia and Bahrain) to apply the principles of this movement for building many

educational programmes. The findings of these studies have shown the success of

such programmes.

Though there have been vast improvements in teacher education in Oman in

recent years, as shall be seen in Chapter Two, there remains much more to be done.

In looking at our current system of teacher education in Oman we notice that the

procedures and methods adopted for the preparation of teachers are still in need of

improvement. Therefore, the fact that Oman enjoys an educational environmental

which displays more similarities than differences with other Arab countries which

have already adopted the principles of the teaching competencies movement, it

would appear that the most acceptable model to which teacher education in Oman

might be adapted is a competency-based programme.

Returning to the reasons behind the growth of the teaching competency

movement in this chapter, sectionl. 1.4 we pointed out that one of these factors is "a

teacher surplus". Therefore, we should ask whether this particular factor is
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sufficiently pressing in Oman to lead us to accommodate this movement in our

educational system?.

In fact, so far, Oman does not have a teacher surplus. Although at primary

school level, nearly all the teaching staff are Omanis, there are many teachers at

intermediate and secondary schools from other Arab countries. However, those

teachers are symptomatic of a surplus in their own countries, and because Oman

resembles other Arab countries in its educational environment, those teachers also

constitute a surplus in Oman. This means that many of these teachers lack

experience and fail to provide high quality teaching; they are unable to meet the

challenge of dealing effectively with the problems encountered in the classroom on a

daily basis. For this reason, the Ministry of Higher Education in Oman is making

strenuous and concerted efforts to replace them at all stages with trained Omani

teachers in the light of the principles of the competency-based teacher education

movement.

In conclusion, then, while the current situation in Oman with regard to the

supply and demand of teachers does not correspond exactly to the condition of

teacher surplus, as described in some of the studies discussed in this chapter, the

pressing need to recruit and train high quality native teaching staff does make a

strong case for the application of the teaching competencies movement to teacher

training programmes in Oman.
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Chapter Two

Teaching Arabic Language at intermediate School
Stage in Oman and the Linguistic Competencies

Required for it

This chapter presents an outline of the teaching of Arabic language in Oman and its

linguistic competencies. It is divided into four main sections. The first describes the

characteristics of the Arabic language to extract its linguistic competencies. It begins

with an introduction, which outlines the importance of language in life and in the

educational system as a pedagogical subject. This section also discusses the

characteristics of language in general and Arabic in particular. The role of the

teacher in contemporary times is investigated in the second section, with special

attention to the influence of recent educational developments.

The third section deals with the current status of Arabic language teaching in

Oman. A review of teacher-training in Oman from the historical perspective is

followed by a discussion of a programme for Arabic language teaching. This part

examines the constituent elements of the programme; its philosophy and objectives,

with regard to the theoretical background of each aspect ofArabic.

The conclusion comprises a general summary of the issues discussed

throughout this chapter and some critical views. This chapter, as a whole, is an

important basis of the two next chapters: the methodology and the findings.
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2.1 Characteristics of the Arabic Language and its Linguistic
Competencies

2.1.1 Introduction

It is well known that the teaching of any subject is distinguished from others by its

own peculiar nature and the goals that it seeks to achieve. Therefore, many studies

have sought to find the method most suited to the teaching of each subject. They

have benefited in this from the recent developments in education. As a result, there

have appeared new educational trends aiming at improvements in teaching. The

most prominent of these trends, as we have seen in Chapter One, is that of

competency, which focuses mainly on studying the teacher's behaviour in the

classroom and analysing his teaching roles to find the required teaching

competencies.

Accordingly, language is one of the most important subjects in education. Its

importance is derived from its role in life, which is described below. Al-Husri, for

example, as shown by Chejne (1969: 22), brings out the important role of language

in the life of a nation. He states "Language is one of the most important ties which

bind people together. First, because it is the instrument of communication and,

above all, the means of thought. ... Lastly, it is the means of transmitting thoughts

and experience from fathers to sons, from forefathers to grandsons, and from

ancestors to their offspring". Similarly, "language is the medium by which thoughts

are conveyed from one person to another" (Palmer, 1968: 8).

As a result, language, as indicated by Stubbs (1976: 12-13), is

A central fact in schools and there are therefore several simple but important reasons

why it deserves careful study by anyone concerned with education. Some of these
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reasons are as follows. Schools and classrooms are pervasive language environments.

Pupils are dealing with language for most of the day: with the spoken language of the

teacher or of the other pupils, and with the written language of books. There is a sense in

which, in our culture, teaching is talking. Research ... shows that, on average, teachers

tend to talk for about 70 per cent of classroom time. ... It is sometimes said that "every

teacher is an English teacher" and that "every lesson is an language lesson". By this is

meant that a teacher of any subject... has to teach the language ofhis subject.

In the light of what has been said above, Arabic in the Sultanate of Oman is

the principal instrument used in the teaching of all subjects with the exception of

English, which is taught as a foreign language. Therefore, it is essential for

successful teaching that sufficient attention is given to Arabic. Such attention

requires that the teacher should have a good knowledge of the characteristics of the

language so that he can choose the right method in teaching it. This is because

teaching, according to Isma'Il (1991: 122), is an interaction between a sender and a

receiver or between a teacher and a pupil. A teacher has to formulate and express his

thoughts in linguistic forms appropriate to the standard of the pupils to facilitate the

interaction. In addition, the knowledge of these characteristics is necessary to

identify the linguistic competencies required for teaching. This is what the present

study seeks to achieve by compiling a questionnaire to include these competencies.

Like any other language, Arabic is an instrument for preserving the heritage

of the nation, and for communication and understanding among its members. It is

also the prime instrument in acquiring knowledge and passing it from one generation

to the next (Samak, 1979: 54). Language plays a major role in the performance of

pupils, and it is well established that there exists a strong relationship between a

pupil's performance and his linguistic ability ('Abd al-Samad, 1997). Thus, a good
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knowledge of language usually enables pupils to excel in other subjects that require a

high degree of competency in reading, writing and expression, and therefore in

organised thinking (see, for example, Zafir & al-Hammadl, 1984: 26; Madkur, 1991:

63). In contrast, the lack of language competency leads the teacher to commit many

linguistic errors. In time, these errors spread among the pupils and from them to

others (al-Sayyid, 1988: 3).

IfArabic is to accomplish its educational function, then the teaching of it will

need to be planned at every stage of education, taking into consideration the targets

of society as a whole and those of the educational stage in particular. Furthermore,

the teaching of Arabic will require the formulation of teaching programmes that

correspond to these plans, and the establishment of well-defined teaching methods

that are in harmony with the principles ofmodern education.

This is where the teacher of Arabic makes an important contribution towards

the fulfilment of the function ofArabic in education, particularly on the practical side

of his work. He can teach the language in such a way as to improve the pupils'

linguistic ability to the point where they can practise it properly in their daily lives

('Abduh, n.d.: 9). This can be done by creating positive situations to which pupils

respond actively. For instance, a teacher can choose in teaching composition local

situations and social themes well-known to the pupils, or international events

relevant to their lives. In fact, pupils can express themselves more successfully

regarding familiar and relevant topics than those beyond their realm of interest.

In literature a teacher can choose texts which express such emotions and

feelings as the love for one's homeland and the duty of defending it. He can also
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choose texts that suggest images and aspects of appreciation. Furthermore, he can

encourage pupils to visit the library to borrow useful books to read, and to participate

in the school activities and institutions around them such as the school radio, school

newspapers or journalism and theatres (Ibrahim, 1984: 425-426).

To shed more light on the competencies mentioned above, we need to discuss

the general characteristics of language and some particular characteristics of Arabic.

As a language, Arabic shares with other languages a number of characteristics.

However, it also contains some that appear in it in greater proportion than in other

languages.

2.1.2 General Characteristics of Language

Although this part of this chapter is concerned with characteristics of the Arabic

language, we need first to present the characteristics of language in general. In this

context, language, as Jadwat (1987: 4-5) states, "is certainly the most important

form of communication, although not the only form. It is a gift from God to the

human race and yet it is taken for granted because it is so central to our natures as

human beings. ... Language may be generally described as ... knowledge, skill,

behaviour, habit, object, tool".

Language is also a system, that is, its sounds are arranged in a certain way to

convey meanings or senses agreed upon in society. Its words are arranged in a

certain way so as to formulate phrases and sentences. Any breach of these

arrangements can lead either to misunderstanding or the lack of understanding. The

scholars of each language therefore take great care in establishing general rules that

help to control its usage and contribute to its continuity (Yunus et al., n.d.: 10).
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When a teacher succeeds in communicating the significance of this characteristic of

language to the pupils, he enables them to understand linguistic construction, and to

choose the vocabularies and linguistic structures or models which convey the

meanings that they seek to express.

Language incorporates a system of sounds, which means that for thousands of

years human beings have taken these sounds as a medium for conveying thoughts,

feelings and all other mental activity (Raslan, 1988: 11). Therefore, the basis of

language is speech, while the written form is the next stage in its history. Writing, as

Semaan (1967: 22) states, is a relatively recent invention. It is a medium that was

invented, in the first place, to communicate with others far away in place or time.

This means that the speech remains, as al-Sayyid (1988: 12) says, the most suitable

and common medium of communication. Cintas et al. (1977: 20) underline this

point by stating that "spoken language is very old and belongs to everybody. Written

language is comparatively new and is the daily practice of only a small part of the

human family". The spoken character nature of language, as a result, requires that

language should be taught first in its oral, not written, forms, where listening and

talking should precede reading and writing.

Another characteristic of language is that it is both social and human. As

Fishman (1977: 97) states, "language is society. There can be society without

mathematics, without science, without history; but there simply cannot be society

without language". This means that human society is mainly responsible for the

development of language. People are born prepared for talking and communication,

and with the necessary biological organs and capacity. However, if they live in
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isolation, they will not be able utter a word and will not possess language. This is to

say that the natural preparation for speech has no impact or trace except in a human

society. In this context, Woolfson (1997: 212) points out "the theory that language

is inborn is more plausible. It proposes that each child is born with the ability to

speak and to use language, that he already knows how to recognise language from all

other sounds in the environment".

The social and human characteristic of language therefore demands that it

should educationally fulfil the aspirations of human beings and respond to their basic

needs and to those of society in general. As a result, because language is important

in society, so it is in education (Stubbs, 1976: 15). Thus, "trying to teach a language

(i.e. the competency to use it) without any form of social interaction is a

contradiction in itself' (Frank & Rinvolucri, 1987: 7).

Language is also a type of behaviour acquired by individuals as a result of

contact with other members of their society. Cintas et al. (1977: 23) emphasise this

fact: "Language acquisition takes place in a speech community. As with other innate

abilities, the acquisition of language must be invoked, stimulated, and enriched by an

environment which presents a model ofwhat it is that is to be acquired".

The acquisition of language does not cease at a certain stage. It begins in

infancy and continues throughout a person's life. The family plays a major role in

children's acquisition of language. That is because their linguistic progress usually

depends on the use of language by their family, which contributes in this respect as

much as well-organised teaching. Woolfson (1997: 213) states that "a child raised

in a family in which there is open discussion and plenty of chat as part of everyday
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communication is more likely to have a rich array of language skills than a child

raised in a family that has a paucity of spoken communication".

With regard to these characteristics, the teacher has to take into consideration

the differences between pupils in their linguistic progress as shown in their ability to

express themselves orally and in writing.

2.1.3 Specific Characteristics of the Arabic Language

Arabic is a living, a modern, and also an international language with a modern

literature and culture (Jadwat, 1987: 2). As a result, in its international application

and geographical area, it is considered today one of the most important languages

(Inayatullah, 1976: 1). It is in addition widely spoken on two continents, across the

entire breadth of North Africa to the Arabian Peninsula and the Middle East (Awde

& Samano, 1986: 13).

The two most prominent characteristics of Arabic, which are presented below

as examples, are derivation (ishtiqaq), and inflection (i'rab).

2.1.3.1 Derivation (Ishtiqaq)

Ishtiqaq in Arabic is to form a word from another while maintaining a close or basic

relationship between the two, both phonetically and in meaning (Ma'ruf, 1987: 43).

This is illustrated by the following example (Awde & Samano, 1986: 15-16):

The three consonants, k, t, and b - combined in that order: k-t-b - connote the idea of

writing. The simplest word based on those letters is kataba, which means "to write".

That is the root. If you go to an Arabic dictionary and look up the root kataba, you will

find, among many other entries, the following ... [kitaab "book", maktab "office",
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maktaba "library", kaatib "clerk"]. ... The connection of all these words with the

underlying idea ofwriting is pretty clear1.

Derivation, therefore, has prompted some writers to emphasise the

importance of this phenomenon in the development of Arabic. Among them is

Irving (1957: 289), who states: "These many roots plus the innumerable changes

that can be made within them, make Arabic one of the great languages of the world,

and for this alone, it is worth learning". Chejne (1969: 48-51) also points out that

derivation is the most productive method for coining new vocabulary and

expressions in Arabic beside other important methods such as analogy (qiyas),

compounding (naht), Arabization (ta 'rib), metaphor (majaz) and inflection or vowel

endings (i'rab). For more details about this theme, see, for example, al-Mubarak

(1964: 291-301); Stetkevych (1970: 1-65); Bakalla (1981: 12-13).

A similar view was expressed by Jadwat (1987: 45). He describes the

derivation as follows:

The most important characteristic of the Arabic language is its creative morphological

system based on the tri-consonantal root system. Most of the words in Arabic are

derived or built up from a fixed root pattern made up of three original radicals or

consonants. ... In this way, even new words in Arabic can be coined by derivation or by

imposing certain vowel patterns on the radicals of the root. The meaning of each of

these derived forms bears a specific semantic relationship to the root pattern.

The above discussion leads us to point out that Arabic is capable of meeting

the challenges of the present and the future by serving the changing needs of Arab

1 See also Versteegh (1997: 81-82)
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society in all fields of human knowledge. Inayatullah (1976: 69) underlines this

point: "The language which could convey the meaning of Plato and Aristotle in the

past, should not, I think, fail to express the though of Berg son and Einstein in the

present age".

Derivation is then an important instrument in the growth of Arabic, the

richness of its vocabulary and its power of expressing new ideas and new events in

human life. Consequently, the teacher of Arabic can benefit from this phenomenon

when teaching the language, and explain to pupils the idea that "an increase in

linguistic construction leads to an increase in meaning" (Yunus et al., n.d.: 15), and

he can help them exploit this idea in their speech and writing.

2.1.3.2 Inflection (I'rab)

A characteristic of Arabic, i'rab is defined by Bohas et al. (1990: 54), as "the

variation of the final vowel in words after their insertion in the utterance, and

determined by the different governing operators ('awamit) which affect them". I'rab

is not a verbal ornament nor meaningless signs, but signs which contribute to the

clarification and understanding of speech by defining the place of each word in it.

Thus there is a strong relationship between inflection and meaning. Hence the

saying: "al-i'rab is part ofmeaning" (Madkur, 1991: 49).

To illustrate the importance of i'rab in Arabic, an example stated by

Stetkevych (1970: 86), is given below:

I'rab determines the distinction between subject and object in such a sentence as: aqrada

Muhammadun 'Allyan (M. lent money to A.). Even ifwe change the order of the words
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(aqrada 'Ahyan Muhammadun), this distinction remains. Without the i'rab, however, it

would be impossible to establish with complete certainty the true subject and object.

I'rab, then, can be used educationally by selecting grammatical topics

recommended for pupils, and considering its function in them. The teachers of

Arabic as well as those of other school subjects should observe grammatical rules in

their speech and writing. This will help their pupils to acquire the correct linguistic

constructions and models.

To sum up section 2.1, the linguistic competencies required by teachers of

Arabic, as could be specified and summarised from the above, are as follows.

Firstly, enabling pupils to express themselves correctly in modern standard Arabic in

their speech and conversation both inside and outside the classroom, and to

encourage them to do so under their teacher's supervision whenever possible, such as

discussing problems or questions that interest them. Secondly, encouraging pupils to

read freely outside school, and allowing them to choose useful subjects to read about,

analyse and criticise, and summarise their reading in their own words and style.

Thirdly, training pupils to pronounce letters and words correctly, and dealing with

any defect in their pronunciation such as "al-fa'fa'a and al-ta'ta'a stammering and

stuttering. Teachers should also encourage pupils to participate in the school's

activities designed to improve their linguistic knowledge, such as writing poetry,

short plays, journalistic articles, and short radio programmes.

2.2 The Role of Arabic Teachers and Linguistic
Competencies required

The central concern here is with the role of the teachers, which is essential to identify

their competencies. This topic has been given much attention in the literature
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concerned with teaching. We have already mentioned briefly in Chapter One of this

study (1.2.5.2) that the analysis of teachers' roles is one of the sources from which

teaching competencies can be identified. Therefore, the literature on teachers' roles

will be examined next, and from the material will be extracted the main linguistic

competencies required for Arabic teachers at the end of this section.

During the last few decades of the twentieth century there were several

profound changes that influenced education in general and the role of teachers in

particular. According to Jaradat et al. (n.d.: 108-109), the most prominent changes

are the population explosion, the expansion of knowledge, and progress in science

and technology, which have resulted in the appearance of new educational theories.

These changes demand that education should be activated and oriented in such a way

as to lead change and growth in all aspects of life. The authors believe that the

greatest responsibility in this respect falls on the shoulders of the teachers. The

teachers' role, therefore, is no longer confined to passing information to pupils, but

includes various new activities. Pellow (1985: 4) describes the role of the teachers

as follows:

The greatest single influence on the quality of education that pupils receive in schools is

the quality of their teachers. Poor buildings, lack of resources and shortages of textbooks

can hinder the learning processes while in contrast good provision can enhance them.

However, whatever the circumstances may be, without good teachers little or no progress

can be made.

Therefore, the teachers' indispensability in education needs to be stressed

more than before. They remain the sole power that is capable of understanding

pupils, dealing properly with them, and helping them to adapt to the changes in life
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around them. This, however, does not lessen the importance ofmodernising teaching

methods and educational systems, constructing new buildings, and employing

modern equipment and technological instruments.

As a result, there are a number of factors that shape the role of teachers and

what others expect of them. Some examples are given by Hoyle (1969: 54-57): the

local education authority, the type of school in which they teach and the sort of

district in which it is situated, and attributes such as age, sex and qualifications.

Furthermore, Morrison & Mclntyre (1973: 98) point out that

many aspects of a teacher's role are shaped by the society or the community in which he

works. Those relationships with other members of the community, which are

particularly significant for him vary according to cultural, geographical and

administrative features of the context in which he is teaching. For example, a private

tutor, a teacher who is the only teacher in a small rural community, and a teacher in a

large city school have different role-sets from one another, and their relationships with

members of their role-sets are likely to be very different.

In the light of these factors, we shall look at some examples of teachers' roles

as suggested by many writers. Redl & Wattenberg (1951), as shown by Hoyle

(1969: 59-60), mention the more important roles of the teacher. A teacher is a

representative of society by inculcating moral precepts; a helper by providing

guidance to pupils in difficulties; a supporter by helping pupils to have confidence in

themselves; a group leader by establishing the climate of the group; and an object of

affection by meeting the psychological need of pupils. In addition, teaching, as

Richards (1990: 12) states, is usually regarded as something that teachers do to bring

about changes in pupils. As a result, Richards (1990) presents the following as the
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kind of roles that teachers see themselves playing in the classroom: a monitor of

pupils' learning, a motivator, an organiser, a controller of pupils' behaviour, a

counsellor and friend and, finally, an evaluator.

To conclude, it appears from a survey of the literature that the role of teachers

is affected by a number of factors which have required them to adapt to changing

circumstances. We therefore notice that there are many new roles which a teacher

has to play in the classroom. These roles can be summarised as follows. Firstly,

enabling pupils to understand the values that they hold. Secondly, creating a

supportive learning environment that provides learning resources in response to the

needs and desires of the pupils. Thirdly, selecting the appropriate teaching strategy

from a range of options and guiding pupils in using the appropriate means to solve

problems. Fourthly, responding appropriately to human behaviour, encouraging

independence, co-operation, self-discovery, and constructive thinking among the

pupils. Lastly, adopting the code of ethics of the teaching profession, and interacting

with members of the school community regarding educational issues and problems

affecting the school.

From the above discussion, it is clear that teachers of Arabic have general

roles similar to those of the teachers of other school subjects, which we have already

covered. On the other hand, they also have roles peculiar to the teaching of Arabic.

They are roles which vary, none the less, according to the various aspects of

language. With regard to reading, for instance, the teacher's role is to encourage

pupils to read as much as possible to increase their knowledge and acquire new

experiences and competencies until reading becomes a natural activity in their daily
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lives. When dealing with literary texts, as another example, the teacher's role is to

help pupils develop their literary taste and artistic sense and appreciation. Again, in

teaching grammar, the teacher's duty is to guide pupils in their speech and writing by

encouraging them to observe grammatical rules and correct their errors.

These specific roles of Arabic teachers represent linguistic competencies. To

fulfil these roles, the teachers also need certain general linguistic competencies

derived from the general roles of teachers already mentioned. They can be

summarised as follows: (1) a wide knowledge of language to enable teachers to show

pupils how to employ language functionally and overcome various difficulties; (2) a

sufficient knowledge of the new teaching methods and styles, and the ability to use

them in training pupils in how to remove their weaknesses in language; (3) a keen in

benefiting from the results of new research concerning the teaching of language; and

(4) an awareness of the goals of teaching Arabic and their importance in directing

pupils towards innovation and creativity.

As a result of the numerous roles that teachers are now expected to fulfil and

the varied circumstances in which they have to work, it has become necessary to

reassess the methods of training teachers. To begin with, we need to know the kinds

of competencies that a teacher of Arabic should possess. With this knowledge we

can devise programmes appropriate for training teachers who are capable ofmeeting

the demands and challenges of the present age. At this point, we must turn to the

next theme in this chapter.
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2.3 The Current Status of Arabic Language Teaching in
Oman

This section comprises two parts, the first of which discusses pre and in-service

teacher-training, and the second describes the programme of Arabic language

teaching in Oman.

2.3.1 Teacher-Training in Oman

Preparation for the future is the primary function of formal education. It can mean a

general education to prepare the child for adulthood, or a professional training to

prepare a person for a specific job (Torshen, 1977: 20). The teacher, therefore, is

the most important element in education despite rapid advances in educational

technology (Dean, 1981: 124), and he will remain the primary factor in the

development and implementation of a sound educational system. The future of

nations thus lies in building firm educational foundations. This, in turn, depends on

the attention given to training the teachers who form the framework of these vital

foundations (Rasheed, 1984: 3).

Oman realises the importance of teachers to society, for it emphasises the

significance of their role and considers them the key element in the country's

development. As a result, it has given more attention to training qualified teachers

by establishing two types of teacher-training. One is pre-service training and the

other is in-service training to increase the competencies of existing teachers. These

types are described briefly below from a historical view point and are followed by a

conclusion. The purpose is to examine the status of Arabic language teachers in

these training programmes and to know to what extent they need to refresh their

knowledge and update their linguistic competencies.
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2.3.1.1 Pre-Service Teacher-Training

The first step was taken by the Ministry of Education in 1976-77 to train Omani

teachers for the primary schools with what is known as the First Programme. Pupils

who passed grade 7 were accepted for two years on this programme. Although a

total of twenty-five pupils were enrolled in the first class, the programme was

regarded as an unsuccessful experiment and was discontinued.

In the academic year 1977-78, a secondary-level Teacher-Training Institute

was established to accept intermediate school graduates (grade 9). The duration of

this programme was three years, at the end of which the graduates received the

Secondary School Certificate for Teachers.

To upgrade and improve the Teacher-training Institute, the intermediate

colleges were established in 1983. The first group of students who had achieved

secondary school certificate was accepted in 1984—85. They were trained as primary

school teachers for two years to teach both the three lower levels (grades 1, 2 and 3)

as classroom teachers for all subjects as well as the higher grades (4, 5, and 6) as

specific subject teachers. (For a detailed description of the educational system in

Oman, see, for example: Muhammad, 1985: 14—15, 17; 'Abd al-Raziq & al-Shibinl,

1986: 60-69; Muhammad, 1987: 60-74).

In 1995-96 the intermediate colleges, further upgraded to colleges of

education, offered university degree courses in education (Wizarat al-Ta'lIm al-'AlI,

1998: 6; and Ministry of Information, 1999: 206). Recently, the College of

Education at Sultan Qaboos University began providing the educational system with

local Omani teachers trained to university level (al-Salmi, 1994: 112-113). This
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college is training students as intermediate and secondary school teachers. The first

group of students enrolled at this college in September 1986 and they graduated at

the end of the academic year 1989-90 ('Isan, 1995: 125).

Teacher-training was further upgraded after the Higher Teacher-Training

Institution was established in 1991-92 for training pre-service, intermediate and

secondary school teachers. It accepted Omani graduates from Sultan Qaboos

University and from universities in other Arab countries who wished to take up

teaching but lacked the necessary professional training. However, the Institution was

closed at the end of the academic year 1994-95 since its functions have been taken

over by the many new colleges of education (Tsan, 1995: 138; Ministry of

Information, 1996: 150; Allen & Rigsbee, 2001: 166-170).

2.3.1.2 In-Service Teacher-Training

In-service teacher-training, according to Bishara (1986: 94), is a strategy to upgrade

a teacher's competencies after he has completed initial training and is employed as a

teacher. For this reason perhaps, Brimm and Tollett (1974: 521) state that "in-

service education has long been recognised as a vital part of the educational process

for the classroom teacher". Al-Rabiey (1995: 25, 39) also points out that specialists

in teacher-training believe that in-service as well as pre-service training of teachers

increases their abilities and improves teaching practices in the classroom (see also

Dean, 1981: 123). The necessity for in-service training has emerged, as al-Ani

(1984: 101) states, from the recent changes such as the rapid innovations in

instructional technology, the global increase in knowledge and the rapidly growing

population. These changes have made a great impact on education. As a result, to

enable teachers to cope with, accept and utilise these changes, education must
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prepare them with in-service training programmes. Al-Ani (1984: 101-102) again

points out that

in the Gulf States, there are several major factors which point to the importance of in-

service teacher training, including the fact that the effects of in-service training are

continual and never-ending. Also there are many low-qualified teachers in the Gulf

States because of the necessity to educate a growing population. These teachers are in

dire need of scientific and vocational training.

Al-Qaml (1995: 128, 130) also emphasises that the urgent need for

producing national teachers at the early stage ofmodern education in the Gulf States

led to a temporary abandonment of many essential conditions regarding the qualities

of teachers and of the entry requirements for teacher-training programmes. This

resulted in producing large numbers of teachers who are still suffering from the lack

of the necessary teaching competencies, and therefore it is important to train those

teachers while they are teaching.

In the light of this experience, Oman realises the importance and necessity of

in-service teacher-training. The philosophy is that teacher-training should not end

with the graduation of the student from one of the teacher-training institutes, but that

it should be a life-long professional development (al-Qurayshl, 1997).

As a result, in-service training for Omani teacher began in 1972 and was

dedicated to the development of cognitive, affective, and psychomotor strengths in

teaching practice. Its main goals were to increase the efficiency of Omani teachers;

update their knowledge and skills; and enable teachers to utilise the new ideas in
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educational technology for improving the quality of state education ('Abd al-Raziq &

al-Shibinl, 1986: 75).

Historically, there have been three basic in-service programmes in Oman

which can be described briefly as follows. The first type was Basic Qualifying

Training. It offered a basic teaching qualification for Omani teachers who had

entered the profession without any kind of professional training. However, this

programme was discontinued in 1986-87. The second was Continuous Training.

This type was aimed at updating the teachers' knowledge and techniques and

developing their professional attitudes. The third type consisted of specialised

training sessions for leadership positions such as administrators for schools and

school districts and s (see Muhammad, 1987: 7-9; Tsan, 1995: 157-169).

From the above literature on the development of teacher-training in Oman

since 1970, we can draw the following conclusions. As regards the pre-service

teacher-training in Oman (see section 2.3.1.1), it can be said that the educational

authorities in Oman took a great interest in its development, for the training

programmes evolved in several stages. However, the single-subject specialisation

for Omani teachers was initiated only from 1986. Before that time most of the

teachers who taught in the higher stages of Omani schools were from other Arab

countries such as Egypt, Jordan, and the Sudan. This meant that the standards and

qualities of these teachers, including their knowledge of the Arabic language, varied

according to the educational systems in their own countries. This naturally led to a

variation in their standard of teaching. Even today there are still some teachers who
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lack experience and competency in teaching or who suffer from certain weaknesses

in their specialisation.

The pilot study that I conducted in Oman during the second term of the

school year 1998-99 revealed widespread dissatisfaction among the consultants in

the teaching of Arabic with the subject's standards and results. (The pilot study is

described in the Introduction of this thesis). It was obvious that the teachers of

Arabic in Oman were still in need of further training before and during their

professional career. These findings were supported by the results of several earlier

studies of this topic, which were made by researchers in some Arab countries.

Among them were 'Abd al-Hafiz (1986); Hawarl (1988); Bad! (1990); al-Hasan

(1992); Ghazala and 'Uthman (1993); al-Khallfa (1997). All of these studies state

that the training programmes for Arabic teachers need improvement.

The studies also indicate that the main reason behind the low standard of

Arabic teaching is an inherent weakness in the teacher-training programmes. This is

due to many reasons. In the first place what is offered in the training programmes

bears little relevance to what teachers need in practical terms in the classroom. This

suggests that the training programmes still concentrate on the theoretical rather than

the practical aspect. During the pre-service programme, the student teachers of

Arabic study nothing about Arabic calligraphy and the rules of dictation, and do very

little practice in grammar, rhetoric, and literary criticism. The lack of practice, in

fact, was a major weakness highlighted in the criticism directed at the traditional

programmes of teacher-training, which led to the emergence of the trend of
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competency-based teacher education (CBTE), as described in Chapter One of this

thesis, section 1.1.4.

Another reason behind the low standard of the teaching of Arabic is the

dependency on personal experience in the development of the teacher-training

programmes. This is due to a lack of specialised studies, which could be used as a

guide in compiling the content of these programmes. A third reason is that a large

number of the teachers of Arabic enrolled at the colleges of education against their

wishes. This was because there was nowhere else for them to go since they achieved

low marks in their secondary school examinations.

These reasons can be applied to most of the colleges of teacher education in

Oman, which is why many teachers are still not well qualified for their profession or

teaching tasks. This view is also supported by a number of studies that have recently

been conducted in Oman with the aim of improving the teacher-training

programmes. They show that the defect lies in these programmes. Among these

studies was one by al-Salmi (1994: 10), in which he evaluated the teaching methods

used in teacher-training. He stated "officially the colleges have been following

Competency-Based Teacher Education principles, ... but no one specific approach

has been applied in practice. Every individual tutor has his own method(s) of

teaching-training. Nevertheless, almost all of them rely heavily on traditional class

lectures".

As regards the in-service teacher-training in Oman (2.3.1.2), it may be said

that the educational authorities have always been aware that the period of training in

the colleges is insufficient for producing competent teachers, and that training has to
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continue after graduation. The training programmes have therefore continued to

develop since their establishment in 1972. However, when we examine, for

example, the primary kind of Basic Qualifying Training, we find that it contains no

more than one target in the teaching of Arabic. It simply says, according to

Muhammad (1987: 10), that the teacher of Arabic should be skilful in composition,

reading and writing. This is a very broad aim which is difficult to achieve in the

short time devoted to training.

The second kind of training, called Continuous Training, was intended to

accomplish four aims, as described also by Muhammad (1987: 13): (1) the teacher

should be well acquainted with the methods of teaching Arabic in all its aspects and

capable of explaining to pupils these aspects and their goals; (2) the teacher should

be able to analyse the programmes of the Arabic language; (3) the teacher should

take every care in pronouncing Arabic words and sentences to pupils, in correcting

their errors in both pronunciation and grammar, and encouraging them to read

outside the school and learn the right way of expressing themselves, (4) the teacher

should continue to improve his knowledge of Arabic, particularly the rules of

dictation, calligraphy and textual analysis. Here again we find broad aims which are

difficult to be verified and evaluated in practice, and which no school teacher could

achieve satisfactorily, since the time is limited. This means that the training

programmes for Arabic teachers still need to have their aims reformed into

behavioural objectives to make them easy to evaluate (behavioural objectives are

covered in section 2.3.2.3.3 in this chapter).
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Although there are many in-service training sessions offered by the Ministry of

Education, few are specified for Arabic language teachers. For example, there was

only one such training session between 1991 and 1994 to study the real status of the

teaching of Arabic language in the schools as it is perceived by teachers. This

session was held on 2 February 1994 (Tsan, 1995: 176-178). Therefore, it can be

said that training programmes for all aspects of teaching Arabic in Oman should

receive more emphasis to upgrade the competencies of teachers to perform their

various roles more effectively.

2.3.2 Programme of Arabic Language Teaching in Oman

This part is divided into three main units, the first of which examines the philosophy

of teaching Arabic from the integrative perspective. The second unit presents an

overview of objectives, their importance, definitions, and types. The third unit,

which itself comprises a number of smaller units, discusses the behavioural

objectives in teaching all aspects of Arabic. It also explains the pedagogical

importance of each aspect, including the problems in teaching them. This part then

concludes the discussion with a brief critical review.

2.3.2.1 Aspects of Arabic Language and their Integration

Before touching upon the general, specific and behavioural objectives of teaching

Arabic in Oman, it may be useful to consider generally the two philosophical views

of teaching the different aspects of the language. The first argues that all aspects

must be taught as an integral unit since there is, naturally, an integration between

language competencies. Evidence supporting this tendency is found in the works of

various authors. Rivers (1971: 148) states that no language skill should be taught in

isolation. Listening comprehension, for example, should be related to and spring
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naturally from material used in oral practice or in writing at all stages along with the

other areas of language study. This point of view is shared by Wheeldon (1981: 52)

when he emphasises the importance of the listening skill. He states: "It is, however,

extremely difficult, and also undesirable, to isolate the listening skill entirely from

other language activities, since all types of language activity interact, supporting and

enlightening each other in the total language-learning process" (see also, for

example, Ahmed, 1987: 42-43; Nunan, 1992: 22).

The second view, supported by Qura (1981: 70) and al-Sayyid (1988: 271),

asserts that though language has to be taught as a unit or an integrated whole, it

remains necessary in teaching to divide it into aspects even if this division is

artificial. This is because each aspect of the language has its own function in the

mastering of language. The main rule of dictation and grammar, for instance, is to

avoid linguistic errors orally and in writing, while reading and composition aim at

increasing the vocabulary, reading quickly and correctly, and writing well or

acquiring a good style.

To benefit from the earlier trends in the philosophy of Arabic language

teaching, we think that teachers, on the one hand, need to try hard to achieve a

balance between all the aspects of Arabic and should not concentrate on a particular

one at the expense of the others. On the other hand, they should also keep in mind

that the aim of the division into aspects is merely to facilitate the teaching of the

language without disturbing or damaging its unity. The integration of the language

should remain, therefore, a basic aim pursued continually by all teachers. This
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requires that the teachers should possess all the linguistic competencies needed for its

achievement.

To examine those competencies in greater depth, we need now to discuss the

diverse objectives of the teaching of Arabic at the intermediate stage in Oman, since

they represent competencies and there is a strong relationship between them as has

been shown in Chapter One of this study. For further details of the relationship, see,

for example, Johnson & Shearron (1973: 44); Sullivan & Higgins (1983: 31).

2.3.2.2 General Theoretical View of Objectives

Before dealing specifically with the types of objectives for teaching Arabic in Oman,

it may be helpful to consider the importance of objectives in general. The different

terms of these objectives should also be clarified by stating their definitions and the

relationship between them. This analysis is essential for the subsequent discussion

and critique ofobjectives of teaching Arabic in Oman.

In describing the importance of objectives in any educational programme,

Rowntree (1982: 48-51), for example, points out that there are four main benefits of

objectives in the teaching/learning process. First, they enable teachers to

communicate the intentions of teaching and learning to pupils and colleagues.

Second, objectives help teachers to select and organise the content of their teaching,

such as appropriate learning activities and teaching media. Finally, they enable

teachers to set clearer means of evaluation and assessment (see also Ross, 1973: 10-

18; Mager, 1975: 5-7).

Despite these apparent benefits, one of the main problems facing curriculum

compilers is the wide variety of terms used to describe objectives and the difficulty
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in distinguishing between them. Referring to these problems, Rowntree (1982: 31)

again points out that there is much terminological confusion in the literature on

educational intention. Statements of purpose, for example, are made at several

different levels and there are many different words used to describe them, such as

aim, goal, objective, standard, learning outcome, criterion, and so on. Such

terminological confusion leads some writers such as Plowman (1971: xxii) to use the

words goal and objective interchangeably in his book, Behavioral Objectives. This is

because, as he (Plowman) states, each is usually incorporated into definitions of the

other.

From this point of view, therefore, it is important to avoid confusion in the

use of these terms here, and to offer a clear definition and description of those given

below, such as "aims", "general objectives", "specific objectives", and "behavioural

objectives". The distinction between these terms and their relationship to one

another are discussed as well.

2.3.2.2.1 Aims

Davies (1976: 12) offers a definition of aims: "An aim can broadly be defined as a

general statement which attempts to give both shape and direction to a set of more

detailed intentions for the future". Clearly, aims are general statements showing a

direction or long-term intention. For this reason, perhaps, Davies himself (1976: 12)

criticises the use of aims by saying: "They are an ideal, an aspiration, a direction in

which to go. They are visionary in character, and therefore, in a very real sense

unreal" (see also Rowntree, 1982: 32-33).
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It is therefore obvious that aims are considered abstract statements, whose imprecise

breadth and vagueness makes them unlikely to be achieved without being broken

down into more precise and narrower objectives.

2.3.2.2.2 General objectives

Gronlund (1978: 6) defines general objectives as "an intended outcome of

instruction that has been stated in general enough terms to encompass a class of

behaviour (e.g., comprehends the literal meaning of written material). A general

instructional objective is, typically, further defined by a set of specific learning

outcomes".

From the definitions of "aims" and "general objectives", both seem to be

broad and vague. Although they have similar characteristics, Davies (1976: 14)

describes a slight difference between them:

It is not that goals [general objectives] are in any way better than aims, they simply have

a different role and purpose. They convert the question "why is that curriculum or

subject being taught?" into the related question "what destination do you have in mind

for the learner as far as that curriculum or subject is concerned?".

As a result, I prefer to use here the term "general objectives" rather than

"aims" when I examine the objectives of Arabic teaching in Oman, as shown later in

this section, since general objectives focus on the reason for curriculum teaching and

encompass a class of specific behaviour.

2.3.2.2.3 Specific Objectives

According to Gronlund (1978: 6) specific objectives are an intended outcome of

instruction that has been stated in specific behavioural (performance and measurable)
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terms. Similarly, Plowman (1971: xxvi) states that specific objectives "are those

that tend to direct pupil activity toward acquiring clearly described traits, attitudes,

skills, and knowledge". According to these definitions, specific objectives are more

precise and explicit than aims and general objectives. Furthermore, they are usually

short-term rather than long-term. This means that aims and general objectives, in

contrast, tend to be broader than specific objectives.

2.3.2.2.4 Behavioural Objectives

This type of objective is described by Gronlund (1978: 6) as a statement of intent,

much more precise than aims and more observable and measurable. It also specifies

the learned behaviour that the pupil is expected to exhibit as a result of the teaching.

In addition, behavioural objectives, as shown by Davies (1976: 14-15), "attempt to

describe in the clearest terms possible, exactly what a pupil will think, act or feel at

the end of a learning experience".

It may be worth emphasising that behavioural objectives focus on what pupils

should be able to do, as a result of the teaching, that they were unable to do before.

Furthermore, they concentrate more on the needs and interests of individual pupils.

Therefore, this type of objective offers a practical means of improvement in teaching

and learning. Teachers can benefit by having measurable and observable objectives

enabling them to plan the most appropriate instruction for helping pupils achieve

what is required of them. These objectives also help teachers make an accurate

assessment. Pupils benefit by knowing exactly what knowledge and skills they are

expected to acquire. Moreover, they know the standard by which their performance

is judged.
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To conclude the general review of objectives, I should like to point out here that

most of the literature examined above states, as mentioned early, that part of the

problem is the range terms of objectives and the difficulty in distinguishing between

them. I should like to argue, in contrast, that although such a problem exists, it

clearly does not prevent us from suggesting that there is an important relationship

between the different terms of objectives. My central concern, therefore, is to

discuss this relationship, and to illustrate it with some examples as shown below.

One important relationship between aims and another type of objective is that

they are all very important for compiling educational programmes, for the success of

these programmes depends on perceiving their functions and their advantages. In

this context, Rowntree (1982: 31), for example, states

Objectives [in their all levels] generate both the light and heat in educational technology.

Their light is that in which we design, evaluate and improve our learning experiences and

curriculum plans. Their heat is less productive, arising as it does out of confrontations

with those educators who deem it somewhat improper to speak plainly about the changes

in thinking, feeling or ability that they hope to encourage in students.

Another relationship is that integration and interrelation. To benefit from

aims, for instance, we need to break them down into a set of precise objectives in the

planning and direction of the daily classroom activities. In this context, Rowntree

(1982: 37) again states: "If we are to know what to strive for in the behaviour or

observable activity of pupils, aims must be translated into objectives". In the same

way, specific objectives should relate to the aims. The reason is that ignoring aims

while defining specific or behavioural objectives will mean losing sight of the basic

principles of evaluating the teacher's performance in his educational role.
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Finally, in the light of the above discussion, an example of such relationship is given

below to illustrate how general objectives, for instance, are translated into

behavioural objectives.

Gronlund (1978: 14) presents a general linguistic objective which "uses

critical thinking skills in reading". He mentions that this objective is more complex,

but that it might be translated into a large number of specific types of behaviour such

as: distinguishes between facts and opinion, and between facts and inferences;

identifies cause-effect relations; formulates valid conclusions from written material;

and so on. These objectives, he adds, seem to be comprehensive enough to clarify

the instructional intent and short enough to be observable, measurable, and useful.

2.3.2.3 Objectives of Teaching Arabic Language in Oman

Before recommending suitable training programmes for Arabic teachers, we must

identify the essential competencies required for them. This is where it is important to

provide an analysis of the objectives for teaching Arabic at intermediate school in

Oman.

The two main sources are: Arabic language syllabus (Minhaj al-Lugha al-

'Arabiyya), and the Arabic language teacher's guidebooks for intermediate stage.

These objectives, as shown in the previous sources, are divided into three types:

general, specific, and behavioural objectives, which are described below.
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2.3.2.3.1 General Objectives of Teaching Arabic

The general objectives of teaching Arabic at intermediate stage are stated in both the

syllabus (WT,2 1995e: 20-21) and the teacher's guidebook (WT, 1998a: 7-8). We

can summarise these objectives as follows:

1. Strengthening the faith of pupils in God and his messenger and the belief in the
truth of that which the messenger received from God, and encouraging them to

follow it strictly.

2. Strengthening the relationship of pupils with Arab Islamic heritage, and with the
values and morals upon which this heritage was founded.

3. Implanting in the souls of pupils the love of Arabic and pride in the language, and

giving them the confidence in its ability to answer effectively the needs of modern
life.

4. Strengthening the relationship between Arabs, and the feeling of brotherhood and
sisterhood among Muslims.

5. Increasing pupils' awareness of the dangers which Arab countries face in modern
times.

5. Creating a generation that is capable of benefiting from the achievements of
human civilisation.

7. Stimulating pupils' artistic taste and appreciation ofOmani literature.

8. Informing pupils of the problems from which their society suffers and

encouraging them to participate in solving them.

9. Helping pupils acquire as much information as possible about life and the world
in modern times.

10. Teaching pupils about the natural resources of their country and their uses.

11. Preserving and strengthening the relationship of pupils with their families.

2 WT refers to Wizarat al-Tarbiya wa al-Ta'lim (Ministry of Education) in the Sultanate ofOman.
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12. Enabling pupils to learn and practise good behaviour and mental attitudes.

13. Teaching pupils to respect work and working people.

14. Implanting in the minds ofpupils the spirit of co-operation and collective work.

15. Training pupils to use language in a precise, clear and logical way.

These objectives can be divided into three domains. The first is a cognitive

domain, which includes those objectives emphasising intellectual aspects:

knowledge, understanding, and so on. The numbers of objectives representing this

domain are 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, and 12. The second is an affective domain, which includes

objectives of feeling, attitudes, appreciation, and so forth. This domain includes

objectives 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 11, and 13. The remaining objectives focus on psychomotor

domain concerned motor skills. These objectives are found in numbers 14 and 15.

Most of the objectives seem to be applicable to most school subjects. This is

possibly because a committee in the Department of Curriculum Development in

Oman who establishes these objectives aims to link Arabic with other school

subjects. Since the general objectives reflect the philosophy of the community, a

single subject could not fulfil them as a whole.

Nevertheless, certain difficulties are inherent in the above statements of the

general objectives. Most of these objectives are broad and idealistic. They represent

a broad philosophical horizon rather than pedagogical objectives that are limited,

realistic, and achievable. Therefore, such objectives are difficult to work towards in

practice since they are immeasurable and allow a variety of interpretations.

However, it should also be mentioned here that although these objectives are largely
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inspirational, they are utilitarian since they can be readily translated into meaningful

specific objectives, as is shown in the next point.

2.3.2.3.2 Specific Objectives of Teaching Arabic

As stated in WT (1995e: 23-24) and WT (1998a: 8), this type of objectives can be

summarised as follows:

1. Helping pupils to read with the correct pronunciation of letters and words and
with the correct intonation.

2. Enabling pupils to read silently and quickly with full understanding.

3. Training pupils how to listen politely to others.

4. Helping pupils to express themselves correctly both orally and in writing.

5. Strengthening the inclination ofpupils towards reading inside and outside school.

6. Enabling pupils to write letters and words correctly and clearly according to the

accepted rules ofdictation.

7. Helping pupils to widen their range ofvocabulary.

8. Helping pupils to recognise the correct morphological forms of Arabic words and
the right structures of sentences.

9. Teaching pupils the various genres of literature and training them to appreciate
the artistic beauty of literary texts.

10. Enabling pupils to understand, analyse, criticise and compare texts.

11. Training pupils how to extract information, correct errors and derive meanings

according to the relationship between words and sentences in the text, and how to

use dictionaries and reference books.

12. Training pupils in the correct use ofpunctuation.

13. Enabling pupils to use Arabic in all aspects of life.

14. implanting in the souls ofpupils the love ofArabic.
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This list of objectives attempts to cover all aspects of the curriculum of Arabic

language teaching such as reading, grammar, literary texts and composition. They

are also related to the list of general objectives in section 2.3.2.3.1, especially

objectives 3, 7 and 15 stated in that section.

Although specific objectives are much more precise and detailed than general

objectives, they are still a broad description of what pupils will be able to do as a

result of the teaching and learning sequence. Furthermore, they are still beyond

observation and measurement since each comprises a number of smaller objectives.

Several behavioural objectives therefore need to be translated for each specific

objective, as described below.

2.3.2.3.3 Behavioural Objectives of Teaching Arabic

There is no direct reference to the behavioural objectives in either the syllabus or the

teacher's guidebooks. To draw up a list of such objectives, all the teacher's

guidebooks related to intermediate stage in Oman need to be analysed. There are

seven guidebooks, representing a intermediate stage of three academic years. Three

of these guidebooks3 cover the objectives of reading, literary texts and composition.

Another three guidebooks4 deal with objectives of syntax, morphology, dictation and

punctuation. In addition, there is a separate guidebook for teaching Arabic

calligraphy5 (Tsa, 1992), which is examined as well.

3 The name of this series is DalTl al- Mu'allim li Kitab Iqra' (Teacher's Guide to a Reading
Textbook).
4 The name of this series is Dalil al- Mu'allim li Kitab Lughati (Teacher's Guide to a Grammar
Textbook).
5 The name of this book is Dalil al-Mu'allim fi Ta'lim al-Khatt al-'Arabi (Teacher's Guide for
Teaching Arabic Calligraphy). However, this book is not addressed directly to the intermediate stage,
and it provides general guidelines only.
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From the sources described above, it is possible to extract a range of behavioural

objectives. A useful way of summarising these objectives is to present them

separately for each aspect of the Arabic curriculum. However, it should be borne in

mind, in this context, that all aspects of Arabic teaching are interrelated and that the

separation is made merely to facilitate research procedures, as we pointed out at the

very beginning of this section (2.3.2.1).

The main reason for great dealing with behavioural objectives is that they are

abundant in the sources already mentioned. In addition, as can be seen in Chapter

Three, the main instrument of this study is a questionnaire. Consequently, the groups

of coming objectives represents one of the main sources, beside others, which

derived this questionnaire's categories and items from them. Before we consider in

more detail the objectives of teaching each aspect of Arabic, we need to describe the

general background of these aspects with reference to the relevant literature. Finally,

this unit will be concluded with a critical review.

2.3.2.3.3.A Behavioural Objectives of Teaching Listening

Since listening is a receptive activity (Wheeldon, 1981: 57), it is a means of

obtaining information and of enjoyment (Plowman, 1971: 50). Since "listening is a

complex activity in which many things happen simultaneously inside the mind"

(Wheeldon, 1981: 53), the main point of training it, therefore, is to develop the level

of intelligent listening which enables pupils to understand the core of the spoken

language (Ahmed, 1987: 61).

To improve pupil's competencies of listening, the teacher must pay careful

attention to the levels of listening activity given below. Firstly, the recognition level
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requires the identification and analysis of words and phrases in their structural

interrelationship. Secondly, the selection level indicates where pupils extract from

the communication those elements expressing the purposes of the speaker or those

which suit their own purposes (Rivers, 1971: 142-143).

Despite the apparent importance of teaching listening, a survey of the

syllabus and teacher's guidebooks mentioned earlier in this unit reveals that this

aspect has not been given much attention compared with others. Each aspect except

teaching listening contains numerous objectives in its own right and has its share in

the weekly timetable of the number of class periods allocated to its study. Thus the

time devoted to its study indicates the status of each aspect in the Arabic curriculum,

as shown in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1 Weekly allocation of class period to Arabic teaching: intermediate
stage

Reading Dictation and Total
Grade and Grammar Composition Arabic

Literary Calligraphy
Texts

First 2 2 1 1 6
Second 2 2 1 1 6
Third 2 2 1 1 6

On the basis of the data in the table, one can argue that teaching listening is

completely ignored since there are no class periods devoted to it. Nor is it assessed

in the final examination, which means that it is ignored by both teachers and pupils.

To sum up, the status of listening competencies needs to be re-examined so as

to make listening an integral and active part of the Arabic curriculum. It is hoped
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that the results of the current study will stimulate greater interest in this aspect,

which, to the best ofmy knowledge, has never been properly investigated in Oman.

Having dealt generally with teaching listening, we can now present its

behavioural objectives, which are mentioned in several places in one source only:

WT (1995a: 15, 45, 84). They can be summarised as follows. Firstly, observing the

right strategies of listening such as paying attention, concentrating, and not

interrupting the speaker. Secondly, gathering primary and secondary ideas of what

has been heard. Lastly, using the context to work out the meanings of unfamiliar

words appearing in the listening topic.

2.3.2.3.3 B Behavioural Objectives of Teaching Reading

Reading, at its lowest mechanical level is "the interpretation of printed or written

symbols into speech or its mental equivalent" (Johnson, 1973: 11). It is therefore

central to school education and the acculturation of the pupils. They may experience

through their reading a wide range of human emotions and so become more

knowledgeable, insightful and humane (Plowman, 1971: 51-52). In other words,

reading brings intellectual satisfaction and enrichment of knowledge in the analysis

of a writer's thoughts, feelings and meanings. Reading, therefore, is one important

way in which pupils increase their knowledge of language.

To understand a text, a reader, according to Alang (1994: 105), must draw

upon and use their current knowledge of its language, which indicates their reading

competencies. Pupils, however, cannot improve their reading competency without a

teacher. Consequently, to encourage pupils to become habitual readers, the teacher

must not only provide them with suitable texts and activities that will focus their
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attention on the text, but also show them techniques for approaching texts of various

kinds to be read for various purposes.

Other competencies required for training pupils in reading can be found in the

analysis of behavioural objectives made by the Ministry of Education in Oman (WT,

1995a, b; WT, 1998a). These objectives can be divided into three categories as

follows.

The first category is a cognitive group which includes: (1) defining the main

idea of the text by reading it silently and quickly; (2) dividing the text into essential

units and choosing a suitable title for each one; (3) defining the secondary ideas of

each paragraph in the text; (4) understanding the implicit meaning or underlying

ideas of the text; (5) having a brief general knowledge of the author of the text such

as the significant events in his life; and (6) observing the sequence of the ideas in the

text and their relationship to one another.

The second category comprises psychomotor objectives as follows: (1)

reading the text aloud with correct pronunciation, pauses where the meaning requires

them, and correct expression to indicate the meaning; (2) using dictionaries to find

the exact meaning of difficult or unknown words, and using the new words to create

new and meaningful sentences; (3) summarising the text and presenting its content in

correct language without missing its main ideas; (4) inflecting the words, both

syntactical and morphological, at the time of reading; and (5) knowing the correct

spelling of some words from the reading ofdifferent texts.
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The final category comprises affective objectives as follows: (1) educating in high-

principled ideals and noble values to translate them into virtuous behaviour; and (2)

stimulating the pupils' patriotism with relevant texts.

2.3.2.3.3 C Behavioural Objectives of Teaching literary Texts

These objectives are also stated in WT (1995a, b) and WT (1998a), and can be

divided into three categories. The first of these is a language-oriented group, which

promotes various linguistic aspects to enrich the language of the pupils. The

importance of this group is expressed by Lazar (1993: 18), who declares that asking

pupils to "read a simple poem aloud, possibly accompanied by gestures or mime,

may be an effective way of helping them to internalise vocabulary, grammar patterns

or even intonation".

The first group includes the following objectives: (1) reading the literary text

aloud with correct pronunciation, representing meanings with appropriate

accentuation and gestures; (2) using dictionaries to find the exact meanings of new

and difficult words; (3) using new vocabulary to construct new meaningful sentences

or phrases; (4) summarising the main ideas of the text by paraphrasing them in

correct language; (5) discovering the general purpose of the text; (6) knowing the

occasion that inspired the writing of the text; and (7) finding out some brief general

information about the author of the text such as the significant events in his life.

The second category of objectives covers the study of literary analysis and

criticism. Lazar (1993: 19) states: "Literature is a particularly good source for

developing pupils' abilities to infer meaning and to make interpretation". This

category therefore comprises the following objectives: (1) distinguishing between
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primary and secondary ideas in the text; (2) explaining each unit of the poem by

discussing its ideas; (3) comparison of sentences to choose the best in style and

thought, and explaining one's preference; (4) identifying the poet's emotions or

feelings; and (5) analysing, criticising and judging the text.

The third category deals with objectives of values and attitudes. This type of

objective is to instil social and aesthetic values into the pupils. The positive

attitudes, as Cintas et al. (1977: 33) state, will motivate pupils to achieve success

and satisfaction with their studying of language. Similarly, Stubbs (1986: 6)

indicates: "A main value in studying great literature is that it introduces the

discussion of moral issues, and thus leads to the psychological and moral

development of pupils". These objectives can be summarised as follows: (1) picking

out the rhetorical features and elements used in the text and grasping their aesthetic

values; (2) sympathising with the characters in the text and interacting with and

responding to the poet's feelings; and (3) eliciting social and noble values and high

ideals from the text to translate them into behaviour.

2.3.2.3.3 D Behavioural Objectives of Teaching Grammar

As stated by Alang (1994: 112) "grammar competency is the language-learner's

knowledge of conventional use of the grammatical signals of the language".

Accordingly, knowledge of grammar is an indispensable tool for a good and accurate

language performance (Elgibali & Taha, 1995: 82). Grammar competencies are a

necessary precursor for reading, writing and speaking, since these aspects represent

sources of grammar input from which the various grammatical features of the

language are seen and heard (Alang, 1994: 113). Grammatical knowledge, then,
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enables pupils to use and understand the language, and tells us whether what they

write and say is correct or not.

Despite the fundamental role of grammar, many pupils think that grammar, as

presented by Rivers (1971: 56), is "the rules of a language set out in a terminology

which is hard to remember, with many exceptions appended to each rule". However,

to give the pupils confidence in learning grammar, the teacher should try, for

example, to facilitate these rules by avoiding these exceptions. Moreover, the

teacher should be more critical of the grammatical examples given in textbooks, and

choose those which are applicable to the pupils in their lives or which they might use

in the future.

With regard to grammar as a pedagogical subject, the Ministry of Education

in Oman has produced various behavioural objectives, which are described in WT

(1995c, d) and WT (1998b)). These objectives are summarised in two main groups.

The first group comprises objectives of the cognitive aspect, such as: (1)

understanding some of the grammatical concepts: (2) knowing the correct structure

of the components of a sentence; and (3) understanding the relationship between

grammar and role of language in life. The second group comprises objectives of the

practical aspect as follows: (1) deducing the grammatical rules from the examples;

(2) comprehending the influence or role of movements (vowels) in determining the

meaning and function of a word in the sentence; (3) inflecting or showing the correct

grammatical signs of the words both orally and in writing; and (4) applying the basic

grammatical rules of the language accurately in both oral and written composition.
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2.3.2.3.3 E Behavioural Objectives of Teaching Composition

There are two types of composition, oral and written, both of which are two sides of

the same coin since they are means of communication. Therefore, we believe that

the development of each is of equal importance. The behavioural objectives are

listed separately under the two headings.

E.1 Oral Composition

Speaking is characterised by being an end, whereas all other aspects of language are

just means to this end (Shahata, 1992: 242). It also reflects a person's experiences,

culture, emotions, logic and training. Furthermore, speaking is a path to social and

business success. Speaking enables a person to express ideas and individuality

(Plowman, 1971: 51). Similarly, Rivers (1971: 162) states that through speaking, a

person is able to expresses emotions, communicate intentions, and so reacts to and

influences other human beings.

As a result, there is no doubt that encouraging speaking, as oral composition,

is an important and primary aim of teaching/learning language. Since it, as

mentioned by Rivers (1971: 160), is a learned skill and is improved with practice

and careful guidance, its teaching is more demanding on the teacher than that of any

other language skill. This means, therefore, that the teacher has to assume several

roles to improve the pupils' oral composition. The teacher should, for instance, help

and encourage pupils to speak clearly and fluently by giving them frequent

opportunities to practise its competencies. According to Plowman (1971: 51), the

teacher "may foster self-confidence, personal development, maturity, and the ability

to present ideas and convince others". The teacher also needs to choose the
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conversation activities, explain them, make sure that all the pupils participate and

that they talk more than he does (Elgibali & Taha, 1995: 90).

In light of the importance of oral composition, the Ministry of Education in

Oman established a group of behavioural objectives of instruction in it. These

objectives are detailed in WT (1995a, b) and WT (1998a), and are divided into two

categories. The first category comprises objectives of the presentation of ideas: (1)

defining the main elements of the speech topic; (2) selecting and organizing the ideas

of the speech in a logical sequence; (3) relating ideas, and building each one on the

other by using sentences which are logically linked; and (4) conveying ideas and

opinions clearly and fluently with correct pronunciation and structures.

The second category emphasises self-confidence and is composed of the

following: (1) observing conversation etiquette or strategies when criticising

opinions of others or speaking with them, and thus promoting social relationship with

others; (2) convincing others by using the appropriate evidence and explanations; (3)

talking to others with self-confidence, conviction and courage; (4) summarising what

has been read, using a new style and structures; and (5) adopting or enhancing a

positive attitude towards free reading.

E.2 Written Composition

Writing is an important means for human beings to record their thoughts,

experiences, commands, and trade and business transactions (Plowman, 1971: 53).

However, writing, as stated by Nunan (1992: 35), is not a natural activity, since

learning to write fluently and expressively is the most difficult task for all language

users. Nunan adds that all physically and mentally fit people, for instance, learn to
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speak. However, they all have to be taught how to write and few learn to write

fluently.

Written composition is an advanced level and the final stage of writing since

its major aim is fluency and legibility to communicate information. To reach this

stage pupils need to have at least three types of knowledge of writing competencies.

Firstly, knowledge of the orthographic symbols, which represent the first stage of

learning/teaching writing. Lado (1964: 143) states: "To write is to put down the

graphic symbols that represent a language one understands, so that others can read

these graphic symbols if they know the language and the graphic representation".

Secondly, linguistic knowledge, including syntactic structures such as phrases,

clauses and sentences to convey messages and meanings. Finally, knowledge of

rhetorical structure, that is, how sentences relate to one another to form coherent

paragraphs and texts. This also includes the use of certain linguistic devices such as

reference markers, for example, "he", "she", "they", and "it", and discourse marks,

for example, "however", "moreover" and "therefore" (Alang, 1994: 110-111).

Clearly, understanding and mastery of types of writing knowledge mentioned

above are crucial for written composition, which represents the ultimate aim and

result of writing. Written composition also, according to Rivers (1971: 243),

enables pupils to express their personal ideas or meanings in a polished literary form,

which requires the individual selection ofvocabulary and structure.

Written composition, therefore, is used either as evidence of successful

learning or as a means of learning. It provides feedback to the teacher and pupils on

what has been understood (Richards, 1990: 100). Moreover, written composition
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can be an important pedagogical tool for facilitating the pupils' learning of the

language (al-Batal, 1995: 127).

If written composition is to be used in a pedagogical role, it should be taught

with more attention and care to develop this aspect of language. For instance, the

teacher should devote more time to writing activities, and should give pupils the

opportunity to practise writing. Furthermore, the teacher should help pupils to write

correctly by informing them of their mistakes, since, as Mary Thompson (1965)

points out "the pupil does not improve his skill if his work is not corrected" (quoting

from Lalande, 1982: 140). In addition, the teacher can comment on pupils'writing,

which conveys information or expresses original ideas consecutively.

The Ministry of Education in Oman has produced the following behavioural

objectives of written composition instruction. These objectives are listed in WT

(1995a, b) and can be divided into two groups. The first comprises the objectives of

linguistic knowledge that enables pupils to construct and integrate information into

cohesive texts: (1) choosing and defining carefully the main elements of a writing

topic; (2) selecting the appropriate words and sentences to convey the meaning

intended; (3); writing words and phrases without linguistic errors; and (4) presenting

ideas and events in a logical order in well-constructed paragraphs of relevant

information.

The second group comprises objectives of criticism and represents the highest

degree of writing competencies since it includes personal experience and creative

writing: (1) using quotations or citations, such as aphorisms and proverbs in suitable
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places; (2) expanding the imagination with the use of images and creative ideas in

writing; and (3) supporting an idea with adequate and convincing evidence.

2.3.2.3.3 F Behavioural Objectives of Teaching Dictation

An efficient writing system, as pointed out by Smith et al. (1984: 117), needs to

express relationships between its symbols to produce a cohesive and coherent

message. However, "the problem for the design of such an efficient writing system

is that writing systems are essentially linear: a single sequence of symbols must

suffice to represent a complex hierarchy of linguistic units" (ibid.: 104).

Therefore, traditional dictation would clearly not be suitable for producing

efficient writing according to the definition by Davis and Rinvolucri (1989: 1): "The

teacher probably read you the text, dictated it, and then read it a third time so you

could check through". This means that with this type of dictation, all power remains

in the hands of the teacher, while the pupils are passive in the classroom.

Dictation, however, can serve other and useful purposes. It is an exercise in

aural comprehension and discrimination, a test of the pupils' knowledge of the

combinations of letters representing specific sounds, and a test of their knowledge of

structural elements, particularly morphology (Rivers, 1971: 121). Therefore, it

should be noted that this type of dictation provides practice in listening

comprehension as well as in accurate writing.

Let us now look at why we should give attention to dictation as an aspect of

Arabic teaching. One reason is the relationship between dictation and other aspects

of Arabic such as reading. Downing (1967: 15), for example, indicates that most

educators who have a specialised interest in the teaching of reading agree that those
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who want to become competent readers need to learn the relationship between the

letters of the alphabet and the phonemes of the language. Therefore, "spelling is the

foundation of reading and the greatest ornament ofwriting" (Venezky, 1980: 12).

Another reason for giving Arabic dictation greater consideration is to

facilitate some of its difficulties. One of these difficulties in particular is the shapes

of the letters. Each Arabic letter has three or four variations, depending on the

position of the letter within the word. The letter ghayn, for example, has the

following different shapes:^ < j— < < —c-.

Since pronunciation plays a large part in spelling (Mitton, 1996: 65), another

difficulty is the absence of a closer match between these two elements in some

words. Examples of these (irregular) Arabic words are: hadha (this), lakin (but),

dhalik (that), iild'ika (those), and Taha (a personal name). When writing these

words, the letter alif (a) must be omitted from all of them, although it must be

pronounced (al-Sayyid, 1988: 553-554; Shahata, 1992: 313).

From a review of the literature, there is evidence for thinking that these

irregular words, represent a difficulty in the writing system. A number of

investigators, according to Glushko (1979: 74) and Barron (1980: 162), have

reported that words which do not follow the spelling-to-sound rules take longer to

pronounce and to read aloud. In contrast, Bauer and Stanovich (1980: 424) state that

words which do follow the spelling-to-sound rules can be recognised faster.

Accordingly, the most difficult step in learning dictation, as Baron & Strawson

(1976: 386) point out, is mastering the use of spelling-to-sound correspondence

rules.
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The difficulties in dictation may be partly due to punctuation. This is another

difficult area that pupils encounter and one that few of them can fully master.

However, punctuation is very important, since, as stated by Raimes (1983: 55), it is

a feature of the written language, and since, as Gelb (1965: 248) points out, it is a

non-phonetic sign added to help in the understanding of writing. Here are some of

the more common punctuation marks used in Arabic: comma ('), semicolon (*),

colon (:), full stop (.), exclamation point (!), and question mark (?).

The existence of the difficulties described above can lead to the misspelling

of words, which may have two implications, according to Alang (1994: 110). The

first is that the words may not convey the intended meaning, which will affect the

context of the written communication. The second is that the writer may be seen as

illiterate or ignorant. In addition, the occurrence of linguistic errors in pupils'

writing may produce ambiguity and vagueness. Such errors therefore not only cause

misunderstanding, but also reflect the pupils' writing competency (ibid.: 111).

Furthermore, since "poor spelling gives a bad impression, people tend to think that

someone who cannot spell is dim-witted or slipshod" (Mitton, 1996: 3).

Dictation is clearly very important in training pupils to produce precise and

correct writing. To achieve this objective, teachers should possess a wide variety of

teaching competencies in this area. For instance, they should understand fully the

difficulties of dictation if they intend to solve them satisfactorily. Rivers (1971:

113) states that teachers, for example, must understand the physical aspects of sound

production so as to give precise instructions to pupils to correct their faulty

production. Davis and Rinvolucri (1989) suggest that teachers can choose for
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dictation interactive texts. Pupils, then, not only write down what they hear, but also

add their reactions to the topic in writing. The sources of these texts can be extracts

from newspapers, articles, magazines and books (p. 5, 8).

To conclude the discussion about dictation teaching, we shall present its

objectives as listed in WT (1995d) and WT (1998b). These objectives can be divided

into two groups, the first of which covers dictation: (1) teaching the essential rules

and basic principles for the accurate writing of letters and words; (2) distinguishing

between letters that have similar shapes; (3) distinguishing between letters that are

close in pronunciation; and (4) writing any text with no or few spelling errors.

The second group comprises objectives of the use of punctuation: (1)

knowing the punctuation signs and their correct positioning; (2) using punctuation

signs correctly by putting them in suitable places in the text; and (3) grasping the

function of punctuation signs for understanding the written text and reading it

correctly.

2.3.2.3.3 G. Behavioural Objectives of Teaching Arabic Calligraphy
(Handwriting)

Although the primary aim of writing is the practical recording and transmission of

communication, it has also had an aesthetic value throughout history (Gelb, 1965:

229). This point of view is shared by several writers, among them Imamuddin

(1983: 11), who describes the aesthetic value of writing as follows: "Viewing fine

handwriting is a pleasure to the eye, joy to the heart and fragrance to the soul".

This general description of handwriting can also be applied to Arabic calligraphy.

This point is made by many writers, of which the following are examples. In his
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foreword in 1938 to Abbott's (1939: vii) The Rise of The North Arabic Script,

Sprengling states: "Handwriting as a fine art is no small part of artistic endeavour in

the history of Arabic Islam. It has, therefore, received some attention from Western

students ever since they became interested in the study of Arabic and Islam". In the

view of people who have artistic taste, Arabic writing, according Bakalla (1981:

104), "appears to be an ornamental type of script". He adds on the same page that

calligraphy is a creative art that is achieved only by the gifted. Similarly, Awde &

Samano (1986: 35) state: "Calligraphy has come to play a large part in the Arabic

visual arts, a process no doubt aided by the intrinsic grace of the alphabet, which

lends itself to considerable artistic elaboration". Arabic script has indeed been used

to ornament mosques, monuments, ceramics, metalwork, manuscripts, and so on

(Chejne, 1969: 28).

Clearly, although Arabic calligraphy has been used for many purposes, it also

has an aesthetic and artistic significance. As a result, the specialists (calhgraphers)

made efforts to develop Arabic calligraphy, which led to the emergence of various

types, such as kiifi, naskh, thuluth, ruq'a, dlwani and farm (see, for example, al-

Rifa'I, 1990: 75-91; 'Isa, 1992: 29-45).

The two famous types of Arabic calligraphy, which are very common and

widely known nowadays in the most of the Arab world, especially in education for

pedagogical purposes, are naskh and ruq 'a. The former is the style of the copyist

and it is a printed form of Arabic. Thus, it has been widely used for writing books.

The second type {ruq'a) is commonly used for the normal purposes of handwriting
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such as everyday writing, government documents, letters and so forth (see, for

example, Mitchell, 1953: 5; Chejne, 1969: 28, 30).

Since Arabic calligraphy was developed as a handwritten script,

combinations or ligatures of letters were invented to facilitate the flow of writing

(Awde & Samano, 1986: 34-35). However, this feature of Arabic calligraphy can

sometimes be disconcerting to pupils, especially those who wish to master it as an

ornamental skill. To make it easier, teachers should take on the role of guide. They

need to encourage pupils to concentrate on various points as follows. The first point

is paying attention to which letters and parts of letters must go below the line and

which must go above the line. This is because, as Beeston (1970: 118) states, "some

letters of the alphabet have risers projecting above the main line of script, and others

pendentives sinking below it". The second point is paying attention to the form of

the letter when it is written by itself or within others, since, as mentioned earlier,

there are different shapes for each letter. The final point is following the main

samples that show how to write words and letters to avoid zigzag writing. This is

because zigzag writing, according to Tenney (1980: 219), like other types of

distorted writing, is usually more difficult to read than normal writing.

The discussion on the teaching of Arabic calligraphy ends with a summarised

fist of its behavioural objectives as shown by Tsa (1992: 81-28): (1) knowing the

handwriting rules such as the specific traits of each letter in respect of its size, shape,

position above or below the line and connection with other letters so as to apply these

rules in mastering the calligraphy; (2) producing clear and beautiful handwriting; (3)

writing quickly and accurately at the same time; (4) acquiring positive attitudes and
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values from practising handwriting, such as cleanliness, attention, observation,

patience, and deliberation; and (6) enhancing one's appreciation of Arabic

calligraphy by observing the commonly accepted form of handwriting such as

harmony between the position and dimension of letters and words which represent

the qualities of beauty in it.

2.3.2.3.3 H. Behavioural Objectives of Teaching Arabic: Critical Review

We have discussed the importance of aspects of the Arabic language, their

pedagogical status, and the sources of the behavioural objectives of teaching these

aspects at the intermediate stage in Oman. Below are some comments on the unit

(2.3.2.3.3) as a whole.

Behavioural objectives are certainly different from specific objectives, in that

the activity to be performed and the acceptable level of performance are defined

more precisely. In other words, these objectives state what pupils should be able to

do after the learning experience that they could not do before. Each behavioural

objective contributes to the achievement of specific objectives and ultimately to the

fulfilment of the curriculum.

In view of the importance of behavioural objectives in teaching Arabic, the

Ministry ofEducation in Oman has stated a large number of them for teachers to aim

at in their daily classroom duties. However, it should be noted that teachers can add

more objectives that they think will be useful to the pupils, since these objectives are

in harmony with the general objectives established by the Ministry and with the basic

principles of learning.
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Nevertheless, although these objectives stated by the Ministry include all three

domains of objective taxonomy - cognitive, affective, and psychomotor - there is no

proper balance between them. In each aspect of teaching of Arabic, the cognitive

domain constitutes the main part while the other two domains have been neglected.

It is clear from both the syllabus and teacher's guidebooks that some aspects

of Arabic such as listening, dictation and Arabic calligraphy have been neglected, for

the objectives of teaching these aspects have not been given the same status as that of

the other objectives. This situation could produce some undesirable results. The

teachers might ignore these aspects by using the class periods or lessons allocated to

them to teach other aspects such as reading, literary texts and grammar.

Consequently, the pupils will be ignorant of these aspects as well, and it can be said

that many pupils have had difficulties with writing or spelling since leaving school.

Perhaps they do not know the rules of writing because the teachers did not give

enough attention to these aspects of Arabic. Such undesirable results seem to have

led to the accumulation of pedagogical problems with no practical solutions. Some

of these problems might be the failure to attain the main general objectives of

teaching Arabic, since all aspects ofArabic are interrelated.

Clearly, the status of the neglected aspects of Arabic needs to be re-examined

so as to integrate them as an active part of the Arabic curriculum. To accomplish this

aim, the linguistic competencies, as a first step, should be identified, which was the

impetus for this study.
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2.4 Conclusion

The present chapter has given an overall view of the teaching of Arabic at

intermediate school in Oman. Its main purpose was to examine the linguistic

competencies required for this task, since language is the main instrument of

communication in teaching.

It has been shown that much has been written about the general

characteristics of language and some specific characteristics of Arabic. Since

language is one of the most important subjects in education, its features need to be

analysed for translation into linguistic competencies. A survey of the literature of

this broad topic shows that, to the best ofmy knowledge, no such research has been

undertaken in Oman. Therefore, Chapter Two has attempted to explore the

somewhat neglected connection between language and education.

The role of teachers in contemporary times was examined with regard to the

influence of new developments in education and in society generally. A survey of

the literature has shown the need for a thorough revision of the educational system in

Oman to prepare teachers for changing circumstances. This can be achieved by

determining the competencies that enable teachers to carry out their duties.

The teaching of Arabic language in Oman was discussed in great detail. The

training of Arabic language teachers was investigated from the historical and current

perspectives. Despite rapid developments in both pre-and in-service training since

1977, fundamental reforms are still needed to produce enough effective teachers and

thus effective teaching of the Arabic language.
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The philosophy of teaching was the next topic of analysis. The Ministry of

Education's requirement that the aspects of teaching Arabic should be integrated was

found to be largely ignored in practice. Unfortunately, their separate treatment by

teachers has created gaps and thus a fragmented view of the language.

Objectives of teaching and learning were discussed with regard to their

importance in successful education. Various types were defined and examined from

the aspect of translation into specific competencies. It was found to be essential to

distinguish between general, specific and behavioural objectives, and to inform

teachers about the objectives that they should work to achieve, since some of them

were unrealistic and some were vague. In addition, this part of Chapter Two looked

at the current status of Arabic language teaching in the school curriculum as well as

its various objectives as defined by the Ministry ofEducation in Oman.

A survey of objectives ofArabic teaching in intermediate school revealed that

some aspects such as dictation and calligraphy are often neglected or pursued with a

minimum of effort by both teachers and pupils in favour of other aspects such as

reading and grammar, which remain the primary aspects of the Arabic syllabus. It

seems, therefore, that many teachers of Arabic do not have a clear idea of the

objectives of Arabic teaching, and they do not understand the importance of each

aspect to the mastery of the language.

To sum up, an identification of the linguistic competencies is the essential

basis of any language syllabus, they are mainly responsible for enabling teachers to

fulfil their teaching tasks successfully.
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Linguistic competencies can be extracted from various sources, such as

characteristics of the language, the roles of teachers, and an analysis of the

components of Arabic language programmes. As a result, this chapter provides a

useful basis for the questionnaire and proposed observation card for this study.

These instruments are discussed in Chapter Three. This chapter also provides the

theoretical background for the discussion, analysis, and explanation of the findings in

Chapter Five of this study.
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Chapter Three

The Methodology of the Fieldwork

This study, as stated in the Introduction, was carried out to identify the linguistic

competencies required for teaching Arabic at the intermediate schools in Oman. A

by-product of the study was the suggestion of the use of the observation card.

Chapter Three, therefore, discusses in detail the structure of the research, the

methods adopted and the procedures followed.

This chapter is intended to shed light on the following related issues: (1) to

identify the population and the samples selected for data collection; (2) to develop

the two instruments - the questionnaire and the observation card used for data

collection - by describing their purposes, sources, validity, and their first and final

versions; and (3) to present the application of the questionnaire after estimating its

reliability and obtaining the permits for conducting it in the field; (4) to describe the

statistical procedures and treatment required for the analysis of the data. Some

preliminary consideration of theoretical issues, related to the content of this chapter,

are given attention to make the procedures followed more tangible and logical.

3.1 The Population under Study

The first step in selecting a sample is to define the population, which is "the group of

interest to the researcher, the group to which she or he would like the results of the

study to be generalizable" (Gay, 1981: 86). The population of the present study

consisted of three types of subjects, some of them Omani and others from various
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Arab countries such as Egypt, Jordan, the Sudan and Tunisia. The subjects

comprised both male and female and are described as follows:

(1) Teachers of Arabic at the intermediate schools during the academic year

2000/2001 in two regions.

a. The Governate ofMuscat, where Arabic teachers total 252: 129 male and 123

female.

b. The Interior Region (al-Mintaqa al-Dakhiliyya), where Arabic teachers total

228: 120 male and 108 female.

It should be mentioned here that some teachers teach both the intermediate

and secondary stages, where these two stages are combined in one school. In

addition, male teachers are employed only in boys' schools and female teachers only

in girls' schools. Table 3.1 summarises the statistics of Arabic teachers as shown in

Wizarat al-Tarbiya wa al-Ta 'lim (WT, 2001: 100).

Table 3.1 No. of Arabic Teachers According to Region & Sex

Sex Region
Muscat The Interior Total

Male 129 120 249
Female 123 108 231
Total 252 228 480

The reason for choosing the Governate of Muscat was because its teachers

come from various parts of the country. They prefer to live in the capital because of

the greater availability of educational facilities than in the provinces. They also have

access to public and commercial libraries as well as to cultural events that are seldom

held elsewhere. Therefore, it was assumed that these teachers were representative of

the teachers in other parts of Oman. The reason for choosing the Interior Region was

because I come from there and I have relevant personal experience since I was a
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teacher for two years. I also used to visit many schools to advise student teachers

from Colleges ofEducation who were doing their teaching practice. That meant that

I knew many of those teachers personally, which facilitated the fieldwork.

In answer to the question of why were teachers selected from only two

regions, it should be pointed out here that it was difficult to apply this study and

collect data from all the Arabic teachers in Oman, owing to the large size and

demographic diversity of the country. There are ten educational regions in Oman,

and the time and resources currently available were not sufficient to cover the whole

area.

(2) Arabic inspectors in the Directorate General ofEducation in eight regions,

which are representative ofOman as a whole except two regions: al-Wusta (only one

inspector) and Masandam (only two inspectors). During the academic year

2000/2001, there were 101 inspectors in the eight regions. Table 3.2 gives a

breakdown of the statistics by region as stated in WT (2001: 195).

Table 3.2 No. of Inspectors According to Region

Region Male Female Total
Muscat 13 0 13

al-Batina 17 2 19

al-Batina Janub 13 0 13

al-Dakhiliyya 14 1 15

al-Sharqiyya 7 1 8

al-Sharqiyya Shamal 8 0 8

al-Zahira 10 1 11

Zafar 11 3 14

Total 93 8 101
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(3) Experts in Arabic curriculum development in the Directorate General of

Curriculum Development, a department in the Ministry of Education. During the

academic year 2000/2001, the total of these experts was 7.

3.2 Permits for the Data Collection

To carry out the fieldwork, three permits had to be obtained. The first step was to

send to the Cultural Attache at the Omani Embassy in London a letter dated 7 August

2000 from my supervisor, explaining the kind of data required and where they

needed to be collected (see Appendix 5.). The Cultural Attache then sent a letter to

the Ministry ofHigher Education in Oman to support the researcher in his task. The

first permit was issued on 5 September 2000 to confirm that the researcher was a

student and needed to carry out fieldwork (see Appendix 6).

The second permit was to come from the Office of Research and

Development (al-Maktab al-Fanm li al-Dirasat wa al-Tatwir) at the Ministry of

Education. From that office I obtained two letters on 9 September 2000. The first

was addressed to the Directorate General of Curriculum and Training to distribute

the instrument to the experts in Arabic curriculum development (see Appendix 7).

The second was addressed to the Directorate General of Education in eight regions to

distribute the instrument to the inspectors that were under their supervision (see

Appendix 8).

The third permit was obtained from the Directorate of Educational

Supervision (Da'irat al-Ishraf al-TarbcrwT) in the Directorate General of Education

in the Interior Region on 25 November 2000 and in the Governate of Muscat on 9

December 2000. The two letters were addressed to the head teachers of the
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intermediate schools to distribute the instrument to the Arabic teachers (see

Appendices 9 and 10).

3.3 The Study Instruments

In addition to investigating the essential linguistic competencies required for

teaching Arabic, this study proposed an evaluation instrument for these

competencies. To achieve these aims, two instruments were applied to the collection

of data in the field. One was a questionnaire to identify the linguistic competencies,

and the second was an observation card for the evaluation of these competencies.

Therefore, the following sections of this chapter discuss, firstly, the

construction and application of the questionnaire, with particular attention to the

points stated below:

1. Aims of the questionnaire.

2. Primary sources of its items.

3. Description of the first draft

4. Establishing its validity.

5. Description of its final version.

6. Establishing its reliability.

7. Description of the procedures of its final application.

However, the construction of the observation card is described in detail for

only points 1 to 5 above. The reason is that it was merely a proposed instrument,

which means that it was beyond the scope of this study to apply it in the field.
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3.4 The Questionnaire

3.4.1 The Aim of the Questionnaire

The primary aim of the questionnaire was to identify the linguistic competencies

necessary for Arabic teachers at the intermediate schools in Oman so as to achieve

the effective teaching of the required aspects of Arabic. The findings from the

questionnaire, as a result, are the essential component of the construction of the

second instrument in this study, that is, the observation card.

The questionnaire used in this study represents the main instrument. That is

because the questionnaire is "widely used by educators to obtain facts about current

conditions and practices and to make inquiries concerning attitudes and opinions"

(Van Dalen, 1966: 301). Furthermore, it is used to investigate almost any aspect of

teaching or learning and to obtain information from teachers about their teaching

methods. It also provides a large amount of information in an economical form

(Nunan, 1989: 62). Therefore, the questionnaire was the most suitable instrument

for this study since the data collection depended on the opinions of the sample

selected for it.

However, there are disadvantages in using a questionnaire, as stated also by

Van Dalen (1966: 301). Some of the subjects might not give accurate answers, or

they might falsify answers or ignore questions, or they might not give the

questionnaire enough thought and so complete it carelessly. To minimise these

defects, therefore, the questionnaire must be carefully constructed according to

certain criteria. As Good (1966: 219) points out, such criteria are related "to

motivation of the respondent, significance of questions, simplicity of responses,

avoidance of unnecessary specifications or details, pertinence to the situation of the
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respondent, clarity of purpose and questions, phrasing of items to facilitate

summarisation of responses". These criteria were applied to the questionnaire of this

study by establishing its validity and reliability.

3.4.2 Sources of the Questionnaire

According to the theoretical framework of this study as discussed in Chapters One

and Chapter Two, various sources were used for the categories and items of the

questionnaire as follows.

3.4.2.1 Literature Review

This source included the results of previous studies containing lists of linguistic

competencies in different countries and at various educational stages. The

competencies required for Arabic teachers are probably similar throughout the Arab

world since the Arabic syllabus also seems to be similar in much of the region. This

could be because the Arabs, according to Harb (1983: 74—75), share a set of values,

customs, attitudes and interests that are derived from their historical and religious

background. Many studies, as a result, have been conducted in the Arab countries,

for example, 'Abd al-Hafiz (1986), Madkur (1988), al-Hasan (1992), and Ghazala &

'Uthman (1993). For full details of these studies, see Chapter One, section 1.2.4.3.

Although the teaching of Arabic, as Jadwat (1987: 361) points out, "cannot

exactly be equated to the teaching of a European language, the evidence in the

literature on the teaching of foreign language acquisition indicates that the learning

processes that an individual learner goes through are practically the same in all

languages". So it seems that the teaching ofArabic should or could benefit from the

successful methods of teaching foreign languages. Therefore, the present study
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sought to benefit from some earlier studies of the linguistic competencies required

for teaching English as a mother tongue or as a second or foreign language, for

example, Stieglitz (1972), Loheyde (1977), Bilotta (1983) and al-Rabiey (1995). For

details, see Chapter One, section 1.2.4.3.

Related to the literature review is also a survey ofbooks by various writers on

the methods of teaching Arabic, for example, Mujawir (1974), Samak (1979),

Ibrahim (1984), Isma'Il (1991) and Madkur (1991). In their books these authors

mention a number of competencies required for teaching different aspects ofArabic.

3.4.2.2 Examination of the characteristics of language

The examination of general characteristics of language and specific characteristics of

the Arabic language are also another source used for the categories and items of the

questionnaire. This is because language is one of the most important subjects in

teaching and learning. Its features, therefore, can be translated into linguistic

competencies. This topic has been discussed in detail in Chapter Two (see section

2.1).

3.4.2.3 Analysis of the role of the Arabic teacher

It has already been mentioned that the Arabic teacher has special roles where

linguistic competencies related to aspects of teaching Arabic can be derived. For

details, see Chapter One, section 1.2.5.2, and Chapter Two, section 2.2.

3.4.2.4 Analysis of Curriculum of Teaching Arabic

Analysis of the syllabus for teaching Arabic and the teaching manuals (Guidebooks)

supplied by the Ministry of Education in Oman for the intermediate stage are also the

main source used for developing the questionnaire. These sources, as shown in
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Chapter Two (section 2.3.2.3.3), comprise groups of behavioural objectives for

teaching various aspects of Arabic. As described in the previous chapter, there is a

relationship between objectives and competencies. Competencies represent

statements translated into behavioural objectives that can be observed and evaluated.

3.4.3 The First Draft of the Questionnaire

There are two types of questionnaire: closed (categorical) and open-ended (inviting a

free response). The categorical type, as Van Dalen (1966: 302-303) states, usually

consists of a prepared list of particular questions or items and a choice of possible

responses. To indicate their answers, subjects mark "yes" or "no"; tick, circle, or

underscore one or more items from a list of answers; or they list a series of

statements in order of their importance. This type of form is easy to administer and

complete, keeps the respondent's mind focused on the subject, and facilitates

tabulation and analysis. The open-ended type of questionnaire permits respondents

to answer freely and fully in their own words and their own frame of reference.

On the one hand, the closed form is more appropriate, as Good (1966: 220)

states, when the researcher's objective is to classify the respondent, the respondent's

opinions on the specific topic are well structured, there are no major obstacles to

communication, and the researcher is well informed about the subjects. On the other

hand, the open-ended form is preferable when the opposite of these conditions

prevails.

To benefit from the advantages of both forms, the questionnaire for this study

included closed and open-ended questions. From the sources described in section

3.4.2 above, a series of linguistic competencies, represented by 223 items, was
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selected for the first draft of the questionnaire. The items included sub-competencies

as divisions of some of the main competencies. The list was classified under eight

headings representing aspects of teaching Arabic as follows:

1. Listening (28 items).

2. Reading (46 items).

3. Literary Texts (39 items).

4. Oral Composition (26 items).

5. Written Composition (25 items).

6. Grammar (19 items).

7. Dictation and Punctuation (18).

8. Arabic Calligraphy (22 items).

The questionnaire was based on a five-point Likert-rating scale. This scale,

as described by Van Dalen (1966: 317-321); Upshaw (1968: 95) and Bailey (1978:

358-359), belongs to ordinal scales, which place data in a clearly defined order by

transforming qualitative data into quantitative measures that are more amenable to

analysis and interpretation. The scale that was introduced by Likert gives a weight of

1 to 5 to the range of answers presented to subjects, who are required to select for

each statement one of five or so response categories included in the instrument. The

same numerical values are always given to the responses that are most strongly in

favour of the phenomena. Therefore, the subjects were asked to assess each

competency according to its degree of importance. In the scale used in the current

questionnaire and described below, 0 represented no importance attached to the

competency, whereas 4 represented the greatest importance attached to it. The

degrees of the scale were as follows:
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4 = Very important (muhimmajiddan)

3 = Important (muhimma)

2 = Uncertain (ghayr muta'akkid)

1 = Less important (qalTlat al-ahamiyya)

0 = Not important (ghayr muhimma)

A letter addressed to the subject was enclosed with each questionnaire. The

letter opened with spaces for the completion of personal (demographic) data of the

subject, including profession (expert, inspector or teacher), educational region, name

of school (for teachers only), and career experience (more or less than one year).

The aim of the questionnaire was explained in the first paragraph of the letter. The

subjects were then asked to complete the questionnaire by ticking the appropriate

point on the scale to indicate their choice of answer, and they were reminded to mark

only one of the spaces for each statement. At the end of each category, all the

subjects were asked to add any competencies which they had experienced and which

had not been included in the questionnaire. They were also asked to add at the end of

the questionnaire any suggestions regarding the teaching of Arabic from their

perspective.

3.4.4 The Validity of the Questionnaire

3.4.4.1 The Meaning of Validity

The need for validity arises, as Nachmias and Nachmias (1982: 138-139) point out:

because measurement in the social sciences is, with very few exceptions, indirect. Under

such circumstances, researchers are never completely certain that they are measuring the

precise property they intend to measure ... Clearly, it is always necessary to gather some
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sort of evidence that provides confidence that a measuring device does, in fact, measure

what it appears to measure.

Validity, then, is the most important characteristic of any research procedure,

and it is defined as "the extent to which the procedure actually accomplishes what it

seeks to accomplish or measures what it seeks to measure" (Fox, 1969: 367). So it

is not surprising that there are several different types of validity, since we know that

instruments are designed for a variety of purposes, and validity can be evaluated only

in terms of purpose. The types of validity are classified under three headings and it

is important to examine one or more of these types for any instrument to be used for

a particular study.

3.4.4.1.1 Logical validity

This type includes content and face validity and it "refers to the degree to which a

test appears to measure what it purports to measure" (Gay, 1981: 111). This type is

essentially determined by judgements issued by experts in the field in question.

They are asked to evaluate the various aspects of the instrument's content by making

a comparison between what ought to be included in it, given its intended purpose,

and what is actually included (ibid.: 112).

Therefore, it performs an important function in constructing and formulating

measuring instruments (Nachmias & Nachmias, 1982: 139-140). This type of

validity is more suitable than others "when the data being sought are relatively fixed

and finite" (Fox, 1969: 369). It is also the strongest technique available to the

investigator "for many data-gathering procedures, such as questionnaire and

interview guides" (ibid.: 369-370).
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3.4.4.1.2 Empirical validity

It includes concurrent and predictive validity. Concurrent validity refers to "the

degree to which the scores on a test are related to the score on another, already

established, test administered at the same time or to some other valid criterion

available at the same time" (Gay, 1981: 113). Predictive validity refers to "the

degree to which a test can predict how well an individual will do in a future

situation.... It is determined by establishing the relationship between scores on the

test and some measure of success in the situation of interest" (ibid.: 114-115). It

can be said, therefore, that the empirical validity is demonstrated by comparing the

results obtained from an instrument with those obtained from an external criterion.

However, the empirical validity suffers from some defects. With regard to

concurrent validity, its essential basis, as Fox (1969: 374) states:

is the relevance and validity of the criterion. There can be no compromising standards

on this point: The criterion must be valid. This amounts to saying that we have little

opportunity in the social disciplines for using concurrent or congruent validity because

we have few instruments or criterion measures ofdemonstrated validity.

With regard to predictive validity, Fox again (1969: 375) and Gay (1981:

116) state that the researcher usually has to wait for a long time before criterion data

can be collected to know whether or not his predictions came true and to evaluate the

extent to which he was correct.

3.4.4.1.3 Construct validity

This is evaluated by both judgement and external criteria. It entails "relating a

measuring instrument to an overall theoretical framework in order to determine
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whether the instrument is tied to the concepts and theoretical assumptions"

(Nachmias & Nachmias, 1982: 142). The construct validity is defined as "the ability

of the instrument to distinguish between groups known to behave differently on the

variable or construct under study" (Fox, 1969: 372). Therefore, it is an

unobservable trait, such as intelligence, which explains behaviour. This means that

we cannot see a construct, although we can observe its effects (Gay, 1981: 111—

112). For further details of these three types of validity, see Burroughs (1975: 78-

82) and Bailey (1978: 57-61).

After discussing the types of validity, it is useful to examine the types of

evidence used to judge the validity of any instrument. This is for the purpose of

applying them to establish the validity of the current questionnaire. These types of

evidences are listed by Selltiz et al. (1962: 552-5574) and Scates and Yeomans as

shown in Good (1966: 224—225), and in my view they can be classified under two

main headings: the instrument and the respondents.

The types of evidence related to the instrument can also be divided into three

groups:

1. Linguistic Formulation of Items, for example:

a. Can the question be misunderstood?

b. Does it contain difficult or unclear phraseology? and

c. Is it perfectly clear and unambiguous?

2. Correctness of Information, comprising:

a. Does the question need to be more concrete, specific, and closely related to

the respondent's personal experience?
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b. Is the content sufficiently general and free from spurious concreteness and

specificity? and

c. Is the information consistent, in agreement with what is known, and in

agreement with expectancy?

3. Form and Organization

a. Is the form of response easy, definite, uniform, and adequate for the purpose?

b. Is the question approached in a natural way?

c. Is it in the correct psychological order?

d. Does the question have extractive power?

e. Will it be answered by a large enough proportion of respondents to have

validity? and

f. Is the item sufficiently inclusive?

The second main category of types of evidence is concerned with the

respondents and includes the following questions:

1. Do the respondents have the information necessary to answer the question?

2. Will they give the information requested? and

3. Do their replies express a general attitude and only seem to be as specific as they
sound?

To sum up, there are many types of validity, each of which has its own

suitability for a particular test or instrument. Therefore, it is very important for an

investigator to choose the type that seems to be most appropriate for the study being

undertaken. As noted earlier, the face validity is preferable when the data being

collected or already available are approximately fixed and finite. In addition, it is the

strongest technique for several data-gathering instruments such as questionnaires.
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The main instrument used in the current study was the questionnaire to identify the

most and least important competencies required for Arabic teachers at the

intermediate schools in Oman to be successful in the classroom. The most suitable

procedure to evaluate the validity of this questionnaire, therefore, was likely to be

logical validity, which is determined essentially by judgement. The procedure for

determining the validity of the current questionnaire is described below, using the

types of evidence included as a guide.

3.4.4.2 Examining the Validity of the Questionnaire

To assess the internal (face) validity, the following steps were taken. Between 10

and 30 September 2000 the first draft of the questionnaire (see section 3.4.3) was

presented to a pilot panel of eleven specialists in Arabic teaching methods. Five of

the specialists were from the College of Education at Sultan Qaboos University and

six from three colleges of education under the control of the Ministry of Higher

Education. The names and occupations of these specialists are given in Appendix

11. The letter addressed to them included a request to complete the blanks reserved

for their personal data: name, occupation, qualifications and place of employment.

The specialists were also asked to check the following points in the questionnaire:

1. The accuracy of the linguistic formulation of the items.

2. The logical order and hierarchy of the items in each linguistic aspect.

3. The comprehensiveness of the questionnaire in covering the full range of essential

linguistic competencies required for teaching Arabic.

4. The suitability of the five-point scale.

5. The validity of the questionnaire in achieving its aim.
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6. The clarity of the instructions in the letter addressed to the subjects of the study
for the application of the questionnaire.

The specialists were also asked in an open-ended question on general opinion

to comment on the structure of the questionnaire; to add, if necessary, any other

linguistic competencies not included in the questionnaire; to delete inappropriate

items; and to provide the researcher with any relevant information or suggestions to

improve the teaching ofArabic.

In addition, to organise the feedback obtained from the specialists, they were

asked to complete an evaluation sheet at the end of the questionnaire so as to extract

their opinions on the six points listed above. (See Appendix 12 for the letter

addressed to the specialists and the evaluation sheet attached to it.) The four-point

scale used for this sheet was as follows:

4 = 1 fully agree (uwlfiq bi- daraja kabira)

3=1 mostly agree (uwafiq bi- daraja mutawassita)

2 = 1 agree to some extent (uwafiq bi- daraja qalila)

1 = I do not agree (la-uwafiq)

3.4.4.3 The Specialists' Responses to the Questionnaire

All the responses from the specialists were analysed to assess their opinions. Firstly,

the findings from the evaluation sheet are summarised by using a percentage, and

then the specialists' comments and suggestions are discussed.

On the evaluation sheet, nine of the eleven specialists (81.8 per cent) chose

point 4 ("I fully agree") for items 1 to 5. Therefore, these items were given a high

level of support, which meant that they were considered to be sufficiently clear and
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accurate. For item 6, all the specialists chose point 4. This 100 per cent support

meant that the instructions in the letter addressed to the subjects of the study were

very clear and comprehensible.

With regard to the specialists' comments and suggestions, it should be

pointed out that there was a relationship between their responses to the evaluation

sheet and their comments on the questionnaire as a whole. This meant that there

were some suggestions, described below, relating to each item on the evaluation

sheet, except item 6, which was given foil support.

Two specialists (18.9 per cent) chose point 3 ("I mostly agree") for items 1, 2,

3 and 5. With regard to item 1 (the accuracy of the linguistic formulation), these

specialists stated that some of the subjects of the study might have difficulty in

understanding the meaning of "competency", since the common concept of its

meaning is "skill" rather than "competency". This comment supports the following

statement by Van Dalen (1966): 304): "a researcher is often amazed when

respondents draw many different meanings from questions that he thought were

perfectly clear".

Therefore, to avoid confusion, the specialists suggested including in the

questionnaire a suitable definition of the concept of "competency". This was added

to the letter addressed to the subjects, which was enclosed with the final version of

the questionnaire. The meaning of "competency" was given in a footnote as follows:

"In this study, the linguistic competency refers to a body of knowledge, skills and

attitudes that every teacher of Arabic needs to possess so as to be capable and
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qualified to improve his pupils' ability to achieve fully the linguistic objectives

stated".1

In addition, to remind the subjects, when completing the questionnaire, of the

meaning of "competency", each aspect of Arabic was started by this sentence: "The

teacher should be able to improve the ability of his pupils to practise and master the

following competencies".

With regard to item 2 on the evaluation sheet (the order and hierarchy of the

items in each aspect in the questionnaire), the comments showed that the order of

some of the items should be changed as follows. Under the fourth aspect (Oral

Composition), competency number 24 (to respect the opinions of others during a

discussion) in the first draft was moved to number 11(c) in the final version of the

questionnaire (see Appendix 13). The reason for this change was to keep all sub-

competencies relating to conversation strategies in one place. Another example was

the fifth aspect (Written Composition), where competency number 18 (choosing

topics that represent aspects ofwritten composition) in the first draft was changed to

number 1 in the final version. In addition, number 16 (gathering the data of writing

from their original references) was changed to number 2 in the final version. The

reason for these changes was that, according to the specialists, these items should be

at the beginning to enable pupils to know the topic of their essay and which

references would be most suitable in helping them to write about it. The pupils could

then follow the strategies ofwriting to produce an original piece ofwork.

1
We compiled this definition and it was mentioned in Chapter One of the present study, section

1.1.3.4 as operational.
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For item 3 on the evaluation sheet (the comprehensiveness of the questionnaire in

covering most of the linguistic competencies), two specialists (18.9 per cent) chose

point 3. This meant that some competencies were missing. Therefore the following

competencies were included in the final version of the questionnaire. Under the third

aspect (Literary Texts) were added: number 7 (specifying the genre of the prose text

as a story, an oration "khutba" and essay); number 8 (knowing the type of literary

school to which the text belongs); and number 27 (writing brief details of the author

of the text from relevant references) (see Appendix 13).

Under the fifth aspect in the questionnaire (Written Composition) were added

two competencies: number 14 (using the essential footnotes during the writing), and

number 20 (speed ofwriting). Under the seventh aspect (Dictation and Punctuation)

were added three competencies: number 4 (correct pronunciation of letters and

words), number 12 (knowledge of the placing of punctuation signs), and number 19

(practising several linguistic activities to treat or cure the common errors).

For item 4 on the evaluation sheet (the suitability of the five-point scale), nine

specialists, as stated above, chose point 4 ("I fully agree"). This meant that this scale

was suitable for the purpose of the questionnaire. However, one specialist (9.1 per

cent) chose point 2 ("I agree to some extent - uwafiq bi-daraja qallla") and another

chose point 1 ("I do not agree"). These two specialists suggested that it was not

necessary to use the five-point scale and that it would be better replaced with a three-

point scale. This could be done by omitting two choices: "uncertain" and "not

important". In support of the omission of the first choice, they stated that the

respondent to the questionnaire must be sure of the answer since he was a specialist
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in the teaching ofArabic. The second choice should also be omitted because none of

the competencies listed in the questionnaire was unimportant since they were all

concerned with aspects of the teaching of Arabic. Therefore, it was decided to

consult a specialist in educational measurement and statistics at Sultan Qaboos

University to determine which type of scale would be most suitable for the

questionnaire (his name is given in Appendix 11).

This specialist advised the use of an odd-point scale, with three or five points,

keeping the middle point "uncertain" clear so as to give the respondent a chance

when he was not sure of the degree of importance of a particular item. For this

reason and because the subjects of the questionnaire did not include pupils, who

might be confused by this type of scale, the original five-point scale of the first draft

of the questionnaire (see section 3.4.3) was used in the final version.

With regard to the fifth item in the evaluation sheet (the validity of the

questionnaire in achieving its aim), the majority of the specialists (81.8 per cent)

agreed that the questionnaire was valid, which meant that it measured what it was

supposed to measure. However, two specialists indicated that it suffered from a lack

of validity. They explained their opinion by stating that the questionnaire included

three items that were not fully relevant to its purpose. They were the following

numbers included under the eighth aspect (Arabic Calligraphy) in the first draft: 5

(good posture while writing); 6 (holding the pen correctly when writing); and 7

(acquiring good habits such as neatness and patience by practising calligraphy).

According to the specialists, these items (5, 6 and 7) were related to

educational aspects rather than linguistic competencies. In addition, they do not
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seem to be of much significance since they have not helped pupils directly to acquire

any of the basic competencies of calligraphy. The specialists advised their

replacement with others as follows: 5 (bearing in mind the letters that go below the

line, such as jlm and mim; 6 (mastering the writing of words); and 7 (achieving a

balance between speed and the mastery of Arabic Calligraphy competencies). These

new competencies were substituted in the final version of the questionnaire described

below.

3.4.5 The Final Version of the Questionnaire

Following the discussion of the specialists' responses to the first draft of the

questionnaire and an analysis of their feedback, several revisions were made as

indicated above. It could be said that the questionnaire was face and content valid

since its items and instructions were clear and comprehensible. This meant that it

could achieve its main purpose, which was to obtain the opinions of Arabic teachers

and specialists on the importance of linguistic competencies at the intermediate stage

of education in Oman. The revisions, which resulted in the final version of the

questionnaire, are summarised as follows:

1. Introducing a definition of the concept of "linguistic competencies" in the

covering letter addressed to the subjects. This letter (see section 3.4.3) also
included blanks for the completion of the subjects' personal data, described the
aim of the questionnaire, and gave instructions on answering the questions.

2. Changing the order of some of the items in the questionnaire under the aspects of
Oral and Written Composition.

3. Adding eight new competencies: numbers 7, 8 and 27 to the third aspect (Literary

Texts); numbers 14 and 20 to the fifth aspect (Written Composition); and
numbers 4, 12 and 19 to the seventh aspect (Dictation and Punctuation).
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4. Replacement of item numbers 5, 6 and 7 under the eighth aspect (Arabic

Calligraphy).

5. Inclusion of some sub-competencies. For instance, competency number 5 under
the second aspect (Reading) included five sub-competencies; competencies
numbers 9 and 25 under the third aspect (Literary Texts) included three sub-

competencies each; and competency number 24 included five sub-competencies.

Consequently, the final version of the questionnaire consisted of 231 items

instead of the 223 in the first draft. These items were classified under the same eight

headings or aspects and in the same order as before (see section 3.4.3). However, in

the final version, the number of items in three of the categories differed as follows:

(1) Literary Texts comprised 42 items instead of 39; (2) Written Composition

comprised 27 items instead of 25; and (3) Dictation and Punctuation comprised 21

items instead of 18. At the end of each category and at the end of the questionnaire,

spaces were provided for adding any linguistic competencies not yet included. In

addition, the original five-point scale was used.

Following the above revisions, the construction of the questionnaire, as

shown in Appendix 13, was completed and it was ready for pilot testing. The test

was to verify the clarity of the items and instructions of the questionnaire and

whether the whole document was fully understood or not. Another aim was to

establish the reliability of the questionnaire. To accomplish these aims, the

following procedures were carried out.

Firstly, the questionnaire was distributed to a primary sample of thirty

participating male and female Arabic teachers from four schools in the Interior

Region (al-Minpaqah al-Dakhiliyya), randomly selected between 26 and 30
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November 2000. The responses obtained were examined by the researcher to

determine whether the items and instructions were comprehensible. No major

difficulties were noted, for all the subjects had answered the questionnaire.

Therefore, no revisions were considered necessary, which meant that the

questionnaire was ready for the final application following the next stage.

3.4.6 The Reliability of the Questionnaire

3.4.6.1 The Meaning of Reliability

Any research based on measurement must be concerned with the accuracy or

reliability of the measurement (Cronbach, 1951: 297). Reliability means "the

accuracy of the data in the sense of their stability, repeatability or precision" (Fox,

1969: 353). Reliability is also "an indication of the extent to which a measure

contains variable errors" (Nachmias & Nachmias, 1982: 144). Therefore, an

instrument "is reliable if it consistently yields the same results when repeated

measurements are taken of the same subjects under the same conditions" (Van Dalen,

1966: 315). In contrast, "an unreliable test is essentially useless; if a test is

unreliable, then scores for a given sample would be expected to be different every

time the test were administered" (Gay, 1981: 117). In other words, reliability can be

defined in two ways, according to Aleamoni (1981: 131). The first describes the

instrument's capability of producing stable responses from one time to another. The

second describes the consistency or degree of agreement among the respondents.

Accordingly, "reliability is expressed numerically, usually as a coefficient; a

high coefficient indicates high reliability" (Gay, 1981: 117). The basic statistic used

to estimate reliability, as Fox (1969: 353) points out, is the correlation. Correlations

of +1.00 indicate perfect reliability, whereas correlations at or close to 0.00 indicate
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no reliability, and correlations at intermediate points between 0.00 and +1.00 indicate

intermediate levels of reliability. However, Fox (1969: 353) also adds that perfect

reliability is seldom achieved, and it is the intermediate correlations that are found in

practice.

There are four methods of measuring reliability. Each is determined

differently and deals with a different kind of consistency. One method is the test-

retest. According to Gay (1981: 118), it is the degree to which scores are consistent

over time in order to know how consistently the test measures, whatever it measures.

The procedure for determining the reliability of this technique, as shown by

Nachmias & Nachmias (1982: 146), is to administer the test (a questionnaire, for

example) to an appropriate group. After some time, long enough for the test to be

forgotten but not so long that a change would be expected, the same test is

administered to the same group. The two sets of scores are correlated and the

coefficient2 obtained is the estimate of reliability. If the resulting coefficient is high,

then the test also has a high level of reliability.

Another method is the equivalent or alternate-form reliability. This method

requires the construction of two forms of a measuring instrument which can be

considered equivalent. Each is designed to measure the same concept, although

using different items, and both are administered to the same group of respondents in

one session. The two sets ofmeasurements are then correlated to obtain an estimate

of reliability (Bailey, 1978: 62).

2
"The correlation coefficient showing the extent to which two sets of scores secured from the same

group are related to one another" (Burroughs, 1975: 159).
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Although this method eliminates the worst of the memory effect of the test-retest

method, there is the problem of determining whether the two forms of an instrument

are truly equivalent. To achieve this, there must be similarity in the number of items,

content, format, structure, level of difficulty, directions for administration, scoring

and interpretation in both forms (Burroughs, 1975: 72; Gay, 1981: 118). This

problem appears because

in most instances researchers find it difficult enough to develop one form of an

instrument, let alone two. Moreover, with instruments like questionnaires seeking

information, or studies of reactions to specific situations there is no sensible way of

asking the same or similar questions twice (Fox, 1969: 355).

Fortunately, to avoid this problem, there are other methods, described below,

of estimating reliability, which require administering a test only once. As Cronbach

& Warrington (1951: 169) state, these methods are used to indicate the consistency

ofmeasurement where only one form of a test is available.

An example of such a method is the split-half or odd-even reliability test,

which is based on the internal consistency of the instrument. The procedure is to

administer the total instrument once to one group, and then divide the instrument into

two halves: odd items in one half and even items in the other half which is a common

method of division (Gay, 1981: 120). The reason for using the odd-even basis is

explained by Fox (1969: 357) as follows "the odd-even is hardly needed because ...

this procedure also eliminates the possible biasing effects of factors like fatigue or

loss of interest causing a respondent to omit the last several items or questions or

answer them with less care than he answered the items on the earlier part of the

instrument".
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Therefore, scores derived from half of the items of the test are correlated with the

scores derived from the remaining half (Travers, 1964: 186). The purpose of this is

to estimate the consistency between the two halves.

However, the main problem with the split-half method is ensuring that the

two halves actually measure the same thing (Bailey, 1978: 62). In addition, the

coefficients of this method do not provide the same information as the correlation

between two forms given at different times (Cronbach, 1951: 298).

The fourth and final method for estimating reliability is one developed by

Kuder (K) and Richardson (R). It relates to the rational equivalence reliability which

"is not established through correlation but rather estimates internal consistency by

determining how all items on a test relate to all other items and to the total test"

(Gay, 1981: 121). It is also called inter-item consistency or homogeneity, since it

presumes that when the items or tasks of an instrument are measuring similar things,

they are internally consistent (Gay & Afrasian, 2000: 174). Furthermore, "internal

consistency reliability estimates are widely used for educational tests" (Wiersma &

Jurs, 1990: 162). The KR method requires, like the split-half method, one

administration of the single test to one group of respondents. However, it does not

require the test to be split in half. Instead, it uses data on the proportion of

respondents answering each item correctly (Nitko, 2001: 69).

Nevertheless, the KR method can be used only for tests that ask for no more

than two responses from the intended subjects, which can be graded right or wrong.

In other words, this method is useful only for dichotomously scored items as in dual

choice items "0 or 1" (Nitko, 2001: 69). As a result, this method has been modified
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into a more general version called Cronbach Alpha or Coefficient Alpha, which

checks the reliability of a test that has two or more responses, that is, dichotomously

or polytomously scored items (Gay & Airasian, 2000: 174; Nitko, 2001: 69).

Cronbach Alpha refers also "to an internal property of a test, which is a product of

the statistical relationship among the items" (Travers, 1964: 187).

Another aspect of reliability is errors of measurement, which indicate the

factors that cause an instrument to have less than perfect or a lack of reliability.

According to Bailey (1978: 61), unreliability "may be due to such things as question

or answer categories so ambiguous that the respondent is unsure how he or she

should answer, and thus does not answer consistently. A question of which the

respondent says, 'I do not know what he or she wants' is unreliable".

Gay (1981: 117) also points out that other errors can be caused by conditions

of administration such as the failure to follow the directions properly, or by the

current status of the person taking the test, such as tiredness and lack ofmotivation.

Nachmias & Nachmias (1982: 144) suggest other causes of errors, namely, technical

difficulties such as the breaking of a pencil while the respondent is completing a

questionnaire. In contrast, Gay (1981: 117) states that "high reliability indicates that

these sources of error have been eliminated as much as possible".

To sum up, there are different methods of measuring reliability, each dealing

with a particular kind of consistency or degree of agreement among the responses.

Unfortunately, all of these methods produce some problems, that of the test-retest,

for instance, being the length of the interval between the two tests. The equivalent

forms and the split-half method require the construction of two forms that are
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essentially equivalent. The KR method can be used only for an instrument that asks

for no more than two responses. Therefore, the Cronbach Alpha formula is a

modified version of KR and is suitable for an instrument having more than two

responses or choices. Bearing in mind the range of methods available to measure

reliability, "certain tests are more appropriate for certain kinds of data and

researchers have to understand the different criteria that determine the selection of a

particular data analysing test before deciding on which one of them is more

appropriate for their particular data" (al-Salmi, 1994: 52).

Since the questionnaire of the current study uses more than two choices for

rating its items and its categories or aspects are measuring similar things (linguistic

competencies), its reliability was estimated according to the Cronbach Alpha formula

described above.

3.4.6.2 Examining the Reliability of the Questionnaire

To establish the internal consistency of the final version of the questionnaire (see

section 3.4.5), the data obtained were processed between 1 and 4 December 2000,

using the SPSS programme (The Statistical Package for the Social Sciences)3. Since

the questionnaire of the current study comprised eight categories representing aspects

of teaching Arabic (see section 3.4.5), the reliability coefficient of each individual

category was established first, followed by the reliability of the whole questionnaire.

The results are shown in Table 3.3 below.

3 r

SPSS "is a set of programmes that allows you rapidly to analyse huge amounts of data, and that it
lets you carry out in a few moments [ajstatistical analysis that would be impractical without the aid of
a computer" (Foster, 1993: 1). For further details of this system, see Bailey (1978: 353)
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Table 3.3 Reliability (R) Coefficient (C) of the Internal Consistency of the
Questionnaire3

Aspects of teaching Arabic No. of items RC (Alpha)

Listening 28 0.84

Reading 46 0.84

Literary Texts 42 0.89

Oral Composition 26 0.79

Written Composition 27 0.80
Grammar 19 0.82

Dictation & Punctuation 21 0.74
Arabic Calligraphy 22 0.88
The whole questionnaire 231 0.96

aNote: Includes categories, using Cronbach Alpha (no. of cases = 30).

From the table, the scores of Alpha fall between 0.7 and over 0.9. This

means that the results obtained were sufficiently high, since the scores are close to

+1.00, indicating high reliability (see section 3.4.6.1). Therefore, this situation

shows an adequate and even a high level of internal consistency reliability for the

questionnaire and its categories. Since the findings from the table suggested that the

items in the questionnaire were consistent, this instrument was ready for the final

application.

3.4.7 The Final Application of the Questionnaire

On receipt of the permit from the Directorate General of Education (see section 3.2)

to carry out the fieldwork, a full list of intermediate schools was obtained from the

local educational authorities in Muscat and the Interior Region. It included the name

and location of each school and the number of its teachers. It should be noted that

some intermediate schools are attached to primary schools, some are attached to

secondary schools, and others are in separate locations.
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It has been mentioned in section 3.1 that it would have been difficult to apply this

study to all the Arabic teachers in Oman. So the selection of a sample representative

of the population is a very important stage of data collection, since a sample, as Rees

(1989: 77) points out, is "a sub-set of a population, a set of some of the

measurements which comprise the population". Therefore, two procedures - random

and systematic selection - were followed to select the sample for this study.

Random selection means that every element in the population has an equal

and independent chance of being selected for the sample. It is the best known and

most commonly used procedure and the best way of obtaining a representative

sample. The widely used and most satisfactory technique is to use a table of random

numbers as the basis of selection (Fox 1969: 332-333; Gay, 1981: 88).

As a result, a sample of 50 schools was selected. All the schools in each

regions were placed at random on an individual list. The list for Muscat comprised

68 schools and that for the Interior Region 85 schools. These statistics were

extracted from WT (2001: 44). From each list it was decided to choose the third

school named and then every third school after that down to the end of the list (for

example, 3, 6, 9, 12 and so on). Of the total number of schools, 22 were selected

from Muscat and 28 from the Interior Region. The Arabic teachers in these schools,

to whom the questionnaire was distributed, numbered 231, representing 48 per cent

of the total of 480 Arabic teachers at the intermediate schools in these two regions

(see Table 3.1 in section 3.1). These statistics are summarised in Table 3.4.
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Table 3.4 Arabic Teachers and Schools Selected for the Questionnaire

Region Total
Muscat The Interior

Male teachers 66 48 114

Female teachers 62 55 117

Total teachers 128 103 231

No. of schools 22 28 50

Note: The sample = 48 per cent of the total of480 Arabic teachers.

The distribution of the questionnaire began with visits to the selected schools

from 10 December 2000 onwards. Discussions were held with the head teachers and

senior teachers of Arabic regarding the nature and aims of the study so as to gain

their support for distributing the questionnaire to all the Arabic teaching staff.

At about the same time, 101 copies of the questionnaire were distributed to

all the Arabic inspectors in all eight educational regions (see Table 3.2 in section

3.2). Personal visits were made to some of the regions and discussions held with the

senior inspectors of Arabic to distribute the questionnaire to their colleagues. It is

difficult to meet all inspectors in their offices, since they are usually travelling

around the regions and visiting schools to carry out their fieldwork. The senior

inspectors in other regions that were very remote were sent their copies of the

questionnaire through the Ministry of Education's postal service. It should be

pointed out here that the study included all these inspectors because their number

was not large and they had particularly important educational experience. It was

assumed that they could identify the competencies required with a high level of

confidence as a result of their close contact and direct dealing with teachers

throughout the school year. Therefore, they would be expected to know the teachers'

linguistic needs and demands. Another seven copies of the questionnaire were
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distributed to the experts in Arabic curriculum development. This particular group

was included in the study because experts performed a number of important tasks in

accordance with the demands of their position. For example, they would be aware of

educational trends, all aspects of educational development, the philosophy of their

society and its general objectives. Therefore, such knowledge and experience

enabled them to identify the linguistic competencies suitable for each educational

stage. The distribution of the questionnaire took six days, from 10 to 15 December

2000.

The questionnaires were collected between 20 and 24 December 2000. They

were then examined for completeness and accuracy of the responses. It was found

that some of the questionnaires had not been returned. Others were missing answers

to some of the questions. Also, some of the questions were not answered correctly

(for example, the first option of all the items in the questionnaire was selected), and

some of the questionnaires had pages missing. This meant that a number of

respondents showed little interest in giving their answers, although others showed

more interest by giving acceptable answers and adding important ideas on the

teaching ofArabic.

As a result, the problematic questionnaires and those whose respondents had

teaching experience of no more than one year were removed from the statistical

analysis. Nevertheless, the additional opinions and suggestions mentioned in the

eliminated questionnaires were given careful consideration, for they provided useful

information, especially with regard to the first-year teachers. This is because new

teachers may experience some difficulties when moving from the ideal world of the
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college classroom to the reality of everyday teaching. The total number of

completed questionnaires was 250: 173 teachers, 70 inspectors, and 7 experts.

3.5 The Observation Card

3.5.1 The Aim of the Observation Card

Observation, according to Burroughs (1975: 98), "is the most basic and most direct

method of securing behavioural data which exists". This is because observation can

provide information that may not be acquired by other kinds of inquiry. For

example, it gives a view of the climate, rapport, interaction, and functioning of the

classroom, which is available from no other source (Evertson & Holley, 1981: 90).

Moreover, it helps us draw a more concrete and real picture of a teacher (Centra &

Bonesteel, 1990: 11). Therefore, observation is a useful tool for collecting and

providing data about teaching and it is a requirement in most goal-setting systems. It

should remain the major source of data used in teacher evaluation (McGreal, 1988:

22).

In spite of the importance of observation, the findings of the pilot study

conducted during the second term of the academic year 1998/1999 in Oman, showed

that there was no special observation card to evaluate linguistic competencies. All

that was available was a general observation card (see Appendix 4) for use by the

inspectors of all the subjects with no regard to the nature of an individual subject (for

detailed information on the pilot study, see the Introduction of this thesis). Clearly, a

special observation card was urgently needed. The current study has designed such a

card, the main purpose of which is to evaluate Arabic teachers in the classroom to
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find out how far they possess the linguistic competencies required for teaching

Arabic at the intermediate stage.

3.5.2 The Sources of the Observation Card

The categories and items of the current observation card were selected and developed

on the basis of some of the findings from the first instrument (the questionnaire: see

section 3.4). However, its external design and form were modified according to the

relevant literature that discusses, theoretically, the systems and bases of observation,

as explained in the next section. In addition, the following studies of the

construction of a general observation card were consulted: 'Abd al-Hafiz (1986);

Mafiz al-Dln (1991); al-Hasan (1992); Ghazala & 'Uthman (1993); al-Rabiey

(1995); 'Isa (1996); and al-KandrI(1999).

3.5.3 The First Draft of the Observation Card

In relation to the construction of an observation card, various essential factors should

be considered. They are described by Burroughs (1975: 100-101) and Evertson &

Holley (1981: 101) and are summarised as follows:

1. identifying the given range ofbehaviour that is to be observed;

2. focusing carefully on the item of interest by giving the terms of the instrument an

operational or behavioural meaning;

3. defining the range of behaviour and categorising it unequivocally by knowing the

meaning of each item and keeping the classification and recording as simple as

possible;

4. realising that each category should be simple and refer to a single type of
behaviour in its positive present-tense form; and

5. establishing the validity and reliability of the instrument.
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The authors add that if sufficient attention is not given to these considerations, then

the instrument will fail to focus clearly on the items of interest.

Therefore, the first draft of the observation card was designed and classified

under two main headings representing aspects of teaching Arabic which were

included in the first instrument of this study (the questionnaire: see section 3.4). The

two categories consisted of 24 items (linguistic competencies) representing the

highest level of importance or the most important competencies rated as "very

important" (muhimma jiddari) according to the statistical analysis of the findings

from the questionnaire. The first category was Reading, comprising ten items, and

the second was Grammar, comprising fourteen items. Each item on the observation

card represented one linguistic competency, which was stated operationally and

behaviourally, and began with the positive present-tense form for observation and

measurement.

To evaluate the level of linguistic competencies possessed by a teacher, as

fisted on the observation card, a five-point Likert scale (described in section 3.4.3)

was used as follows:

4 = Very high ('alin jiddan)

3= High ('alin)

2 - Average (mutawassit)

1 = Weak (da'If)

0 = Absent (mun'adim)

A separate sheet was designed and placed at the beginning of the observation

card for the recording of the basic data of the teacher under observation, including:
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name, sex, levels and dates of qualifications, length of teaching experience, periods

of in-service training (with dates), name of school, class, period, subject of lesson,

and date of the observation. Space was also allocated for the basic data of the

observer: name, profession and signature.

To help the observer complete the observation card accurately, another sheet

was added as page 2, briefly explaining its aim and giving instructions on how to use

the card in the classroom. Accordingly, the observer was reminded to bear in mind

the following points:

1. All the spaces for personal or basic data should be filled in.

2. The teacher was to be observed while giving the lesson so as to evaluate his level
of linguistic competencies.

3. Only one of the appropriate points on the scale provided should be ticked to
indicate the observer's opinion.

4. The observer should bear in mind that the card included ten competencies for the

teaching ofReading and fourteen for the teaching ofGrammar.

5. The period ofobservation should run from the beginning to the end of the lesson.

6. When the period of observation was finished, the observer should enter the

appropriate marks or scores and a general estimate in the table provided at the
end of the card.

Moreover, there was an additional option "/ could not observe" available if,

for any reason, the observer could not observe the teacher's behaviour during the

observation.

3.5.4 The Validity of the Observation Card

Face validity, which is determined by judgement, is the most suitable procedure for

estimating the validity of an instrument whose data are defined and fixed (see section
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3.4.4.1). Therefore, the first draft of the observation card was distributed to ten

specialists (whose names and occupations are listed in Appendix 14), between 15 and

17 January 2001. In the letter addressed to them, the specialists were asked to

evaluate the card, taking into account the following points:

1. The comprehensiveness of the sheet for the basic data of the teacher under

observation and the observer, that is, did it include all the essential data.

2. The accuracy of the linguistic formulation of the contents.

3. The operational and behavioural formulation of the items (linguistic

competencies).

4. The logical order and hierarchy of the items in each linguistic aspect.

5. The ability to observe and measure these competencies.

6. The clarity of the instructions to the observer for the observation.

7. The suitability of the five-point scale for the evaluation of the items.

8. The validity of the card in achieving its aim.

The specialists were also asked to make any requisite changes and add any

suggestions for the improvement of the observation card. At the end of the letter,

space was provided for the completion of the specialists' personal data; name,

qualifications, occupation, and place of employment. An evaluation sheet was also

included at the end of the observation card to record the specialists' responses to the

eight points above. (See Appendix 15 for the letter addressed to the specialists and

the evaluation sheet attached to it). This sheet was based on a four-point scale as

follows:

4 = 1 fully agree (uwafiq bi-daraja kablra)

3 = 1 mostly agree (uwafiq bi-daraja mutawassita)
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2 = 1 agree to some extent (uwafiq bi-daraja qalila)

1 = I do not agree (la uwafiq)

On the return of the first draft of the observation card from the specialists,

their responses on the evaluation sheet were analysed. For items 1, 6 and 7, all the

specialists chose point 4 ("I fully agree"). The conclusion was, therefore, that there

was unanimous agreement that the card covered all the necessary personal data, the

instructions to the observer were clear, and the five-point scale was suitable.

For items 2 and 3, seven specialists chose point 4 ("I fully agree"), while

three chose point 3 ("I mostly agree"). This indicated that the latter three specialists

did not fully agree that the competencies' formulation was completely accurate. As a

result, some linguistic corrections were made to increase its clarity. For item 4, eight

specialists chose point 4 ("I fully agree"). Flowever, two chose point 3 ("1 mostly

agree") and commented that the order of those competencies should follow the

logical order of the basic steps taken by the teacher when giving the lesson.

Therefore, the sub-competencies of competency number 2 in the first category

(Reading) were rearranged as follows:

(b) "expressing the desired meaning during reading by intonation and suitable

gestures" was moved to (c);

(c) "fluency and confidence in reading aloud" was moved to (d); and

(d) "reading correctly without linguistic errors" was moved to (b).

The new arrangement could increase the validity of these competencies for
observation and measurement since they were now in a logical order.

For item 8 (the validity of the card in achieving its aim), six specialists chose

point 4 ("I fully agree"). Flowever, four chose point 3 ("I mostly agree"), stating that
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the additional option "/ could not observe" should be deleted. In their view, such an

option could encourage the observer to pay less attention during the observation and

therefore be used as an "escape option". They also pointed out that space should be

provided beside each competency for the observer to write any comments.

As a result of the analysis and discussion of the specialists' responses, all

their opinions were found to be useful and were incorporated into the final version of

the observation card. Its structure and the order of its components were the same as

those of the first draft (see section 3.5.3), apart from the changes suggested by the

specialists, which are summarised as follows: (1) some corrections to the linguistic

and behavioural formulation of some competencies; (2) slight rearrangement of some

of the sub-competencies; and (3) substituting the option "/ could not observe" with

extra space for comments. (The final version of the observation card is shown in

Appendix 16.).

As mentioned in section 3.3, it was not within the scope of this study to put

this observation card into practice. Before developing an observation card, it is

necessary, firstly, to identify its items (for example, competencies). Therefore, the

main focus in the present study was on the first instrument (the questionnaire), whose

purpose was to identify those competencies required for developing the observation

card. Since this took most of the time available, the proposal of the observation card

included only a selected group of competencies that should be useful for Arabic

teachers.

Therefore, it was not necessary to establish the reliability of the card in this

case. It is hoped that a future study will put the card into practice and develop it
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further. In the light of the findings of this study, it is also hoped that the current card

will be the basis for developing other comprehensive cards. Such cards could be

used by Arabic inspectors in the Ministry of Education and in teaching practice by

specialists in curriculum and teaching methodology of the Arabic language in the

colleges ofeducation in Oman.

3.6 Statistical Procedure for Data Analysis

Although this study developed two instruments, the statistical analysis was applied

only to the first of these (the questionnaire). The relevant data obtained were

analysed by using the SPSS programme (see section 3.4.6.2 for details). Means4

were calculated for each linguistic competency to identify and rank them in order of

importance. Further details ofmeans are given in Owen & Jones (1982: 71-80) and

Rees (1989: 24-38).

3.7 Conclusion

This chapter has dealt with the procedures followed in carrying out the fieldwork. It

has discussed different aspects of the data collected from the subjects of the study to

identity the most and least important linguistic competencies required for teaching

Arabic at intermediate schools in Oman. From this followed the proposal of an

observation card. Aspects covered included subject selection, development of the

appropriate instruments, and the statistical procedure used for data analysis. This

chapter dealt with the theoretical aspects discussed in the relevant literature as well

4
The mean is "found by adding all the scores in a group and dividing this total by the number of

people in the group" (Burroughs, 1975: 156).
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as the background and factors to be taken into account for the accurate appbcation of

the methodology of the study.

In summary, the procedures to carry out the fieldwork were as follows. First,

three groups of people (male and female) were chosen: (1) Arabic teachers in a

number of intermediate schools in Muscat and the Interior Region; (2) Arabic

inspectors from the Directorate General of Education in eight regions; and (3)

experts in Arabic development. To collect the data from these subjects, the open-

ended questionnaire, as the main instrument, and the observation card were

constructed, specifying their aims and sources, as a first draft for evaluation.

Therefore, three permits were needed to carry out the fieldwork: (1) a letter

from the Ministry of Higher Education to confirm the request to collect the data; (2)

a letter to the Director General of Education, requesting the distribution of the

questionnaire to the inspectors; and (3) a letter addressed to the head teachers of the

selected schools.

After obtaining the permits for the data collection, the validity of the

instruments was checked by a group of specialists in Arabic curriculum and teaching

methodology. Their comments and suggestions were analysed and several revisions

were made to ensure the face and content validity of the instruments. Thus the final

version of these instruments was achieved. The questionnaire only was tested on a

pilot sample of teachers to determine the comprehensibility of its items and

instructions.

The reliability of the questionnaire was established by the application of the

Cronbach Alpha formula. The results were judged to be sufficiently high, indicating
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an adequate level of internal consistency reliability. The questionnaire was now

ready for its final distribution among the selected sample of Arabic teachers as well

as the inspectors and experts for their opinions on its content. After checking for

completeness and accuracy those questionnaires which were returned, the data were

processed using the SPSS programme and the findings analysed.

The findings from the questionnaire are presented and analysed in Chapter

Four.
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Chapter Four

Statistical Analysis of the Findings of the
Questionnaire

The main purpose of the present study is to identify the linguistic competencies

required for teaching Arabic at the preparatory schools in Oman. A questionnaire

was designed and distributed to a sample of the study to rate the importance of these

competencies from their perspective. The 231 items of the questionnaire were

divided into eight aspects of teaching Arabic: Listening, Reading, Literary Texts,

Oral Composition, Written Composition, Grammar, Dictation and Punctuation, and

Arabic Calligraphy. This chapter analyses the statistical results of the questionnaire.

It should be noted that the items in each aspect are classified according to their level

of importance. The items in each level of importance are classified according to the

relevant ideas and topics and sometimes cognitive, psychomotor and affective

aspects. In addition, the categories in each level of each aspect of teaching are

placed in the logical order of the basic steps taken by the teacher when giving the

lesson.

4.1 The Statistical Treatment of the Data Collected

The statistical method that was applied to the analysis of the data was the mean.

Means were calculated for each linguistic competency to identify and rank these

competencies in order of their importance. Using the statistical results obtained from

the sample of the study (250 respondents), the list below shows the classification of
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the competencies of each linguistic aspect on a five-point scale ranging from Very

Important to Not Important.

1. Very Important, if the value of the mean was 87.5 or more.

2. Important, if the value of the mean was between 62.5 to less than 87.5.

3. Moderately Important, or Uncertain on the five-point scale, if the value of the
mean was between 37.5 to less than 62.5.

4. Less Important, if the value ofthe mean was between 12.5 to less than 37.5.

5. Not Important, if the value of the mean was less than 12.5.

4.2 The Statistical Findings of Aspects of Teaching Arabic
Analysis

4.2.1 Classification of Competencies for Teaching Listening

This aspect comprised 28 items. Tables 4.1 to 4.3 show the levels of importance of

these items according to the statistical analysis. It appears that all competencies were

important, although some were more important than others. No item was rated at the

two lowest levels: less important and not important.

4.2.1.1 Very Important

Table 4.1 shows linguistic competencies 1 to 6 for teaching listening. They were

judged to be more important because the value of their means was more than 87.5

and they are ranked according to their level of importance.
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Table 4.1 The Very Important competencies for teaching listening

New
order

Item Original
order

Mean

1 Paying attention and concentrating while listening 4 96.6
2 Following the speaker to the end of the speech 5 93.9
3 Extracting the main idea of the speech 16 90.9
4 Not interrupting the speaker during the speech 6 88.8
5 Summarising in a good oral style what has been heard 25 88.2
6 Organising the ideas and events that have been heard 3 88.1

It is clear from Table 4.1 that six of the twenty-eight items in this aspect were

rated as very important competencies since the value of their means was between

88.1 and 96.6. These competencies can be classified into two groups in terms of

their topic:

1. The etiquette of listening to be observed by the listeners: items 1, 2 and 4.

2. Gathering, organising and summarising the ideas of the speech: items 3, 5 and 6.

4.2.1.2 Important

Table 4.2 presents competencies from 7 to 27 that were rated important because their

means were between 87.4 and 65.7. This suggests that the majority of items related

to teaching listening were rated at the second level of importance. According to

Table 4.2 these competencies can be divided into five groups based on their logical

order in the listening lesson:

1. Aural distinguishing of sounds: item 10.
2. Level of comprehension: items 9, 12, 17, 20 and 24.
3. Recognition of ideas: items 13, 14 and 18.
4. Level of evaluation and appreciation: items 7, 15, 19, 22, 23, 25, 26 and 27.
5. Level ofapplication and synthesis: items 8, 11, 16 and 21.
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Table 4.2 The Important competencies for teaching listening

New
order

Item Original
order

Mean

7 Appreciating and taking into account the importance ol
listening as an art or a part of linguistic training

28 87.4

8 Benefiting from what is heard to develop a linguistic,
intellectual and cultural repertoire

27 86.8

9 Remembering the ideas that are heard 2 86.1

10 Distinguishing between sounds that are similar in
vocalisation in the speech

1 85.0

11 Gathering the important information from the speech 21 84.3

12 Using the context to understand difficult words in the
speech

7 81.5

13 Recognising and following both the main and
secondary ideas in the speech

9 81.4

14 Noticing the train of thought or ideas in the speech 11 80.9
15 Distinguishing between correct and incorrect linguistic

usage in the speech
18 79.1

16 Summarising in a good written style what has been
heard

26 78.7

17 Understanding the implicit meanings or underlying
ideas suggested by the speaker

10 77.8

18 Understanding the relationship between the ideas 12 77.6
19 Distinguishing between the right and wrong ideas

presented in the speech
15 77.0

20 Understanding the long sentences used in the speech 8 76.9

21 Writing down or recording the important elements and
ideas of the speech

24 76.4

22 Evaluating the speaker's success in conveying the
message

22 75.5

23 Distinguishing between the ideas that are relevant or
irrelevant to the subject of the speech

14 73.2

24 Distinguishing between the concepts, information and
facts stated in the speech

17 73.2

25 Evaluating the content of the subject of the speech by
indicating its strengths and weaknesses

23 70.0

26 Discovering any contradictions in the subject of the
speech

19 69.5

27 Defining the level of comprehensiveness of or lack ol
ideas in the speech

13 65.7
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4.2.1.3 Moderately Important

Table 4.3 provides only one moderately important item, the mean of which was 57.5.

This item was placed in the list at number 28 and refers to deductive thought or

"predicting the content of the speech".

Table 4.3 The Moderately Important competency for teaching listening

New
order

Item Original
order

Mean

28 Predicting the content of the speech 20 57.5

4.2.2 Classification of Competencies for Teaching Reading

This aspect contains 46 items. It should be noted from Tables 4.4 and 4.5 that most

items were considered important competencies and some of them very important.

The means of all the items in the aspect of teaching reading fall between 94.3 and

64.1. Therefore no items were rated at the lower levels of moderately, less and not

important.

4.2.2.1 Very Important

Table 4.4 shows that items 1 to 10 of the total of forty-six were rated very important,

since their means were between the high levels of 94.3 and 87.6. The results of the

table can be classified under five headings related to teaching reading:

1. Competencies that focus on training pupils to practise some aspects of reading
aloud: items 1, 3, 4 and 7.

2. Reading silently: item 10.

3. General understanding of the vocabulary and ideas in the text: items 5 and 6.

4. Choice of suitable texts for reading: item 8.
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5. Competencies that are performed by the teachers: items 2 and 9.

Table 4.4 The Very Important competencies for teaching reading

New
order

Item Original
order

Mean

1 Pronouncing the letters correctly when reading
aloud

8 94.3

2 The teacher should correct pupils' linguistic
errors

40 91.7

3 Reading aloud correctly without linguistic errors 12 91.3
4 Confidence and fluency in reading aloud 10 90.9
5 Understanding the main idea ofthe text 15 90.8
6 Understanding the meaning of difficult words

from the context

16 89.7

7 Expressing the desired meaning when reading
aloud with appropriate intonation and gestures

9 89.6

8 Choosing reading text that suit the level of the
pupils and are useful to them

3 88.5

9 Discovering and diagnosing pupils' reading
weaknesses by using various methods

41 88.3

10 Not saying words aloud when reading silently 4 87.6

4.2.2.2 Important

This level, as Table 4.5 shows, contains thirty-six items, 78.3 per cent of the total of

forty-six included in this aspect. It seems that all of these items from 11 to 46 were

important since the values of their means were very close, ranging from 87.2 to 64.1.

Table 4.5 The Important competencies for teaching reading

New
order

Item Original
order

Mean

11 Understanding precisely wheat is read silently 6 87.2

12 Distinguishing between the shapes of letters,
especially those which are similar in outline

1 87.2

13 Distinguishing between sounds of letters,
especially those which are similar in
pronunciation

2 87.1

14 Preparing remedial linguistic activities to cure
pupils' reading weaknesses

42 87.1
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15 Deducing the main idea of each unit or paragraph
in the text

20 85.8

16 Deducing the noble values and principles from
the text

30 85.4

17 Using the reading lesson to understand
grammatical rules

38 84.8

18 Using new vocabulary to create meaningful
sentences

17 84.7

19 Deducing useful information from the text 29 84.4

20 Developing a positive attitude among pupils
towards free reading

44 83.5

21 Dividing the text into its essential units or
paragraphs

19 82.7

22 Eloquent oral expression of the text that is being
read

32 82.3

23 Applying the punctuation signs correctly when
reading aloud

11 82.

24 Using the reading lesson to develop the
competencies oforal and written composition

37 82.

25 Developing pupils' interest in reading for various
purposes

46 81.7

26 Observing the extent of the train of thought and
its associated ideas in the text

25 81.4

27 Deducing the main idea of the text 14 80.3

28 Giving every pupil the opportunity to read aloud 39 80.3

29 Using reputable language dictionaries 18 80.3

30 Making a written record of items of importance
during silent reading

7 80.0

31 Benefiting from what has been read and applying
its principles to real life

34 79.6

32 Identifying pupils' reading preferences 43 79.4

33 Distinguishing between the main and subsidiary
ideas

22 79.2

34 Analysing the subsidiary ideas in each paragraph 21 78.7
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35 Distinguishing between the right and wrong ideas 24 78.7
36 Preparing various reading activities to fulfil pupils'

reading preferences
45 78.1

37 Reading silently with speed 5 77.7
38 Using the reading lesson to develop listening

competencies
36 76.8

39 Presenting a correctly written summary of the text
that has been read

33 76.4

40 Evaluating the validity of information given in the
text

31 75.5

41 Choosing suitable titles for what has been read 28 74.7
42 Using bibliographies to find suitable subjects or

texts for reading
35 71.3

43 Identifying the character of the writer and his/her
life

13 70.8

44 Distinguishing between the facts and opinions
presented in the text

26 70.1

45 Distinguishing between the ideas that are relevant
and irrelevant to the text

23 69.7

46 Distinguishing between postulates and hypotheses 27 64.1

Table 4.5 indicates that none of those competencies was rated not important.

The items listed can be classified into four main categories as follows:

1. A cognitive group comprising:

a. identification (knowledge): item 43;

b. distinguishing between letters according to their shapes and sounds: items 12
and 13;

c. comprehension competency: items 11, 15, 21, 26, 27, 33, 34, 35, 41, 44 and

d. application of information to real life: items 18,19 and 31;

e. evaluating competency: items 40 and 45.

2. The psychomotor competencies: items 14, 22, 28, 29, 30, 36, 37, 39 and 42.

3. The alfective competencies: items 16, 20, 25 and 32.
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4. Competencies related to linking the reading aspect with other aspects of language:
items 17, 23, 24 and 38.

4.2.3 Classification of Competencies for Teaching Literary Texts

This aspect includes forty-two items, whose statistics, according to Tables 4.6 to 4.8,

show that three levels of importance were found, and no items were rated less or not

important:

1. Very important: items 1 to 7, with means ranging from 87.7 to 92.4.

2. Important: twenty-eight items, 8 to 35, with means ranging from 63.3 to 87.1.

3. Moderately important: seven items, 36 to 42, with means ranging from 51.8 to
60.9.

4.2.3.1 Very Important

The results given in Table 4.6 show that seven items were rated very important, and

they can be divided into two main groups:

1. The recitation of the poetry text: items 1 and 3.

2. Choosing and understanding the text, and acquiring and developing a linguistic

repertoire from it: items 2, 4, 5, 6 and 7.
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Table 4.6 The Very Important competencies for teaching literary texts

New
order

Item Original
order

Mean

1 Applying grammatical rules during the recitation of the
poetry text

10 92.4

2 Understanding the meaning of difficult words from the
context

12 89.0

3 Intonation of voice during the recitation of the poetry
text

9 89.0

4 Deducing the main area ofeach unit of the text 16 88.8

5 Acquiring a linguistic repertoire of vocabulary,
structures and eloquent styles

14 87.9

6 Identifying the general aim of the text 5 87.9
7 Choosing some good literary texts (poetry and prose)

from different areas
1 87.7

4.2.3.2 Important

This level was represented by twenty-eight items, as shown in Table 4.7 and they can

be summarised according to the steps of teaching as follows:

1. Introducing the text: items 10, 14, 17, 18, 24 and 32.

2. Reading the text: item 4.

3. Discussing and analysing the text: items 8, 13, 15, 22, 25, 27 and 31.

4. Appreciating and criticising the text: items 9, 11, 16, 19, 20, 26 and 28.

5. Linking the literary texts to the other aspects of the Arabic curriculum: item 23.

6. Practising individual activities: items 21, 29, 30 and 34.

7. Competency ofgeneral knowledge ofwriters, poets and history ofArabic
literature: items 33 and 35.
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Table 4.7 Important competencies for teaching literary texts

New Item Origi Mean
order nal

order
8 Division of the text into its essential units according to the

ideas or thoughts
15 87.1

9 Appreciation of the text by highlighting its noble values. 29 86.6
10 Identifying the occasion that inspired the writing ofthe text 3 86.2
11 Appreciating the text by analysing its figures of speech 27 85.6
12 Using suitable gestures during the recitation ofpoetry 11 83.8
13 Observing the extent of the train of thought and associated

ideas
19 83.6

14 Identifying the character of the author of the text and his life 2 83.6
15 Using new words from the text to create meaningful

sentences

13 83.3

16 Appreciating the text by describing the influence of the
figures of speech on its meaning

28 83.0

17 Identifying the genre of the prose text as story, oratory or
essay

7 83.0

18 Identifying the influence of the author's environment and
era on the writing ofthe text

4 82.7

19 Appreciating the text by interacting with and responding to
the feelings of its author.

30 81.8

20 Identifying the poet's feelings in the text 23 81.5
21 Creating in the pupils a love of literature and a desire to

read and memorise many texts
42 79.7

22 Understanding in greater detail the particular meaning of
each unit in the text

17 79.4

23 Connecting literary texts to other linguistic aspects 41 79.1
24 Identifying the genre of the poetry text as rhyme or free

verse

6 77.9

25 Deducing the character of the author's style as it appears in
the text

24 77.8

26 Appreciating the text by awareness of the beauty of both the
tone and rhythm in the poem

26 77.0

27 Awareness ofthe unity of the literary text 18 76.9
28 Criticising the text objectively by evaluating the extent of

the author's success in his expression ofa particular idea
31 74.9

29 Referring to external literary bibliography to discover more
about the author and the text

34 69.5

30 Writing brief details of the author of the text from relevant
references

35 69.2

31 Discovering the aspects of innovation in the form and aim
of the text

25 68.3

32 Knowing the type of literary school to which the text
belongs

8 65.3
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33 Knowing the famous writers and poets in Arabic literature
throughout history

36 65.1

34 Performing some simple dramas from time to time 40 63.9
35 Having sufficient knowledge of the history of Arabic

literature and its main features
39 63.3

4.2.3.3 Moderately Important

The items listed in Table 4.8 were rated moderately important, the third and lowest

level of the total. The seven items in the table can be divided into three categories:

1. Criticising the text: items 36 and 37.

2. Knowing the tendencies ofmodern Arabic literature and its criticism: items 38
and 39.

3. Identifying the type of the metre, {al-bahr al- 'ariidi), the musical rhyme and the
defects of the poem: items 40, 41 and 42.

Table 4.8 Moderately important competencies for teaching literary texts

New
order

Item Original
order

Mean

36 Criticising the text objectively by evaluating its good points
and comparing it with texts written by the other authors

33 60.9

37 Criticising the text objectively by comparing its style with
that ofother texts by the same author

32 60.4

38 Knowing the main tendencies ofmodern Arabic literature 37 59.9
39 Knowing the main tendencies ofmodern literary criticism 38 56.2
40 Identifying the metre of the poem 20 53.9
41 Identifying the musical rhythm used in the poetry text 21 53.9
42 Identifying the defects from which the rhyme suffers in a

given poem
22 51.8

4.2.4 Classification of Competencies for Teaching Oral Composition

The findings of this aspect were divided into two levels: very important and

important. The former contained items from 1 to 8, their means running from 87.7 to

91.6. The latter was comprised eighteen items from 9 to 26, their means running
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from 72.4 to 87.3. No other levels of importance were found in the results of this

aspect.

4.2.4.1 Very Important

Table 4.9 lists the eight items rated as very important.

Table 4.9 Very Important competencies for teaching oral composition
New
order

Item Original
order

Mean

1 Using modern standard Arabic when speaking by
pronouncing the letters correctly

5 91.6

2 Organising logically the ideas and elements while speaking 8 90.0
3 Identifying the important ideas and elements of the topic 4 89.5
4 Observing conversation etiquette in oral work by

respecting the opinions of others
20 89.4

5 Using modern standard Arabic when speaking by using the
correct vocabulary and sentences for the intended meaning

7 89.3

6 Using modern standard Arabic while speaking by
pronouncing the difficult words correctly

6 88.8

7 Expressing ideas clearly and fluently 13 88.6
8 Talking to others with confidence 17 87.7

The items listed in Table 4.9 can be divided into three categories.
1. Using modern standard Arabic and pronouncing the letters and words correctly;

using the correct vocabulary and sentence structure for the intended meaning:
items 1, 5 and 6.

2. Identifying, organising and expressing ideas clearly and fluently: items 2, 3, 7 and
8.

3. Conversation etiquette that the speaker should observe: item 4.

4.2.4.2 Important

More than half (eighteen) of the items attained this level and they were very close to

the level above (very important), for the highest mean was 87.3.
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Table 4.10 Important competencies for teaching oral composition

New
order

Item Original
order

Mean

9 Attracting and holding the listeners' attention during the talk
with the use of appropriate pauses and continuation
according to the meaning intended

9 87.3

10 Motivating pupils towards speaking on various topics 26 87.1
11 Observing conversation etiquette during discussion by using

convincing arguments
18 86.8

12 Choosing composition topics that are relevant to the pupils'
lives

3 86.7

13 Presenting ideas and opinions with accuracy and sincerity 15 86.1
14 Giving all pupils a chance to participate in discussion 25 85.0
15 Attracting and holding the listeners' attention during the

speech by keeping to the point
12 85.0

16 Covering the points with all their aspects of the topic of the
speech

14 84.4

17 Making use of other linguistic aspects for choosing a suitable
topic for a speech

1 84.1

18 Observing conversation etiquette during the speech by
replying politely to the enquiries and criticisms of others

19 82.7

19 Summarising the main ideas and points of the topic at the end
of the speech

21 82.4

20 Referring to various sources and bibliography to develop a
linguistic repertoire to help pupils in oral composition

24 81.6

21 Attracting and holding the listeners' attention during the talk
by using expressive movements and gestures

11 79.4

22 Attracting and holding the listeners' attention during the talk
by appropriate use of summary and elaboration

10 78.0

23 Making use of other subjects in choosing a suitable topic for
a speech

2 77.8

24 Criticising the ideas and opinions of others objectively 16 76.9
25 Directing and participating in symposia, meetings and

discussions to develop pupils' oral composition
23 73.3

26 Distinguishing between the characteristic and styles of the
different types of oral composition such as oratory and
discussion

22 72.4

According to Table 4.10 the items can be categorised as follows:

1. Attracting and holding the listeners' attention in different ways: items 9, 13, 15,

19,21 and 22.
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2. Observing conversation etiquette during the speech by practising polite and

objective behaviour: items 11,18 and 24.

3. Comprehensiveness of the speech in its main ideas: item 16.

4. Knowing the styles of the different types of oral composition: item 26.

5. Linking oral composition to other linguistic aspects, subjects and real-life
situations to develop the required competencies of speech: items 12, 17, 20, 23
and 25.

6. Competencies related to the teacher's performance: items 10 and 14.

4.2.5 Classification of Competencies for Teaching Written
Composition

Tables 4.11 to 4.13 rate the findings of this aspect at three levels, and no items in this

aspect were rated less or not important:

1. Very Important: items 1 to 12, with means ranging from 87.7 to 91.2.

2. Important: fourteen items from 13 to 26, with means ranging 72.8 to 87.4.

3. Moderately Important: item 27, with a mean of 61.3.

4.2.5.1 Very Important

According to the statistics in Table 4.11, all twelve items were rated very important.

This suggests that particular attention should be given to these items in the teaching

of written composition. According to the table, the items can be divided into three

groups:

1. The organisation, variety, clarity and sequence of ideas: items 1, 7, 9, 10 and 11.
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2. Acquisition of a style to enable pupils to present an original and cohesive piece of

writing: items 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6. (Most of these items were closely related to one

another, which could indicate the credibility of the findings of this study.)

3. Practice in writing about a variety of topics: items 8 and 12.

Table 4.11 Very Important competencies for teaching written composition

New
order

Item Original
order

Mean

1 Organising ideas logically when writing 11 91.2
2 Applying dictation rules when writing 6 90.3
3 Planning the subject by dividing it into introduction,

presentation and conclusion when writing
4 90.1

4 Bearing accuracy in mind when writing 19 89.7

5 Appropriate use ofquotations 18 89.7
6 Correcting the linguistic errors made in writing 23 89.7
7 Bearing in mind the clarity of ideas 13 89.3
8 Choosing subjects that represent various aspects of written

composition such as letters, essays, reports and creative
writing

1 88.8

9 Bearing in mind the variety ofbasic ideas of the topic 12 88.5

10 Choosing the correct vocabulary and sentence structure fox
the intended meaning

8 88.3

11 Placing sentences in logical succession 5 87.8

12 Motivating pupils to writing on various topics 27 87.7

4.2.5.2 Important

Table 4.12 shows that fourteen items were rated important, which suggests that they

play a significant role in written composition. They can be divided into three groups

as follows:

1. Making use of the link between written composition and other linguistic aspects:

items 14, 16, 17 and 25.

2. Pointers to a suitable style for the correct presentation of ideas and opinions in

writing: items 15, 20, 22, 23, 24 and 26.

3. Correction and evaluation ofwriting: items 13, 18, 19 and 21.
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Table 4.12 Important competencies for teaching written composition

New
order

Item Original
order

Mean

13 Identifying the type of linguistic errors that are made 22 87.4
14 Correct use ofpunctuation when writing 7 87.2

15 Organising the written text into sentences and paragraphs 9 87.0
16 Making use of other linguistic aspects in written

composition
3 87.0

17 Practising both functional and creative writing 21 86.4
18 Evaluating pupils' ideas, subject matter and methods or

styles ofwriting
25 86.2

19 Observing objective standards for correcting and judging the
quality ofeach type ofwritten composition

24 85.7

20 Presenting the appropriate evidence to support the pupils'
ideas or opinions in their writing

16 84.3

21 Preparing various linguistic activities to solve the problem ol
common linguistic errors

26 83.7

22 Presenting opinions logically and effectively 15 82.7

23 Criticising the ideas or opinions of others objectively 17 78.9
24 Correct positioning ofmain and sub-titles when writing 10 76.8

25 Referring to various sources and bibliography for writing
about the topic of composition

2 76.3

26 Including footnotes where necessary when writing 14 72.8

4.2.5.3 Moderately Important

Although the remaining item, as shown in Table 4.13, was not rated important or

very important, it still had some significance, for its mean was 61.3.

Table 4.13 Moderately Important competency for teaching written
composition

New
order

Item Original
order

Mean

27 Acquiring the habit ofwriting quickly 20 61.3

4.2.6 Classification of Competencies for Teaching Grammar

Unlike the previous linguistic aspects, most items (fourteen out of the total of

nineteen or 73.7 per cent) were rated very important. The remaining five items (15

to 19) were rated important. In the view of the respondents to the questionnaire,
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many pupils apparently find grammar a very difficult subject, which means that

various competencies need to be learned to master grammatical rules. No items in

this aspect were rated at the lower levels of importance.

4.2.6.1 Very Important

According to Table 4.14, fourteen items were rated very important, with means

ranging from 87.5 to 94.6.

Table 4.14 Very Important competencies for teaching grammar

New
order

Item Original
order

Mean

1 Using the inflection (al-i'rab) correctly when reading
and writing

8 94.6

2 Deducing the grammatical or morphological rule from
the various examples being studied

6 93.8

3 Mastering the inflection (al-i'rab) by the correct analysis
ofwords and sentences

7 93.7

4 Deducing from the text the examples demonstrating the
rule being studied

3 92.9

5 Creating meaningful sentences to practise the rules being
studied

9 91.4

6 Logical presentation by the teacher of grammatical and
morphological concepts at a suitable level for pupils

18 91.0

7 The use of correct pronunciation and sentence structure
by pupils when practising linguistic rules in writing and
speech

11 90.4

8 Discovering the grammatical and morphological errors
that are made

12 90.3

9 Correcting the grammatical and morphological errors
that are found

13 90.1

10 Motivating pupils to studying grammar and morphology 19 89.6
11 Using the linguistic rules in the other school subjects 15 88.9
12 Knowing the morphological rules of the structure or

form ofwords
10 88.6

13 Choosing texts containing sufficient examples of the
rules being studied

1 87.9

14 Using the grammatical and morphological rules for
understanding the new lessons of linguistic rules

14 87.5

The findings presented in Table 4.14 can be classified as follows:
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1. Identifying the texts containing relevant examples and using these examples for

knowing the linguistic rules: items 2,4, 12 and 13.

2. Discussing and analysing the concepts: item 6.

3. Application of linguistic rules to other aspects and school subjects: items 1, 3, 5,

7, 11 and 14.

4. Discovering and correcting errors: items 8 and 9.

5. Motivating pupils to study linguistic rules: item 10.

4.2.6.2 Important

This level contains five items as shown in Table 4.15 and they can be grouped as

follows:

1. Understanding the meaning of the text: item 17.

2. Analysing the examples: items 16 and 18.

3. Application of the rules: items 15 and 19.

Table 4.15 Important Competencies of teaching linguistic grammar

New
order

Item Original
order

Mean

15 Practising various linguistic activities to correct the
common linguistic errors

17 83.2

16 Understanding the connection between the examples by
relating their elements to one another

4 82.4

17 Understanding the general meaning of the text 2 81.8
18 Identifying the similarities and differences of the

examples
5 81.5

19 Making use of various sources and bibliography for
compiling extra grammatical and morphological
exercises

16 79.6
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4.2.7 Classification of Competencies for Teaching Dictation and
Punctuation

Since dictation is very important in training pupils to produce precise and correct

writing, the analysis of the data shows that most of the items (1 to 15) in this aspect

of teaching were classified as very important competencies. The remaining six items

(16 to 21) were rated important. Tables 4.16 and 4.17 classify the items according to

their importance.

4.2.7.1 Very Important

As stated above, this level contained fifteen items, with means ranging from 88.9 to

92.8 as shown in Table 4.16. The items can be divided into four groups as follows:

1. Knowing the basic rules ofdictation and punctuation: items 1, 2, 5 and 7.

2. Recognition of differences between shapes and sounds of letters and words: items

4, 10 and 11.

3. Application of the knowledge ofthe rules ofdictation and punctuation: items 3, 8,
9 and 15.

4. Overcoming the difficulties ofwriting the Arabic alphabet and correcting the
errors: items 6, 12, 13 and 14.

Table 4.16 Very Important competencies for teaching dictation and
punctuation

New
order

Item Original
order

Mean

1 Knowing the basic rules of dictation so as to write the
letters and words correctly

5 92.8

2 Pronouncing letters and words correctly 4 92.7
3 Writing sentences correctly according to the dictation

rules
8 92.2

4 Distinguishing between shapes of letters, especially
those which have a similar outline

1 92.2

5 Knowing the types ofpunctuation signs 11 91.7
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6 Overcoming the difficulties of writing the Arabic
alphabet, particularly those concerning hamza, soft alii
(ial-alif al-layyina), open and tied ta' (al-ta' al-
maftuha and al-marbuta)

6 91.2

7 Knowing the correct placing ofpunctuation in writing 12 91.1

8 Bearing accuracy in mind when writing 9 91.1
9 Mastering the correct use of punctuation when reading

and writing
13 90.9

10 Distinguishing between the sounds of letters,
especially those which are similar in articulation

3 90.0

11 Listening carefully to the correct pronunciation ol
letters and words

2 90.0

12 Overcoming the problems of writing non-phonetic
words, such as alif in hadha (this)

7 89.6

13 Following the approved method for correcting errors
in dictation

16 89.4

14 Finding the errors made in dictation 15 89.1
15 Applying the rules of dictation to the pupils' daily

writing
18 88.9

4.2.7.2 Important

This level of importance comprises six items related to two points as shown in Table

4.17:

1. Mastering the writing of text quickly and without errors: items 17, 18, 19 and 21.

2. Competencies that the teacher should possess and apply: items 16 and 20.

Table 4.17 Important competencies for teaching dictation and punctuation

New
order

Item Original
order

Mean

16 Motivating pupils to study and practise dictation rules 20 87.4
17 Connecting dictation with other aspects of language 17 84.9
18 Practising several linguistic activities to cure the

common errors ofdictation
19 83.0

19 Writing to the dictation of a full text or topic without
any errors

14 82.2

20 Knowledge and application by the teacher of the new
decisions on easing the rules of dictation, which are
issued regularly by linguistic academies (al-majami' al-
lughawiyya)

21 78.9

21 Acquiring the habit ofwriting quickly 10 68.0
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4.2.8 Classification of Competencies for Teaching Arabic Calligraphy

This aspect consisted of 22 items, twelve of which were rated very important and the

remaining ten important. The findings are shown in Tables 4.18 and 4.19.

4.2.8.1 Very Important

The means at this level ranged from 87.6 to 93.5, as shown in Table 4.18. The items

in the table focus on three points:

1. Competencies that pupils should apply when practising calligraphy:

a. The correct way ofdrawing or writing letters: items 1, 3 and 5.

b. The production ofgood examples ofArabic script: items 7 and 10.

c. Bearing in mind the characteristics of calligraphy: items 2, 4, 8 and 9.

2. Discovering and correcting errors: items 6 and 12.

3. Developing the inclination ofpupils to practise Arabic calligraphy: item 11.

Table 4.18 Very Important competencies for teaching Arabic calligraphy

New
order

Item Original
order

Mean

1 Distinguishing between the shapes of letters,
especially those which have a similar outline

1 93.5

2 Following the line for writing letters and words when
practising calligraphy

3 93.2

3 Knowing how to write letters correctly according to
their position in the word

2 92.8

4 Bearing in mind the clarity ofcalligraphy 12 91.4
5 Mastering the writing of letters when they are written

separately or joined
4 89.8

6 Correcting any errors in writing letters and words 18 89.2
7 Following the example of writing provided so as to

master its accomplishment
11 89.2

8 Concentrating carefully when practising calligraphy 14 88.8
9 Bearing in mind the harmony and co-ordination of

calligraphy
13 88.5
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10 Mastering two famous types of Arabic calligraphy:
Naskh and Ruq 'a

9 88.3

11 Developing pupils' inclination to practise Arabic
calligraphy

22 87.6

12 Discovering any errors in drawing the letters and
words when practising calligraphy

17 87.6

4.2.8.2 Important

Ten items (13 to 22) were rated important competencies at this level, with their

means ranging from 77.5 to 86.0. Table 4.19 shows the order of these items, which

can be divided into three groups as follows:

1. Cognitive aspect: items 16 and 22.

2. Psychomotor aspect: items 13, 14, 15, 17, 19 and 20.

3. Affective aspect (the appreciation of the beauty ofArabic calligraphy): items 18
and 21.

Table 4.19 Important competencies for teaching Arabic calligraphy

New
order

Item Original
order

Mean

13 Mastering the correct writing ofwords 6 86.0
14 Developing the artistic talents of pupils practising

Arabic calligraphy
21 85.3

15 Achieving a balance between speed and the mastery of
Arabic calligraphy competencies

7 85.0

16 Understanding the good example ofwriting that pupils
should follow when practising calligraphy

10 84.4

17 Bearing in mind the letters that go below line such as

jim and rriim
5 83.8

18 Discovering and appreciating the beauty of Arabic
calligraphy

15 83.7

19 Practising several linguistic activities to correct
common errors in calligraphy

19 81.7

20 Practising calligraphy in other linguistic aspects and
other subjects

20 79.4

21 Appreciating the beauty ofArabic calligraphy 16 78.8
22 Knowing the different types ofArabic calligraphy 8 77.5
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4.3 Conclusion

The main purpose of this chapter has been to present the statistical analysis of the

findings obtained from the questionnaire at identifying the linguistic competencies

required for teaching Arabic at the preparatory schools in Oman. The results led the

researcher to conclude that the majority of items in all aspects were rated important

and very important. In contrast, only nine items out of the total of two hundred and

thirty-one in the questionnaire were rated moderately important. These items were

related to the following competencies: Teaching Listening (one); Teaching Literary

Texts (seven); and Written Composition (one). The findings also showed that there

were no items rated less important and not important, since the lowest mean recorded

was 51.8 which was related to aspect of Literary Texts. The value of this mean was

rated moderately important because, as described in section 4.1 of this chapter, it fell

between 37.5 and 62.5.
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Chapter Five

Discussion and Interpretation of the Results

The primary purpose of Chapter Five is to discuss the statistics obtained from the

answers to the questionnaire, which were given in Chapter Four. The discussion and

interpretation below are supported by the relevant literature.

Regarding the statistical analysis presented in Chapter Four, it should be

noted here that the results need to be read in the light of their classification into three

levels: (1) Very Important and Important, which are combined; (2) Moderately

Important, which is a group by itself; and (3) Not Important and Not at all Important,

which are also combined. The reason for dividing the results into these three levels

is that when respondents choose Very Important, they logically mean also Important,

and when they choose Not at all Important, they mean also Not Important.

According to this classification, no competencies were rated at the third level of

importance.

The main purpose of this study is to identify the linguistic competencies

required for teaching Arabic at the intermediate schools in Oman and to arrange

these competencies in order of their importance. To this end, the discussion and

interpretation will focus on the competencies rated Very Important, the value of

whose means was 87.5 or more as stated in Chapter Four, section 4.1, since they

were identified as the most important items. The discussion of competencies rated

Moderately Important, the value ofwhose means ranging from 37.5 to less than 62.5,

were also presented in the present chapter, since they were perceived as the least
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important items according to the tables in Chapter Four. The following sections then

discuss the findings relating to the eight linguistic aspects of teaching Arabic by

following the classification of competencies into each level of importance as

described at the beginning ofChapter Four.

5.1 Findings Related to Teaching Listening

5.1.1 Very Important Competencies

According to Table 4.1 in Chapter Four, six competencies were rated Very Important

since the values of their means were between 96.6 and 88.1. They were classified

into two groups according to their topic.

The first group deals with the etiquette of listening, which listeners are

required to follow: items 1, 2 and 4. These competencies were rated Very

Importance in the opinion of experts, inspectors and teachers of Arabic. The

importance of these competencies is due to their significant role in the task of

teaching listening, since success in other competencies of listening is dependent on

them.

The importance of the above competencies for successful listening is

supported by the relevant literature. In this context, "paying attention", for example,

as part of the etiquette of listening, is essential to distinguish between hearing and

listening. Hearing, as shown by Rixon (1986: 28), is simply the recognition of

sounds, whereas listening implies conscious attention to the message of what is said.

Mersand (1977: 130-131) also lists some necessary strategies that the listener

should follow in order to listen accurately, completely, discriminatively and

appreciatively as follows: (1) sitting in a comfortable position with one's eyes on the
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speaker; (2) showing by one's facial expression that one is following the speaker; (3)

being patient if the speaker is in difficulties; (4) not interrupting the speaker, even if

the final bell rings; and (5) listening to others as one would like them to listen to

oneself. Furthermore, Mersand (p. 137) points out that "good conversation must have

as its counterpart courteous listening. Students always should keep in mind that the

good listener is frequently the socially acceptable and frequently the honoured and

respectable." In addition, a good listener is one who does not need to interrupt the

speaker with frequent requests for clarification or repetition to refresh his short-term

memory (Aitken, 1979: 176).

The way in which pupils can show that they are following the speaker's

words, as Dunkel (1986: 103-104) states, is by making physical responses to the

listening experience. These responses indicate at the same time understanding of the

speech and attention to the speaker. This is because, as Rixon, (1986: 121) says, we

can "investigate a learner's writing or speaking difficulties to some extent, and

observe how he reads, but what goes on inside each listener's head is more of a

mystery." This point is also supported by Wheeldon (1981: 57), who states that it is

impossible for the teacher to evaluate listening, since it is an activity that is taking

place internally - in the pupil's mind. This is because, he adds on the same page, the

"teacher has no idea of what is being processed by the learner, of what is being

understood or ofwhat has been missed."

The above discussion proves, then, that physical response is necessary to

show the competency of following the speaker. In this regard, Powers (1986: 14), in

his research Academic Demands Related to Listening Skills, has found that
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"following lectures given with different speeds and accents or dialects" is one of the

items seen as a difficult activity, which pupils discounted while listening. Perhaps

that is why the competency was rated Very Important in the findings of the current

study, which suggests that if we are serious about teaching listening, we should

consider this and other items as a way to successful listening.

M'A1 in its workshop (1999: 1) points out that the listener should have a full

knowledge of the subject to which he is listening, and this requires two conditions:

paying attention and careful listening, both of which are essential to achieve the

purpose of listening. Full knowledge of the subject of the speech means that the

listener should not ignore the speaker for even a moment during the speech. The

same reference (p. 4) lists the characteristics of the good listener. Among them is

letting the speaker feel that the listener is with him from beginning to end and that he

is following him with his eyes, ears and brain. The M'A also mentions (p. 33)

examples of obstacles to good listening, some of which are created by the teacher,

such as: (1) interrupting the pupil while the class is listening to him; and (2)

neglecting to teach the pupils how to listen carefully and pay attention. To conclude,

it should be said that since the listener in real life cannot switch off the speaker,

paying attention and following the speaker's words are very important.

The second group rated Very Important, as shown in Table 4.1, consists of

the remaining three items (3, 5 and 6), which focus on gathering, organizing and

summarizing the ideas of the speech. The fact that these competencies were

perceived as Very Important items suggests that most of the respondents to the

1 M'A refers to al-Markaz al- 'Arabi li al-Buhuth al-Tarbawiyya li Duwal al-khalij.
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questionnaire agree that more time should be devoted to these competencies when

teaching listening.

In view of these findings, the reasons for assessing this group of

competencies to be Very Important need to be specified. Gathering the main idea of

the speech, for example, has a primary role in teaching listening. Mersand (1977:

128) states that pupils nowadays listen much more than they read as a means of

obtaining information, facts, opinions, ideas and attitudes. In a similar vein, Joiner

(1986: 44) points out that we must prepare ourselves in today's society to receive

important information from the media such as radio and television rather than from

the printed page.

To enable pupils to identify the main ideas, which usually contain the

important information, they must learn to distinguish them from other information

that may be given in a speech. Unfortunately, as Yates (1979: 16, 40) points out, it

is not always easy to identify the main ideas. Often there are no cues introducing

them and the speech may include relevant details, which provide explanation,

illustration or supporting evidence, as well as irrelevant details, which add nothing to

the meaning. Another type of supplementary information that the listener is likely to

come across is the digression, which, although not essential to the main idea, is used

for further illustration and clarification. This may make it more difficult for the

listener, who must remember the main ideas while listening to the digression to avoid

possible confusion when the speaker finally returns to the original statement (ibid.:

27).
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These facts are supported by Rubin (1982: 19, 30), whose research has produced the

findings that 33 per cent of students at college level cannot or do not listen

attentively enough to identify and organize the main ideas when listening to a

speech. This suggests that there is a strong relationship between gathering the main

ideas and organizing them. This leads to the next stage, that is, the ability to

summarize in a good oral style what has been heard, thus indicating the integration of

listening and oral composition. This can be practised by the pupil extracting the

main ideas from the speech and repeating the information aloud as a summary in his

own words.

The integration of listening and oral composition can be supported by the

following statement. Since the ability to listen for a certain kind of information and

apply it to any situation is an important competency which can be learned and

practised (Otto, 1979: 319), teaching listening is clearly essential for the

improvement of oral composition. For example, it is obvious, as Mersand (1977:

126, 138) states, that a child learns his mother tongue by listening, which means that

teachers of speaking have to be aware of the importance of good listening in building

better speech habits. This integration is confirmed by Pittman (1967: 147), who

describes one of the principal methods of teaching languages. This is the aural-oral

method, applicable to the ears and mouth respectively. This means, as Pittman adds

on the same page, that we teach through and by the recognition and use of speech,

which leads to the following facts: "(1) speech is of the first importance in the skills

of language and language learning; (2) hearing the language correctly and speaking it

correctly are of equal importance."
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To sum up, it can be concluded from the above discussion that listening has finally

taken its rightful place as an end in itself in the teaching of language. Teachers of

Arabic can help and enable their pupils to apply and practise competencies of

listening, as described above and rated Very Important, in real life.

5.1.2 Moderately Important Competencies

One item only, as shown in Table 4.3, was rated at this level,: "prediction of what

will be said in speech". It received the lowest mean, that is, 57.5. Although this is a

negative result, since it indicates that this item plays a lesser role in teaching

listening, that does not necessarily mean that it is not required for teaching listening.

It seems to the writer that the reasons for rating the above item as Least

Important are as follows. There is the assumption that teachers do not give this

competency any attention; indeed, they ignore it completely when teaching listening.

Perhaps that is because respondents think that the competencies rated Very

Important, as discussed in section 5.1.1, are enough for pupils at the intermediate

stage since the competency ofprediction needs a high level of thinking.

Nevertheless, a review of the literature highlights the importance of

prediction in teaching listening. Rixon (1986: 65, 68), for example, points out:

It can be very useful to get students to predict what they will hear. This helps them to

recognize the actual words used in the passage. It is also useful to ask them to predict some

of the content of what they will hear. This gives a wider conceptual framework against

which they can match what they hear, and can lead to surprise and indignation, as when a

listener expects a speaker to take a particular line ofargument and he says quite the opposite.

It is also helps students to draw inferences from what they hear. If a piece of information
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which they expect to find in a passage is not there in so many words, they might start looking

for ways in which the speaker might have implied it.

Madkur (1991: 87, 94) also indicates the importance of this competency,

which he calls deductive thinking (al-tafkir al-istintajT). He states that among the

main features of a good listener is deductive thinking, which means prediction and

clear expectation. Examples are predicting the end of a story or the results ofmany

events that have been described.

From the above discussion, it could be said that although the competency of

prediction was rated the Least Important, it has, on the contrary, an important place

and influence in the development of the other listening competencies.

The second reason is perhaps that most teachers are lacking in knowledge of

the competencies required for teaching listening and they have difficulty in deciding

which are very important and which are least important. This may be because there

are no lists of these competencies available in the field of teaching Arabic in Oman.

As stated in Chapter Two, section 2.3.2.3.3A, this may result in ignorance of

teaching listening since it has not been allocated any class periods or even a slot in

the Arabic curriculum. Such ignorance is also perhaps due to the fact that the

majority of teachers are unfamiliar with the leading educational research journals

since schools do not give much attention to research activities. From my experience

in teaching, teachers did not do anything related to research or even attend any

seminars to discuss educational topics. Nor did I come across any well-known

periodicals except a few old copies which the Ministry of Education had distributed

to the schools instead ofputting them in its main store.
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A review of the findings related to listening teaching discussed in this section

produces the following conclusions: (1) listening plays a central role in the lives of

people in social interaction, and in career success. It is also particularly important in

the lives of pupils at all educational levels; (2) knowledge of the competencies of

listening can enable pupils to define proper strategies for performing effectively as

listeners; (3) listening is directly related to other aspects of teaching Arabic such as

oral composition; (4) since teaching listening has been given a low priority in the

Arabic curriculum, teachers do not know its basic competencies, which means that

they cannot teach their pupils to master them; and (5) since we believe that listening

is a very important aspect of teaching Arabic, we think that there are valid reasons

for introducing it at the intermediate stage and devoting adequate time to teaching it.

5.2 Findings Related to Teaching Reading

As shown in Tables 4.4 and 4.5, there are 46 items included in this aspect. Of that

number, 10 items were rated Very Important, with the remainder rated Important.

This means that no items were rated Moderately, Less and Not Important. Therefore,

the focus here will be on the Very Important competencies, the value of whose

means ranged from 94.3 to 87.6. This result shows that there is a remarkably close

agreement between respondents about the central role of these items in teaching

reading.

5.2.1 Very Important Competencies

As stated in Chapter Four (section 4.2.2.1), the competencies related to this level can

be divided into five categories. In the following paragraphs, we shall explain the

reasons for rating these items Very Important.
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The first category contains four competencies related to reading aloud: items 1, 3, 4

and 7. It should be noted that there is a strong relationship between these four items.

This is because the correct pronunciation of the letters of the alphabet results in

reading aloud without errors. Consequently, the reader is pleased with his

achievement, which in turn prompts him to read with confidence and fluency, while

at the same time he can use intonation and suitable gestures to express the desired

meaning.

A review of the relevant literature supports the opinions expressed above, and

confirms the importance of these competencies. The significant role of reading aloud

(oral reading) is highlighted by Dechant and Smith (1977: 203), who state that oral

reading is an avenue to learning. Pupils can benefit educationally by reading prose,

poetry or drama aloud, for example. It is also helpfiil in testing fluency and accuracy

in reading. Furthermore, Baron and Strawson (1976: 386) and Williams (1986: 2)

state that reading aloud is a better way of practising pronunciation and it provides

teachers with a means of evaluating progress in reading. Al-Sayyid (1988: 333), in

his description of reading aloud, states that it is a type of reading which is performed

orally, the letters and words are pronounced and the style of reading can be changed

according to the situation.

It could be said, therefore, that many native speakers of a language, as stated

by Lado (1964: 137), cannot read aloud effectively because they have not mastered

this skill. To remedy the situation, in my opinion, far more attention should be given

to practising the correct pronunciation of the letters. The fact that some letters in

Arabic have a similar sound might cause pupils to make errors in their pronunciation.
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According to al-Mubarak (1964: 249-251), examples are sin ( ) and sad ( o3 );

ta' ( ^ ) and td( J=> ) zdd (-k) and dhal ( i ). Therefore it is essential that the

teacher sets a good example in his pronunciation so as to enable the pupils to avoid

such confusion. He can also use sound recordings and a language laboratory for this

purpose.

In my view, there are also other factors which can cause confusion in

pronunciation in Oman: (1) the influence of the accent used by both teachers and

pupils. In this regard, Munby (1978: 84) and Tench (1981: 11) point out that the

largest dimension and the most obvious factor of dialectal language variety is

geographical or regional dialect and this affects all participants. They add that the

language variation according to region is most marked in the speaker's

pronunciation, which is an aspect of dialect known as accent. There are several

regional accents in Oman. For example, people in the Interior Region pronounce the

letter qaf as kaf, so when they say the word qal (say), it sounds like kal. In the east

of Oman, people pronounce the letter qaf as ghayn, so when they say the word qal

(say), it sounds like ghal; (2) as stated in Chapter Three, section 3.1, there are many

teachers of Arabic from various Arab countries such as Egypt, Jordan, the Sudan and

Tunisia. Each group of these teachers has a different accent. This fact is supported

by Mitchell (1993: 4), who says:

Geographical distribution by region is the most important factor of contemporary difference

in Arabic speech, so that it is necessary to distinguish, for example, among Arabian,

Jordanian, Iraqi, Libyan, Moroccan, Syrian, and many other similar regional varieties used

by the 130,000,000 or more speakers of this truly word language.

Dechant and Smith (1977: 203) comment on the use of intonation and
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gestures as follows: "The intonation pattern cannot be fully represented by writing.

The tone of voice (the paralanguage) and the gestured bodily movements (the

kinesics) are only crudely represented by underlined words, exclamation points, or

word choice (sauntered, gesticulated)."

The second category includes only one item (10): "not uttering or

pronouncing words when reading silently". Clearly, this item is related to silent

reading. Pittman (1967: 178) points out that silent reading is receiving much

attention since it is a valuable activity in education directed at understanding what we

read. The features of silent reading are described by Dechant and Smith (1977:

203): "silent reading is considered to be a 'see and comprehend process' rather than a

'see, say, and comprehend process'." This suggests that vocalization or even sub-

vocalization is avoided during silent reading. Qura (1981: 127) also determines the

nature of silent reading by describing it as the process by which is achieved the

explanation and interpreting of the written symbols, and the comprehension of their

meanings in the brain of the reader without any voice or muttering or the moving of

lips.

Therefore, to read silently means that the words should not be uttered, since

that activity is the basis of oral reading. Silent reading is practised by most people in

everyday life in different situations (Nuttall, 1983: 3). As a result, pupils need to

master its competencies at an early stage (Madkur: 1991: 141).

The third category is related to understanding the words and ideas of the text:

items 5 and 6. These competencies are closely linked to each other. To understand

the main ideas, the pupils must have knowledge of word meanings and be able to
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select the correct meaning from the context. After all, the purpose of all reading is to

understand the meaning. Dechant and Smith (1977: 254) state that the ability to

identity the main idea is necessary for the interpretation and understanding of what is

written. Since all the other interpretative reading competencies are secondary, pupils

cannot identity the theme of a paragraph or understand the implied meanings or

organize or summarize what they have read if they cannot grasp the main idea.

Expanding one's knowledge of the meanings of unfamiliar words is also essential to

this end. One way of discovering the meanings of these words is from the context.

According to Southgate (1984: 7), pupils could follow the clues provided by the

passage itself such as semantic cues. Therefore, the teacher should encourage the

pupil to guess the meaning of the word from the context of the sentence and

paragraph that he is reading.

The fourth category deals with item number 8 "choosing the reading texts

that suit the level of the pupils and are useful to them". This competency suggests

that it is very important to encourage pupils to participate in choosing texts that are

suitable for them. In this regard, Rammuny (1994: 228) found that the learners'

participation in choosing topics related to the learning strategies to be incorporated

into the lessons helps to create a teaching/learning curriculum suitable for all

learners. Johnson (1973: 19) also states that by motivation "people, and most

certainly children, learn that which interests them much more readily than that which

does not. It is therefore evident that we must pay careful attention to the content of

the reading material when we look at reading programmes."
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Obviously, in every class there are pupils who have a different level of reading

ability. Therefore, each pupil needs special guidance in choosing and reading texts

according to his level. To achieve this task, the teacher should, for example, make a

preliminary survey of what is available in the school library and which books would

interest his pupils. It is also essential that the teacher knows that these books can be

read without too much difficulty.

Although the findings of the present study emphasize the importance of this

competency, the current situation of teaching reading in Oman shows that pupils are

not encouraged to look at a variety of suitable books from which to make a choice

for reading. This situation could be due to several reasons. (1) The system of

instruction is based on a compulsory textbook, which is also the only basis of the

final exam in this subject taken by all the pupils. This means that the teacher must

finish it before the end of the academic year. As a result, there is simply not enough

time for the teachers to do everything that they would like to do with their pupils

such as further reading from various sources. (2) The pupils themselves lack the

inclination to read about a subject from different sources. This is because (3) schools

libraries suffer from a lack of reference material and in most regions there is no local

library to supply this deficiency.

The fifth category of the Reading competency, as shown in Table 4.4,

comprises two items: 2 and 9. The original order of these items in the table was 40

and 41 and both deal with important issues related to teaching reading: linguistic

errors and diagnostic knowledge of pupils' strengths and weaknesses. Evidence
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supporting the importance of this aspect is provided by several writers. Pittman

(1967: 17) says:

The value of correct language habits at the elementary level should be understood. This is

the foundation of our pupils' skill for all later levels. Incorrect and bad language habits

learned in the first few months or years will produce habitual errors. Habitual errors acquired

at the elementary stage will endanger all language habits, even those learnt much later. In the

presence of habitual errors, the secondary and tertiary teacher is faced with special

difficulties: his teaching is expected to remedy the unhappy situation ofhis pupils, which was

created at the elementary stage.

So that the teacher can plan adequate and appropriate instruction for every

pupil, Southgate (1984: 8-9) points out that one of the requisite competencies for

reading is that the teacher should have a continuing detailed knowledge of each

pupil's strengths and weaknesses. He also needs to know and use a variety of

individual assessment techniques.

From the above discussion can be drawn the following conclusions. Since

reading is an essential aspect of language and the gateway to success in other areas of

the school curriculum, an effective teacher of the subject should recognize the

importance of the above competencies. It is clear that teachers need not only a good

knowledge of reading but also the ability to apply that knowledge in the classroom.

Furthermore, it should be mentioned here that the findings presented in this section

are supported by many researchers who have perceived these competencies as the

most important for an Arabic teacher. Among them are Bad! (1990: 58-72) and al-

Kandarl (1999: 199-202).
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5.3 Findings Related to Teaching Literary Texts

In Chapter Four, section 4.2.3, the competencies related to the aspect of literary texts

were classified into three levels of importance: Very Important (7 items), Important

(28 items), and Moderately Important (7 items). For the purpose ofChapter Five, we

shill discuss the competencies that were perceived as most and least important.

5.3.1 Very Important Competencies

According to Table 4.6, the seven items related to this level of importance were

divided into two categories. One was mastering the competency of the recitation

(reading aloud) of poetry by applying grammatical rules and using the intonation of

the voice: items 1 and 3. The importance of this type of reading derives from the

significance ofpoetry as an aspect of literature, which is explained below.

It has been well known for a long time that Arabic poetry, in the words of

Bakalla (1981: 117), has always been recognized as the dlwan al-'arab, the public

record of the Arabs. This is because it is "a resort in times of sorrow and happiness,

of defeat and victory, an expression of the Arab people's cultural ideals and greatest

aspirations" (Allen, 1998: 104). Similarly, Suleiman (1993: 77) points out that

"Arabic poetry reflects, as it has done throughout the ages, the values of the Arab

people and their current concerns."

Consequently, there are good reasons for identifying the primary aims of

teaching poetry to pupils, especially when we know that "the Arab word for literature

is Adab, which originally meant good manners and behaviour" (Bakalla, 1981: 113).

According to Gurrey (1959: 127), these aims can be summarized as follows: (1)

helping pupils to enjoy poetry; (2) helping them to discover more in each poem than
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they could discover by themselves; and (3) encouraging them to continue reading

poetry so that in time they will be capable of understanding and later of appreciating

the great poems.

Clearly, reciting poetry is one of the main purposes of teaching this subject to

pupils. Dechant and Smith (1977: 203) emphasize the point by saying that one of

many purposes of reading aloud is that pupils can use this method for prose, poetry

or drama. In addition, one way of reading poetry is in a group, which results in a

better appreciation of literature as well as improvements in pronunciation, phrasing,

interpretation, rhythm and flexibility. It also develops an awareness of the intonation

pattern and provides practice in grammatical usage (ibid.: 205). On the use of

grammar in reading Arabic poetry, al-Hashmi (2001: 25) points out that "the readers

need to be aware of the grammatical rules in order to put the right vowel at the end of

each word if necessary." Therefore, to enable pupils to recite poetry effectively,

Gurrey (1959: 130) states that they must learn to read with vocal clarity and

articulation, and with full control of the deeper breathing necessary to transform print

into sound for an audience. Pupils also need to learn how to read with vocal

flexibility and intonation to express the meanings and emotions of the poem.

The above discussion supports the findings that the previous competencies

indicate the relationship between literature and other aspects of the Arabic language

such as grammar and reading. This result, in fact, enhances what has already been

discussed in Chapter Two, section 2.3.2.1, about the integration of all linguistic

aspects during teaching.
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The second category of competencies rated Very Important comprised the remaining

five items: 2, 4, 5, 6, and 7. According to a survey of these competencies, they deal

with the following three issues: (1) identifying the aim and ideas of the text; (2)

developing the linguistic repertoire of the pupils; and (3) choosing suitable texts.

According to the respondents to the questionnaire, particularly the group of

teachers, it was believed that pupils should be given the opportunity to use their

initiative in extracting the general aim and the main ideas of the text. The teachers

themselves had been denied this opportunity, perhaps because many of them had

been affected by the traditional methods of teaching literature, which emphasize the

role of the teacher in explaining everything in the text to his pupils, who only listen

and try to understand what is being taught to them. Many writers have described this

method as the one which is followed in teaching literary texts. Among them, for

example, is Shahata (1992: 183), who has written about the current situation and the

difficulties facing the teaching of this aspect ofArabic.

The competencies that focus on developing a linguistic repertoire have been

said to play an essential role in promoting the pupils' language. This can be

achieved by encouraging pupils to read literary texts as much as possible. Al-

Hashmi (2001: 26-27) emphasizes that since the speciality of literature lies in its

unique use of language, one of its roles is to provide pupils with a variety of

vocabulary and structures to use in their own style to express themselves. This

suggests that in the literature lesson "pupils should come across new vocabulary and

groups ofwords and add them to their lexicon" (ibid.: 22).
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The use of literature to enrich the pupils' language certainly leads to the last

competency, number 7: "choosing text that is suitable for the level of the pupils".

However, the need to acquire new vocabulary could persuade some educationists to

select texts according to their lexical difficulty. This is the traditional method of

selecting literary texts in the Arab world, which is described, for instance, by Madkur

(1991: 209-210). He writes that there are several defects in this method as follows:

(1) too many texts are selected which include numerous difficult words and unusual

structures; (2) the texts cover topics that do not inspire feelings and emotions; and (3)

the texts are remote from and irrelevant to the environment, experience and interests

of the pupils. The last defect was also emphasized by a schoolgirl on an Omani

television channel on 7 April 2002 during an educational programme called Maraya

Tarbawiyya.2 She stated that the Omani curriculum of teaching literary texts did not

reflect the pupils' interest, nor was there any participation by the pupils in the

planning and choice of texts for studying.

This situation, in contrast, suggests that what is offered to pupils must not

only suit their linguistic capacities but should also be within their general experience.

This is necessary because, as Lazar (1993: 15) states, if the texts are carefully

chosen, pupils will feel that what they do in the classroom is relevant and meaningful

to their own fives. If such a policy is followed, it will help to develop the pupils'

love of literature and a desire to seek more information about it. Therefore, the

important role of the literary texts means that their careful selection should be given

due attention in the Arabic curriculum.

2 This programme is a discussion of educational issues in Oman with specialists, teachers and pupils.
This kind of programme is a new idea and another step forward in the promotion and development of
education in Oman.
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5.3.2 Moderately Importance Competencies

As shown in Table 4.8, seven items were found at the lowest level of importance, the

value of their means ranging from 60.9 to 51.8. These competencies can be divided

into three groups as follows: (1) items 36 and 37: methods of criticizing literary

texts; (2) items 38 and 39: analysis of the tendencies ofmodern Arabic literature and

modern literary criticism, which is closely linked to the first group. It should be

mentioned here that the two items within each group are also closely linked to each

other, for their original order was numbered in succession (33, 32; and 37, 38), and

so was their new order (36, 37, 38 and 39 - see Table 4.8). This result indicates that

there was agreement among the majority of the respondents in the sample of the

present study that these competencies were only Moderately Important in teaching

literary texts.

Before dealing specifically with the reasons why the above competencies

were given a lower rating, let us discuss and explain briefly their significance in

teaching literary texts according to the relevant literature. Since the word

"criticism", as Allen (1998: 361) says, "initially involves the process of making an

evaluative decision", the poetry texts, as al-Hashmi (2001: 169) states, "provide

many opportunities for different opinions to be generated and discussed." Therefore,

as Gurrey (1959: 142) points out, pupils need to be trained in judgement by

assessing the quality of the material that they read. He adds that the most effective

method used in the poetry criticism is that of comparison, which is more clearly

defined and decisive than any other. In addition, it is a method that can be applied to

works of varying levels of difficulty, which means that clearly good and clearly bad

poems can be selected for pupils to compare (ibid.: 148). In fact, this method is
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supported by the long history of Arab literary criticism, during which, for example,

poets used to enter their poems in a competition at 'Ukaz Fair near Taif, and the best

poem was chosen by the judges or critics according to certain principles ('Abdrn,

1970: 68-69; Bakalla, 1981: 260).

The tendencies and characteristics of modern Arabic literature have been

described by Bakalla (1981: 169-172) as follows. One of the most noticeable

features of modern Arabic literature is that it contains a richer variety of themes than

the preceding periods because the Arabs are more open to external influences from

both East and West. As a result, modern literature reflects the different aspects and

manifestations of contemporary life. This has led to a huge expansion in other type

of literature such as children's literature, novels, drama, short stories, and literary

essays. Literary criticism, as Bakalla adds (p. 264), has also been influenced by the

modern era and modern schools of literary criticism have been established to judge

the new forms of literature. The status of literary criticism itself has been enhanced

by becoming a subject of study in colleges and universities and its specialists are on

the increase in the Arab world.

It is clear from the discussion that the competencies of literary criticism and

knowledge of the features of modern Arabic literature are very important in

education. They help to improve the pupils' ability to understand, analyse and

appreciate Arabic literature. Nevertheless, the main question that comes to mind is

why have these competencies been perceived to be only Moderately Important? The

answer might be based on several reasons. Firstly, it is known that criticism is the

last stage in studying a literary text and that it requires the highest level of thought.
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This means that many competencies need to be learnt to reach that level, such as

knowing the difficult words in the text, reading it aloud, understanding the ideas,

analysing its units, choosing several texts for comparison, and so on. These activities

take much time and effort. It is often a difficult task to achieve, especially when the

classes usually comprise between 30 and 40 pupils, which means that there is very

little opportunity to teach them the art ofcriticism.

Secondly, the competency of literary criticism is normally acquired by the

training in and practice of evaluation and judgement strategies. However, many

Arabic teachers lack adequate knowledge and experience in this area, possibly

because they themselves were not given enough training in this aspect as students.

From my experience as a university undergraduate, I noticed that the content of this

subject focused only on the history and features of Arabic criticism without offering

any practice. Earlier, at secondary school, the Arabic teacher tried to ignore

answering the questions on literary criticism in the textbook, instead leaving us to

answer them for homework without any reference to them at the next lesson. Maybe

the teacher himselfcould not answer the questions.

Thirdly, the study of Arabic literature as a separate subject with its own class

period and textbook is not part of the Arabic curriculum in the intermediate schools

in Oman. Only a few literary texts are included in the textbook as stated in Chapter

Two, section 2.3.2.3.3. Perhaps the low priority accorded to Arabic literature

persuaded the majority of respondents to regard the relevant competencies as less

important than the others, and so, logically, they gave them a low rating.
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The third and last group rated Moderately Important comprises items 40, 41 and 42.

These items deal with the metre and rhyme of the poetry text, which is related to

prosody {al- 'arud). Prosody is a distinct feature of Arabic poetry for it focuses on

the end-rhyme of each line (bayt) in the poem and is associated with sound (Allen,

1998: 120). The value of the rhyme is derived from reading aloud with expression.

There are many benefits from a reading that gives attention to the rhyme, as

described by Gurrey (1959: 126-141). Reading aloud with expression awakens the

mind to the music and sound of the words. Pupils are thus encouraged to pay greater

attention to what the poet has said and search for its meaning. It also reveals some of

the poem's hidden beauty, which arouses the interest of the literary-minded pupils or

those whose pleasure in poetry is on the wane. The power of appreciation and

judgement is enhanced. Gurrey (1959: 140) states "pupils who are not interested, or

who dislike poetry, do not participate in a poetic experience if they do not willingly

attend - the poetry passes them by. They read words or hear them; but they may be

deaf to their music."

Clearly, a useful way of increasing pupils' awareness of the qualities of a

poetry text is for the teacher to read aloud with expression and train his pupils to do

likewise. The teacher should also ensure that each pupil is listening carefully to the

sound and rhyme so as to recognize any dissonance in the verse of the poem.

Despite the important role of the competencies connected with the poetry

metre, it seems that the main reason why they are rated as least important is the lack

of textbooks devoted to this part of Arabic curriculum at the intermediate stage.

However, this aspect is included in the secondary school curriculum. Therefore, the
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Arabic teacher may think that it is not his duty to train pupils in this aspect of literary

texts at the intermediate stage. Another possible reason is that Arabic teachers

themselves are unclear about the function and role of these competencies in literary

texts, especially poetry.

To sum up, the findings presented in sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2 indicate that

seven specific competencies were given the highest ratings, for they were

represented by successful teaching in those aspects of the literary texts. Another

seven competencies were rated Moderately Important. Furthermore, the discussion

has unfortunately revealed an enormous gap between the ideal and current situations

of teaching literary texts. This gap could be due to several reasons, the most

important ofwhich is the low status accorded to the teacher in the educational system

as a result of the centralization of education. The system requires that all pupils in

the same class have to study the same texts and topics because they are going to take

the same final examination. Therefore, the teacher is obliged to finish the syllabus

before the end of the year. The result is that our pupils are deprived of the

opportunity to sample and enjoy their literary heritage.

Although the point of view mentioned above seems to be true, there are still

ways open to the teacher to improve his teaching without breaking the rules of the

centralized educational system. For example, he could, with his colleagues, establish

a small library of literary texts in the classroom, where his pupils could be

encouraged to borrow books to read in their own time under minimal supervision. In

addition, to enable his pupils to hear and sample poetry, he could, if he doubted his
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own ability to read well, play a good recording of a competent reader to give his

pupils the opportunity of listening to a suitable model to follow.

Nowadays, there are numerous cassettes in bookshops containing recitations

of poetry performed by verse choirs on different literary topics. A cassette that is

particularly recommended is Rawa 7' al-Shi 'r al- 'Arab!3 [The Best ofArabic Poetry].

This cassette includes the recitation of some famous poems by well-known poets

such as 'Antara, al-Mutanabbl and Ahmad ShawqI. There is also an annual festival

for the recitation of poetry (al-mahrajan al-inshadX) at Sultan Qaboos University in

Oman. The most recent, the fourth, was held in March 2002, and, according to al-

Ma'alim (2002: 7), was attended by around ten thousand people. Such an event

provides an excellent opportunity for pupils to participate in and benefit from the

public reading of literary texts.

5.4 Findings Related to Teaching Oral Composition

According to the statistical analysis of the findings of this aspect as shown in Chapter

Four, Tables 4.9 and 4.10, two levels of importance were found: Very Important and

Important. In this section we shall focus on the first level, containing the

competencies rated Very Important.

5.4.1 Very Important Competencies

According to Table 4.9 eight items were rated Very Important and they were divided

into three categories. The first comprises items 1, 5 and 6: the correct pronunciation

3 This cassette is related to mahrajan KaZima li al-turath al-islamT issued by al-Sunduq al-waqfi li al-
thaqafa wa al-fikr in Kuwait.
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of the letters and words of modern standard Arabic and the choosing of appropriate

words and sentences to convey the desired meaning.

It should be noted here that the competencies of correct pronunciation of

modern standard Arabic were also rated Very Important in the discussion of the

findings of teaching reading. The reasons for the high rating of these items have

already been explained in detail in section 5.2.1, so it is unnecessary to repeat the

explanation here. However, it should be stressed that these competencies enhance

the integration of reading and oral composition since both help pupils to speak and

read correctly with a good accent.

Another point that should be made here is that although "speech is much

more than pronunciation...it is impossible without it!" (Tench, 1981: 109).

Furthermore, the competencies of pronunciation, including stress and intonation, as

stated by Pittman (1967: 124, 127), are necessary, for a change in pronunciation

produces a change in the meaning of what the speaker is telling the listeners. For

example, the use of incorrect intonation can change a polite and friendly expression

into one meaning the opposite of what was intended. In addition, a change in the

cadence of a sentence can transform a request into a command.

The remaining competency in the first group, item 5, focuses on the pupils'

linguistic repertoire, which helps them to express a precise meaning. As a result,

pupils can use the new vocabulary to convey desired meaning efficiently, since

"communication competency can be defined as the ability to use language to

communicate within a specific situation" (Rubin, 1982: 19). In other words, if a

person is to function effectively in society, he needs to achieve a certain level of
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competency in the use of language for communication (Wiemann & Backlund, 1980:

186). The pupil can do this by using from his stored knowledge the new vocabulary

and accepted phrases and structures, which are evidence of his confidence in using

them independently of the teacher. According to Richards (1983: 224), words that

play a less crucial role in the message may be dropped by the speaker and other

words given more prominence in their place. This is necessary because, as Rivers

(1971: 190) says, choosing words carelessly means that the message decoded may

be quite different from that which the speaker intended to convey. Therefore, it

should be noted that words, as Lado (1965: 212-213) points out, are not only a list

of lexical items but also much more. They are a highly complex system of classes of

items including meaning, forms, grammatical function and so on.

This group of competencies is clearly concerned with the characteristics of

the language, especially as a system of sounds. This aspect has already been

discussed in detail in Chapter Two: for more information, see section 2.1.2.

The second category comprises items 2,3,1 and 8, which focus on the way in

which the ideas of a speech are treated and expressed. These competencies

summarize the logical steps that should be followed in teaching pupils to master the

competency of oral composition. After the topic of composition has been chosen, the

next step is for the pupils, under the supervision of their teacher, to identify and make

a list in the form of points of the basic ideas and elements, which in itself will

encourage the pupils to speak successfully. Then the ideas and elements need to be

sorted into a logical order, an exercise that should be given sufficient attention. The
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accomplishment of these steps can help pupils to convey their ideas clearly and

fluently.

Included in the second category defined above is the competency of

expressing ideas fluently. In this context, Tench (1981: 61) says: "Fluency is the

smooth joining-up of elements at an acceptable speed of delivery." On the same

page he adds that it includes many aspects of language such as pronunciation,

grammar, appropriate vocabulary, style and discourse. Using these linguistic aspects

with a minimum of effort and with a minimum of conscious decision-taking indicates

that the speaker has fluency (ibid.: 62).

There are, however, a number of factors which affect the fluency of speech.

Among them are tiredness, embarrassment and fear. The subject matter also affects

fluency, for a lack of familiarity with it leads to less fluency. Furthermore, hesitation

and pauses also interrupt fluency, although they do not necessarily indicate a serious

impediment. Hesitation and pauses, in fact, are common features of native speech.

They are used, for example, in searching for just the right word to express a

particular meaning, or for rephrasing a sentence (ibid.: 62). Likewise, Richards

(1983: 225) states that between 30 and 50 per cent of speaking time may consist of

hesitation and pauses in natural speech and this is yet another factor that affects

fluency to some extent.

The mastery of the competency of fluency helps the speaker in his

composition to talk to others with a self-confidence which reflects his personality.

Therefore, to achieve an improvement in the pupil's ability to express himself

unselfconsciously and easily, his personality should be reinforced by practice and
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effective participation in the oral lesson. Such practice is necessary because,

according to Gurrey (1959: 36), during a speech a speaker's personality can create

problems such as self-consciousness, nervousness, shyness and defects in

articulation. Rivers (1971: 193) also states that there are some personality factors

which affect pupils' performance in the oral part of the lesson. Some pupils are

naturally cautious or meticulously careful, whereas others are more sensitive. These

pupils, therefore, are easily embarrassed or upset if found to be in error or not

understood. Therefore, they prefer to say nothing rather than express themselves

incorrectly.

The third category of competencies rated Very Important comprises item 8,

which is the last number in Table 4.9. It relates to the conversation etiquette that a

speaker is required to follow. The importance of this competency is based on the

significant role of the conversation itself in developing the competencies of speech.

Richards (1990: 67) states that conversation is an opportunity to provide practice in

both accuracy and fluency by encouraging pupils to talk. For the duration of a class

period, the teacher can use whatever suitable sources, materials and techniques are to

hand.

Again Richards (1990: 68) adds that since conversation entails collaboration,

a basic rule is that only one person speaks at a time and he does not say everything

that he wants to say in a single utterance. This means that there is a system or

strategy of "turn-taking", where the speaker may become the listener. For the

conversation to be successful, the speaker should follow certain rules of etiquette.
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Some of these rules, which include respecting others, are listed by Richards (1990:

68) as follows:

- using interjections to signal a request for a turn, such as "Mm-hmm", "Yeah", and rising

intonation

- using facial or other gestures to indicate a wish to take a turn

- accepting a turn offered by another speaker by responding to a question or by providing the

second part of an adjacency pair (e.g., expressing thanks in response to a compliment)

- completing or adding to something said by the speaker

To achieve the basic strategies of conversation, the role of the teacher should

be to guide the pupils. The rules of conversation, as listed by Rivers (1971: 204)

and Rixon (1981: 63-64), are as follows. They state that the teacher himself, for

instance, should not talk too much, for his interruptions would distort the purpose of

the conversation. He should also not try to correct every mistake, for this will

discourage, frustrate and inhibit the pupils from speaking freely. However, the

teacher can perform certain roles. He should encourage reluctant and shy pupils to

participate in the conversation. In addition, he can be as a source of information

from which pupils can draw guidance on the use of vocabulary, new structures, or

the rephrasing of a sentence to make it clearer to others. He can also point out a

correction which he feels must be made immediately without interrupting the flow of

the conversation.

The conclusion which can be drawn from the findings discussed previously in

section 5.4.1 is that the success in teaching pupils to master these competencies is

largely dependent on the type of conversation topic and the extent to which it is
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related to the pupils' lives and interests. This point of view is confirmed by Gurrey

(1959: 39):

The young pupil in the lower or middle school will often find himself as Rousseau did:

"When forced to speak, I am at a loss for words; and ifanyone looks to me, I am instantly out

of countenance; but if animated with my subject, I express my thoughts with ease."4 This

gives us our clue: whatever the mode or form of the oral work, the subject of the pupils' talks

must not only be within the capacities and experience of the pupils, but must lie close to the

heart of their interests and dearest concerns.

It could be concluded also that the above competencies emphasize the

integration of oral composition and other aspects of teaching Arabic. However, such

integration should be the result of the point of view that speech is the goal of

communication and all other aspects are means to this end (Shahata, 1992: 242). An

example of this integration is that of speaking and listening. Both are integral parts

of total oral communication, for such communication between humans cannot occur

without a speaker and a listener. Each is also crucial in the development of the

ability of the other, the conversation being a typical example. There is, therefore, no

doubt that training and encouraging pupils to speak effectively, such as expressing

their feelings and thoughts correctly and fluently, is a significant purpose of

teaching/learning language.

5.5 Findings Related to Teaching Written Composition

The findings of this aspect, as presented in Chapter Four, section 4.2.5, show that

twelve competencies were rated Very Important, fourteen Important, and only one

4 Cited from Jean-Jacques Rousseau, The Confessions (1953). Although I searched for this book, I
could not find it.
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Moderately Important. The following discussion will concentrate on the first and

third levels.

5.5.1 Very Important Competencies

Table 4.11 shows that this level comprised twelve items covering three main topics.

Firstly, treatment of the idea while writing about it - items: 1, 7, 9, 10 and 11. These

items focus on the pupils' attention that should be paid to specific features of the

written language, such as choosing the appropriate words and writing suitable

sentences, and organizing the clarity, variety and sequence of ideas. The importance

of these competencies is examined below.

Our readers' expectations, our own purpose and the content of our ideas

influence the way in which we present our ideas while writing (Raimes, 1983: 116).

Normally, the appropriate vocabulary is essential for conveying ideas to others. In

this context, the vocabulary of language, according to Gaskell (1998: 4), is its total

word-stock, and a person's vocabulary is the total number of words that he can

recognize. However, again Gaskell (1998: 28-29) adds that it is difficult for pupils

to choose the right words from a vast vocabulary, for some words have synonyms or

near-synonyms, other words have extremely subtle shades of meaning, and they may

have a different meaning in different contexts. As a result, pupils should acquire the

ability to choose the vocabulary that is appropriate for the subject about which they

wish to write.

Mastering the above competency leads to the next step ofwritten composition

described by Byrne (1979: 1,18) who points out that words have to be arranged in a

particular order according to the rules to form sentences, which in turn have to be
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linked in certain ways to produce a coherent text. There are logical devices that

enable the writer to organize his ideas and help his readers follow him from one

sentence to another. These devices include words such as "besides", "furthermore",

"in addition", and "moreover". Used properly, this kind of device tells the reader

that the two sentences should be taken together.

Therefore, pupils need to examine a text carefully to see if the sentences hang

together according to the basic principle that old information comes before new

information in a sentence (Raimes, 1983: 57). This suggest that pupils "have to

think about what to write about, which words and sentences to choose and how to

organize the ideas" (ibid.: 115). This demand, as a result, may allow pupils to work

together to decide which sentence comes first, second and so on until all the

sentences have been organized in logical order in each paragraph. I think that the

purpose of this co-operation between pupils is to ensure that every pupil has not only

something to write, but that ideas and language are processed freely in his mind

while writing. Clarity of ideas is also a very valuable competency that helps pupils

to produce a good piece of writing. In this regard, Gurrey (1959: 85) mentions that

"the mastering of the skill of clear explanation will also normally be part of the

composition course."

Bearing the importance of the above competencies in mind, Pittman (1967:

143) has pointed out that it is poor teaching to allow pupils to try written composition

without having mastered the competencies necessary to make the appropriate choice

of tenses, of nouns, articles and the sequence of simple actions. This may also be the

reason why Lado (1964: 147) emphasizes that for composition to be readily
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understood by the intended reader, it must be well organized, and within this

organization, the content must be so selected that it will have the desired effect upon

him.

The second topic, which is linked to the Very Important competencies,

contains five items: 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6. These items, as shown in Table 4.11, focus on

the style that pupils should follow in their writing. It consists of dividing the topic

into introduction, presentation and conclusion. Accuracy should be borne in mind,

quotations chosen according to their suitability, the rules of dictation followed and

errors corrected.

In this context, Lado (1964: 148) states that the effectiveness of the

composition depends on several factors such as order of presentation, emphasis,

point of view where the same subject may be written about from different points of

view, and style. With reference to accuracy, Byrne (1979: 1, 3) states that a written

composition needs to be re-read and several versions of a text may have to be written

before a satisfactory result is achieved. Byrne (1979) adds on the same pages that

the reason why care has to be taken with writing is because the text is aimed at a

reader who is often not physically present. This means that there can be no direct

interaction between writer and reader. Therefore, the writer must ensure that what he

has written can be understood without any further help from him. To achieve this

aim and to convey the intended meaning, many devices can be employed such as

punctuation and underlining. Furthermore, Raimes (1983: 116) states that in order

to show the reader that there is a basis for the statement made by the writer, the topic
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is usually elaborated and sustained by adding supporting details, such as facts,

comparisons and contrasts.

From the above discussion it could be concluded that written composition

gives pupils a better opportunity to practise many linguistic aspects. One example is

dictation rules, since spelling is a problem for many users of language and mistakes

of this kind affect writing. Such practice is particularly important for those pupils

who write with difficulty and those who are lacking linguistic ability in dictation.

According to Raimes (1983: 150), it is known that errors in writing constitute one of

the big problems of composition teaching, because "language that is too distorted by

mistakes will fail to communicate anything" (Rixon, 1981: 27). Therefore,

correcting such errors is a part of the teaching of writing and pupils cannot improve

their writing if their work is not corrected.

In this context, Gurrey (1959: 93-94) declares that "the most important part

of the plan of training pupils to note and correct their mistakes, and perhaps the

hardest part, is to develop this feeling of responsibility for their own writing." To

achieve this aim, the teacher, for example, should analyse with his pupils pieces of

writing produced by professional writers. This exercise will enable them to see

different patterns of clear organization, which at the same time have few or no

linguistic errors, and this is very useful for them (Raimes, 1983: 117; Isma'Il, 1991:

196-197).

The third group of Very Important competencies comprises items 8 and 12,

which focus on the motivation of pupils to write on various topics. The importance

of these competencies stems from the fact, as stated by Byrne (1979: 30), that pupils
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cannot be expected to master every variety of the written form of the language. This

is because many of these forms will not be relevant to their needs. It is, therefore,

essential to select appropriate topics so that pupils can practise the range of written

styles that are particularly useful to them.

It should be also be borne in mind that the teacher should focus on quality

rather than quantity in training pupils in written composition. Unfortunately,

teachers have ignored this aspect. Raimes (1983: 14), for example, emphasizes this

problem in a description of the current method of choosing a composition topic:

They [the teachers] think up a topic or search through the textbooks to find one, ask students

to write about it, mark all the papers, and then much too quickly move on and think up

another topic. A good topic is seldom explored beyond the one composition that students

write. What a waste that is! ... Our problem isn't really finding enough topics; it's

developing enough tasks from the good topics we have.

Ramies' statement suggests that those who teach written composition should

be required to consider the pupils themselves and their own needs and interests as a

useful source of suitable topics that prepare them for real life. Al-Sayyid (1988:

414-415) lists several sources of topics useful for pupils at the intermediate stage.

Among them are current international events about which pupils learn in the various

media, stories that they have enjoyed, school activities, letters for different occasions,

reports, advertisements, other aspects of the Arabic curriculum and other school

subjects.
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5.5.2 Moderately Important Competencies

As shown in Table 4.13, there was only one item (number 27) rated Moderately

Important, and it comprises the competency of "acquiring the habit of writing

quickly". This finding seems, on the one hand, to be in contrast to item number 1

mentioned earlier in section 5.5.1, which was rated Very Important and comprised

"bearing in mind the train of thought and organizing ideas logically when writing"

(see Table 4.11). This finding, on the other hand, seems to indicate that there is

agreement among the respondents to the questionnaire to rate item 27 only

Moderately Important although rating item 1 Very Important.

One explanation of this point of view is that the respondents of the

questionnaire may have thought that if pupils are to be taught to organize sentences

carefully, they should not be taught to write quickly, because each contradicts the

other. Perhaps the respondents believe that to express a precise meaning, a text

needs to be revised and rewritten until a satisfactory standard is reached. This

approach takes a long time, which contradicts the idea ofwriting quickly.

In my opinion, the respondents are probably right when pupils have unlimited

time at their disposal to organize their writing. However, this is not true when pupils

have no control over the time available for writing, which obliges them to write

quickly. Taking notes while listening to lectures, seminars and symposia is a typical

example. Here, pupils have to write quickly. Although a number of them, especially

those at advanced level, nowadays use their personal computers (laptop) for taking

notes, they still need to type quickly and accurately. This suggests that both

competencies - writing quickly and organizing the ideas - should be taught and

acquired simultaneously.
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From the discussion in this section of the findings related to teaching written

composition, the following conclusions can be drawn. Learning to write is one of the

most difficult tasks that a pupil undertakes and one that few people can be said to

master folly. In addition, learning to write well takes a long time and this produces

anxiety and frustration in many pupils (Richards, 1990: 100). Moreover, writing can

be difficult because the writer is required to demonstrate his control of a number of

variables simultaneously. Writing a sentence, for example, requires the control of

content, format, sentence structure, vocabulary, punctuation, spelling and letter

formation. The writer must also be able to organise ideas, and structure and integrate

information into cohesive and coherent paragraphs and text so that a reader can

understand them (Byrne, 1979: 5; Bell & Burnaby [1984] as cited in Nunan, 1992:

36).

Furthermore, Byrne (1979: 5), Raimes (1983: 4) and Gaskell (1998: 1)

point out that although most people can speak their own language at least adequately

for their social needs, not everyone masters the various competencies of writing it

effectively. Many native speakers find that difficult, which severely limits their

experience of writing language. This means, according to these three authors, that

learning to write a language is not just a natural extension of learning to speak it and

these two procedures are not identical. Their explanation is that although we learn to

speak our first language at home without systematic instruction, most of us have to

be taught at school how to write the same language. The result, as Richards (1990:

100) states, is that many pupils leave school with a poor command of writing and

most of them will write a composition only at an elementary level. Fie adds that even
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at university level, students require further instruction in writing, which is provided

by teams of instructors who teach courses in composition for new undergraduates.

Clearly, the difficulty of mastering the competencies of written composition

indicates that more attention should be devoted to its teaching. Unfortunately, both

teachers and pupils often neglect this recommendation. Nevertheless, it is supported

by many writers, such as Plowman (1971: 53); Madkur (1991: 271) and al-Batal

(1995: 125). In particular, Mersand (1977: 114) points out that "in spite of years of

training, our students fail to become easy, clear and forceful writers." Mersand

reports on the same page that he himself conducted a study in 1960 on attitudes

toward English teaching. The results of his study showed that the largest area

needing improvement was written composition. Of a total of 76 recommendations

made to improve the teaching ofEnglish, 39 were directed at written composition.

5.6 Findings Related to Teaching Grammar

It has been mentioned in Chapter Four, section 4.2.6 that fourteen items were rated

Very Important, compared with only five items rated Important. The importance of

the fourteen Very Important competencies is discussed below.

5.6.1 Very Important Competencies

As shown in Table 4.14, all competencies rated Very Important were related to the

teaching of grammar: syntax (nahw) and morphology (sarf). This includes mainly

levels or aspects of knowledge, explanation, analysis and application. Each aspect

contains specific items, which can be classified into the following five groups:

Firstly, it is not surprising that this level consists of fourteen items. This

result reflects the high value attached to grammar in teaching Arabic. In support of
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this view, Lado (1964: 90) points out that "anyone using a language must use its

grammar; mere words without grammar do not constitute a language." Grammar,

then, "is a way of analysing and describing how the words of a language are used in

a relation to each other to convey meaning" (Gaskell, 1998: 12).

The first group of Very Important competencies comprise items 2, 4, 12 and

13 and are related to knowledge of the grammatical rules by identifying texts that

contain relevant examples. The importance of these items is probably based on the

view that the first stage of any grammatical lesson is usually devoted to learning the

relevant rules. To achieve this aim, certain principles should be taken into account.

Among them, as shown by Sitatiya et al. (1985: 139), is teaching grammar with the

use of lively and beautiful texts that relate to the pupils' lives and interests. A

selection of suitable examples should be taken from these texts as a basis for

discussing the grammatical rules.

The accomplishment of the first stage leads to the second group of the Very

Important competencies, which consists of item 6 (Table 4.14). It is related to

discussing and analysing the concepts. Again Sitatiya et al. (1985: 139) point out

that the Arabic teacher should choose examples that help explain the meaning of

grammatical concepts. He adds on the same page that the following examples do not

explain the meaning of the subject (al-fa'il), when a pupil needs to know this

concept: nama al-zar 'u (the plant grew), inkasara al-zujaju (the glass broke), irtafa 'a

al-jidaru (the wall rose). From these examples a pupil cannot understand how a

plant can perform the act of growing, how a glass can perform the act of breaking,

and so on. Therefore, suitable examples in this context are those which pupil can
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notice and become aware of them, such as kataba al-tilmidhu al-darsa (the pupil

wrote the lesson) and fataha Ahmadu al-baba (Ahmad opened the door).

The third group comprises items 1, 3, 5, 7, 11 and 14, which deal with the

application of linguistic rules to other aspects of language and other school subjects.

It should be emphasized here that a full and exact knowledge of the grammatical

rules is virtually useless to the pupils without its application. Lado (1964: 90)

supports this view by stating that grammar that is focused on the memorization of

rules and the use of terminology has been challenged by many and relegated by

linguistics to a minor role in teaching language. However, grammar as patterns of

form and arrangement, including intonation, stress, and juncture cannot be so

relegated.

Shahata (1992: 202) describes the current status of teaching Arabic

grammar. In his view, Arabic teachers are devoting more attention to the theoretical

aspect than the practical aspect. He adds that the reason for this approach is that

there is great stress on the knowledge of the rules in the grammar textbooks, which

means that teachers cannot find sufficient time for application activities. In other

words, the current approach omits a great deal of practical experience that is required

for the precise and scientific comprehension of the serious role of teaching grammar.

As a result, it is necessary to forge a link between the knowledge of the various

grammatical rules and the ability to apply them effectively and appropriately when

teaching grammar.

Part of the achievement of such a link is understanding the connection

between syntax and morphology and treating them both as one aspect. Matthews
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(1974: 7) states that "since morphology is traditionally 'that branch of linguistics

which is concerned with the structure of words', and the word is not itself a

theoretical entity, then a division between morphology and syntax has no theoretical

status either." Furthermore, al-Jiwari (1984: 20) and al-Sayyid (1988: 460) state

that grammar does include phonetics, the internal form of the word vowelization, and

the structure ofwords and sentences.

The role ofmorphology is emphasized by al-Toma (1961: 405):

the Arabic alphabet without vowel signs, which are not regarded as original elements of the

alphabet, cannot portray the phonetical pronunciation of the word. For example, the word

which consists of ktb may be pronounced as kataba (he wrote) or as kutiba (it was written)

or as kutub (books). ... Despite the widely held opinion that one can find the context as guide

for the correct pronunciation, as it has been done for centuries, it still requires some effort to

read correctly.

The aim of all of the grammatical elements mentioned above is to improve

the pronunciation, the comprehension and the use of language as expressed in written

and oral form (see items 5 and 7 in Table 4.14). This concept emphasizes the

integration of grammar and other aspects such as speaking. In this context, King

(1965: 190) states that to develop a practical skill in speaking the language, the pupil

must work towards a level of automatic control of grammar which enables him to

manipulate words without hesitation and with perfect accuracy.

Another form of the application of linguistic rules is i'rab. Beeston (1968:

2), al-Jiwarl (1984: 21), Bohas et al. (1990: 50) and Ryding (1994: 176) point out

that i'rab is the most important part and is considered to be the central feature of

Arabic grammar. Some values of using /' 'rab are stated by Wickens (1980: 13), such
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as making the reading of the word either less ambiguous or absolutely certain,

avoiding any misreading such as in the Qur'an, poetry or when using foreign or

unfamiliar words. The importance of i'rab in expressing the meaning has been

discussed in some detail in Chapter Two, section 2.1.3.2, where it is stated that the

ability of i 'rab depends on a previous comprehension of the meaning of a sentence.

In reverse, this means that someone who can parse the words of a sentence, can

understand the meaning of the sentence and recognize the function of a word in it by

means of its i'rab.

However, it is possible that the importance of / 'rab has resulted in an undue

emphasis being placed on it in the Arabic curriculum, including numerous related

concepts such as taqdlr (implication), idmar (prosodical ellipsis) and ishtighal

(syntactical regimen). It appears that i 'rab is being treated as an end in itself of

teaching grammar, rather than as a means of improving the competencies of

comprehension and communication. In this context, al-Batal (1994: 166)

summarizes the view ofAnls Frayha on this point:

Frayha points out that spending endless hours in teaching students complicated grammatical

rules and ways of i 'rab "inflection", as is being done in most Arabic programmes today, does

not help students improve their production of the language, nor does it help them improve

their comprehension of the language.

Therefore, this way of treating i'rab can cause many difficulties for both

teachers and pupils. In this regard, Gurrey (1959: 100) states that since writers of

school grammars have neglected the useful and interesting aspect of the subject by

ignoring its relevance to comprehension and expression, it is indisputable that very
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many teachers dislike teaching grammar. He adds on the same page that teachers

who were taught only parsing and analysis on very rigid lines at school may well be

convinced that grammar cannot be taught in any way that is useful to the pupils.

The final aspect related to the application of grammar is using its rules in the

new grammar lessons and other school subjects as shown by items 11 and 14 in

Table 4.14. It has already been mentioned that pupils can find the grammar lesson

difficult to understand. However, if the grammar teacher has the ability, the lessons

could be made interesting and varied. Here, pupils are expected not only to know the

grammatical rules but they are also supposed to be able to apply them to a range of

situations.

To enable pupils to achieve this aim, grammar lessons based on textbooks

should be in a logical order so that each lesson follows on from the previous one and

builds on it. Furthermore, other school subjects should be used to encourage pupils

to practise the grammatical rules, since these subjects are written in linguistic form.

However, the challenge to be faced is how the teachers of other school subjects can

be encouraged to apply grammar in their lesson. Although those teachers teach

different subjects, it does not mean that they are not required to help pupils in their

linguistic improvement. I think, therefore, that it is very necessary for them to

possess the minimal rules and knowledge ofArabic.

The fourth group of Very Important items consists of numbers 8 and 9: the

competencies of discovering and correcting errors. The widespread increase in

grammatical errors is of concern to many and is emphasized by numerous writers,

such as Qura (1981: 282) and Madkur (1991: 325). It is well known that
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grammatical errors have been the primary reason for the emergence of the study of

syntax (nahw) in the Arabic language (al-Jiwarl, 1984: 18, 20, 25; Ma'ruf, 1987:

165-166). To avoid such errors, more practice should be done. Gurrey(1959: 102)

points out that teaching grammar without direct application cannot help the pupils

and train them to avoid grammatical mistakes.

The last group consists of item 10 and is related to the competency of

motivating pupils to study grammar. The main point that should be made here is that

this competency is a logical result of the earlier discussion of the difficulties

encountered in the teaching of grammar, which leads many teachers and pupils to

dislike and neglect it.

As a result, Arabic teachers feel that their pupils are not motivated and

encouraged to study grammar. This is probably true, bearing in mind that the

traditional method is the one which is usually followed in teaching grammar. Many

writers, such as Sistatiya et al. (1985: 138), Ahmed (1987: 166) and Isma'tl (1991:

218) point out that this method is boring and rigid. It focuses on the memorization of

rules without any analysis and application, and there is no link between rules and

meanings. This situation means that teaching grammar becomes more complicated,

difficult and useless. In this regard, Suleiman (1993: 83) presents the opinion of

Ibrahim Tuqan on the teaching ofArabic grammar as follows:

Referring to Arabic grammar teaching in particular, Ibrahim Tuqan explains how the

teachers' efforts to base themselves on choice attested materials drawn from the Qur'an, the

Prophetic hadlths, ancient poetry, and Sibawaihi's Kitab fail to achieve the desired result of

enabling the students to use the language correctly. Even after all this effort, Tuqan points
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out, the student renders the second part of the construct (al-mudaf ilaihi) and the object

(,maful bihi) in the nominative instead of the genitive and the accusative, respectively.

A similar view has been expressed by Arils Frayha, as shown by al-Batal

(1994: 162), who notes:

The methods used in teaching Arabic in general and Arabic grammar in particular are very

traditional and are the main reason behind the negative attitudes which Arab students develop

towards the language. ... As a result of these obsolete methods, Arab students today spend

endless hours trying to master complex grammatical rules that are hardly related to real

communication in the language.

These descriptions of the methods used in teaching grammar clearly

emphasize the importance of the role of motivation. Abu Lubda et al. (1996: 169)

point out that motivation is a crucial requirement, for without it learning cannot be

achieved. It is a group of feelings that stimulate the pupil to participate in learning

activities that will help him achieve the desired objectives. The authors add that

there are two kinds of motivation: external and internal. External motivation comes

from the teachers, the school, parents and friends. Internal motivation comes from

the pupil himself. In my opinion, the respondents to the questionnaire might have

realized that their efforts to consider and satisfy their pupils' needs had not been

sufficient, which was why they rated motivation a Very Important competency for

their future teaching.

A review of the competencies rated Very Important (section 5.6.1) produces

the following conclusion. The primary aim of teaching grammar is to enable pupils

to express themselves correctly and freely either orally or in writing. This suggests

that grammar should be considered as a means rather than an end in itself. However,
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it seems that the time and effort given to teaching grammar is still devoted to

traditional methods that depend on the non-functional use of grammar.

One of the main reasons for using traditional methods in teaching grammar is

perhaps that many teachers of Arabic do not know the real value and function of

grammatical rules and they do not realise the instructional purposes of teaching

grammar. It could be said that the case of the Arabic teachers is similar to that of the

English teachers, according to Lee (1965: 66): "Unfortunately there are many

English-speaking teachers who assume that because they speak English they are well

qualified to teach it: Their ideas on the phonetic and grammatical make-up ofEnglish

are sometimes extremely naive."

It is obvious that the teaching of grammar requires complete rethinking,

especially regarding its purpose. This can be partly achieved by encouraging the

Arabic teachers to apply grammatical rules to texts exemplifying daily life.

5.7 Findings Related to Teaching Dictation and Punctuation
The importance of teaching this aspect is supported by the numerous competencies

rated Very Important. As shown in Table 4.16, fifteen out of the total of twenty-one

items were rated at this level. The importance of these items is discussed below.

5.7.1 Very Important Competencies

The significant role of teaching dictation and punctuation has been discussed fully in

Chapter Two, section 2.3.2.3.3F. Its high priority was probably why the respondents

to the questionnaire rated most of the competencies Very Important. The findings of

this level can be divided into four groups as follows.
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The first group deals with the knowledge of the basic rules of dictation: items 1, 2, 5

and 7 (see Chapter Four, Table 4.16). It should be noted that from the point ofview

of dictation, "the ultimate unit of language is the letter; one or more of these may

form a syllable, and one or more syllables may form that which is the general

conception of a word" (Palmer, 1968: 20). On this basis, therefore, pupils should

learn to recognize the elements ofwords to master their pronunciation and spelling.

In connection with the above topic is the knowledge of the various

punctuation signs. As Gaskell (1998: 22) points out, "Punctuation can affect the

meaning and nuance of what is written". Obviously the meaning of "What is the

beauty of the sky?" is not the same as the meaning of "How beautiful the sky!". The

first sentence is a question and it needs an answer. The second does not need any

answer since it is an exclamatory sentence where the writer tries to show his

exclamation about the beauty of the sky. A similar view was expressed by Dechant

& Smith (1977: 250): "Punctuation is not only a set of rules to be learned but also a

way to facilitate the grasp ofmeaning." Ahmed (1999: 104) also states that we need

punctuation to pause for breath and to effect the pronunciation of the words,

intonation and syllable separation.

The second group covers the recognition of differences between the shapes

and sounds of letters and words: items: 4, 10 and 11. These competencies centre on

the link between dictation and pronunciation. The importance of this point is based

on the argument that pupils should not be introduced to a writing system until the

sounds of the language and their patterns have been thoroughly learned. The reason

is that dictation from this point of view can be useful in increasing the pupils' ability
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to recognize sounds and in facilitating their production of these sounds (Sawyer &

Silver, 1965: 326-327).

Similarly, according to Dakin (1982: 111), dictation requires more than an

ability to spell words and punctuate sentences. He adds that to practise dictation,

pupils must first hear correctly what they have to write down. To hear correctly, they

must overcome at least four recognition problems: (1) recognition of distinctive

sounds; (2) identification of homophones; (3) identification of words, phrases and

sentences; and (4) identification of intonation patterns.

Therefore, to help the pupils master the competencies relating to the

recognition and pronunciation of letters and words, the teacher should be aware of

the sources of the problems and design appropriate remedial programmes. He should

also identify the pronunciation errors that create problems in communication. To

enable the Arabic teachers to achieve this objective, phonology should be an

essential part of their professional pre-service training since this subject also helps

them improve their own pronunciation.

The third group (items 3, 8, 9 and 15) focuses on the application of the

knowledge of dictation and punctuation. As Pittman (1967: 174) states, dictation is

an extremely valuable exercise for language learners. It tests, besides the ability to

write and spell, the learner's ear and comprehension. This suggests that dictation can

be used as a revision exercise of sound and sentence structure. Pittman (1967) adds

on the same page that teachers, however, use dictation only to test spelling and

writing ability, which makes it too long and difficult. Ahmed (1987: 203) also

points out that it is common practice in dictation lessons to teach pupils to write
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isolated words rather than complete sentences or phrases, and that no attention is

given to the correct use ofpunctuation.

Clearly, mastering the rules of dictation can play a significant role in

producing coherent writing and these rules can also forge the link between dictation

and other aspects of Arabic such as listening, reading and oral composition.

However, there are some difficulties that somewhat obstruct the achievement of this

aim.

These difficulties introduce the fourth group, which comprises items 6, 12, 13

and 14. It concerns overcoming the difficulties of writing the Arabic alphabet and

correcting the errors. The two main issues related to this topic are, according to the

findings from the questionnaire: (1) the use of the hamza, soft alif and open and tied

taand (2) the writing ofnon-phonetic words.

The importance of the first issue is based on the respondents' opinion that

their pupils suffered from such difficulties, particularly in writing the hamza. This

situation indicates that Arabic teachers should be qualified to teach their pupils to

encounter and overcome such difficulties, which are caused by scores of factors.

Among the factors causing difficulty in writing the hamza, for example, are the

various possibilities of writing it. Many writers confirm this point. Parkinson (1990:

270), for example, describes the hamza as follows:

The hamza, which represents the glottal stop, is the only alphabetic sign in Arabic whose

shape is determined not just by its position in the word in relation to other letters, but also by

phonetic aspects of the word. ... The hamza has only one shape, but it may appear either
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alone on the line or above (or below) one of three 'seats'. These seats are versions of three

long Arabic vowels aa, uu and ii named respectively alif, waaw, and yaa.

He adds (p. 271) that although most native speakers agree that the choice of

the written form of the hamza is determined by rules, it is clear that they neither

agree on the rules nor apply them consistently. He continues that this situation, as a

result, "has led to full-scale language academy studies and calls for hamza reform"

(p. 271).

In a similar vein, Awde & Samano (1986: 85) state that the rules determining

the case of writing hamza "are pretty complicated, and if the truth to be told most

foreigners learning Arabic (and indeed not a few Arabs) never really master them."

Shahata (1992: 314) also points out that among the reasons for the difficulties of

Arabic writing are the variety of dictation rules and the numerous differences among

scholars regarding these rules. The result, he adds, is that the way in which some

words are written differs among the Arab nations. An example of these differences

is the way in which the hamza is written in the middle of the word yaqra 'una. The

hamza in this word can be written in three ways: UJJJ*! — — Uj'jff

With regard to the second issue, which is related to writing non-phonetic

words, it can be said that although "Arabic is an extremely phonetic language, words

are spelt as they are heard" (Jadwat, 1987: 35), there are still some words whose

pronunciation and spelling do not match fully. This aspect of writing is one reason

why Arabic is somewhat difficult to learn (Qura, 1981: 11). This point has been

explained and discussed in some detail in Chapter Two, section 3.2.3.3F.
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Consequently, the range of difficulties described above, which continue to exist in

Arabic writing, can produce undesirable results. It is the common errors that are

widespread among pupils and even among the Arabic teachers themselves,

particularly, according to al-Sayyid (1986: 76), in planning their lessons. A review

of the relevant literature provides evidence that the problem of spelling mistakes is

spreading, which leads to a low standard ofwriting by the pupils.

Wing & Baddeley (1980: 252) point out that "a complaint often heard from

examiners is that the exam scripts they have to mark contain frequent spelling

errors." It seems that this type of complaint has been the subject of study by

numerous researchers. A survey of the studies dealing with spelling errors has been

carried out by al-Sayyid (1988: 555-560). This survey indicates that the most

common errors are the hamza in its different shapes, soft alif, open and tied ta' and

words which have similar letters and similar sounds. Jabir (1991: 178) also notes

that some student-teachers in the colleges of education commit serious errors in the

use of the hamza, soft alif, open and tied ta'. He adds (p. 179) that a weakness in

pupils' spelling stems from the primary school without any remedial action being

taken.

There are, in fact, many reasons for committing spelling errors. However, a

very important reason, as put forward by Yunus et al. (n.d: 258) and Khatir et al.

(1990: 225), is the method of teaching dictation. They state that the traditional

method focuses only on dictating the text of separate words without mentioning any

rules or analysis of the text or application of these rules. The old method used in

teaching dictation is criticized also by many writers, among them Peters (1975: 5),
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who declares: "Is it not still said that the teaching of spelling is a relic of the old

order, when teachers drilled their pupils like circus animals, without any concern for

the development of their understanding or their desire to learn?"

From the above comments on the traditional methods and the opinion that

"correcting is one of the teacher's major functions in any classroom" (Davis &

Rinvolucri, 1989: 11) can be drawn the following conclusions. There is no doubt

that the teacher himself can decide better than anyone whether a pupil has or has not

mastered the competencies of dictation. Therefore, it is essential that the teacher

knows how the written work will be marked and uses other methods that are more

suitable for helping his pupils to acquire the habit of noting and dealing with spelling

errors. Furthermore, the teacher should bear in mind that effective writing consists in

not merely correcting errors but also in learning from these errors in the future.

Lastly, a comment should be included on the reason why items 13 and 14,

which focus on the competency of "following the approved method for correcting

errors made in dictation", were classified as Very Important (see Table 4.16). The

Arabic teachers who participated in answering the questionnaire found themselves

following a useless method of correcting errors. They corrected the pupils' errors by

putting a letter symbol to indicate the type of errors made, whether lexical,

syntactical, morphological, or orthographical. However, many pupils do not

understand the meaning of these symbols so they were not aware of the nature of

their errors, let alone able to correct them. In addition, pupils were not encouraged to

resubmit the corrected versions for further checking by the teacher.

Furthermore, many teachers take a long time to return their pupils' written
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work. This delay, as highlighted by Ma'ruf (1987: 62); al-Sa'dl et al. (1992: 45)

and Shahata (1992: 326), can produce undesirable results, such as fixing the errors

in the pupils' brains. In support of this view, Rivers (1971: 256) points out:

Ideally, individual efforts at writing should be read by the teacher as soon as possible after

completion, then corrected and sometimes rewritten by the student without delay. A great

deal of uncorrected writing is merely a waste of time and energy. It consolidates the

student's bad habits, which are very difficult to eradicate at a later date.

To conclude this examination of the findings regarding the teaching of

dictation and punctuation, it could be said that there is strong supporting evidence for

all the competencies (15 items) to be classified as Very Important. The findings also

show that Arabic teachers seem to lack most of these competencies. This could be

largely due to their insufficient knowledge of this aspect of language since it is not

accorded high priority in the Arabic training programmes at the colleges of

education. In addition, the aspects of dictation have been neglected by the inspectors

when they check the teachers' classroom practice in the schools.

A review of the relevant literature indicates that by the end of the

intermediate stage, the majority of pupils are way below the expected standard in

their writing and spelling. Therefore, more work needs to be undertaken to improve

the competencies of both Arabic teachers and pupils in this aspect. It is hoped that

the current findings will encourage a higher priority to be given to dictation with the

emphasis on what pupils can do, rather than merely what they know. If we believe

that it is essential to know the rules of dictation, we also think that there are valid

reasons for confirming the role of the application of these rules and for devoting

sufficient time to it.
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5.8 Findings Related to Teaching Arabic Calligraphy

It has been shown in Chapter Four, Table 4.18 that twelve of the twenty-two items

were rated Very Important and the remaining ten (Table 4.19) Important. The

following discussion centres on the items rated Very Important.

5.8.1 Very Important Competencies

It has already been mentioned in different places in Chapter Two that Arabic

calligraphy is often neglected, for it is pursued with the minimum of effort by both

teachers and pupils. Its pedagogical objectives and priority in the timetable have not

been given the same status as that of the other aspects of Arabic. Table 2.1 in

Chapter Two shows that only one period a week is allocated for teaching Arabic

calligraphy and it alternates with another aspect of dictation. Despite the limitations

of the class period allocated to Arabic calligraphy, many teachers use this time to

teach other aspects such as reading or grammar.

Further evidence of neglect is apparent in the routine question used in the

final examination, which is repeated in both the primary and intermediate schools:

"Write the following sentence in naskh first and then in ruq'a." Normally, the

sentence used in the question is a common Arabic proverb (mathal) or aphorism

(hikma) such as al- 'aqlu al-salTmu ft al-jismi al-salimi [a healthy mind in a healthy

body]. All these aspects of the neglect of Arabic calligraphy are emphasized by

many writers, among them Ruhab (1984: 39-41) and Ahmed (1987: 162-163).

Clearly, although teachers cannot take all the blame for this neglect, neither

can they distance themselves from the situation. Flowever, other factors such as the

educational authorities, inspectors, curriculum and pupils are also the cause of the
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problem. The responsibility for finding a solution should be equally distributed

among all these influences. Therefore, the findings, which are described below,

represent a partial solution, because they highlight the basic competencies required

for the learning/teaching of this aspect ofArabic.

The twelve items which were rated Very Important according to Table 4.18,

can be divided into three main groups as follows. The first group is concerned with

the competencies that pupils should apply when practising calligraphy. This group is

also classified into three sub-groups as follows.

1. Items 1, 3 and 5: knowing the correct way to draw the letters. Firstly, pupils

should distinguish between the shapes of the letters, especially those which have

a similar outline with only a slight visual difference in the arrangement of the

dots. Mitchell (1953: 10) and Beeston (1968: 10) state that there is a number of

dots above or below the basic linear form of the Arabic letter and that these dots

alone distinguish one letter from another since they are an integral part of the

letter. Therefore, differences in the number of dots and their position, as affirmed

by Wickens (1980: 14) and Ahmed (1987: 155-156), produce letters having

quite different sounds although identical in shape.

The ability to distinguish between letters having a similar outline,

therefore, is the basis of knowing how to write correctly these and other letters

according to their position in the words and whether they are written separately

or joined to other letters. Again Beetson (1968: 10) states that the Arabic script

"is a cursive one, in which normally the letters of a single word are linked

together by 'ligatures'." This means that most of the Arabic letters necessarily
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change shape several times, depending upon their position within a written word

(Nairn, 1971: 116).

2. Items 7 and 10: producing good examples of Arabic script. Mastering the

competencies of knowing how to distinguish and draw different Arabic letters

means that pupils should apply this knowledge to produce accurate script by

using the common types ofArabic calligraphy: naskh and ruq 'a. For information

on these two types, see Chapter Two, section 2.3.2.3.3G. Since the main

principles of learning calligraphy, according to Samak (1979: 545), is imitation

and practice to improve the competency of drawing letters, the teachers should

offer several good examples to achieve this purpose. Samak adds on the same

page, that many educational aids can be used here in presenting these examples,

such as (a) the calligraphy card (kurrasat al-khatt), which is distributed to pupils

by the Ministry of Education. These cards are printed with sentences consisting

of common Arabic proverbs or aphorisms; (b) cards written by the teacher and

distributed to each pupil; and (c) examples written by the teacher on the

blackboard or whiteboard.

3. Following the above, whatever aids are used to present the examples, pupils

should bear in mind that the one of the aims of practising Arabic calligraphy is to

produce clear letters and words. This is because clarity, as 'Isa (1992: 81) states,

is one of the important purposes of learning/teaching Arabic calligraphy.

According to Yunus et al. (n.d.: 265), clarity of the calligraphy is one of the

factors that enable the reader to understand the meanings intended by the writer.

In contrast, the badness and ambiguity of the calligraphy are the factors that
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provoke the reader into disliking the written work. They also represent an

obstacle to communicating the writer's ideas to others.

Clear calligraphy can be achieved by considering several competencies: items

2, 4, 8 and 9 in Table 4.18, which are explained below.

(a) Following the line for writing letters and words. Qura (1981: 192) points out

that among the aims of practising calligraphy is producing writing that is

distinguished by the good structure of its words written in straight lines

without any zigzag even if the paper on which the text is written is not lined.

(b) Bearing in mind the harmony and co-ordination between the position and

dimension of letters and words. Ma'ruf(1987: 150) mentions that the clarity

of calligraphy is achieved by training pupils to consider the features of each

letter in respect of its size, the way in which it is joined to the other letters, its

straightness, and the correct positioning of its dots.

(c) Careful concentration when practising calligraphy. The achievement of the

two requirements (a) and (b) depends on (c). This is a reasonable conclusion

to draw, since it is known that one of the specific objectives of Arabic

calligraphy, as Ahmed (1987: 81) points out, is to train pupils "to become

attentive, observant, patient and deliberate." These features are the most

likely to enable pupils to master the competencies of calligraphy and thereby

discover and appreciate its beauty.

An examination of the first main group indicates weaknesses in most of those

competencies, a finding that has been highlighted in many previous studies. Among
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those is that carried out by Ruhab (1984), which is an evaluation of the competencies

of Arabic calligraphy in Egypt. The findings of this study indicate (p. 136) that these

weaknesses are: (1) not following the line while writing; (2) lack of harmony and co¬

ordination between letters and words; (3) not distinguishing between letters,

particularly those which have a similar outline; and (4) not bearing in mind the

clarity of calligraphy. It can be concluded, therefore, that more work is needed to

improve pupils' performance in this linguistic aspect.

The second main group of Very Important competencies comprises items 6

and 12 in Table 4.18: the discovery and correction of errors. The discussion of the

first group shows that in mastering Arabic calligraphy, attention needs to be given to

many vital competencies beginning with distinguishing between the letters and

ending with the desired objective of clear calligraphy. This means that the neglect by

teachers and pupils of the competencies that should be applied when practising

calligraphy most probably leads to all kinds of errors. Therefore, one of the teacher's

duties is to help his pupils to reduce the incidence of these errors.

Unlike other linguistic aspects, calligraphy needs a large amount of practice,

which requires great effort on the part of the pupils. Lest this effort be wasted, it is

essential that teachers provide their pupils with feedback. Sullivan & Higgins (1983:

46) state "knowledge of results, or feedback as it is often called, is information given

to student about the correctness of their responses. Research indicates that

knowledge of results is often effective in helping students learn."

Clearly, it is essential that pupils' errors are corrected. Evidence has shown

that, as Tsa (1992: 84) states, it is better that pupils write a small amount of text
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correctly than a large amount containing numerous errors. Accordingly, there are

two ways in which the teachers can correct pupils' errors according to 'Isa (1992:

112): (1) individual evaluation where the teacher corrects the errors of each pupil;

and (2) collective evaluation where the teacher focuses on common errors which are

made by most of the pupils. The task of correction enables teachers to discover those

pupils who have a talent for calligraphy, which leads to the third - and closely

related - group of competencies.

The third main group of competencies comprises item 11 in Table 4.18:

developing the inclination of pupils to practise Arabic calligraphy. The importance

of mastering the competencies of Arabic calligraphy to produce clear writing is

perhaps a strong motive for pupils to practise it frequently. The beauty of

calligraphy is also a sound reason for practising it since, as Samak (1979: 543-544)

points out, calligraphy is not merely a linguistic means or aspect, it also promotes the

appreciation of artistic beauty as do other fine arts such as sculpture and painting.

The artistic value of Arabic calligraphy has been explained in detail in Chapter Two,

section 2.3.2.3.3G. Therefore, it was to be expected that some of the respondents to

the questionnaire would suggest that Arabic calligraphy should be taught by the art

teacher instead of the Arabic teacher.

A suitable conclusion to the discussion of the findings of Arabic calligraphy

is a brief look at the relationship between this and other written aspects, which are

written composition and dictation. Tsa (1992: 110) points out that written language

consists of three topics: (1) Calligraphy, which comprises drawing the letters with

attention given to their specific shapes to avoid confusion between them. (2)
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Dictation, which requires words to be written according to certain rules. (3) Written

composition, in which the words are written according to a particular arrangement of

sentences and paragraphs so as to convey ideas in a logical train of thought.

Tsa's statement shows that each of the linguistic aspects complements the

others. Therefore, teachers should give their pupils training in all these aspects at the

same time without concentrating on a particular one at the expense of the others.

This approach, in fact, enhances the integration of the language, which is discussed

in some detail in Chapter Two, section 2.3.2.1.

5.9 Additional Suggested Linguistic Competencies

Respondents to the questionnaire were asked to add any linguistic competencies in

each aspect of teaching Arabic which they had experienced and which had not been

included. A number of competencies that had been added were either a repetition of

original items included in the questionnaire or unrelated to the topic of Arabic

teaching. Therefore, these competencies and suggestions were ignored. The

remainder, which are presented below, were found to be relevant and useful. This

topic is then divided into two main categories:

1. Additional competencies that were classified according to only four aspects of

teaching Arabic, since no new items were suggested for the remaining four

aspects, that is, oral and written composition, grammar and dictation.

2. General suggestions regarding the teaching ofArabic.

The rest of the discussion in this chapter is devoted to examining the

importance of these new items and suggestions.
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5.9.1 Additional Competencies Related to Four Aspects of Teaching

5.9.1.1 Teaching Listening

Three items were found to be relevant to this aspect as follows:

1. Using suitable aids such as tapes to make the listening text clearer and more

interesting.

2. Asking pupils appropriate questions that measure their understanding of the text

for listening.

3. Advising pupils on the importance of listening to television and radio

programmes that use modern standard Arabic to improve their language.

It is clear that the above items focus on two points. The use of suitable aids

by both teachers and pupils is advised. The importance of using these aids is their

ability to produce a realistic sound (Dunkel, 1986: 101). In addition, the advantages

of using them are: (1) teachers or pupils can stop where they wish and replay any

section as often as necessary; and (2) pupils can work on their own, either in or

outside the classroom (Rixon, 1986: 11). To improve the standard of the pupils'

language, there are today a large number of programmes broadcast on radio and

television, as well as video recordings which use modern standard Arabic. Examples

are documentary and language programmes, historical films and news.

Although using suitable aids is very important to make the lesson easier and

more interesting, unfortunately, there are a number of teachers who do not use such

aids in their classes. There are several possible reasons for this situation. First, there

is a very limited amount of teaching material available in the schools. For instance,
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only one tape-recorder is available in each school for all the Arabic teachers.

Second, some teachers lack classroom control, which means that only a few pupils

listen to the material when it is played in the class. Third, some teachers do not

know how and when to introduce these materials, since they do not include their use

when planning the lesson. Fourth, the aspect of teaching listening, as already stated

in several places in this study, has been neglected in the curriculum. Therefore, the

teachers have also neglected to include it and so they do not use the teaching

facilities to improve the competencies of their pupils in this aspect.

The second of the additional competencies is asking pupils appropriate

questions that measure their understanding of the listening text. Al-Rabiey (1995:

100) points out that "the main aim of a teacher's questions is to increase students'

involvement and to enhance their understanding during the process of teaching."

According to his study, the effective teachers ask thought-provoking questions such

as "do you think, what do you think, can you guess?" These teachers also use

questions as a basis for constructive discussion (ibid.: 100). With regard to

measuring listening comprehension, Powers (1986: 23) has also found that

"answering questions involving recall of details and those involving inferences and

deductions were viewed as somewhat more appropriate than were the other tasks."

From the above observations, it seems that the simple and surface questions

are not enough for measuring the pupils' understanding of the listening text. Perhaps

this is because such questions do not usually encourage them to participate in the

classroom activities.
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5.9.1.2 Teaching Reading

Three competencies were found in this aspect as follows:

1. Studying the lesson or the text at home before coming to the class.

2. Performing some plays in the classroom or the school theatre.

3. Motivating and encouraging pupils to read useful stories to increase their

linguistic repertoire and to develop their competencies of reading.

It could be said from the above that the first item is addressed to the teacher

and the pupils, since it is very important for both to study the text at home before

coming to the class.

In the case of the teachers, al-Rabiey (1995: 22) states that planning the

lesson is considered one factor of a teacher's competencies, since it helps him to

predetermine the requirements for the lesson. Teachers are thus enabled to facilitate

learning by preparing suitable materials and finding ways in which to make the

lesson interesting and simple for the pupils (ibid.: 23). Ahmad (1979: 20) states

that teachers should consult many references and sources for their lessons to enhance

their knowledge, since a deficiency in this area could lead to a loss of confidence in

front of their pupils. Nevertheless, a number of Arabic teachers do not give enough

attention to preparing their lessons. They use only the pupils' textbook and the

teachers' manual. As a result, they do not consult other sources for a better

understanding and analysis of the topic. This state of affairs is highlighted by

Shahata (1993: 127) and al-Hashmi (2001: 148).
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It should be emphasized here that today the most important and easiest way to find

information useful for teaching purposes is the Internet. There are a large number of

websites aimed at the teaching of Arabic, where teachers can find useful articles, new

books and journals. Unfortunately, until now most of the schools in Oman have not

had any computers, let alone access to the Internet, apart from some private schools.

It is also essential that the pupils study the text at home before coming to the

class. Again Shahata (1993: 127-128) states that pre-identifying the text for pupils

before studying it in the class encourages them to read it at home and this trains them

to be independent and develop self-confidence. It also helps them to participate in

the class discussion. However, as has already been stated in this chapter, there is a

lack of the additional reference books needed by the pupils for further study and the

preparation of the lessons. In addition, there are very few pupils who have their own

computers and access to the Internet in their homes to gather useful information.

The remaining three items related to additional competencies focus on

motivating and encouraging pupils to improve their competencies of reading and

increase their linguistic repertoire. According to the respondents, this can be done in

two ways as follows.

First, performing plays in the classroom or in the school theatre. Liu (2000:

360) points out that among the benefits of readers' theatre (RT) are: (1) encouraging

pupils to participate; (2) developing attentiveness; (3) helping teachers avoid bias

towards pupils; and (4) creating a more interesting and interactive way of making

pupils think and reflect. Furthermore, Lazar (1993: 137) states: "since most plays

are rich in dialogue, using a play with students is a useful and exciting way of
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focusing on conversational language." The reason for this, he adds (p. 138), is that

"studying the dialogue of a play provides students with a meaningful context for

acquiring and memorising new language. Students often pick up new phrases or

formulaic expressions by studying how these are used by the characters in a play,

particularly if the text is read or performed."

Clearly, performing a play in the school has a useful role in improving the

pupils' language. However, Liu (2000: 354) emphasizes that literature in this area

for application to the language class is still scarce and "language teachers sometimes

feel intimidated in using this technique due to their lack of artistic training in theatre

and/or their concern about the physical constraints of the classroom." He adds (p.

360), that to substantiate the role of theatrical activities, we need to combine the

efforts of teachers and researchers in designing and implementing more classroom

activities.

Another way of improving pupils' language is reading useful stories. Pittman

(1967: 179) points out that "as language is so wide, and our time to teach it in school

is so limited, we need some help to the pupil's English during the hours when he is

not at school." He adds that we should therefore give our pupils some help and

encouragement in reading. We should then introduce them to additional interesting

references, not textbooks, but stories. One of the advantages of reading stories is that

they can be read quickly (ibid: 180). Furthermore, pupils can use stories to increase

their vocabulary by keeping notebooks in which they copy new words or words that

they wish to remember.
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5.9.1.3 Teaching Literary Texts

Three competencies were found in this aspect as follows:

1. Choosing unabridged literary texts to present their ideas and meaning as a whole

and in logical sequence.

2. Choosing texts that deal with contemporary issues.

3. Developing the talents of suitably capable pupils to recite poetry or produce

literary writing.

Items 1 and 2 above focus on the same topic, that is, choosing the literary

texts. It has already been mentioned that Lazar (1993: 15) states that if the materials

are carefully chosen, pupils will feel that what they study in the classroom is relevant

and meaningful to their own lives. Similarly, Pattison (1965: 290) points out that

literature has a role to play in personal development and social adjustment.

Therefore, to make it interesting and to achieve progress in reading, its material must

be selected carefully.

Consequently, one of the purposes of teaching literary texts is encouraging

the acquisition of language. In the light of this purpose, the literary text contains a

group of vocabularies, grammar patterns, figures of speech and a range of styles. It

is also very rich in multiple levels of meanings: both obvious and implicit.

Therefore, to help pupils acquire these linguistic aspects, it is necessary to choose

unabridged literary texts which present ideas and meanings as a whole and in logical

sequence.
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Furthermore, among the criteria for selecting texts is their relevance to contemporary

issues. It is "true that texts which may appear to be very remote in time and place

from the world today may still have appeal for students in different countries around

the world" (Lazar, 1993: 53). However, it is very important also for the teaching of

literary texts to deal with new issues. Examples are the problem of Palestine, other

regions of the Arab and Muslim worlds, and the issues of poverty and crime around

the world. Pupils today come across all these issues in the various media and their

appearance in the literary texts induces pupils to feel that the textbooks are very

relevant to their own lives. This situation strongly encourages pupils to like studying

literary texts.

Item 3 focuses on the role of teachers to encourage the pupils to exercise their

talents in reciting poetry or producing literary or creative writing. Although reading

literature with interest and pleasure should be within everybody's reach, for talented

pupils this aim is not enough. When they read a great deal of literature, a strong

interest is developed, which encourages them to imitate samples of literary texts.

The teachers, therefore, should make sufficient effort to satisfy their pupils in this

area and help them to become poets or writers. Encouraging such pupils to

participate in literary clubs and attend some literary activities in society can achieve

this purpose. The importance of this step come from the fact that a number ofpupils

leave schools only half educated and may have literary talents. The duty of teachers

here is to discover these talents so as to improve them before the pupils leave school.

5.9.1.4 Teaching Arabic Calligraphy

Only one new item was found for this aspect: provision of a training programme for

the teaching of Arabic calligraphy, since this aspect requires a specialist. Some
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respondents suggested that Arabic calligraphy should be taught by the art teacher

rather than the Arabic teacher.

It has already been mentioned in Chapter Two, section 2.3.2.3.3G, and in the

present chapter, section 5.8, that although Arabic calligraphy is one of the linguistic

aspects which is concerned with forming letters correctly, it also has an aesthetic and

artistic significance. It has been used, for example, to decorate mosques,

monuments, ceramics and so on. Therefore, to preserve the aesthetic role of Arabic

calligraphy, it is vital that pupils are trained in mastering its competencies. In so

doing, Arabic teachers should provide a good example of the clarity and beauty of

their calligraphy and writing.

Unfortunately, the teaching of this aspect today, as Ruhab (1984: 40)

emphasizes, is entrusted to a group of teachers who have neither a full knowledge of

the subject nor experience in teaching it, so how can they set a good example to their

pupils? Perhaps that is why some of the respondents suggested that the Arabic

calligraphy should be taught by the art teacher instead of the Arabic teacher. This

point of view might have expressed their awareness of their weakness in this aspect

or the ambiguity and illegibility of their pupils' written work.

I tend to agree with this view, although I should like to explain some points.

The first is that it has already been stated in section 5.8 that calligraphy entails

mastering its competencies, such as the correct way of forming the letters and the

ability to distinguish between them. This means that a teacher who trains pupils in

this area must have this basic knowledge even if he is a teacher ofart.
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Secondly, there is the possibility of a situation where the art teacher, who has such

knowledge, is not available. In this case the responsibility of training pupils in

Arabic calligraphy could be shared between the Arabic teacher, who teaches pupils

the theoretical knowledge, and the art teacher, who teaches the practical side of the

subject. This is because the practice area needs a studio and materials which may not

be available to the Arabic teacher. Achieving this level of co-operation enhances the

view of the integration between linguistic aspects and other school subjects and also

between Arabic teachers and teachers ofother subjects.

5.9.2 General Suggestions Related to the Teaching of Arabic

A number of respondents made various suggestions and comments to help teachers

of Arabic improve their competencies and qualities. This in turn would increase

their professional effectiveness to the standard needed to enable their pupils to

achieve the linguistic objectives defined by the Ministry of Education in Oman, as

described in Chapter Two, section 2.3.2.3.3 and to master the linguistic competencies

discussed in the current chapter. In addition, the purpose of these suggestions was to

improve the methods of teaching Arabic so as to overcome the difficulties that face

teachers daily in the classroom. Furthermore, these suggestions seem to express the

respondents' view of the general current status of Arabic teaching in Oman from the

perspective of teacher-training programmes, which were covered in detail in section

3 ofChapter Two. The suggestions can be summarized as follows:

1. Giving attention to the teaching of listening, dictation and Arabic calligraphy by

the ample provision of relevant pre- and in-service training sessions, an area

which to date has been neglected, and by emphasizing the importance of these

aspects in the Arabic curriculum.
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2. Reviewing the programmes of pre-service training of Arabic teachers and

reviewing the criteria for the selection of candidates for the teaching profession.

3. Benefiting from modern educational media or teaching aids in teaching Arabic

and reducing the reliance on the traditional methods.

4. Improving school libraries and providing them with useful books to encourage

pupils' self-learning.

5. Allocating a number of periods weekly to free reading in the school library or

establishing a classroom library.

To discuss these general suggestions, it is helpful to divide them into three

categories according to their topic as follows. The first category comprises items 1

and 2, since they describe the current status of teaching some linguistic aspects in

Oman, as well as pre- and in-service teacher-training. In fact, these suggestions

emphasize what has been already mentioned about the neglect of listening, dictation

and Arabic calligraphy. In Chapter Two, section 2.3.2.3.3, and also in the current

chapter, we have presented the aspects of this neglect as follows: (1) In the teacher-

training programmes for Arabic teachers, these three linguistic aspects have not been

given the same status as that of the other aspects, particularly on the practical side;

(2) the Arabic curriculum has allocated very few class periods to their study in the

weekly timetable; and (3) although their classroom visits are few, inspectors of

Arabic concentrate their attention on the reading and grammar aspects. As a result,

both teachers and pupils tend to neglect the three linguistic aspects.
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The pedagogical importance of the previous suggestions and the necessity of giving

them greater attention perhaps stem from the fact that many of the teachers who

responded to the questionnaire had graduated from colleges of education in Oman

and therefore had experience of the weaknesses in the programmes that they had

followed during their pre-service training. Therefore, these teachers hope that their

suggestions will be taken into consideration in the planning of future teacher-training

programmes. This result then shows that there is a close correlation between it and

what has been discussed in previous sections in this chapter about competencies that

were rated Very Important. It also supports our view - stated earlier - that teacher-

training requires a very large investment of time and effort.

The second category of the general suggestions is concerned with topics of

the educational method, as shown in item 3. The respondents suggest that Arabic

teachers should take advantage of the modern media, and thereby reduce their

reliance on the traditional methods. The value of these suggestions relates to the

discussion in Chapter One, section 1.1.4 of the reasons for the growth of the teaching

competencies movement. There it is stated that this movement originated as a

reaction to the traditional teacher-training, which was concerned more with the

theoretical than the practical aspects and remote from the interests of the pupils.

In traditional education the traditional method is generally used. It is known

as the telling method, receptivity method or the teacher-centred method. Some of its

characteristics are as follows: (1) it concentrates on memorization; and (2) the

teacher is a sender and the pupil is a receiver. As a result, it is unsuitable for training
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pupils to be capable of taking part in a discussion, giving their opinion and

participating in other classroom activities.

Therefore, it is reasonable to state that the methods used in Arabic teaching

should be reviewed, since the main concern in any kind of teaching is the pupils and

their success in learning. It should be mentioned here, however, that the above

comments are not meant to imply that the traditional method is completely wrong.

Nevertheless, it must be pointed out that this method has serious defects which make

it unsuitable for use nowadays, for it does not cater for the variety of mental

processes required in modern learning.

The last category comprises items 4 and 5: improving school libraries by

providing them with useful references to enable pupils to benefit from them. There

seems to be a strong connection between these suggestions and those related to the

traditional method examined above.

Earlier in this chapter, section 5.2.1, it has been mentioned that the current

situation of teaching reading in Oman shows that pupils are not encouraged to use

supplemental books. Several reasons have been stated, one of which was that school

libraries suffer from a lack of reference material. Many of the teachers who

responded to the questionnaire realized that if they were to help their pupils develop

a wide-ranging ability to make practical use of the linguistic competencies, a number

of facilities should be available in the school. So far, these facilities in most of the

schools in Oman, as previously mentioned, have been very limited.
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5.10 Conclusion

From the discussion in this chapter about the findings of the questionnaire on

linguistic competencies required for teaching Arabic, the following conclusions can

be drawn.

Firstly, there is the general view among the respondents that nearly all the

competencies mentioned in this chapter are more important than others which were

rated from Moderately Important to Important, as shown in the tables of Chapter

Four. This result may reflect the respondents' awareness of the significant role of the

competencies for improving the teaching of Arabic not only in the classroom, but

also in training programmes and curriculum planning. The importance of these

competencies could also stem from their role in facilitating the teaching/learning of

language. Perhaps this is because the teaching of any language is difficult since, as

Pittman (1967: 2) points out, "all languages consist of a complicated series of skills

for their speakers, listeners, readers and writers."

Clearly, if we want teachers to be effective in enabling their pupils to receive,

understand and apply the substance of their linguistic lessons and achieve most, if

not all, of the major objectives required of their teaching, the teachers themselves

should have the relevant competencies to train their pupils in specific linguistic

competencies which need regular practice in increasing difficulty to bring about

improvement.

However, it should be noticed on one hand that the importance of these

competencies does not omit the role of other competencies. On the other hand, the

Very Important competencies are treated as a guide for teachers rather than a means
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of locking them into a cage from which they could not escape if they wished. It

means that the teacher should be aware of the needs of his pupils, since their needs

vary from time to time according to the developments that have taken place in their

lives. Therefore, the teacher can decide clearly what his pupils have already learned

and what they need to learn.

Secondly, all the competencies related to each linguistic aspect described in

this chapter seem to be interrelated and interact with each other. This means that the

strength of one competency seems to have a positive effect on the performance of

another. Moreover, the interrelationship between competencies produces the

integration of all linguistic aspects. This can be explained, for example, by the

following competency that was rated Very Important in several linguistic aspects. It

is the competency of "distinguishing the pronunciation and formation of the letters,

especially those which have a similar outline and are close to one another". It is

clear that this competency can be found in reading, oral and written composition,

dictation and calligraphy.

Thirdly, the observation of the findings shows also that they cover all three

domains of competencies: cognitive, psychomotor and affective. This result avoids

the weaknesses found in traditional education, which focuses on the cognitive

domain more than the others. The findings were then used to highlight the value of

each domain. To explain this point: (1) the cognitive represents mostly the

theoretical aspect, which pertains to knowledge; (2) the psychomotor represents the

practical aspect of this knowledge, particularly that which need physical skills such

as writing, reading, speaking, class or non-class activities, and so on; and (3) the
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affective represents tendencies and interests, which are very important in achieving

the former two domains.

Fourthly, several reasons were given to explain why nine competencies were

perceived to be least important (Moderately Important):

1. To achieve those competencies, a high level of thinking is required, which is

beyond the level of pupils at intermediate school. An example of such

competencies is those related to literary texts, which comprise the criticism of the

text, knowledge of the trends in Arabic literature, and identification of the metre

and the rhyme (see section 5.3.2).

2. Many Arabic teachers lack experience in teaching and in providing their pupils

with specific competencies, particularly those which are acquired with practice.

This is sometimes due to the deficiencies in their pre-service teacher-training. As

a result, teachers try to ignore or avoid these competencies in their teaching

duties.

Fifthly, the findings also show that the curriculum for teaching Arabic does

not give enough attention to some linguistic aspects such as listening and Arabic

calligraphy despite their significant role in improving pupils' language. Those

aspects are neglected in the following ways: (1) few class periods are allocated to

them weekly; (2) they are taught as part of other linguistic aspects; and (3) they are

allotted the lowest proportion of marks in the final examination. This situation,

therefore, allows the educational authorities to neglect the provision of

teaching/learning facilities and materials that enhance the study of these aspects of
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Arabic. The respondents to the questionnaire feel that the above aspects should be

given adequate consideration.

Finally, there were a number of additional suggested competencies. Some of

them were related particularly to the four aspects of teaching Arabic. Another group

expressed in general the respondents' views of the status of teaching Arabic, the

position of Arabic in the school curriculum, and the teacher-training programmes in

Oman. Those suggestions were found to be very useful in helping teachers and

pupils to improve their linguistic competencies.
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Conclusion, Suggestions and Recommendations

The main purpose of this final part of the thesis is to summarize the issues and

findings, and suggest some improvements to the current system of teaching Arabic at

the intermediate stage in Oman. The chapter ends with some recommendations that

could be useful in planning teacher-training programmes in the future, with particular

reference to teaching the linguistic competencies, and in encouraging further studies

in this field.

1. General Conclusion

Since the success of language teaching depends largely on the ability of the teachers,

the issue of their competencies, as shown in Chapter One, has received widespread

attention in recent years. Some researchers have investigated educational

competencies, while others have focused on linguistic competencies in general.

However, there are very few studies covering the competencies required for

intermediate school teachers ofArabic in the Arab world, especially in Oman.

So far, there has been only one document published by the Ministry ofHigher

Education in 1999, describing the linguistic competencies necessary for teachers of

the first stage of basic education in Oman. A close look at its constituents has shown

that these competencies were very general, very limited and lacking any precise

definition. Al-HarrasT (2001) recently conducted a study to identify the educational

and linguistic competencies required for Arabic teachers, which was to be used as a

basis for evaluating the performance of female teachers in the first cycle of basis

education in Oman. His results have shown that there has been a weakness in the
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teachers' practice of the speaking and reading competencies. Although al-HarrasTs

study is recent and close to the present study, the linguistic competencies covered are

very limited and simple, for they are linked with the educational competencies and

confined to the first cycle ofbasic education.

Clearly, studies dealing with the linguistic competencies in Oman in general,

let alone at the intermediate state, are very rare. That is why it was considered

necessary to conduct a pilot study in Oman for the present thesis. It must be

emphasized that there is an urgent need for a full study which identifies in detail all

the linguistic competencies needed for teachers of Arabic in Oman and measures the

level at which they are mastered. It has also shown that the standard of Arabic

teachers was unsatisfactory (for the pilot study, see the Introduction of this thesis).

Therefore, the possession of the linguistic competencies would be of great

help to the Arabic teacher, for it would improve his ability in the classroom. It is

expected, then, that he should familiarize himself with at least the very important

competencies required for teaching Arabic. This means that teacher-training should

be based on the acquisition of the relevant competencies.

The significance of the movement of competency-based teacher-training,

which has been explained in detail in Chapter One, has led to the examination of the

current status of pre- and in-service teacher-training in Oman. It has been found that

the main defects in the teacher-training programmes are (1) adherence to the

traditional methods such as lectures that are far removed from classroom practice; (2)

dependency on personal experience in the planning of the programmes; and (3) the
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large number of Arabic teachers enrolled at colleges of education against their

wishes.

This situation has produced undesirable results, which means that today there

are still some teachers who lack experience and competency in teaching or who

suffer from certain weaknesses in their specialization. This suggests that

fundamental reforms in pre- and in-service teacher-training in Oman are still needed

to produce enough qualified teachers of not only Arabic but also other school

subjects. Many Omani researchers have emphasized this fact, among the recent

examples of whom are al-Barawani and Ibrahim (1997), al-Hinai (1997), al-HarrasI

(2001), al-Hashmi (2001), al-Manthri (2001) and al-Salmi (2001).

In direct response to the concerns raised about the lack of linguistic

competencies in the teaching of Arabic, efforts were made to identify which were

required by compiling an appropriate questionnaire. The final draft included

linguistic competencies related to eight aspects of the teaching of Arabic: Listening,

Reading, Literary Texts, Oral Composition, Written Composition, Grammar,

Dictation, and Arabic Calligraphy. This list was compiled as the result of consulting

various sources, as described in Chapter One and Chapter Three. The most

important of these sources, which has been examined in full detail in Chapter Two, is

the analysis of general, specific and behavioural objectives of teaching Arabic in

Oman. The analysis is based on a survey of the Arabic language syllabus and the

Arabic teachers' manuals provided by the Ministry of Education. The objectives

stated were the mastery of multiple competencies in cognitive, effective and

psychomotor domains.
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The discussion of these objectives in Chapter Two has revealed that certain

difficulties are inherent in their statements. Most of the general objectives are broad,

idealistic, largely inspirational, vague and allow a variety of interpretations. It is

difficult to work towards them in practice since there is the problem of translating

them into meaningful behavioural objectives. Even specific objectives are beyond

observation and measurement since each comprises a number of smaller objectives.

This means that to use such objectives pedagogically, several behavioural objectives

need to be translated for each of them.

When examining the behavioural objectives related to the various aspects of

teaching Arabic, it has been found that the amount of attention devoted to them has

varied from one linguistic aspect to another. For example, more attention has been

given to the objectives of reading and grammar since they are the usual focus of

instruction. In contrast, the behavioural objectives of teaching listening, dictation

and Arabic calligraphy received much less attention. Perhaps that is because, in the

view of many experts and teachers, these three aspects are presumed to develop

naturally without the need for rigorous systematic instruction. They think that

listening can be developed naturally while teaching reading, and dictation and

calligraphy will be learnt from written composition.

There are, in addition, various reasons for the neglect of the objectives related

to these aspects, which leads to the neglect by both teachers and pupils of the aspects

themselves. The following are some examples:
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1. The imbalance of time allocated weekly to aspects of Arabic. Table 2.1 in

Chapter Two shows that are no class periods devoted to teaching listening.

Dictation and Arabic calligraphy share only one class period weekly.

2. In dictation, there is greater emphasis on the rules themselves instead of putting

them into practice. Pupils are also introduced to difficult words such as hamza

and the soft alif (al-alif al-layyina). This results in the pupils coming to dislike

dictation.

3. The lack of pupils' textbooks whose content includes these aspects of Arabic, for

they usually consist of only reading and grammar. There is also a lack of

teachers' manuals, particularly for listening and dictation. This results in the

misunderstanding by both teachers and pupils of the natural value of teaching

these aspects.

4. The separate treatment of each aspect which disorganizes the integration of all

the aspects of Arabic. This approach could be the result of a misunderstanding

that the aim of the division into aspects is merely to facilitate the teaching of the

language.

5. The lack of educational facilities required for mastering competencies of these

aspects of Arabic, such as tape-recorders, language laboratories, televisions, and,

in particular, a studio and equipment for Arabic calligraphy.

6. The lack of co-operation between teachers of Arabic and those of other subjects.

It has been stated that Arabic teachers are weak in their level of linguistic

competencies. From this, one can conclude that such a weakness must be even
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greater among teachers of other subjects, who are consequently unable to

improve their pupils' language.

Another major source of linguistic competencies for inclusion in the

questionnaire was a review of the relevant literature. This entailed a survey of the

results of earlier studies containing lists of these competencies as well as books on

curriculum and methodology of teaching language.

An analysis of the general characteristics of language and specific

characteristics of the Arabic language was also considered a source. Here, the

features of language were translated into linguistic competencies so as to incorporate

the linguistic field into the educational arena.

All these sources were found to be most valuable in gathering information for

compiling the questionnaire. After the analysis of the sources was completed, the

questionnaire was compiled with its items (231 competencies) divided into the eight

aspects of teaching Arabic. The procedures followed to implement the questionnaire

have been fully described in Chapter Three. The findings from the questionnaire

have been presented and analysed statistically in Chapter Four. The findings

obtained from the analysis of the data collected are discussed in greater detail in

Chapter Five.

It has been mentioned above that in establishing training or remedial

programmes for teachers, it is also necessary to assess the extent to which teachers

possess certain competencies. To accomplish this, an appropriate instrument needs

to be developed. This coincides with another aim of the present study, which is the

creation of a specific observation card. The need for such an instrument has been the
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result of the pilot study described above, which highlighted the lack of a card

designed to evaluate Arabic teachers in particular. All that is available is an

observation card focusing on educational competencies in general for use by the

inspectors of all the school subjects, regardless of the nature ofan individual subject.

The main source of establishing the observation card was those findings from

the questionnaire which were rated very important. The findings covered two

aspects of Arabic: Reading and Grammar. It should be mentioned here that it has not

been within the scope of this study to put the proposed observation card into practice.

At this stage it was designed as a suggestion and an example that could be used in the

future by inspectors to evaluate their teachers.

To sum up, the main points of the findings of the present study are as follows.

Firstly, the realistic and practical value of the findings is based on the fact that most

of the respondents were Arabic teachers, who numbered 173 or 69.2 per cent of the

total of 250. The reason is that teachers deal directly with pupils when implementing

the curriculum and are expected to know their linguistic level and which

competencies they need to acquire. The teachers also know more than anyone else

their own areas of weakness and can therefore decide which competencies they need

to master.

Arabic inspectors have also played a significant role in the findings of this

study, since they numbered 70 or 28 per cent. This group of educators have a

particular educational experience as a result of their close and direct contact with the

teachers. Although the experts in Arabic curriculum development have varied
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experience as well, it is based on theoretical aspects because their connection with

field work is very rare. Their proportion was therefore only 2.8 per cent.

Secondly, the analysis of competencies in terms of importance has shown that

the majority of items in all the aspects included in the questionnaire were rated

important and very important, with only nine out of two hundred and thirty-one

being rated moderately important. This result expresses the view of the respondents

that these competencies have a significant role in teaching Arabic. However, despite

the importance of many competencies, respondents may believe that they have not

mastered them to the desired level.

Thirdly, it could not be expected that all linguistic competencies would be

rated very important in the findings. Perhaps the respondents realized that the main

purpose of the questionnaire was to identify the very important competencies

required for teaching Arabic. From their experience, they know that each class

period is set at around forty minutes, so it would be impossible to teach the pupils all

the necessary competencies. In this context, many teachers report that there is

simply not enough time to do everything that they would like to do in the classroom.

Therefore, in their responses to the questionnaire they have tried to focus on the

essential competencies that enable their pupils to master the basics of the Arabic

language.

However, this result does not mean the other competencies that are not rated

very important are not required for teaching Arabic. On the contrary, it is essential

for teachers to acquire them, for they are expected to be more fully informed than

their pupils. In addition, the position of teachers in the field of education demands
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that they improve their competencies and update their knowledge. Their promotion

from one educational stage to the next, such as from an intermediate to a secondary

school, or to the position of inspector of education or member of the department of

curriculum development and methodology would require a higher level of

competencies.

Although those competencies not rated very important may be unsuitable for

some pupils at a particular stage because of their level of difficulty, they may be

suitable for others who can learn faster. However, to make use of the limited lesson

time, teachers could guide those pupils to master these competencies in non-class

activities. Unfortunately, many teachers are unaware of these activities and have no

idea how to guide their pupils towards them and thus benefit from their free time,

particularly during the summer holidays.

Fourthly, the analysis of the questionnaire has shown that a number of

respondents were interested in giving more than their responses to the questions.

They suggested other linguistic competencies and added important and useful

opinions on the area of the present study. They probably found that the questionnaire

provided an excellent opportunity to highlight the weaknesses in the system of

teaching Arabic in Oman.

Some of these suggestions were directly related to four aspects of teaching

Arabic: Listening, Reading, Literary Texts, and Arabic Calligraphy. Another group

of suggestions expressed the views of the respondents (teachers in particular)

concerning the general status of the teaching of Arabic in Oman. They stated that

fundamental reforms were essential in several areas as follows: giving greater
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attention to the aspects of Arabic which have been neglected; reducing the reliance

on the traditional methods of teaching; enhancing the co-ordination between teachers

of Arabic and those of other subjects; and reviewing the pre-service teacher-training

programmes. These opinions have been discussed in full detail in Chapter Five.

2. Suggestions

It is widely acknowledged that the teacher is the main key to a successful educational

system in any community. Therefore, to raise the status of the teaching profession,

teachers need to refresh and update their competencies in the light of the latest

developments in their field. As far as the linguistic competencies are concerned in

this study, the findings from the questionnaire and the issues discussed in the

previous chapters have produced a number of relevant suggestions as listed below.

The aim of these suggestions is to present an opinion of how to improve the standard

of teaching linguistic competencies.

1. The lesson time allocated each week should be carefully balanced between the

linguistic aspects, their content, theory and practice. Without this condition,

teachers may well be tempted to neglect some aspects for one reason or another.

The importance of achieving a balance between theoretical and practical aspects,

for example, is emphasized by Suleiman (1993: 84), who stated that

the good curriculum is thought to be one which strikes a balance between traditional values and a

modern and forward-looking perspective, as well as between the mental development of the

students on the one hand, and their motor and physical development on the other. In this latter

respect, the good curriculum should be designed to give expression to the Arab maxim that sound

minds are to be found in sound bodies (al- 'aqlu al-salimufi al-jismi al-sallmi).
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2. To avoid the neglect of some aspects of Arabic such as dictation and calligraphy,

teachers' manuals and textbooks should be provided. The teachers' manuals

should be improved to include an explanation of how to teach Arabic according

to the new methodology, using new materials and a new content. The availability

of the materials could help to improve the status of teaching these aspects and to

enrich the teaching itself, as described by Ellis & Friel (2001: 362):

"Handwriting, spelling, punctuation, and grammar have always been important

and feature in school policy documents and teacher's planning. Many schools

have coordinated programmes for teaching these aspects, frequently using

commercial schemes to ensure coherence across stages."

3. The integration of the language should remain the basic aim of teaching all

aspects by giving them the appropriate treatment and introducing them in their

natural order of development: listening, speaking, reading and writing. However,

this does not mean that these aspects exist in isolation, for they need to be

integrated into language activities such as listening and interpreting

simultaneously, reading and taking notes and so on. This method could be

considered a means to facilitate the teaching of Arabic by dealing with all aspects

as one entity. The isolation of a competency should, on the one hand, be reserved

for particular attention and practice. On the other hand, such practice should not

be regarded as an end in itself, but as a means to master the competencies

required for each aspect. The results showed a largely significant correlation

among the competencies that were considered. For example, the competency

related to distinguishing between letters was rated very important in several

aspects ofArabic: see Chapters Four and Five.
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4. The school linguistic activities should be varied to suit the type of teaching. The

task of the teachers is therefore to draw on the range of insights available, and

then to develop activities that are appropriate for their pupils. Here, teachers are

expected to play several roles so as to encourage their pupils to take part in these

activities, both individually and collectively. For example, they could become

advisers, organizers, classroom managers, resource providers, and collaborators.

Among the purposes of these activities are: using language correctly in real life;

solving some personal problems such as shyness, confusion and isolation;

discovering individual talents; providing pupils with the confidence to relate to

the people around them; improving their attitude to learning; organizing and

directing their own learning; and developing their autonomy. Activities could

include school broadcast, school newspaper, group discussion, drama, literary

group, correspondence or communication group, Arabic calligraphy group, and a

group of library friends.

5. Teachers should encourage their pupils as far as possible to use their free time in

non-class activities aimed at improving their language. The desired result of this

type of activity is to help pupils become an integral part of their community.

Examples are: lectures and seminars; group trips; interviews; free reading;

accessing information on the Internet; participating in social events like poetry

evenings, public speaking, and joining the summer holiday clubs.

6. Co-operation between the teachers of Arabic and those of other subjects should

remain the basic aim. In this regard, Gurrey (1959: 206) states that the teacher

of language "is not working in isolation with a subject that has far different aims
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from those of the other school subjects: the aims of all are concerned with the

child, to help him and to give him the best." The evidence for the necessity and

significance of co-operation has been found in the results of the questionnaire,

where some respondents, for example, have suggested that Arabic calligraphy

should be taught by the art teacher rather than by the Arabic teacher.

7. It is very important for Arabic teachers at all educational stages to use the

Internet as a modern method of teaching and obtaining useful information in

developing their careers. With regard to the general usefulness of the Internet, al-

Naamany (1997: 234) points out:

The Web is now considered as the largest single source of information in comparison to any

library in the world and its availability to all gives information accessibility unrivaled in history

of mankind. The advent of student Internet Know-how will enable a new era of teaching

methods, distribution of information and hence knowledge.

Concerning the more specific use of the Internet in education, al-Hamdani

(1997: 184) states:

Basic education school teachers who will be responsible for implementing the educational reform

in their school must have skills, practices, and training in the use of information technology. The

use of communication will promote a good connection with each other, with the trainers at the

training center, and possibly with other teachers across the nation and the world.

This type of service should therefore be available in schools. Furthermore,

the curriculum for this topic should be introduced in both pre- and in-service

training programmes.
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8. Libraries should stock the latest publications that are usefixl for teaching, such as

educational periodicals to supplement the curriculum. Teachers can use them as

a source of stimulating ideas and practical examples. Moreover, pupils should

also be taught library skills, particularly accessing references.

9. Special workshops and seminars in the colleges of education should be held

regularly for teachers to meet college staff and specialists in curriculum and

methodology to discuss new problems arising in teaching and to be provided with

the latest necessary information. These meetings could also be arranged at the

schools between the teachers themselves to debate the teaching of language,

thereby encouraging newly qualified teachers to benefit from the guidance of

those who are more experienced.

10. The development and delivery of a range of specialized in-service training

programmes for Arabic teachers to meet the particular requirements of the reform

plan. In fact, it is necessary to review repeatedly related programmes in the light

of new research findings to keep pace with the rapid progress in this field and

abandon the traditional methods of teaching.

11. The findings from the questionnaire have shown that more emphasis should be

placed on the mastery of competencies in any future revision of the teacher-

training programmes at the colleges of education according to the general

educational reform policy in Oman. The revision should cover various aspects

such as aims, content, teaching and learning strategies.

12. It is the purpose of this study to suggest some possible functions of linguistic

competencies and recommend them to teachers and pupils in particular. The
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findings from the questionnaire have shown that there is indeed a list of

competencies that can be provided to educators and teachers at the intermediate

stage in Oman. It is hoped that these linguistic competencies can be used to

compile new curricula or modify those already existing so as to help pupils

improve specific competencies, especially in those aspects that have been given

least attention in the current educational system. It is also hoped that the

competencies can be used to highlight the weaknesses of both teachers and pupils

and guide the planning of future remedial work. Furthermore, the competencies

should form the basis of the assessment when the appropriate instruments have

been developed. Without viable assessment instruments, the competencies will

not be accorded the required priority in school curricula.

3. Recommendations

In the discussion of the conclusions drawn from this study, it could be said that

linguistic competencies is an interesting subject of research. Clearly, further detailed

studies from both the theoretical and empirical aspects need to be conducted to

obtain a more in-depth insight into the findings of this study and improve the

teaching ofArabic in Oman. Examples of these recommendations are as follows:

1. Evaluating the extent to which teachers of Arabic at the intermediate stage are

capable of teaching linguistic competencies. In other words, are teachers of

Arabic sufficiently competent linguistically speaking?

2. Determining whether competency-based teacher training programmes can

produce graduates better qualified to teach linguistic competencies.
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3. Examining the attitudes of both teachers and pupils towards the study of

listening, dictation, and Arabic calligraphy, and the identification of strategies to

improve their attitudes.

4. Examining the role and responsibility of Arabic inspectors for monitoring and

improving the standard of teachers' linguistic competencies.

5. Investigating the obstacles that prevent both teachers and pupils from mastering

the linguistic competencies found in this study.

6. Examining the role of class and non-class activities in helping pupils to improve

their language, and evaluating the extent to which the educational authority

should provide facilities to encourage pupils to take part in such activities.

7. Evaluating the extent to which the language-teaching technology, such as tape-

recorders and video recorders, the language laboratory and the Internet,

participate in improving the teaching/learning of linguistic competencies.

8. Applying the observation card designed in this study to evaluate the standard of

Arabic teachers' linguistic competencies.

9. The identification of the linguistic competencies required for teaching aspects of

Arabic in secondary schools to complement the current study.
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Appendix 1

Names and occupations of the arbitrators

Name Occupation Specialisation

'All Ahmad
Madkur.

Full professor arid Dean
ofthe College of
Education

Arabic Language
Teaching Methods

Ahmad 'Isa. Assistant professor Arabic Language
Teaching Methods

Fathl Abu-
Shi'asha'.

Lecturer Arabic Language
Teaching Methods

Usama 'Abd
al-'Aziz.

Lecturer Arabic Language
Teaching Methods

Sha'ban 'Abd

al-Qadir
Qhazala.

Assistant professor Arabic Language
Teaching Methods
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Appendix 2

The Final Versions of the Questionnaire (The Pilot Study)

Experts in curriculum and the methodology of teaching Arabic language.

Arabic language inspectors.

It has been agreed that the Arabic language teacher must be capable and

skilled to teach this subject properly. This means that he has to have the linguistic

competencies essential for teaching this subject. Some ofthese competencies are:

1. Reading the text aloud in front of the pupils.

2. Developing pupils' critical reading competence.

3. Training pupils to use dictionaries.

4. Giving pupils the chance to practise grammar (written and spoken).

5. Training pupils to set and arrange their ideas during writing.

6. Training pupils to use simple Modem Standard Arabic (MSA).

7. Training pupils to respect and observe the conversation etiquette.

8. Training pupils to apply the rules ofdictation correctly.

9. Training pupils to use punctuation marks.

10. Giving pupils examples ofgood writing to imitate.

As these competencies are important for the Arabic language teacher, the

researcher is now conducting a field study entitled (The Linguistic Competencies

Required for Preparatory School Teachers ofArabic in the Sultanate ofOman).
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In order to do this, he kindly requests you to answer the following questions

according to your point of view and wide experience in this field.

1. To what extent do you feel that Arabic language teachers could master the

required linguistic competencies when teaching the following aspects of

Arabic language: (please put ( V ) in front ofyour selection).

Linguistic aspect Very Good Good Weak

Reading
Literary Texts
Grammar
Written Composition
Oral Composition
Dictation and Punctuation
Arabic Calligraphy

2. Is there, currently, a special card available for evaluation of the linguistic

competencies of the Arabic language teacher which is different from those

used by the inspectors ofother school subjects?

3. In case of the non-availability of such a card:

a. Why do you think it is not available?

b. Do you believe that it is important to develop such a card and, if so, why?

Thank you,

Sulaiman Al-Ghattami
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Appendix 3.

Licences from theMinistry ofHigher Education and the
Ministry ofEducation to carry out the pilot study
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Appendix 4.

General Evaluation Card Used Currently by Inspectors

Sultanate ofOman

Ministry of Education
Directorate General ofEducation - Muscat

Educational Supervision Department

Class Visit Guidance Card

Directorate/Administration:

School: Inspector: Date ofvisit: Subject:

Teacher:

Qualification/Date:

Date of appointment:

Commencement ofpost:

Class No. ofpupils Period Subject
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No. Subject Excellent Good Average Assistance

required
Extra
assistance

required

First: Evaluating the planning stage for teaching/learning process:

1 Executing annual plan

2 Accuracy formulation of
behavioural objectives.

3 Selecting suitable
activities and methods to
achieve aims.

4 Selecting evaluation
methods that are
consistent with the aims.

Second: Evaluating the execution stage for teaching/learning process:

5 Activating previous
experience and stored
knowledge

6 Using educational
methods and scientific,
written and oral
activities.

7 Stimulating and
motivating learning

8 Using suitable
educational aids.

9 Responding to pupils'
mixed abilities.

10 Linking the subject with
the pupil's lives and
local environment.
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11 Encouraging self-
learning.

12 Using continual
assessment and

benefiting from its
results.

13 Keeping discipline in the
class.

14 Knowledge of the
subject.

15 Correct use ofArabic.

16 Paying attention to
homework and other
activities related to the
school curriculum.

17 Suitability of the
teaching/learning
material to the time
allocated for each class

period

18 Keeping a monthly
register ofpupils'
performance.

Third: Inspector's meeting with the teacher after class visit:
Positive aspects of teaching:

Proposed plan to develop teacher's performance:

Other notes:

Teacher' s signature: Head Teacher' s signature:
Inspector's signature:
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Appendix 5.

Letter from my supervisor to the Cultural Attache in the
Omani Embassy in London
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7 August 2000
DEPARTMENT of ISLAMIC

and MIDDLE EASTERN STUDIES

MYS/LS/19/45

"The University of Edinburgh
7-8 Bucclcuch Place

Kdinhurgh F.I-18 91.W
Fax OH 1 6SO 6RO-1

Telex 727442 (tINIVF.I) U)

r.inail Islamic.Studies^cd.ar.uk

Telephone OITI 6SO 1000
or <lirert dial OITI 6S0 4 182

J o whom it may concern

Mr Sulainian AI-Ghattami

Mr Sulaiman AI-Ghattami intends to visit Oman to carry out research during the academic year
2000/2001. His fieldwork will consist of distributing questionnaires to Arabic language experts
and Arabic language teachers in the various education directorates in Oman. The fieldwork is
aimed at developing a framework for assessing language competence at the preparatory stage.

1 hope you will be able, to give him all the support and assistance he needs.

Professor M Y Suleiman

Postgraduate Supervisor
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Appendix 6.

Licence from the Ministry of Higher Education to carry out
the fieldwork
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Appendix 7.

Letter from the Office of Research and Development to
Director General of Curriculum and Training
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Appendix 8.

Letter from the Office of Research and Development to
Director General of Education in the Governate of Muscat

and the Interior Region
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Appendix 9.

Letter from the Directorate of Education Supervision at
the Interior Region to the head teachers of the

preparatory schools
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elj^J^_lil A_3k.jJ CS^"" {J LlUJl *CLull jJ) <Lual^»l ^jisJjLS (jLlaljuJl 4_x_^Lx

J LjLrw C SJl^LOJ! ^ilLa-aiL Ajtiil j ^_9
» A 3-% ji <L« dlLa^Lt^ail

» 4_J^1Li>J| d)La^i*-a]l ^3 41l/v^ps (Jjg 1 o3j

*" 4jL\ ^^liu

% ifft-ll f-ILtii rfUlj-uf* ^jj jfalj
^jdljfrldJl 1{=3^11 jUaMj«J SLAjtid UJ^M jjJ^d ujlj

J/'AV/'V.:'/. V v . >

j, ■&: s r^ ':^

^ir.-uy

Uialuii
CIJV' J Ajolio l_u^a

l_i —Loll
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Appendix 10.

Letter from the Directorate of Education Supervision at
the Governate of Muscat to the head teachers of the

preparatory schools
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C h
;' r\ \r

v t /
vJb££u-, "

: ••.!:> '£'< 111 v .;
/■II". *

»<-<w J ^ j*JJ n *■j ij ..,-.i

cjo»d^l,/J, / c^Lyrti^f

4_jt£i^)Jj A\\ A_A2W^)J —^.llo ^l„JUili

^jxtdl—cu (j_j l oj < ii (j-j (jLuLcu / JJaLiil ^jLj S jtifVI Jjj
Jjwuaxll LoIxJi AJLcul jJ 4—Ludt ja! (jUaluJl ajla\a. JjS qa

1^1 (JajjJu <jj>laj ^ALJla (JUa^ ftijjjSjJI 3ajA crJp
4_AJ^L!) CjLA£-aaj Ljiila. ^j-SjJ ®AaIAII <LSlLhaJU t> jj—bl AJLAIA

Ajckjj
9 »

^-uaLxll i^ULul^VI J-jjjli jj-Sjuiit L^a Jjfuuj^^JJ
diULuJl ^,,,.A-a> <JA (JIAJJ AJJj*J| AjLIJI I—ILAIXA / ^^AJJLA ^^Jc- CiauJL

. Aj^lkajl

^IJI (^}i ^sJLu)

(3^19 Jj3j l jLSjj
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Appendix 11.

Names and occupations of the specialists who judged the validity
of the questionnaire

Name Occupation Specialisation Place of employment

'AIT Ahmad Madkur Full

professor and
Dean of the

College of
Education

Arabic Language
teaching methods

College ofEducation,
Sultan Qaboos
University

'Abd al-Rahman al-§aghlr
Muhammad 'Isa

Lecturer Arabic Language
teaching methods

College ofEducation,
Sultan Qaboos
University

Ahmad Muhammad 'Isa Lecturer Arabic Language
teaching methods

College ofEducation,
Sultan Qaboos
University

Usama 'Abd al-Latif 'Abd
al-'AzIz

Lecturer Arabic Language
teaching methods

College ofEducation,
Sultan Qaboos
University

Sha'ban 'Abd al-Qadir
Ghazala

Professor Arabic Language
teaching methods

College ofEducation,
Sultan Qaboos
University

Ahmad al-Hanashi Lecturer Arabic Language
teaching methods

College ofEducation for
Teachers Training in al-
Rustaq

Kamil Mahmud Najm Professor Arabic Language
teaching methods

College ofEducation for
Teachers Training in al-
Rustaq

Hana Abu Dayf Lecturer Arabic Language
teaching methods

College ofEducation for
Teachers Training in §ur

Nasir Fu'ad 'All Ghubish Lecturer Arabic Language
teaching methods

College ofEducation for
Teachers Training in §ur

'Abdullah Muhammad
'Imara

Lecturer Arabic Language
teaching methods

College ofEducation for
Teachers Training in
Nazwa

Muhammad 'Ala' al-Dln
al-Shu'ayb

Lecturer Arabic Language
teaching methods

College ofEducation for
Teachers Training in
Nazwa

'AITMuhammad Ibrahim Lecturer Educational
Statistics

College ofEducation,
Sultan Qaboos
University
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Appendix 12.

The letter addressed to the judges and the evaluation sheet
attached to it for examining the validity of the questionnaire

<Lj.il Ajjjjtil A*ll\ ^JbuvS LaJ^UI ljLIaSJI 4JLluil
^LaP 4JlalwU

<vll J

CttinJj . ,.4jl£^)Jj .Jill ^SjIc. ^LjJI

t_sJJ i 31g"i 4JUII i^ya (■ ^lll 4jja^all 4-jl n. »i^I (jjj £ >Jal (jl —uij3
.4iLL nib 4_j.il .ic.^ I 4_Lx^)valU 4_j^j*ll 4jtill <\1 4_o_j!}UI 4_j_jxlll dlbliSlI ^»Al Aj.W 1

*

Ajjoll fSZiyfs. ^_ya ojliouiVI lLipJjII (_bb t4_jjij&ll 4_jLo*1I ^3 (Jliill I j—laij
^ <jjSj {Jl*. i4ia_^all ^bioL^U 4_uAx-JI Sjjj-^11 ^3 4_<uajl -s£j|j|Ij

i4_jj^)*ll <*111 (jjjjJj ^l^laj 0&l_Lall pl^)A». AliLaltill 4joiI jjJI Ajjc- ^gic. JfeuJaSll <1—jtiill
_jll pi-lib ejSll ^SLLo ^a.^alli .

.<xjlall CjI J^)Lal Aj_j*11I <c-b>.-»ll . ^

.(jZjxl 1 g >^pjj 4jj*I1I diblaSlI t_uijp . Y

.4jj*lll dibla^ll <USIS1I (J j-ojjj . V

.<ii*ll jI jal piJ|IQ*~ jaa■ ■■all jAxJI ^ . nl II ^LsLall 4^ap^ba (_£-!*> . t
.<1^1 Ja Ci*j_bj ^ill i iII (jjiaJ ^3 4-ajlSll ,O

•4joiljjll 4jjc. 4 g ■%.jjall ^4jLujilj diLajl*jll .1

t>yJj '»5tc.i Jja, <_$ijll ptjj) j!)Li QA <AjUli CjIjA3 <»j£aj p&la (jjUsaSI <ji AJaaiLa ja.ji 1 *
1 ^ "\ \ 1«S*<
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4iLiajj tdsUiSJl oOA a ^2 AjjjJj <._ n >il la (JjJsti (_$1 P 11 j •> J|l 1 aS
,4-Jjj^Ja IgijjJ c^jaJ 4jjil CjLUS

.A-ojlill Juej JJ jll ^2 4ju<=L^Lk jsyjl Ijiklj

:1&}1I 4-^1-vll ajSLJM AJJJUJUVI diljLull 4Aa*3J ^j^ill ^1^.^)11 :4Ja^5L»

• ^ ul^l 1

;^ol*JI (Ja^SII
:4_}H_aJI 4jL}lajll

: J—a*ll AgJi.

:p<au>l\ <i jj>
__ s t

Ajl nt nV 1 4_1a*aj 1 jjSojLs ^jSaill t'Loaflll c£ljl_jl p I AjIj A , „-i~.Lall <4V.1^j3 4ajj t(jVl
:4_ja (iLlj pljuL CloS Lai -LoUtl! ojjj^all IgjS L^aiXa 4jltill

jfltji v
4A,JJJ (jalji

S jAAll
«• AJOUIJIA

4-ajlSll dll-l^ial 4-}_jatill <C-Lu^all A > r\ >

(J£Aj 4jj*I1I diLlaSLlI £r j4—J
tJ* ^

Y

4JJ*A1I CjLlflSJl <xulall r

■»■J^ .41 ^j.,1 ia4l A ^

4J 3l piJ ^Vl .,,v uAll
4 m 11

£

(_^ill i. "q. ~\g 11 (JJiiJ 1^2 4_—pjlSll (jj—<-3
4_L=*.l £ya dfcuJaj

o

Jj 4^a._jxJl (aILuijII) dlLuLiill £• j—uaj
4_uilj^lt 4jjc-

n

^jLu ^Ic.
^otixjl lJ&Jjuj (jj jjl ojl.n jLJLXLAII
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Appendix 13.
The final version of the questionnaire and the covering letter

^1^.^)1! aii!
AjjjjlS! AjLH! flx*l A-aJ^U! Ajjxiil diLliSJ! AJAAJ MJLlut!

(jLaC- Aalalui (jh AjJIac-V! AJ^jaSL

clg-mJjAa (jjiaj 4jjj*1! Axil! ^laILo s-l^ad /(JjJalaV!
tlgalg-a. ^aj Aaa^x!! 4x111 ^ g ^-o

. -oil 1 gjl aW aj AjAIAjC-V! Al^^alla Aja^xl! 4x11! ^adxa

'. 1§1 ^.JIJLII 4_lqa1*31I AsJaLal!

! (d)Lai*^ll j A uj jAall

^ ^ Ajjaj (_j^a | | Aauj (j>a Ja! 14 \$ all aAA ^^9 (J-a*ll dl! ^lui

AJ^ILA!! djULuS! AJU^J ^j£JJ! p. IAJII)

... Ajuj iAjI£jjj ail! A^o^jj ^jlo ^1)LuH
Ajui! y c &4lajxJl Aa! f11 nV! ^JAJ! (jai ^da! ^j! ^j^juua
c>AA i—SA^Jj .Ig.uMjAa (jjJaj Aaajxl! 4x11! giAllo ^ el jjaSLlll 4?>.jA (Jail $ 4aair.
A^jaIIj 4jj^x1I 4x11! ^1» al Aaj j^U! Aa^xiil dilaliSlI ^a! AaAad ^11 AaJ jaI!

f

(jjjiil 1 ^ la-% a ^9 JjLaJ ^al! A lljA all Aj ^illl j^)il! ^9 A 'llnlmlla 4jAIac.V!

£<L»JA*JJl Lgixlic ol OIIAL4N1J d»L«^lxll y AS-J-^^ ^ AJ^*U\ djlaLi^Jb 3^./sa\.\
o*X& (JJ d>bA-w»»jUf y* tl^Jl (Jj+pj^\ AJ^*JJl (_3!~X&^/1 AJ^\1S A^XPL-MJ. j Ij^li AJL*^T

.L^d« aJLL^^I
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AitfLaiVi aAA >■"*< 39j .(Pj tuJ-laallj i^LoljaiVI) AjA\ 4*JJV1
4*111 ^Alla U-l3$ £ya lA^laiuol C5"^ ^LJ*^ CLlUtaSl!

.4JaJJ^a]l ASJLuiII CJLuiIJ^IIJ t^W rt\l 4l.ilj ( 1 g >nj^jJlJ

4*11! A-oik ^9 L_ljJ^ll l i)j c4j^jjj1I 4j1ax1I ^9 (Jlxill l^)Jajj
4jjj1I ^Sj^ssl. (j^o o^liluiVl uLlxIiII (_J-qIj t \ g > njjJU (_3^)Iaj ^^jllj cAjj^slH
(V) 4A!>Ic. tAjliluiVl a3A iJlil^)99 (jc. aA^!)1\ 'Loaall J

(J£ 4JAAI 4A^J (_jo 4JC.JJJajaj 493 (JfLj ^jlj (jC- ^>J*J ^1 ^LaJluiVl CLl^J

cdljj iAllaluojl 4jji.ic.yi 4JLa.^a11j 4jj^)*]I 4*111 ^»1*a ^^Ij Ajjotillj 4j^j*1 4jli£
~,l» * Lfr^liLaJ (jl t...ia.j (^A\ Cjl_ili£ll ^xAl ^Ij (Jj^joSI ^9 $.1 jVI a-igj 3Lui^jjjul}U
aJA ^^9 4jIj! ^jjSj! 4 1-i-t.^La 4jUaJ ^Liil AjJajj S4j.il.ic.yi 4jj_^)*1I 4*111

.cUKll

(jl IgJ (j^l-ij (_5^l (J1iL#_j1*a1I (jlj LoLaJ IjS—J iJjJaliVl ^jI^C-I
.^^a!*!! C. \.rv ill V] ^JikAuiJ

t^jUj JJuufl J& jJJ&ilij j&£M JjjA -1—L-Lu ™ f£lj
»»

t^A J*ll t_flJjai fji yLaJL_uj j<A±AA\\
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AjJjJtM 4*III Ajjiil! diblisil Am\1

yLaP 4JjaLuu Aj^Ij&VI AJajaSL

»•

2u*&\
••

4l±S
«•

AjaaSH .iStla

•»

jjbh
*

Ajjiiii OLAiSJI«»^ •» f

^ ^IjuaII A-aj^Ui AjjxJJI :Vjl
t^LalLuuV) (jjujJj

S Aaxuj ^ic. 1 j^la ^Luoll qjSL (j\
Ajlllll Clljli£]! AjoijLa-a LSlc. (—LiUaJI

ilg-ia j

. (JjJadl! ^ AjjIslLoII djl jj^aVI (jjj jjxajll

.<c.^LuuJt ^l£»aSn Y

. CJIA^SJ jl£al (j^Q 4j1J ^ALUOJ La <__iijjj r

.^LaioiVl <>lj jl j oLajVI £

.AJI^AII ^Jx*. ^5jla]| jl Lj^JLall AjtjtLa 0

jl dl.W"^ll AjsJatiLa ^»^C. n

A \* >^>\1 ~ j« ^a (jLjjuill t ajLjj

.^LaLuiVI jjJa ^a ^3 sJS

v '

.£• LujuoYI Aic. All_jJa]l (J-oaJI ^a A

AjulL^II

yr5^ yr^' Ajl<uJa]| ^Lt^Si
jl rth'iJ

Y ♦ ■

. jlSaV 1 (JjuiluU (_£ Aa A Li'vLLa
. jlfLaVI (jjj JLjjj ^1 oLl*JI ^a 1 Y
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•• •*

A1A
<U^A

4-A^A

i^a.
♦

h>j*U\ cjLL&ll ?

L^H-V £jA (j11 j-JAAlil

jjJaJA]LJ

) i

jl£iVlj AllaLaJI jl^aVt (JJJ jjJAjll
.4~t i"v v «-i\l

•»

) o

_JAS A iajj^ll a jSLall (_^fl^LaJiuil

.^•LaJjuaVI

n

. JSltaJIj (JllLajl*-<all j ^iaIIAH (jjj ^ju A"<\I w

£ya A <■% > ^i\l Aj^iiJI CIiVI.atJIi.dVI jn<i"l
.AlUiJ

u

.AC-^ojuaaII ojLAII ^9 uLjaaliLJI c t wi^ ^ i

.Jlluo. IaJ 3^^ Y.

jauuII ^ya A rtg a\I lIiIajk^ll "%*ii nl Y ^

^^9 ji ^i.hull iS-^0

. AJLuojil (Jj >

Y Y

£ya <C. jajoia1I SJLAII A

. l^-l9 t At i >i\t ( ijl j to^al! (—jl^sl

Yr

Ji^»l <» ( ■CLS^aII £." itJ«."V^LA\I J 1j.^l

• ajlfsialj

Y £

( Jjiullj Aj]| ^IaJjujVI ^—3 Ia 1~\ \*i Yo
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4*OJJ£-
•• *•

AZA
*»

A^a
4_A^

\±x
#

Ajjftltt £U&\
?

L-J^JIUAJ AJI! ^LQJJUJV! ^ *1 LQ 1

Al^.
•» •

Y1

4jo*n ^9 4jij ^LaiuiVI ^ "1 La-a oJlliajLuVl
AjsLSJIIJ OJ^JII

Y V

^

^ ^

^ ^3 6jtjLjc.lj ^LaJ-uiV1 4_LaAl
•Ailll

YA

£A tl^iaLual (jjjj ^JA.1 4JJ*JS CiLlaS
:4laijAll Juiau

^ ^SjudS 4JJ*U! £U&\ :LUIJ
t$£-l jSJI

e-

S^jia 'LIAJJ 1 ^1*-A1! (jj^3 u'
A-Jtiil diljLi£31 4_UO^)LO^O ^^IC.

:lg_La j

AJLULLOII Aj-aLi. ci—(_]l1 >">il (jJJ _JJJAJII

.^jll ^ l$i#

)

Ajwaliv djl (jJJ jj^ajll
,n\l Lgj-a i_JjlaLall

Y

AaDLoII Ajjl^all CAc- jj-ojaII jlii=J
- <\ oAALXI! j C^a! jun

r
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AjuJg-
••

4jLA&Sl\

2\M
9»

-iSLLa

♦*

••

AJ*$A

*

hjxll\ £U&\
c

A tALsl_u<a]| o<i|^al| CllLlliS ^j-a

V

^lail Jjiajil j)\g l-ij ^»3c. —1

i

^3 AC-^)jaJI — t_J

.^.jjLjil (jAiil ^iil - £
.6pl^)Sil cljiil A flg UjUa^xlal! Akl — J

AZLclLOII -%\\ diLilsS (jj®

WL> J^]
. 1 rtl\in IDaj lg_l tAs> 1-> >^i\l

o

(J^yLk £ja (JJ* A \ — l_J

l"ll^.l .nlVI ~l.>k"iinlj tt*"\ji^-i\l 4^**1
,4jjLiiLLa]l

,Ajjg -s.11 0£.|^)S]| ^Ijjl ASLyUnll —

^JSJASI CAAAC* (-Julajj — 3

!^ya 4_ilLk]| A:w42k_i.<«all e^l^EII -—&

.Ajjiiii *LkkSM
.AJLIT^J <_ul£]i 4.i*.^,k..vi t_S^J*J 1

.^- ^jJa 4_uojj^)11 ^-1 jVnul V

. j) > <~\ 3-aii 4_uUJ^ll a^jSslI ^3 A

(J'vLk qa 4-Ut-i-ajl dlljl^Lall ^jLt-a ^xg3

.(jUijill

1
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«• •• ♦*

i^Ai
♦

in ^Ui£»
f

S.ljj aAUaJI Ajjilll CjbjAail <■ jjJajJ
.oJuLa

) •

.Q^)j)g t»a\l Ajjilll ^xa.LcaIl ftAaaJ 1 1

1 Y

.6 jia <j£i 4julU^)1I IV

.o^aa <J£i 4_u^aJI jlSiVI 1 £

.4jjjl!»SIj jl£iVI (jJJ u /\~i\l 1 o

JJC.J 4JaJLj^aJI jl£aVI jjj aill

jjJa j-ailj 4_lajj^>ai!

11

. 4jlaLkJl j^ya 4 -\ 1-^ > *a.\l j)\£sfy\ jiu") W

. I g \ 1 n\ 1 nilj jl£aVI -iilljj <_£Aa 4_1a^>La u

•L£^J 4ljLJ u£ j&&\ 11

. (_pa_J J dlLxxLaLaSI ^n>e3ll Y »

Jjlj Lai 4jju)lia (jjjlic. jljli.1 XI

. f. jjiLaJI aAiLait CjlLa^jia-ail a^\ n nl YY

. f.j^)<Lall £ya ^jLlallj j»jiil aJLuil xr

^^3 djLa_jix-a]l 4->m ^Ic- ^^xll
. f. ^sull

Y £

L_u£l jJj Jaliilj f. j^iLait (jC. U^Luj ^Uxlll
•* •

.4^k_u««ss3

Y 0 !

4j ja»>ia ^jAajj CHJIJS <1 j^iLall ^a-LaJj
.4 alLii AJtlj js. j^a (_JSuuIL1

Yn
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•»
4L£

••

jSlla

••

♦

CjUiSfl
f

^ Ana^l A*nnl ^a__j La L_SulajJ
. 4_1*_1 liil! SLlxII <■ aSI «>a

•» «•♦ %• «y

YV

^jc. ^l^aAual
• opl jflU Afuillallj Aa^-aSI Clllc ^jJa j^a]!

YA

AAAJJ ^9 S*l jSSI ClAc.jjJa^a L_LLLIjj

.^LsiuiVI diLliS

Y 1

A-bajij ^9 djlc-jjJa^a LULilajp

.^LSilj (j o.* \l j \ CjLli£

r.

Jic-ljill (_pa*j ^9 ^^9 C-HJ^ ^ ^**
.Aj^xlll

n

(—L>Uall Ajuca^all ^IXAII Aakljl
•Ajjg ">\t Sc-I^all ^9 A^JLAAS]

VY

*-£-» _l5l 4_iji\\l /!.IL«ASI\ »\*A\I

i^9

rr

(_5 -\-\ >lj<L\l Lte Jail «J» -aN lA I»*

• Aaiia-a (JjLuojJ L_l!>LlaII

V£ ■

(. 4Jj*J A LnTi'll ^IXASI jljiC-l
.i_£UaJI^ ^1 jill

ro

.L-LyUa]! (J jJAII ^Ix^all (—SjjtJ n

"bf.\ jUl ^3kj AUL^JI CJUUJI ^LLAII Ajajj
. L-l'vUall ^5 a! S^pJ)

vv
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•»

•*
a1a

«*

•»

H4

i±
*̂

AjjklM CjLjL&SJI
f

^LijuoV AC. jjiLa A_}J!^)3 Ajajoijl ^Le^all
L_Lylla]( <_£.}] Ajji jail (jJ;^

va

i

Of.ljiil J] L_L>liall (_5a1 (J-i>aH ^>W 4_lojj
.AqViA.n (_jiat^)C.V

n

g_a (l^iala) ojjj ,jjsji ajjii ciblas
: 4J&3I jaJI A_^jJ juJcLi

ji fljutll ^UJiUI Ajjilil dLliiiJ

A_i«Ij ^^ic. 1 ^ala ^1*-<ji (jj^j (jl
A_ilti]| dlLjli^l! AjuijLa-a L5Ac- (_l!XlaS!

l^ij^ l^st-uj »AiaJ1 AajJl^l ^Ln^.1

.A_Lial^c.lj ( jjvi ^ flyia Ajjaai!

)

.(j-sail! t i-\Lua A n^rs ni y

lgj3 (jJS A^uillOII LjI^JU r

Aailc. (_5a]| ^usajti!j Aonll jjt
• 0=^l is*

£

. jj-sajil ^Lxil L_fl^xJ 0

Ujjj"0) CH3-^ ^isill |_]^mill
( j-^ -

1
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'LajJfr
♦»

At,ft
••

A1a
•»

4^o
4^»

IJL&I
♦

ajjxim dblisll«»v «♦

f

— A > y-i^ <—S^}*A

^^cSJ ... AJLLO ~'Aulad

V

AjujjAAII is^-" U «-» cJ^^- (j-° t—S_^*ASI

l$J] ^! AajjVI

A

^jc. (_5^)*judll plaiyi (ja SaLaJ
1 A<iw\ AAC-Ijjj dijj^aSI A^.jA ^u*3 — 1

. (_j<-|*l\l (j^AjJaLA j^gJkiajaj

1

4_tijju^aj|j Ajj-t l\l JlC-l jillj ^»!JjlVI - 4J

utll sialyl $iLjj|
plj^l AjjuoLLAII S^-LajVt ^^"nut — ^

. alkali ^*1* a\I i(_5^)*-ujjll

(jm A_nr..,i.<atll dj|j^)iyill ^jlxA ^a

.(jljjaJl

1 .

(JA^. p.Lb eJUAaJI (dla^Lol! t-JulajJ
. OJULA

•»

<-_u£l jjllj di! J j1a]| Ajji] oJj3 i_..il,jdi5\l
.A-ak._Uya8.lt (_uILujV t j

H |

- A ^^q\l ajldkj) (^SJI ^J-aLill ^UjluSj >r

.aj^)^3 saslj (JSLl ajouj^)11 s^)£flll l^pduil ^ i

.ajj^a Oaslj ^-Luyaajll C5j*A]l ^a ) o

(jyajll aj jjjaxji sau_j]! ^xgii u
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'Uu^C-
••

3t.fi
•• ••

<U$-«

*•

b*.
*

Ajjii]} ujbliill
f

Ig > >IT M -laLujI AiaCk^La

•O^' C5* l^iuAx^j

w

• (_g^X* mi.\1 ill t_S^*-J u

(j-tajll ^^3 ^ajm^a^t L_i^)*_> n

AjsIs t-JjJC. (j^Q A=wjJ 33 La L_S^)*J Y •

^C. o^))-»1 > >i <^\l AijalaJt Y ^

LaSi t-LpVI L_1jLjiI »^aa. £-Ij—i—
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Appendix 14.

Names and occupations of the specialists who judged the validity
of the observation card

Name Occupation Specialisation Place of employment

'AH Ahmad Madkur Full professor
and Dean of
the College of
Education

Arabic Language
teaching methods

College ofEducation,
Sultan Qaboos
University

'Abd al-Rahman al-§aghfr
Muhammad 'Isa

Lecturer Arabic Language
teaching methods

College ofEducation,
Sultan Qaboos
University

Ahmad Muhammad isa Lecturer Arabic Language
teaching methods

College ofEducation,
Sultan Qaboos
University

Usama 'Abd al-Latif 'Abd al-
'AzTz

Lecturer Arabic Language
teaching methods

College ofEducation,
Sultan Qaboos
University

Sha'ban 'Abd al-Qadir
Ghazala

Professor Arabic Language
teaching methods

College ofEducation,
Sultan Qaboos
University

'Ata Abu JabI Expert in
Arabic

Language

Arabic Language
teaching methods

Directorate ofArabic
Curriculum

Development,
Ministry ofEducation

Majrd 'Abd al-Hamld 'Imran
Najl

Consultant in
Arabic

Language
curriculum

Arabic Language
teaching methods

Directorate ofArabic
Curriculum

Development,
Ministry ofEducation

Muhammad Ahmad al-'Aqla Expert in
Arabic

Language

Arabic Language
teaching methods

Directorate ofArabic
Curriculum

Development,
Ministry ofEducation

Muhammad Ahmad Musa Expert in
Arabic

Language

Arabic Language
teaching methods

Directorate ofArabic
Curriculum

Development,
Ministry ofEducation

Mustafa Talib al-'Udat General

Inspector of
Arabic

Language

Arabic Language
teaching methods

Directorate ofArabic
Curriculum

Development,
Ministry ofEducation
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Appendix 15.

The letter addressed to the judges and the evaluation
sheet attached to it for examining the validity of the

observation card
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tjk Aj^aifl CAjUSII (jk Ajjj*H 4*111 piJ ^jjHI A^vjlLa 41*^LA AIUsj
(jLafr Aiiaiui g,! AjJIjc-VI A1*ja1L Ajjiill JC-IjaIIj SpljAll 4^jS

1 (? i ''Jj4J (Jjlaj 4*111 0Alj* jUxul I (_Jju2alsll

^j1-> all 1 g > iijji oS^S 4_uj*ll 4*111 gAllo Jif2k

t c i Jbuj ... 4JI£JJJ ill 4-a^.JJ ^»Sjlc. ^H-ull

4^.jJ Jail J4jjIjJ ja £_>?■ t,s-^ 4a2j*ll 4allaJI ^j-ijl OH (*'^""l (jl
^*1** f.li ^11 4al l-i iII a1a <—sJ^Jj . I^-ujjjJj (jjlaj 4ijj*1I 4*111 ^cAtLa ^3 aljjlSbll
^2 4jj|JiC.'yi 4Li,j*3lj 4jjilll JC-I jailj eeljail ^C-j3 ^3 Ajjilll djblsill ^3 4jjj*3I 4*111

.(jLaC. -4 *1 Vil»11

4*J dlaLl! Igjll (JLojS ^| ^jllill (j-Q Al\ 1-ijll algl 4jjS*ll ClljlaSlI ^—J Jlij
4*111 ^^alx-a j* IjjS °lfrC.jA-> a ^1j 1 'J<*- C5ic. ^ (^lll ^lAuDU LlL-a^J A IjK")
4j*Al dliL J3j .4'11-11 Mill ^3 Iglljikj tlgllg% jaj 4jjj*1I 4*111 ^g^».j*j tlgjLal*oj 4_Uj*ll

iopljail jjjjJjI dibli£ (l *) 4aUaall bIa vLiLalij • (Ij^. 4a^-oJ diUliSlI oIa
t^»ila4. jlLa jj^aj IgJu 4)U£ JS cJjILj t^cbjj^allj ja-ill) 4jj*lll Jc-ljall j^jjbl 4jli£

<■ ijT> o— (\) louijia — (r) (Jlc. — 1.1^. (Jlc. :4jli£ll lidxoV 4}lljll dlljjLiiall j a I ?-i"n
•(J^) (1)

H-Ukbll <J-°H 11 g»iijj2j (_gjlaj 4_uj*JI 4*131 ^aILo ^ U-'"'" <-i4*la1l ja ^£jj£3j
(_s1a, £4a3jJI 4lHaJ.ll 4j,j.2ju1I ajj*all ^3 A ojall ^»SjIjIj 4jj11I ^»Sjjfi. ja ojlilLuVI

:^L LajS ^jljll «.IajIj fJSill ^la ja,j*lli . ^IjiwluiXl 4LISII 4jjlgjll IgJjjj-aa ^3 jii

. lr»OLollj Ixxl/LalL: A > ^14II 4j>nl uiVl (JllljLull UUadll (JLolljl . 1

.Igjjjsu i_yulj jjSbJ) J_}^ (^1 jl! Jul t&Li. ty* 4aU»;i3 aljJs& jJas, yA J 4fea5L« J*J) '
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.•oLLull dilJ^)Lol ajjxIII A£.Lluo1I . Y

.4jUs (js <. fjji\ d)ijU*Ji ^ajSjLoJI^ <uija.yi nil .v
tAj jilll cjLliSJI . 1

. 1 g ClbliSlI a jlA a h^>^La 4jjl£ui! , O

.4jiUaj]| 4^al.VVLnl Ja^ZvLall ^11 4 g ^all t**^ njltlll 1
.e\jfy\ 3 JjJbkH ^lax-all ^-aSJI jjJSJIIj t^j.Xa]l ^uiLaaJI (jjiLliLall 4_atLLa (_$^La .V

.4iaj <j-a ill* i <ij (_£.illl i—ilgJI (jJSau ^3 AaUaJI «A

• Igjjjp CjUaa^La 4jI j$,jj t43llajll a (jjoa-» ^3 4-ijjp (JjJ*J (jI f.l_^SkL j»j£jll LaS

- * * f
.4jlgjll ^3 Jjl ^11 yUaJ ^3 ^»£jljl A^sl^LL Ijailj

:<j31j]| 4jjuiLuiS?I iisLLull a1±*il ^jSjJ! e.La.jl!

:^\
I^^-alxll (Jft^all
:4jllaJI 4sjj-ij]l

'. 4^

(jjjliall ASUajll ^3 liljlj|I frlojlj 'a ■ -^*Jj '(jVl C^a-all (_£ jj^C.
' ' '

'

<il aAj llba3 Lai 4-olxll ajji r-ill lg_l3 L t-i-sla 4j11j1I a3\ Lilll 4jj*jj IjjSoLa ^j£lll ja»j! tl&jSj
:4J3 tijlj
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c5aj v

4^.jii (3^1 j!

o jail!Ahla <Uauijia SJ*£

AjjoiLuiVI diljLull £j-a=>J AaUaoll (JLco«il
.Ja^yLallj JacOLalU 4 ■ .-.1 -v \1

>

AaUajjl (JlllajLal 4_)^ii]| <C-\4 "■> v <-i Y

[AJ&jLJI) 4£.Lluo1I 4-> i ti

dlbliill 4 dll jbaeil

r

(JS (Jilj Jja. (J^uoJ AjjilSI dlLliSill ^)JU

Jjflju 4-luA

i

oJjl j]| dlLjliSlI 4 h-t^La AjjlfLa]
1 g oj^aj 4jiKrtjj t4aUball

o

Irs^Lttil Jl 4_^_zx ^xiSI djl ajlaull ^ J)1 <~>J n

4^r^lal1 ^jaiL&iJI (JJJLJLOII 4^of.^La
AlUaJl ^ ^ o^\l jjpSillj

V

4 c. ~ig \\ 3J^"' ^ 4-ojliSl 3^
42^.1 '" ** » Aj

A

4j| C4J2,J^Lo1I 4lL3aill jjl^o ^3 4jjjJ (Jj.l*j (j\ 4Latiij
: Ia 1 g *n > h*>"<1 Slgjjjp dll h-N^La

4 j»£j jl*J jjAx-a jSaill (JJ ^5iij
t_jjjoi ^jLajLuj jhxhlA\
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Appendix 16.
The final version of the observation card and the covering sheets

related to a basic personal data and instructions for using it

AjjxU) CibliSlI (jk Ajjjxil A*ll\ (jJiliLA aOl 4A4Jaa£Li AiUaj

(jLaC- 4alalui (jk JC-VI .jaJL AjjxUI JfrljHIj Sf IJfi]I
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4 i—ml ■ ti) ljL—jl—u

( ) Jd ( )
: jjil JAJAJI

( ) <5JJJ2 :tr"b^ <»#
-4JJc- Jji/atfl ^jjIJ

4JLDI (jjjjjJu Jaadl diljiua
:4AdaJI f-Lul 1$J 4jpjM c_5IiSl 4jjjjJJJI Ci\ jj^Sl

Sjji]) ^Ui\
\

Y

r

°.AJMIJ-Ul! ^hJUi]
—.... :4^uuJlj ulLflll

,:4 <,n> li

■■■ ^jJajA
:4jaaSUJ) ^jjUi

:iaa^L^\ fju>\
riaaSLail 4i-Jaj

:Jaa^sLall jj
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4jjUaUI CLiLuIju

:ia^UI gjikl
oel jail ^3 4j_j*i]l <_llLli£ll ^k 4jj^)*JI 4jlUI ^aLtjs el.il ^1 4sUaj3l o4A i 8,ig"l

t_jj|_J^. -jjWll tflliJ ,4jIaLalll ^3 4jjlJSC.yi 8^)1 r-lllJ J)-y'lll^ 4jjilll JC-IJflllJ
4aLa*JI o-i_j2k ^aLoij Laxj ilgjiilj] t 8» i >ill HSi i—iLauSlj tlAjjj*j] oil (_£.ll ojSII

.4 J^JIimII

^ya 4jl laill O-l^J ^j"\ > ^-ill ^l.iaJimVt — Jaui^Lall jjjt — lilLa t _ llIan 1 8 ig II 14A (_jj8-\3lj
I^ia LcJ <^V"ilr-l^a (_£>Li.

.4 h~vVLall 4jlaxj e-lJI Jj3 JojvLLiIIj ^xLuolL 4 » .j-A -y 11 4-jj.iL.nVI dlLLjll ^-Lajx. 4jj*j — 1
o4A 4lmjLija (_JJLa ^Ic- t_8j3^11 £4jLii^p Ajaij eLjl ^LcUl eLI 4Jst^VL» — V

.oLli^ll

l_$^a gr 1 Injp ^jll 4j11j1I dlLjpi 1)oil (j .n 1 Wij t^ ml o4 ^tjJlLo JJ4SU 4jliS (J£ ^Lal .W jj — V
^.l».j.n — ^ 1 ^ t 8J» »'/1 — (Y ^ L» njLa — (r) (Jlc- — ^ £ ^ !.!=». (Jlc- tl^Ji ^Jbuall tiluLllal

• 4jli£l (JS litillLol (_g_yj>.oo (jc- _^J*J ^jll 4il^JI ( -\j ^ 4a>1c. £j-jaJ jjl tMjlc.j t^^)4>_<a^
^Lijall JiC. o^li-jaj (_£4ll -^a-ll (jl Ln~> S^lfLa-Vl jl-l>-e>l <Jj3 oAjJjjoII 43jll f-l-^.^)ll j

.4jojLlll 4jLaxlt ^l^j (_$-Xa ^3 4.3^ J 4 m .n £cjLj 4j1c. t_u_jpj
4_j^*ill Jc-I_jall jjjjjJiil 4jlaS £|j toel jail jjjji! ClAjliSi (1 ♦) 43Uaj.ll ^_y\ > j-vij — £

■ |t jjj_ollj cJ^-..vlt)
• 4joijJ £ja 1 t4_m_jJ I^JLJ 1 ^l*jall 4la^VLa l^ii — 0

A*J 43lLjll 4jlgj ^3 ,c-»4 rtll (jlSjJI ^3 ^L ^11 ^alxll jJ^SJIIJ 4JK1I 4^._)4ll (*-jJaj — 1
,4Ja2hVLall 4_lLaC. ^IgjjVI

.AiUaJl 0Jjsi oJjlji\ (JuLiljS3l 4jLa£ UjLA Sjjjbr Li jy~* '
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J 4jli£l dblla!

3
••

Jl< njfjiA Jit $£.
ija, A Jji—lll <-,! ,1 Kit t®

1 Y T £

SfljSlI :Vji

u> ujblisil jjAl
:S^ljSdl <LUUJJJ pUJ) ^jjuall

op-l jail s-Uul (jlajll ^4c. ^jlc. <_4>Uall l—ljAl
.AiaU-all

)

dlLliS 4juljLa<a (^sIc- OJ^all L_LvUall 1 11 il^ \

:^a aILqjaII iojj*_all 4jjgjaJl S<iljall
c<=k,irv.i-a]i lgj=kjLi_^ j-a i—ijjaJl ^-1 jiJ ~l

.LojIiii taiaj 1 g ^ in~1j

Y

f-1 b-vSf 1 J^a "A <11 -v 11 4 S*l jail 1 1
•4jjiill

j-a 0*1 jail ^lil 4l j-all ^ist-all J/l a"l — £T

^aijajjollj tdjjjuol! 4^a*j (J^bk.
.4juu>tLall tU»U#l

.4_ijgjaJI ad jail c-ljjl aij^llj 4iOL3all — 4
a jflall (_ya^ Viml ^lc- t_j^Llall Sjja

. jjjj-lll ^ jjJaj-al 4_uiJJjll
r

Cjl-ijiall ^gjljt-a ^3 <_?lc. l_L/Llall a j43 <_s-a4J
.jjlouill (j<a 4 v» > <-ill

£

g.1 irvVl ^c.inkj>kail u_OQail 4j_*ajall ^cjili
• adjall ^Uui f-»g 'iC- jJb^aJ j^jll Ajjiill

0

(—DUall <_J.ll ^1 jail i—a*-iJaJl jftUiui Ji-t% til
.4 <al~*A'*>. a (JJLUIJJ

n

d)l& jjJajail jLuSkl ^^It i_J>Uall o j43 ^^ajj

.^1 aAjLallj 4^&ljiuial 4-aSLall 4jj|jall

V
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1
2 ^ tti ,'.i a A<U f

• * jn.< aj/1a
sJ^

jiua > Y r £

4AAJI Jfrljii :LjIj
(ua^-allj

:ci>uallj jaa!) <Luujli ^UjI ^JbuUl

t—i^LoiLa 4-i^x3ll ^jaL&aII p.lijj
. l_0LL1I <_£ jTun.n\ i-b-ulLaj ^cj^v-a

Ajjajll JC.I jill i. "ajhjjj ^^ic- l_L>Ua]l -IC-luiJ
^-9 AiLLuill A_i9^v .-i\tj

Y

^ill ^&ljjuall ^l_yaJLuil t_^c' t—iDLiall
. (j-<=ull jjx 4a3^j> jl <11 3.1c. tail (Jj-oj

r

S^c-lall Ul y\ ■ ,.V i_0Ual] Aj^a^iil ^cijj
■Ac.^aI^jjuoII (_j-q Aj9^)i .-ill jl ill

£

Ll jC-J (J-a=Jl <_ll J&] <_5jfc L-liUail 0

^i.1 j| Kli >i t-liUail ^^5-^ n

4^1^,^. r.t .* it le. l VlLLill
• t^JsaLuJu^il ~ "i ^ -**'^ 3-lC.taIl 1| Q'' !—*""* 3J^iio

V

JfrljSM Jal yr11 ul (_gic. (_DUalt 3^.19
4-o!)Lkji_5 A «atSll Ac.l_u^aj AsLuloII Aa9^) l .-ill

A

jbucwV ^uLdll <iljul i_x)UaiI Aj^ajail ^cjIjj
-l&l jjuiil jjAiiajJ (_^31l ^g-pVl O^ll

jsJ ^gjl! 4j9jj^£ill jl Ajj^jll S^&lallj Jajijjj
.l^al*4

1
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AAiSlS &*1A\ AAJJ

?

f&ULA
* ♦

(. fljtlrt h< njla f^v

\ T r t

Aii]l JC-Iji ' iuljJj l—LyUall <_JjAJ
(_]1 <n*'\t »1 J>Li. f^ya j

1 , J l n<l j'i\lj .klifyl

> .

g.1 ITNVI l-iJlkll o^lS
.^JC. jli/i'l Ajajj^allj A-lJ't ill

^ 1

Ajj-v 'ill f 1 laa.VI i—Ujj^aj (_sIc- i—xiLlall t—ijAa
. j-lS AjuUill

H

AE-ljall LS^ 1 < 1ni^1
AJtU ^jjillJ sAjjiil!

>r

• i—fijj-ailJ ^xl*3l i_DUalt A_utalj 1 £

jilxSI jjjSiSl AJSlt 4AJ.A1I

SfJ jflJt

AjjiUt Jetjilt
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